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Trust in e-Commerce 
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pmlooue 

This study primarily investigates the processes and capabilities which are important for 

building and developing trust in e-Commerce. The main area of focus of this study is on the 

factors and enablers which can be applied by online retailers to build trust and communicate 

trustworthiness to online consumers. Throughout the study these factors and enablers are 

commonly referred to as the 'building blocks of trust in e-Commerce'. It is argued that 

without trust, e-Commerce cannot reach its full potential and that the building blocks of trust 

in e-Commerce can be applied to build and develop trust in e-Commerce. 

This study further investigates consumer perceptions of e-Commerce, and the deterrents to 

online shopping. Special emphasis was placed on important e-Commerce issues, central to 

building and developing trust in e-Commerce, such as privacy, security and fulfilment. As 

part of the recommendations, a conceptual model for building trust In e-Commerce is 

presented, which maps out the online trust building process with the general building blocks 

of trust in e-Commerce at its core. 

The primary research objectives of this study are: 

• To determine the building blocks, transactional, technological, or graphical, that 

are important for creating and developing trust in e-Commerce 

• To determine the relative importance of the building blocks for creating and 

developing trust in e-Commerce 

• To assess the influence of other variables on the building blocks of trust in 

e-Commerce, which have a relationship with the building blocks 

• To develop a conceptual model of trust in e-Commerce, incorporating the building 

blocks of trust in e-Commerce 
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Commercial activity on the Internet has increased rapidly in recent years and electronic 

commerce has evolved into a viable business channel for many companies. As the Internet 

and electronic commerce develop and mature, their success largely depends on gaining and 

maintaining the trust of online consumers. The concept of trust in e-Commerce is important, 

because consumers tend to have not enough trust in e-Commerce to shop on the Internet. 

Simply put, without trust, e-Commerce is unlikely to reach its full potential. 

It is the purpose of this study is to investigate and describe the processes and capabilities 

which are important for building and developing trust in e-Commerce. The main objectives of 

this study are to determine the building blocks that are important for creating and 

developing trust in e-Commerce and to determine the relative importance of these building 

blocks for creating and developing trust in e-Commerce. For this purpose, the online trust 

building process was examined in some depth and a conceptual model was developed which 

depicts how trust in e-COmmerce is established and maintained. For the purpose of this 

research the critical enablers and capabilities for building and developing trust in 

e-<:ommerce are referred to as the 'Building Blocks' of trust in e-Commerce throughout the 

study. 

This study begins by presenting the research methodology. The researth methodology 

explains the method of primary and secondary data collection. It explains how qualitative 

and quantitative information were gathered, processed and analysed. Then, an extensive 

literature review is presented, which covers in detail issues of the traditional trust concept, 

the Internet and electronic commerce, and then trust in e-Commerce. The qualitative 

research findings are then presented. The findings of the in-depth interviews conducted are 
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depicted in a table format and are presented in a question by question summary. 

Additionally the findings of a survey dealing with the general building blocks of trust in 

e-Commerce are analysed and presented. The quantitative data is then analysed and the 

findings put forward. 

Rnally, conclusions are drawn, stating the revised objectives and the findings relating to 

each objective, and recommendations are made, presenting the conceptual model for 

building trust in e-Commerce. 

Trust, in the traditional sense, is a highly complex sociological concept and has many 

connotations. Trust is generally defined as the future contingent actions of others. Trust is 

usually based on a cognitive process which discriminates among persons and Institutions by 

classifying them into trustworthy, distrusted and unknown categories, and trust Is based on 

an affective component which consists of an emotional oond among all those who participate 

in the relationship. There are differences between the general trust concept, trustworthiness 

and credibility: trust in general terms deals with the credibility of specific people, groups, or 

institutions regarding specific actions; trustworthiness deals with beliefs about people and 

actions, and credibility is the extent to which a recipient sees the source as having relevant 

knowledge, skill, or experience to give unbiased and objective information. 

Simply put, trust is a simplifying strategy that enables individuals to adapt to complex social 

environments, and thereby benefit from increased opportunities; it is particularly relevant in 

conditions of ignorance or uncertainty with respect to unknown or unknowable actions of 

others. To develop trust between individuals they must have not only repeated encounters, 

but also have some memory of previous encounters. Thus, trust is based on reputation and 

that reputation has to be acquired through behaviour over time in well..;understood 

circumstances. 
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The main functions of trust are: trust as a main characteristic of a legitimate order and 

harmonious co-operation of societal communities, trust as a reduction of social complexity, 

and trust as a social and economic lubricant of co-operation. For modern societies there is a 

renewed emphasis on trust as an underlying concept that encourages economic exchange, 

the spread of communication, recognition of cultural and political differences, as well as 

sociability and participation between individuals and wider communities. Placing trust, that 

is, making bets about the future uncertain and uncontrollable actions of others, is always 

accompanied by risk. Trust always involves an element of risk because of the inability to 

monitor other people's behaviour, from the inability to have complete knowledge about other 

people's motivations, and generally, from the contingency of social reality. 

In the absence of trust, the resulting vacuum will be filled with some alternative 

arrangements providing similar functions and meeting universal cravings for certainty, order, 

or predictability. The concept of distrust Is usually treated as the as the negative mirror

image of trust. People who do not trust one another will end up co-operating only under a 

system of formal rules and regulations, which have to be negotiated, agreed to, litigated, 

and enforced, sometimes by coercive means. The main factors affecting trust are differences 

in social, gender, racial, and age issues. 

The Internet is the worid's largest and most widely used computer network; its hypermedia 

environment at10ws multimedia information to be located on a network of servers around the 

world which are interconnected allowing one to travel through the information by clicldng on 

hyperlinks. To gather accurate statistics about the Internet on local or global scale is 

generally difficult, as the Internet is a network of networks, with each individual network 

hosting a varying number of PCS which have a varying number of users. 
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Commercial activity on the Internet has been increasing rapidly since the early 199Os; 

electronic commerce has evolved into a viable business channel. The main benefits of the 

Internet as a commercial medium are: distribution benefits, lower transaction costs, 

marketing communication benefits, improved buyer-seifer relationships, operational benefits 

and improved cross-border information and transaction flows. The most common drawbacks 

to the use and widespread adoption of the Internet are: security and privacy concerns, 

violations of intellectual property rights, copyrights and patents, lack of awareness and 

knowledge of the Internet and related services, cultural and language barriers, and 

information overload from the customer's perspective. While many firms have launched 

e-Commerce initiatives, few have developed the internal infrastructure to increase activity in 

this space; there is need for companies to integrate the e-Commerce channel better into the 

organisation. 

The most common drawbacks to successful electronic commerce are the absence of a 

uniform commercial code and legal framework, concerns about security and privacy 

protection, technical barriers, lack of adequate electronic payment and fulfilment systems, 

and unrealistic expectations about electronic commerce. Consumer electronic commerce in 

South Africa is largely under-developed, due to the relatively slow rate of adoption of the 

Internet in South Africa, and the lagging of South African Internet users to conduct online 

transactions: about 75% of South African Internet users have not yet shopped online, 

although they tend to have positive perceptions towards e-Commerce. 

While Internet users are rapidly becoming Internet shoppers, purchase failures, security 

fears and service frustrations are rampant: about one third of all online consumer purchase 

attempts are cancelled or abandoned before they are completed. Approximately 80 percent 

of all Internet users suggest that the Internet's ability to function as an effective 
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communication medium was a reason for getting online initially, while only 2 percent of 

users said their main motivation for going online was to shop. 

As the Internet develops and matures, its success will largely depend on gaining and 

maintaining the trust of visitors. Because time is key to deepening trust, Internet trust is 

currently stili relatively shallow. Trust in e-Commerce is generally built in a three-stage, 

cumulative process that establishes trust in the Internet and the Specific Web site, trust in 

the information displayed and trust in delivery fulfilment and service. 

Consumers have generally a high level of distrust towards the Internet, emanating largely 

from the fear that engaging in online activities would compromise personal privacy. 

Violations of personal privacy include: tracking consumers' movements, misuse of 

information, theft of information, corruption of information, theft of Identity, and personal 

threats. Similar to privacy, security concerns are keeping customers away from doing 

business on the Internet. Establishing a secure e-Business environment requires a 

comprehensive approach that includes policies, education, physical protection, security 

software, and manual security procedures. The main Internet security technology features 

are: encryption, digital signature and certificates, and flrewalls. 

Electronic commerce involves a wide spectrum of policy issues, including the legal 

framework, institutional arrangements and technical infrastructure needed to support an 

international marketplace for electronic products and services. Government regulation to 

provide a framework for trust in e-Commerce may have the following flaws: prohibitive 

regulation, harmonisation of laws, and unnecessary regulation leading to unintended 

consequences. The alternative to the government regulatory approach for data privacy and 

security is industry self regulation and self governance, but the major drawback of self

regulation lies in effective enforcement. 
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Compared tD traditional payment systems digital money is in its infancy, and a great deal of 

technological development and market consolidation must occur before it realises its 

potential. It is important tD note, however, that electronic commerce will not reach its full 

potential until there are simple, inexpensive, private and secure ways tD make payments 

over the Internet. Additionally, there is broad support among most OECO member countries 

that existing tax concepts should be applied tD global electronic commerce, and tax 

treatment should be neutral between electronic and traditional methods of conducting 

business. As many online retailers are start ups with little or no track record of fulfilment It is 

important tDprovide assurance to all stakeholders that proper controls are in place as 

transactions are undertaken. Assurance on the Internet involves digital branding and 

differentiation, Web site design, presentation and navigation, symbols and seals of approval, 

fulfilment and distribution, as well as virtual and interactive decision aids. 

In addition tD secondary research, primary research was conducted. In terms of the 

qualitative research, sixteen in-depth interviews were conducted with experts In the Internet 

and e-Commerce I e-Business field. In terms of the quantitative research 4000 mail 

questionnaires were sent out tD people throughout South Africa, who were randomly 

selected from the database of HomeO\oice. The mail questionnaire Is a well suited method 

tD gather information from respondents who are geographically widely dispersed. In respect 

of the quantitative research, personal interviews were ruied out, as this would have limited 

the research tD a specific geographic location; telephone Interviews were also ruled out, due 

tD time and cost restrictions. 

The aim of the qualitative research was to gain insight and an in-depth understanding from 

experts, who are involved in the Internet and e-Commerce I e-Business field. For a list of the 

persons interviewed, please refer to the research methodology, section 2.2.1. During the 

interviews, the respondents were asked to complete a self-administered survey which deals 
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with the general building blocks of trust in e-Commerce. The information gathered from the 

in-depth interviews was first summarised and then analysed. After the analysis of the in

depth interviews the findings of the survey are put forward. 

It was found that the typical South African Internet user tends to be well educated, a high 

income earner and tends to live in a major metropolitan centre, such as Gauteng, the 

Western cape and the greater Durban area. South Africans predominantly use the Internet 

for sending and receiving e mail, searching and gathering information and entertainment. 

The use and rate adoption of electronic commerce has increased in South Africa In recent 

years. The single most important reason why consumers shop on the Internet is 

convenience, and there is no difference in the propensity to shop online between 

experienced and inexperienced South African Internet users. Products most frequently 

bought on the Internet by South Africans tend to have the following two main 

characteristics: they tend to be branded or commodity type products, and they are either not 

avaHable or difficult to obtain locally. The most popular products South Africans purchase on 

the Internet are books, CDs, magazine subscriptions and computer software; the most 

popular services South Africans consume on the Internet are online banking and ticket 

reservation services. 

The biggest deterrents for consumers to shop on the Internet are the lack of an online 

shopping experience, the lack of perceived value and benefits and the lack of instant 

gratification. South African consumers generally prefer the tangible shopping experience, 

including socialisation elements and the ability to examine products, to the online shopping 

experience. The biggest risks consumers perceive about online shopping are security, privacy 

and fulfilment risks. Security risks deal with payment, network, and technology risks; privacy 

risks deal with the abuse of customer information; and fulfilment risks deal with non

fulfilment, incorrect billing and incorrect shipment risks. To lower the perception of risk 
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associated with online shopping, online retailers should leverage existing brands, build strong 

online brands, and educate customers about electronic commerce and online shopping. 

Trust in e-Commerce is a highly subjective concept and has many meanings. Even industry 

experts tend to have different definitions or descriptions about trust in e-Commerceandtend 

to focus on different issues based on their background and experience. 

Nevertheless, the common building blocks of trust in e-Commerce are: privacy protection, 

security, and branding. Secondary building blocks relating to trust in e-Commerce include: 

navigation, professional and functional Web site design, fulfilment capabilities, the use of 

third party endorsement schemes, and common government and self-regulatory frameworks 

as well as Internet trading standards. The building blocks of trust in e-Commerce are 

generally seen as critical enablers in support of establishing and building trust in 

e-Commerce. Trust in e<ommerce is a function of a person's general predisposition to trust 

in : its traditional context, as well as the person's general predisposition to the Internet and 

electronic commerce. For example, a person with a general unfavourable attitude towards 

trust and the Internet, may be wary about shopping online, whereas a person with a more 

favourable attitude towards trust and the Internet may more proactively shop online. 

Generally, experienced Internet users tend to have more trust in e-Commerce than 

inexperienced Internet users, due to their experience gained with the medium and through 

transactions with online retailers. They choose, however, more selectively with whom to do 

business on the Internet, and their selection of a particular online retailer is largely based on 

the experience they have gained during previous encounters (where their expectations have 

been met or exceeded and they gained positive experiences). Inexperienced Internet users 

need to build up that frame of reference before they can confidently conduct online 

transactions and learn to trust particular online retailers. 
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At the same level of brand equity, hybrid online retailers, i.e. online retailers that also have 

established physical stores, brand names and reputation, are generally perceived more 

trustworthy than pure-play online retailers which do not have a physical presence in the 

offline world. 

To communicate trust in e-Commerce effectively, companies should build strong credible 

online brands, and where possible should leverage existing and established brands. It is 

important that branding strategies are consistent across all online and offline media. Along 

an online retailer's supply chain it is important that each channel partner performs an agreed 

upon role, which may be enforced through service level agreements, to meet customer 

expectations and to ensure service quality as well as brand consistency. Online retailer's also 

have to ensure that they associate themselves with appropriate channel partners, which 

have proven to be reliable and may have strong brands which the retailer could leverage to 

enhance his own credibility. 

Industry self regulation was generally regarded more favourable than government regulation 

to establish a general framework for trust in e-Commerce, which may include policies and 

standards for online trading, online consumer protection plans, supervision of online 

retailers, enforcement of poliCieS and the development of public awareness programmes for 

online retailing. 

Intrusion of customer privacy, including the abuse of personal information, and non

fulfilment are the most critical issues for breaking consumer trust in e-Commerce. Once 

consumer trust in e-Commerce is broken, there is very little an online retailer can do to 

re-establish trust with the consumer. The possibility of re-establishing and re-gaining trust in 

e-Commerce with an disappointed customer is generally a function of severity of the case, 

the consumer's ability to absorb the economic loss, the strength of the brand and the 
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reputation of the online retailer, the influence of third parties and the self-responsibility of 

the online consumer. 

Third party seal of approval programmes are generally not well known in South Africa, even 

well-establlshed international seal of approval programmes. The most important benefits of 

using a Web seal are regulation, oversight and assurance through an Independent third 

party. Pure play online retailers (with an Internet presence only) with largely unknown 

brands generally benefit the most using seals of approval. Important elements of a seal 

programme to establish trust in e-commerce are customer information protection, 

transaction integrity, and strong fulfilment and customer recourse polides. To promote the 

use and adoption of seals of approval in South Africa, only the most credible and established 

Web seals should be used and benefits of using Web seals should be emphasised. 

In addition to the in--depth interviews, the industry experts were asked to complete a self 

administered survey which deals with the general building blocks of trust in e-commerce and 

their decomposed factors. For a sample of the survey please refer to appendix 4. The 

respondents were asked to assign a score indicating the importance they attach to each 

factor for building and developing trust In e-commerce on a five point rating scale, ranging 

from 'not important at all' (1) to 'very important I essential' (5). The analysis revealed that 

the privacy, security and fulfilment building blocks carry the greatest weight for building and 

developing trust in e-Commerce. 

Quantitative research was then conducted to examine the opinions and attitudes of the 

public, with regard to Internet level of usage and experience in general, and trust in 

e-Commerce in particular. The empirical objectives were to investigate four areas of 

information, induding information about the respondent's level of Internet skill and 

experience, information about the respondent's online consumer behaviour, information 
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about the respondent's perceptions towards trust in e-Commerce, and lastly information 

about demographic data of the respondents. 

The target: population was defined as all those people who are Internet users or those who 

have suffldent knowledge about the Internet and electronic commerce. A stratified sample 

was used, consisting of 60% randomly selected male respondents and 40% randomly 

selected female respondents. A stratified sample was used to ensure reliability, because men 

dominate the Internet in South Africa in approximately a 60:40 proportion to female Internet 

users. The questionnaire was designed to facilitate brevity and clarity due to the fact that it 

was self-administered. It was also structured and undisguised as this was considered the 

best format for the research situatiOn. 

The data from the quantitative research was captured, deaned and then analysed using the 

programme Statistica. Various statistical tests have been performed on the quantitative data. 

It was found that the majority of the respondents are male (64%) and that they are low to 

middle income earners (60% with a monthly disposable income of up to R 5000). The bias 

towards the lower income groups is largely due to the fact that in general there were far 

more respondents belonging to the lower income groups than respondents from the middle 

and upper income groups. Furthermore, about 65% of the respondents are below the age of 

40 and the majority of the respondents tend to live in one of South Africa's major 

metropolitan centres such as Gauteng, the Western cape and the greater Durban area. 

Screening questions at the beginning of the questionnaire allowed the identification of the 

respondents level of Internet skill and experience. The majority of the respondents have 

been using the Internet for less than 2 years and use the Internet mainly as a 

communication tool, i.e. the two most frequent uses people make of the Internet are email 

and searching for information. The vast majority of the respondents have not yet shopped 
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on the Internet, although they tend to have positive perceptions towards electronic 

commerce. The quantitative analysis further revealed that South African online shoppers buy 

goods and services on the Internet with moderation. Almost 60% of the respondents have 

not yet shopped on the Internet, and of the 40% who have shopped on the Internet, almost 

70% of the respondents indicated that they are shopping less than once a month online. 

Despite having Internet access, South African Internet users do not shop online, because 

they do not possess a credit card, they lack the tangible elements of traditional shopping, 

and they have concerns about Internet security and submitting credit card details to 

complete an online transaction. 

The quantitative analysis also examined the respondent's online buyer behaviour. The most 

important reasons why South African consumers shop on the Internet are convenience and 

the expectation that prices on the Internet are cheaper than in the offline retail world. The 

highest online purchase categories for products are: books (25%), CDs and videos (17%), 

and computer software (15%); the highest online purchase categories fur services are: 

travel (23%), online banking (21%), and online magazine subsaiptions (20%). The 

problems the respondents most frequently encounter with·· online shopping are: site 

functionality and navigation problems, problems with timely fulfilment of online orders, and 

generally problems with customer recourse and product returns when the wrong goods have 

been shipped. In the South African context it is important to note that the lack of credit card 

ownership is an important reason why South African consumers do not shop on the Internet. 

The core of the quantitative analysis was to investigate the general building blocks of trust in 

e-Commerce. The investigation into the general building blocks of trust in e-Commerce 

revealed that the most important building blocks are privacy protection, fulfilment and 

Internet security. These results are in line with the findings from the in-depth interviews, 
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where the three most important buildings blocks of trust in e-Commerce are privacy, security 

and fulfilment. 

A further in-depth statistical analysis of the building blocks of trust in e-Commerce was 

performed, which includes cross tabulations, correspondence and discriminant analysis. The 

detailed statistical output is contained on the enclosed CD Rom. The last section of the 

quantitative research then investigated the applicability of seals of approval to communicate 

trust in e-Commerce. It was found that, although seals of approval generally have a positive 

impact on communicating a greater sense of credibility of online retailers, they fail to 

effectively develop trust in e-Commerce. 

The revised objectives were then evaluated in terms of whether they should be accepted or 

rejected. The decision as to whether the revised objective should be accepted or rejected 

was based on the information gathered and analysed from the literature review, the In-depth 

interviews and the quantitative survey. 

Based on the findings of the literature review, the qualitative research and the quantitative 

research, the following conclusions were drawn: 

Conclusions regarding the Traditional Trust Concept; 

.. Trust is a simplifying strategy that enables individuals to adapt to complex social 

environments, and thereby benefit from increased opportunities. 

.. There are differences between the general trust concept and trustworthiness and 

credibility . 

.. To develop trust between individuals they must have repeated encounters, and they 

must have some memory of previous encounters. 
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., The main functions of trust are: trust as a main characteristic of a legitimate order 

and harmonious co-operation of societal communities, trust as a reduction of social 

complexity I and trust as a social and economic lubricant of co-operation • 

., For modem societies there is a renewed emphasis of trust as an underlying construct 

that encourages economic exchange . 

., Trust always involves an element of risk. 

Conduslons .... rding the Internet Ind "Commerce; 

., The Internet is the world's largest and most widely used computer network. 

.. The online population continues to grow at an impressive rate; there are about 2.2 

million people in South Africa who use the Internet • 

., The typical South African Internet user tends to be young, lives in a major South 

African metropolitan centre, and is well educated . 

., Commercial activity on the Internet has been increasing rapidly since the mid 90s, 

and e-Commerce has evolved into a viable business channel • 

., The main benefits of the Internet as a commercial medium are: distribution benefits, 

lower transaction costs, marketing communication benefits, Improved buyer-seller 

relationships, operational benefits and improved information and transaction flows . 

., Consumer electronic commerce in South Africa is largely under--developed . 

., The most important reasons why South African consumers shop on the Internet are 

convenience and the expectation that prices on the Internet are cheaper than in the 

offline retail world • 

., The most common drawbacks to successful electronic commerce are the absence of 

a uniform commercial code and legal framework, concerns about security and privacy 

protection, technical barriers, lack of adequate electronic payment and fulfilment 

systems, and unrealistic expectations about electronic commerce. 
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• Despite having Internet access, many South African Internet users do not shop 

online, because they do not possess a aedit card, they lack the tangible elements of 

traditional shopping, and they have general fears about Internet security and 

submitting aedit card details to complete an online transaction. 

Conduslons reaminG Trust in e-eommerq; 

• As the Internet and electronic commerce develop and mature, their success largely 

depends on gaining and maintaining the trust of Internet users. 

• Trust in e-Commerce depends to a large degree on a person's general disposition to 

trust, including willingness and ability to take risk, character traits, and personal 

attitudes towards the Internet and e-Commerce. 

• The majority of online consumers generally distrust the Internet and e-Commerce, 

emanating largely from the fear that engaging in online activities could violate their 

personal privacy. 

• Effective Internet security is a prerequisite for trust in e-Commerce. 

• Experienced Internet users tend to have greater trust in e-Commerce than 

inexperienced Internet users, they choose however more selectively than 

inexperienced Internet users with whom they do business online. 

• At the same level of brand equity, hybrid online retailers are perceived more 

trustworthy than pure-play online retailers which do not have retail outlets in the 

offline world. 

• The most important building blocks of trust in e-Commerce are privacy, security and 

fulfilment. 

• Industry self-regulation is preferred to government regulation to provide a general 

framework for trust in e-Commerce. 

• Privacy intrusion and non-fulfilment are the most critical factors for breaking 

consumer's trust in e-Commerce. 
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.. Seal of approval programmes are generally not well known in South Africa, 

.. The most important benefits of using a seal of approval are regulation, monitoring 

and assurance through an independent third party. 

• Generally, seals of approval help little in establishing and developing trust in 

e-Commerce. 

.. To promote the use of seals of approval in South Africa, the most credible seals 

brands and programmes should be used and the benefits of using Web seals should 

be emphasised. 

Based on the findings and the conclusions of this study, the following recommendations 

were made: 

.. Educate Internet users about online shopping 

.. Create consumer awareness and motivate for online shopping 

.. Define the concept of trust for the organisation 

.. Establish a secure &-Commerce environment 

• Commit to data privacy and information protection 

.. Provide assurance to online consumers 

.. Evaluate alternative methods of online payments 

.. Build strong and meaningful online brands 

.. Establish strong customer polides 

.. Partner with trustworthy organisations 

.. Enhance consumer's online shopping experience 

.. Determine target market needs and respond to them 

.. Review policies and code of conduct of self-regulated industry programmes and 

consider joining them 

.. Determine the applicability of using a seal of approval 

.. Adopt the conceptual building blocks model of trust in e-Commerce 
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lastly, the conceptual model for building and developing trust in e-Commerce is presented 

and explained in some detail. In essence the conceptual model depicts the processes and 

emphasises the capabilities which are important for building and developing trust in 

e-Commerce. The main pre-requisites for trust in e<ommerce are the existence of trust 

culture as well as an individual's favourable disposition towards trust in general and towards 

e-Commerce in particular. At its core, the model depicts the general building blocks of trust 

in e-Commerce which are regarded as critical enablers for building and developing trust in 

e-Commerce. Through moments of truth, which can happen anytime over the lifetime of the 

buyer-seller relationship, the legitimacy of an online retailer is verified and trust can be 

strengthened (in cases of constantly good experiences) or trust can be withdrawn (in cases 

of unpleasant online shopping incidents). At one of the highest levels in the buyer-seller 

relationship trust becomes internalised, i.e. based on purchase history and experience the 

customer no longer verifies the online retailers legitimacy. Internalised trust can be 

maintained through service consistency, ongoing communication, collaboration and effective 

relationship management. 

The appendix contains various supporting documents, such as diagrams, tables and sample 

questionnaires, as well as the interview minutes from the in-depth interviews. The 

bibliography is the last section of this study. 
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b2b 

b2c 

e-business 

business to business 

business to consumer 

a broader description of e-Commerce which typically includes 

enterprise-wide resources and capabilities 

e-COmmerce short form for: electronic commerce 

xxvII 

e-Form a survey format that is completed and administered electronically 

FAQs Frequently Asked Questions 

hybrid online a retailer who operates both in the physical and the 

retailer online environments 

IT Information Technology 

Pia Public Key Infrastructure 

pure play a retailer who exclusively operates on the Internet and has 

online retailer no physical retailing infrastructure, i.e. shops or outlets 

SET Secure Electronic Transactions 

URl Uniform Resource locator, an address on the Internet 

www the Worid Wide Web 
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i. INTRODUCTION 

The Internet, commonly abbreviated as the 'Net', is the largest and most widely used computer 

network in the world. It consists of thousands of networks around the world and is a gateway 

to a literal treasure trove of information and services. It represents an effident medium for 

accesSing, organising, and communicating information. 

Electronic commerce, or commerce on the Internet, has experienced rapid growth durlng its 

infant years. Forrester Research (2000) estimated that online sales in the U.S. amounted to 

US$7.8 billion in 1998 and predict that e-commerce could reach US$108 billion by 2003. While 

this would still amount to under 5% of all US retail sales in 2003, it would represent a dramatic 

increase in Internet retailing. Similarly, from a South African perspective new results from 

Internet research company Webchek indicate that South African shoppers are also embracing 

the Web, with 95% of local online consumers planning to return to the Net for further 

purchases, bonding well for the future of online shopping in South Africa. 

Internet shoppers appear to be attracted to the ease with which they can find products online, 

due to the detailed product information available and the variety of choices offered. Because of 

the relative ease of vendors setting up an Internet based shop, myriads of smaller retailers 

have embraced the Internet. However, with the proliferation of online retailers, sellers are 

having large difficulty differentiating and distinguishing their products and services from their 

competitors', especially those of unscrupulous online retailers. Additionally, despite the 

explosive growth of e-commerce and the rapidly increasing number of consumers who use 

interactive media for both, pre-purchase information search and online shopping, very little is 

known about how consumers make purchase dedsions in such settings. 
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As the Internet develops and matures, its success will largely depend on gaining and 

maintaining trust of visitors (Cheskin, 1999). This will be paramount to sites that depend on 

consumer commerce. The lack of user confidence in e-commerce transactions Is the greatest 

inhibitor obstructing the growth of e-commerce. 

Similarly, according to Hoffman and Novak (1998), the real reason consumers aren't yet 

shopping online in large numbers - or giving Web sites information in exchange for access to 

information - has to do with a fundamental lack of faith between most businesses and 

consumers on the Web today. In essence, consumers do not trust most Web providers enough 

to shop online. Thus, the concept of trust in e-commerce is crudal because it affects a number 

of factors essential to online transactions, induding security and privacy. Without trust, the 

development of electronic commerce cannot reach its potential. 

It is therefore important to identify the factors which communicate and build trust and 

trustworthiness in computer mediated environments, in their entirety. Their interrelations and 

interactions need to be understood, and their relative importance determined. Understanding 

the roles of these different factors is likely to allow online merchants to ease consumers' 

concerns, and could hasten the maturation of Internet retailing. 
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ON AND 

2.1 The Marketing problem 

To be successful on the Internet, online retailers have to perform numerous tasks: from 

designing appealing, fast and functional Web sites on the front-end or customer interface, to 

providing effective solutions on the back-end, such as transactional security, order fulfilment, 

payment processing and database integration. These initiatives tend to be very expensive and 

time consuming, if carried out at a professional level, and may be in vain if consumers do not 

trust either the online retailer or the online transactional environment. While consumers may 

use the Internet to obtain specific product information, they may not go further to actually shop 

on the Internet, due to their lack of trust. The issue of trust is therefore of great importance to 

online retailers, as creating, developing and maintaining trust in e-Commerce is likely to result 

in greater customer loyalty and profitability. 

2.2 The Marketing Objective 

To create, develop and maintain trust and trustworthiness In e-commerce and online 

transactions, to communicate elements of trust effectively In order to motivate Internet 

shoppers to engage in electronic transactions, and to increase the loyalty and profitability of 

customers who are shopping on the Internet. 
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2 .. 3 The Research problem 

The concept of trust 'and trustworthiness, both in the e-Commerce and in the traditional 

context, is a complex concept consisting of many issues in online buyer-seller relationships, as 

well as the sociological foundations of trust, trustworthiness, and credibility. The research will 

therefore draw on a number of issues and concepts surrounding the general trust concept, as 

well as Internet and electronic commerce related issues, to ultimately explain how to develop 

and build trust in e-Commerce. For the purpose of this research these Issues and concepts shall 

be referred to as the 'building blocks' of trust in e-Commerce throughout the study. 

2 .. 4 The Research Objectives 

2.4.1 The prlmlNB_reb Gmmlyes: 

.. To determine the building blocks, transactional, technological, or graphical, that are 

important for creating and developing trust in e-Commerce 

.. To determine the relative Importance of the building blocks for creating and 

developing trust In e-Commerce 

.. To assess the influence of other variables on the building blocks of trust in 

e-Commerce, which have a relationship with the building blocks 

.. To develop a conceptual model of trust In e-Commerce, incorporating the building 

blocks of trust in e-Commerce 
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2.4.2 The Secondary Research Objectives: 

It To provide an overview of the traditional trust concept, including the sociological 

definitions of trust, trustworthiness and credibility 

It To identify the traditional functions of trust 

\I To assess the relevance of the traditional trust concept for modern societies 

\I To detennine the profile of the typical South African Internet user 

\I To establish the general perception of e-Commerce among South African Internet users 

\I To detennine the biggest risks consumers perceive about shopping on the Internet 

\I To identify the problems consumers experience shopping on the Internet 

It To detennine the reasons why consumers choose not to shop on the Internet, despite 

having Internet access 

\I To investigate the factors that motivate offline shoppers to start shopping on the 

Internet 

\I To assess the relevance of the traditional trust concept for trust in e-Commerce 

\I To detennine the importance of trust to successful e-Commerce 

\I To assess the extend to which consumers generally have trust in e-Commerce 

\I To establish consumer's perception of trust in e-Commerce 

It To assess consumer's Internet experience as a function of trust in e-Commerce 

It To detennine the perceived differences between pure play and hybrid online retailers, in 

the context of trust in e-Commerce 
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• To determine the role of branding to create and develop trust in e-Commerce 

• To determine the most appropriate approach of building trust In e-Commerce, between 

government regulation and industry self regulation 

• To determine the awareness of seal of approval programmes among South African 

Internet users, in the context of trust in e-Commerce 

• To determine the benefits of using seals of approval 

• To determine the applicability of using Seals of approval to create and develop trust 

in e-Commerce 
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This study is undertaken on a relatively nation-wide basis, as the focus is on building and 

developing trust in e-Commerce in the South African marketplace. Building and developing 

trust in e-Commerce Is a complex issue in both the traditional trust environment as well as in 

the online environment. The online trust building process encompasses numerous subjects, 

such as consumer behaviour, marketing, sociology, economics, and information technology. 

As this study primarily examines issues within the broader business environment, further 

investigations into the psychological and cognitive components of trust, as well as the technical 

aspects of information technology and computer science have not been undertaken In greater 

depth. Finally, although developing trust in e-Commerce is also of importance in the business

to-business segment, this study aims to uncover the processes and building blocks for 

developing trust in e-Commerce between companies and final consumers. 

3.1 Organisation of the StudY 

This thesis begins by presenting the research methodology. The research methodology explains 

the method of primary and secondary data collection, i.e. the qualitative research (in-depth 

interviews), the quantitative research (mail questionnaires) and the literature review. It explains 

how qualitative and quantitative information were gathered, processed and analysed. 

Then, an extensive literature review is presented, which covers in detail issues of the traditional 

trust concept, the Internet and electronic commerce in general, and then trust in e-Commerce. 
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After the literature review, the revised objectives of the study are presented. The intial 

objectives of the problem definition and objectives section were revised based on the 

information and findings gathered from the literature review. They guide the further qualitative 

and quantitative research and are individually assessed in the later part of the study. 

The qualitative research findings are then presented. The findings of the in-depth interviews 

conducted are depicted in a table format and are presented in a question by question summary. 

Additionally the findings of a survey dealing with the general building blocks of trust in 

e-COmmerce are analysed and presented. The quantitative data is then analysed and the 

findings put forward. 

Anally, conclusions are drawn, the findings relating to each of the revised objectives of this 

study are stated, and recommendations are made, presenting the conceptual model for building 

trust in e-Commerce. 
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DY 

4.1 Qualltatlye Industry Expert Interviews 

There only exist few professionals with sufficient knowledge and experience of the research 

topiCS under review in South Africa. Qualitative interviews with Industry experts were limited to 

a duration of one hour, as these industry experts have only a restricted amount of time 

available. Additionally, the industry experts are located in different parts of South Africa, which 

may have restricted the level of detail and depth of Information gathered. 

4.2 Financial Restrictions 

Ernst and Young is covering basic operational costs, such as postage, printing, binding and air 

travel. The researcher made allowances for additional costs. The available budget is to provide 

for the set-up of the mail survey, telephone, transport, photostatting and other necessary costs. 

Nevertheless, the financial resources are limited, which may place restrictions on the amount of 

information gathered. 

4.3 Geographic Area 

Due to the fact that that time and financial restrictions limit the exploration of information from 

as many geographic locations as possible, the bulk of the qualitative research is conducted in 

the Gauteng and Cape Town area. This may restrict the amount of information gathered. 

Umiting the qualitative information collection to this specific geographic area could result in a 

bias in the findings, should one exist in the information. 
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4.4 Statistical Sampling Error 

The research is limited in terms of sampling errors relating to the statistical techniques of the 

chi-squared distribution, discriminant analysis, factor analysis and correspondence analysis. 

4.5 Language 

The researcher's language proficiency is limited to English. Although all population groups are 

induded in the mail survey, it has to be taken into account that it may be more difficult for 

people, who are not proficient in the English language, to understand the questions and 

respond fully and accurately. 

4.6 Seals of Approval 

For the purpose of this research the various seals of approval programmes and other industry 

self-regulated initiatives were treated generically, i.e. there is no distinction between the various 

kinds of seal of approval programmes. Distinguishing between various kinds of seals of approval 

programmes for building and developing trust In e-Commerce is beyond the scope of this study. 

It must however be kept in mind that there are differences in the seals' underiying 

programmes and that some seal of approval programmes are generally more effective to 

Q>mmunicate trust in e-Commerce than others. 
) 
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4 .. 7 Linearity of the Conceptual Model of Trust in e-Commerce 

To better describe and explain the conceptual model of trust in e-Commerce a linear process 

has been followed that logically maps out the capabilities and processes which lead to 

developing and building trust in e-Commerce. It should be noted that, due to the complexity of 

trust in general and e-Commerce in particular, the online trust building process does not 

nec;:essarlly follow such a linear approach. This should be kept in mind when applying the 

conceptual model of trust in e-Commerce. 

4.8 Trust in e .. Commerce Issues 

Some assumptions around the trust in e-Commerce concept were made to be able to explain 

the online trust building process better. First, it Is assumed that the online trust building 

concept centres around conducting electronic transactions, i.e. for the purpose of this 

discussion trust in e-Commerce is largely a function whether a person is likely to buy products 

on the Internet, or whether the lack of trust inhibits conducting online transactions. Second, 

trust is dealt with at an aggregate level and does not deal with an individual's requirements of 

trust or even trust related irrational behaviour of individuals. And lastly, the trust in 

e-Commerce building process is confined to business-to-consumer electronic commerce. These 

assumptions may restrict the level of detail and complexity of mapping out the online trust 

building process. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Both primary research and secondary research have been conducted. Primary research Is 

original research, which is carried out by the author, whereas secondary research is the 

examination of data gathered outside the study at hand, by different authors. 

2. PRlMARY·DATACOLLECTlON 

2.1 QualitatlyeResearch 

The aim of qualitative research, or exploratory research, Is to gain Insights and an In-depth 

understanding of the problems being researched. 

2.1,1 In-depth Interviews 

In-depth interviews attempt to gain information from individuals who have relevant experience 

and knowledge In the specific field being researched. Sixteen in-depth interviews were 

conducted with experts in the Internet and electronic commerce field. The industry experts, In 

the order in which they were interviewed are: 

Mr Elred lawrence Technology Manager, Pick 'n Pay HomeShopping Services 

Mr Andrew Heathcote-Marks Independent Business Consultant specialised in e-Buslness 

Mr Russell Atkins Marketing Manager, iAfrica.com Internet Service Provider 

Mrs Sandra Graham 

Mrs Simone Green 

e-Commerce Marketing Manager, Sanlam Personal Finance 

Internet Strategist, Ogilvy & Mather Interactive 
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Mrs Andrea van der Merwe e-Business Consultant, Deloitte &. Touche Consulting 

,Mr Andrew Hardie 

Mr Rowan Bouver 

Mrlim Droge 

Mr Mike Bryer 

Mrs Pertu van der Walt 

Mr Alan Barrett 

Mr Dionne Dames 

Mr Geoff lander 

Mr Paul Morris 

Mr Harry Lewis 

Director of e-Business, KPMG Consulting 

e-Buslness Manager, ABSA Bank 

Managing Director, Peppers and Rogers Group (SA) 

CEO edgel Technologies, Planet Pastel 

e-Buslness Consultant, Dimension Data 

Managing Director, Sequerox Technologies 

e-Commerce Strategist, Old Mutual Ufe Assurance 

Marketing Manager, M-Web ShopZone 

Customer Acquisition and Retention Specialist, kalahari.net 

Senior IT Specialist, IBM Global Services 

15 

For a copy of the discussion guide used during the in-depth interviews, please refer to 

appendix 2, for the interview transcripts please refer to appendix 3 .. It should be noted that due 

to the differences in the respondets' backgrounds and professional environments, a large set of 

questions was used to attempt to capture as much meaningful information about the research 

topics under review. The analysis of the in-depth Interviews does not necessarily follow the 

questlon-by-questlon structure of the discussion guide. Rather, the information gathered from 

the 40 questions of the in-depth Interviews was summarised, commonalities and differences in 

the respondents' answers were highlighted, and the key findings were extracted Into 24 higher 

level categories. 
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2,2 Quantitative Research 

Quantitative research, or descriptive research, helps to unveil the frequency with which 

something occurs, or the relationship between two variables. The data produced by quantitative 

research may be applied to the whole population with reasonable reliability. 

2.2.1 TheDag ColleaionApDroach 

Of the various data collection methods, the mail questionnaire survey was used to gather the 

quantitative data. This data collection approach is well suited to gather Information from 

respondents who are geographically widely dispersed. Personal interviews had to be ruled out, 

because it was aimed to gather information from respondents who come from all over South 

Africa; personal interviews would have limited the research to a specific region that can be· 

covered by the researcher. Similarly, a telephone survey, conducted on a nation-wide baSiS, 

would have been too expensive and time consuming to conduct. 

2.2.2 The Data Source 

4000 mail questionnaires were sent out to people throughout South Africa, who were randomly 

selected from the database of HomeChoice. With over 8 million entries, covering multiple age 

groups, population groups and geographical regions, the database of HomeChoice is a well 

suited sample frame, for the purpose of this study, to conduct a mail questionnaire on a nation

wide basis. 
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2.2.3 Tbe Data Conection Metbod 

The mail questionnaire is a self-administered questionnaire. Therefore, there is a need for clear 

instructions and brevity. The questionnaire has been designed in a structured and undisguised 

way. A structured questionnaire provides fixed answers and a high degree of standardisation. 

Respondents were asked to tick boxes at places where it seemed relevant for them. A 

structured-undisguised format was chosen to facilitate the practical need for brevity and it also 

makes the coding and analysis of the data easier. Each questionnaire was accompanied by a 

cover letter and a postage-paid reply envelope, which contained only the researchers details. 

2.2.4 Target Population and Sampling Method 

The target population is broadly defined as all those people who have access to the Internet 

and are Internet users, or those who have sufficient knowledge about the Internet and 

electronic commerce. The population was divided into a stratified sample, consisting of 60%· 

randomly selected male respondents (2 400) and 40% randomly selected female respondents 

(1 600). A stratified sample was used to ensure reliability, because men dominate the Internet 

in South Africa In approximately a 60:40 proportion to female Internet users. 

2.2.5 TbeData Collection form 

The questionnaire has been designed to investigate four categories of information. The first 

category (questions 1 and 2) aims to find out information relating to the respondents general 

Internet usage. These questions were used to identify the respondents level of Internet skill 

and experience. 
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The second section of the questionnaire (questions 3 to 10) examines the respondent's online 

consumer behaviour, their concerns and perceptions of online retailers, if they have or haven't 

yet shopped on the Internet, and their experiences with online retailers, if they have already 

shopped on the Internet. 

The third section of the questionnaire (questions 11 to 21) aims to ascertain the respondent's 

perception towards trust in e-Commerce. This section also aims to investigate the underlying 

factors, or building blocks of trust in e-Commerce and the potential of seals of approval to help 

communicate trust in e-Commerce. 

lastly, the. fourth section of the questionnaire captures the demographic data of the 

respondents. For a copy of the questionnaire used in the quantitative research please refer to 

. appendix 1. 

2.2.6 The Data Analysis 

In order to analyse the data gathered, the following procedure was used: 

,. Data preparation, which includes editing, coding and tabulation 

,. Preliminary data analysiS, and 

,. Data analysis. 
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.. Data Preparation 

Editing, coding and tabulation are essential for preparing the data for the analysis stage. 

Before editing, questionnaires were checked to identify partially answered and incomplete 

questionnaires. Then, a thorough edit involved the review and rectification of all data. 

Specific attention was given to Incomplete answers and answers which· were cleariy 

misinterpreted by the respondents. After the editing stage, the questions were coded, i.e. 

assigning numeric values to text entries. This involved the arranging of data in a structured 

way. Then, the data obtained in the questionnaires was captured into a M5-Excel 

spreadsheet. During and after the data capturing the data was checked thoroughly (data 

cleaning) in the MS-Excel spreadsheet, before it was transferred to the statistical 

,programme Statistica. 

.. Preliminary Data Analysis 

Before the actual data analysis, a preliminary data analysis was performed, which includes 

descriptive statistics, frequency counts and cross tabulations. Descriptive statistics allow the 

researcher to gain an 'overview' over all data collected, by showing minimum and maximum 

values as well as valid entries of each variable. Frequency counts allow the researcher to 

examine mean, mode and median answers, and cross tabulations aid to uncover the 

relationship between two variables. 
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II Data Analysis 

The type of data collected, the research design and the assumptions relating to the 

statistical techniques, all influence the choice of statistical method used to analyse the data. 

The software package Statistica was used by the researcher to facilitate the analysis 

process. The questionnaire was designed to perform the following statistical analyses: 

)- Corresgondence Analysis 

This is a technique which enables the researcher to display similarities between two 

groups of variables on a perceptual map. Correspondence analysis was used to 

determine the similarities between the respondents demographic profile (e~g. age, 

gender, Income) and various other variables, such as Internet usage and perceptions 

towards trust in electronic commerce. 

)- Discriminant Analysis 

This technique helps to identify attributes which best discriminate between objects from 

different groups. Discriminant analysis was used on questions relating to perceptions 

towards using seals of approval to communicate trust in e-Commerce, as well as 

perceptions towards trust in e-Commerce (both either favourable or unfavourable). 
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3. SECONDARY DATA COLLECTION 

3 .. 1 Literature Review 

A thorough literature review was conducted to gather secondary data. Due to the fact that 

secondary data is infonnation gathered not for the immediate study at hand, but for some other 

purpose, the infonnation was examined for accuracy and fit. The aim of the literature review 

was to gain a better understanding of current debate and Issues surrounding trust in 

e-Commerce, of the development of the Internet and electronic commerce,and of the 

traditional trust concept. 

For this purpose the literature review covers articles from trade journals, academic journals, 

books and artides published on the Internet. Due to the rapid development of the Internet and 

the computer industry as a whole, it was aimed to gather literature dealing with the Internet 

and trust in e-COmmerce not older than three years, to avoid presenting facts which do not 

accurately reflect the current debate and technological standards surrounding e-Commerce and 

particularly trust in e-Commerce. 
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C!fA"'ER3 

Ute",ture Review 
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INTRODUCTION 

The following literature review is organised into five main sections. The first section serves to 

erect a theoretical platform for the study, by providing detailed information about the 

sociological foundations of trust and related theoretical concepts. The second section 

provides a brief overview of the Internet, electronic commerce, and online consumer 

behaviour. Also in this section, the most important findings of recent South African Internet 

user surveys are presented. The third section then deals with the core topic under review, 

namely 'Trust in e-Commerce'. In this section the findings of seven of the most credible and 

current resources dealing with the topic under review are presented and compared. In the 

fourth section, some tentative conclusions are drawn on the basis of the preceding sections. 

Anally, the fifth section then presents the revised research objectives, which are based on 

the gathered information and findings of the literature review. The revised research 

objectives guide the primary data collection processes in the later parts of the study . 

. The literature review should therefore give sufficient background and infonnation for the 

ensuing study about building and developing trust in e-Commerce. 
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ORY 

1.1 Introduction 

Trust, in the traditional sense, is a highly complex sociological concept. According to Good 

(1988), in the analysis of trust, we are inevitably drawn to the complex two-way 

interrelationships between it, the economic and political fabric of SOCiety, and the individuals 

who constitute that society. Similariy, trust is a highly problematic but recurrent feature of 

social relationships (Mlsztal, 1996). It is argued that trust, often understood in a very vague 

and unsystematic way, shapes all aspects of human life. Whatever matters to human beings, 

says Bok (1979), trust is the atmosphere In which it thrives '" when it is damaged the 

community as a whole suffers; and when it is destroyed, societies falter and collapse. 

It is therefore the intention of this first part of the literature review to explain the trust 

concept and related iSSues, to define their meanings, and to provide an understanding about 

the far reaching implications of trust, from both a personal level as well as from society's 

point of view. 

1.2 Trust. Trustworthiness and Credibility 

1.2.1 Trust Defined 

Trust has many connotations. The oldest one relates this notion to faith or the confidence in 

a supernatural Power on which man feels himself dependent (Encyclopaedia of Religion and 

Ethics, Morgan 1912). Trust of this kind is present in all religiOUS beliefs since to trust God as 

the source of salvation is an essence of every religion (Misztal, 1996). In a modem context, 

there may be situations when we have to act in spite of uncertainty and risk: an orientation 
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comes to the fore, that of trust (Szompka, 1999). Trusting becomes the crucial strategy for 

dealing with an uncertain and uncontrollable future. Trust so understood is a simplifying 

strategy that enables individuals to adapt to complex sodal environments, and thereby 

benefit from increased opportunities (Earle and CVetkovlch, 1995). Trust is particularly 

relevant in conditions of ignorance or uncertainty with respect to unknown or unknowable 

actions of others (Gam betta, 1998). Then It becomes in fact Indispensable. According to 

Hardin (1993), with a complete absence of trust, one must be catatonic, one could not even 

get up in the morning. 

A more technical definition is given by Seligman (1997), who states that trust is a form of 

belief that carries within it something unconditional and irreducible to the fulfilment of 

systematically mandated role expectations. In contrast to the latin meaning of 'fides', which 

Implies the certainty of remuneration, a certainty based most often on asaiptively defined 

loyalties, the unconditionality of trust is first and foremost an unconditionality in respect to 

alter's response. 

Acting in uncertain and uncontrollable conditions, we take risks, we gamble, we make bets 

about the future uncertain, free actions of others (Sztompka, 1999). Thus we have arrived at 

the simple, most general definition of trust: Trust is about the future contingent actions of 

others. Similarly, the Oxford Dictionary (Oxford University Press, 1998) defines trust in 

general as a firm belief in the confidence, reliability or truth or strength etc. of a person or 

thing. In this definition, trust to a large extent merges with the idea of confidence, which 

expresses a firm trust. The main difference between trust and confidence is connected with 

the degree of certainty that we attach to our expectations (Misztal, 1996). Further pursuing 

the Oxford English Dictionary's definition of trust, we discover that from an economic 

perspective trust is identified as confidence in the ability and intention of a buyer to pay at a 

future time for goods supplied without present payment. This definition points out that trust 
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is an undertying feature of a specific exchange relationship: it is not a barter exchange, 

where face to face transaction takes place without any time delays (Misztal, 1996). 

Furthermore, it is not a monetary market exchange, where buying and selling Is based on 

common trust in money as the medium of transaction. Anderlini and Sabourian (1992) 

describe this kind of relationship as a 'creclir type of exchange in which trades trust each 

other. In this light, trust can be defined as a set of expectations shared by those in the 

exchange, and different types of exchange can be identified according to the level of trust 

present within the relationship (Zucker, 1986). 

Good (1988) states that trust is based on an indMdual's theory as to how another person 

will perform on some future occasion, as a function of that target person's current and 

previous daims, either implicit or explicit, as to how they will behave. In another meaning 

trust involves commitment through action, or metaphorically speaking, placing a bet. In this 

sense, trust is the correct expectation about the actions of other people that have a bearing 

on one's own choice of action when that action must be chosen before one can monitor the 

actions of those others (Dasgupta, 1988). 

Elster (1989) discusses two types of trust. The first amounts to the ability to make credible 

promises, while the second type introduces a concept of trust in a wider sense by viewing 

trust as a part of a code of honour. From the second perspective, trust is seen as a broader 

concept than credibility because it indudes a belief that the other party will act honourably 

even under unforeseen drcumstances not covered by contract or promises (Elster, 1989). 

A definition of trust in the context of expectations is given by Lewis and Weigert (1985) in 

their attempt to conceptualise trust as a multi-faceted phenomenon. They distinguish three 

dimensions of trust: cognitive trust, emotional trust and behavioural trust. According to 

Lewis and Weigert (1985) trust is based, firstly, on a cognitive process which discriminates 
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among persons and institutions by dassifying them Into trustworthy, distrusted and unknown 

categories. Semndly, it is based on an affective component which consists of an emotional 

-bond among all those who participate in the relationship and which is undelWritten by social 

actions. By including the behavioural content of trust - that Is, the undertaking of a risky 

course of action - this sociological conceptualisation of trust does not allow one to see trust 

as a continuous state and it exdudes inaction (Lewis and Weigert, 1985). Misztal (1996) 

sums it up by saying, in short, the content of expectations Is a combination of different kinds 

of meaning and a variety of shared understanding, which actors develop within their·specific 

relationships, 

1.2.2 Trustworthiness Deftned 

In a comparison between interpersonal trust and trustworthiness, Wrightsman (1992) states 

that although Interpersonal trust and trustworthiness seem to overiap to some degree, there 

are differences between the two. Interpersonal trust deals with the credibility of specific 

people, groups, or institutions regarding spedflc actions - actions that have an influence 

upon the respondent. Trustworthiness, on the other hand deals with beliefs about people 

and about actions that mayor may not directly affect the respondent. Thus, the two 

concepts are probing the same theoretical field, but each draws on a somewhat different 

aspect on that field. Wrightsman (1992) further states that the first dimension of a personal 

philosophy of human nature is trustworthiness versus untrustworthiness, or the extent to 

which one believes that people are basically trustworthy, moral, and responsible as opposed 

to believing that people are untrustworthy, immoral, and irresponsible. 

In another definition, trustworthiness is the capacity to commit oneself to fulfilling the 

legitimate expectations of others, and is both the constitutive virtue of, and the key causal 

precondition for the existence of any society (Dunn, 1984). 
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According to Gambetta (1988), it is possible to claim on the one hand that a person is 

untrustworthy and on the other that he can be trusted to do what he said he would on a 

given occasion. This is because on this occasion he may have the right incentive. In this 

sense 'trustworthiness' concentrates on a person's overall disposition, his motivation, the 

extent to which he awards Importance to his own honesty. 

1.2.3 Credibility Defined 

According to Misztal (1996), the concept of trust, seen as a social lubricant, which facilitates 

co-operation, is dosely related to the notion of credibility, which - by enhandng the 

probability of carrying out promises and threats - promotes co-operation but may also 

promote violence. Hence, credibility is so more an ambiguous concept than trust, which is 

more desirable on all levels since it does not promote violence but solely fosters co-operation 

(Misztal, 1996). According to Elster (1989), under some conditions, namely, when long-term 

self-interest is involved, credibility and trust might bring about the same outcome. 

Credibility is the extent to which the recipient sees the source as having relevant knowledge, 

skill, or experience and trusts the source to give unbiased, objective information (Belch and 

Belch, 1990). Obviously, organisations seen to have expertise and knowledge are likely to be 

looked upon more favourably than those who haven't, One means to achieve source 

credibility on this basis is to use accepted experts in the field to endorse a product or service 

(O'Malleyet. al., 1999). 

What integrates all the above definitions of trust, trustworthiness and credibility is their 

common emphasis on the importance of several properties of trust relationships. The main 

common characteristic of trust, using Webster's Third New International Dictionary, is its 

dependence on something future or contingent, confident anticipation. The trust features are 
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thus derived from the contingency of social reality and they require a time lapse between 

one's expectations and the other's actions (Mlsztal, 1996). 

1.3 What Trust Is 

In a comparison of familiarity and trust, Luhmann (1988) states that familiarity is an 

unavoidable fact of life; while trust is a solution for specific problems of risk. For Gambetta 

. (1988), trust is based on reputation and that reputation has ultimately to be acquired 

through behaviour over time in well-understood drcumstances, distinctions between actions 

and message transmission, between legal contracts and Implicit understandings, are of any 

analytical moment for the problem at hand. 

The sociological literature conceptualises trust as either the property of individuals, the 

property of sodal relationships, or the property of the social system explained with attention 

to behaviour based on actions and orientations at the individual level. The first approach 

puts emphasis on feelings, emotions and individual values (Misztal, 1996). Trust is seen as a 

function of individual personality variables (Deutsch, 1958). In the second approach, trust is 

seen more as a collective attribute, and is thus applicable to the institutional fabric of 

society; and the third approach sees trust as a valued public good, sustained by actions of 

members of a given society (Misztal, 1996). Following this, it can be said that an adequate 

conceptualisation of trust as a sociological notion, aimed at bridging the interpersonal and 

the systematic levels of analysis, should see trust as a social mechanism, that is a specific 

causal pattern that can be recognised after the effect but rarely foreseen (Elster, 1993). 

According to Gambetta (1988), trust may increase through use, for If It is not unconditionally 

bestowed it may generate a greater sense of responsibility at the receiving end. When we 

say: "I trust you", we express both a belief in and an encouragement to commitment by the 
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trust we place in the relationship (Mutti, 1987). Conversely, if behaviour spreads through 

learning and imitation, then sustained distrust can only lead to further distrust (Gam betta, 

1988). Trust, even if always misplaced, can never do worse than that, and the expectation 

that it might do at least marginally better is therefore plausible. 

Sometimes it may pay to take the risk of blind trust. In such a case trust is predicated not on 

evidence, but on the lack of contrary evidence (Gam betta, 1988). It may be functional, as it 

may elicit responsibility, the obligation to reciprocate and improve the trustworthiness of the 

partner (Sztompka, 1m). The mere fact that someone has placed trust in us makes us feel 

obligated, and this makes it harder to betray that trust (Dasgupta, 1988). According to 

Sztompka (1m), in this way, trusting may make the trusted trustworthy. 

Gambetta (1988) sums up various definitions of trust and states that trust (or symmetrically, 

distrust) is a particular level of the subjective probability with which an agent assesses that 

another agent or group of agents will perform a particular action, both before he can 

monitor such action (independently of his capacity ever to be able to monitor it) and in a 

context in which it affects his own action. When we say we trust someone or that someone 

is trustworthy, we implicitly mean that the probability that he will perform an action that is 

benefidal or at least not detrimental to us is high enough for us to consider engaging in 

some form of co-operation with him. 

This definition circumscribes the focus of our interest in trust in the following way: it tells us 

that trust can be seen as a threshold point, located on a probabilistic distribution of more 

general expectations, which can take a number of values suspended between complete 

distrust (0) and complete trust (1), and which is centred around a mid-point (0.5) of 

uncertainty (Gambetta, 1988). 
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1.3.1 Trust as Habitus 

According to Misztal (1996), trust as habitus is a mechanism deployed to sustain the 

predictability, regularity and legibility of the collective order. To make coherence and 

necessity out of accident and contingency, trust as habitus operates through rules of 

interaction, rules of distanciation and rules of remembering (Misztal, 1996). 

A different approach to trust as habitus treats it as a personality drive, a quality of a truster 

rather than of the relationship between the truster and the trustee. This is typical of the 

psycho-social perspective (Sztompka, 1999). A number of authors assume that there is basic 

trust, or the trusting impulse, or fundamental trustfulness, which appear as products of 

successful socialisation in the intimate, caring climate of healthy families (Giddens, 1991). 

According to Sztompka (1999), this propensity to trust may later be enhanced by happy life 

experiences with well-placed, mutual, reciprocated trust. Once it is Implanted, basic trust 

becomes emotionally flavoured. Barbalet (1996) includes it among basic social emotions: 

confidence, trust and loyalty are emotions which constitute the bases of social life. 

1.3.2 Cohesive Trust 

In the context of cohesive trust, trust is based on familiarity, bonds of friendship and 

common faith and values (Misztal, 1996). Trust here takes on the connotation of passion, 

out of which motive and belief arise and trust is seen here as operating through 

intemalisation and moral commitment (Mlsztal, 1996). As a device for coping with other 

people's authenticity, trust can here be identified as an affective condition, linked to 

expectations of others' future action (Dunn, 1993). 

According to Sztompka (1999), even though trust is initially a unilateral expectation and 

unilateral commitment, eventually it always results in a relationship: direct or indirect 

exchange. It is a direct exchange when the act of placing trust evokes reciprOCity, that is, 
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results in returning an entrusted object, or paying back with mutual trust. But there may also 

be an indirect exchange, when trust is a projected orientation toward others, whose actions 

are important for me, but who are not aware of my trust and respond only unwittingly by 

acting in ways that meet my expectations, by satisfying my needs, or realising my goals 

(Sztompka,l999). 

1.3.3 Collabo@tive Trust 

Collaborative trust is defined as a device for coping with the freedom of others (Misztal, 

1996). Its function here is to foster co-operation. As Williams (1988) argues, the 

mechanisms which motivate co-operation consist of four basic elements: coercion, interests, 

values and personal bonds. However, a system in which people decide to co-operate only for 

fear of sanctions cannot be described as a co-operative one. Trust can be seen as a 

mechanism for solving the problem of co-operation only when people co-operate, 

irrespective of sanctions or rewards (Misztal, 1996). 

Similarly, Sztompka (1999) states that the most complex systems of trust appear in the 

situation of co-operation. The importance of trust derives directly from the nature of human 

beings as social animals who can only satisfy most of their needs by means of co-on::Iinated 

and co-operative activities (Benn and Peters, 1977). Co-operation occurs when acting 

together, collectively, they aim at some common goal, which cannot be attained individually 

by each of them. According to Sztompka (1999,) in such situations the success of each 

depends on the actions taken by all others. This significantly enhances the uncertainty and 

risk, as this is multiplied by the number of partners, each of whom is a free and principally 

unpredictable agent. Therefore trust acquires particular importance (Sztompka, 1999). Trust 

is the precondition for co-operation, and also the product of successful co-operation. As 

some authors put it, trust is a lubricant of co-operation (Oasgupta, 1988), or trust is the 

emotional basis of co-operation (Barbalet, 1996). 
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The three forms of trust, namely habitus, cohesive and collaborative trust, and their 

respective properties, are briefly summarised in the following table: 

Order Trust 

Habitus Stable 

Passion 

Policy 

Figure 1: Trust forms and prad:k::es (MIsztaI, 1996) 

1 .. 4 Deyelopment of Trust 

Habit 

Reputation 

Memory 

Family 

FrIends 

SodeI.y 

Solidarity 

Toleration 

legitimacy 

Dasgupta (1988) notes that for trust to be developed between individuals they must have 

repeated encounters, and they must have some memory of previous encounters. Moreover, 

for honesty to have potency as a concept there must be some cost In honest behaviour. And 

finally, trust is linked with reputation, and reputation has to be acquired. Furthermore, 

Gambett.a (1988) notes that trust is based on reputation and that reputation has ultimately 

to be acquired through behaviour over time in well-understood circumstances, distinctions 

between actions and message transmission, between legal contracts and implicit 

understandings .. 

From an economic point of view, the development of trust is presented by Granovetter 

(1985) and Wolfe (1989). According to Granovetter (1985), the main factors responsible for 

the production of trust in economic life are social relations and the obligations inherent in 

them. Wolfe (1989) argues that individuals create their moral rules - that is, mutual 

obligations - through the social interactions they experience with others. He further states 
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that we are not social because we are moral; we are moral because we have reputations to 

protect, co-operative tasks to carry out, legacies to leave; others to love and careers to 

follow. In this context, people's mutual obligations towards one another are the fruit of the 

collective rewards of interaction (Misztal, 1996). 

Erikson's (1963) psychosocial theory of trust postulates that as people develop their own 

identity and integrate their own life cycles with those of others, they must pass through 

several stages or crises. The first of these stages Erikson has termed 'basic trust versus basic 

mistrust'. Erikson defines basic trust as a general sense of the correspondence between 

one's needs and one's world, whereas basic mistrust is a readiness for danger or an 

antidpation of discomfort. Trust, in Erikson's sense, goes beyond a trust of Specific other 

persons and encompasses a trust of life itself that forms the basis In a child for a sense of 

identity which will later combine a sense of 'being all right', of being oneself, and of 

becoming what other people trust one will become. This distinction between trust of specifIC 

persons and trust in life itself seems to correspond to two environmental characteristics that 

Erikson proposes as important for the development of trust (Wrightsman, 1992). These 

characteristics are a trustworthy maternal environment, in which the child develops a sense 

of mutuality or 'friendly otherness', and a trustworthy social environment, which helps the 

child develop a sense of the meaning of life. 

1.4.1 Empirical Tests of Trust in YOUng Cbildren 

Stack (1912) set forth to look at the role of caretaker behaviours and of the environmental 

social structure in determining the degree of trusting behaviour manifested by young 

children. Because she considered measuring trust in infants too difficult, Stack chose 3-year

old children as the focus of her study. She developed, as a measure of the child's trust, a 

behaviour rating scale composed of 10 behaviours (ratings on a five point scale from 

'Definitely not like that' to 'Very much like that all the time'): 
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(1) a peaceful and untroubled person 

(2) incapable of absorbing frustration; 

everything seems to frustrate child 

(3) accessible to new Ideas 

(4) can't share things with anybody 

(5) Imperturbable optimist 

(6) never gets what he/she really wants 

(7) pessimistic, little hope 

(8) able to take things as they come 

(9) bask:: mistrust of other people 

(10) deep, unshakeable faith In self 

According to Wrightsman (1992), Stack found that the more trusting children - as identified 

by the rating scale - displayed more pleasure in interpersonal relations and a more advanced 

level of language development than did the other children. Contrary to expectations, they did 

not exhibit more mature feelings of personal control; neither did they initiate more 

interactions with others. Once interactions had been Initiated, however, the more trusting 

children were more consistently rewarding to. their play partners and displayed a higher rate 

of interaction with all partners, both adults and children (Wrightsman, 1992). 

1.4.2 Reflected JDlstworH1iness 

According to Sztompka (1999), the most important and most common ground for trust is the 

estimate of the trustworthiness of the target on which we are considering whether to confer 

trust. There are three bases on which we determine the primary trustworthiness of targets: 

(1) reputation (the record of past deeds), (2) performance (actual deeds, present conduct, 

currently obtained results), and (3) appearance (features or cues that may be aesthetically 

rewarding or repulsive, evoking spontaneous, emotional trust or distrust). 

The trustworthiness of various objects of trust may be due not only to their immanent 

qualities - reputation, performance, or appearance - but also to some features of the 
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external context in which their actions take place. Sztompka (1999) states that there are 

some contextual conditions that make the actions of persons or institutions more 

trustworthy, independent of any other characteristics they may have: (1) accountability of 

the trustees (the enforcement of trustworthiness, or the presence of agencies monitoring 

and sanctioning the conduct of the trustee), (2) pre-commitment (trustees purposefully 

change the context of their own action, making it more rigid and demanding, and forfeiting 

the usual degree of freedom), and (3) trust-including situations (features of the setting in 

which the relationship takes place, that exert general facilitating or constraining pressure on 

the trusters to grant of withdraw trust). 

1.4.3 Agential Trustfulness 

Trust may be target-driven, via reflected trustworthiness, or agency-driven, via trusting 

impulses. It may be hypothetically assumed that the trusting impulse derives primarily from 

life experiences related to trust (Sztompka, 1999). It is commonly assumed that trustfulness 

is a personality trait. The contemporary approach refers not to consider such traits as 

genetically obtained, innate, and immutable, but rather as learned tendencies due to a 

particular run of life experiences (Sztompka, 1999). Hardin (1993) describes it as: High 

capacity for trust is a by-product of fortunate experiences. 

1.4.4 Trust Culture 

In the same way as the trusting impulse is a product of biography, the trust culture is a 

product of history (Sztompka, 1999). Culture is not an unbending primordial force, but 

something shaped continuously by the flow of politics and history (Fukuyama, 1995). Trust 

culture is a system of rules - norms and values - regulating, granting trust and meeting, 

returning, and reciprocating trust; in short, rules about trust and trustworthiness (Sztompka, 

1999). 
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For the emergence of a trust culture, Sztompka (1999) Identifies macro-societal 

drcumstances, as well as personality syndromes and sodal moods, and personal and 

oollective resources. The five macro-:societal factor Sztompka identifies are: 

(1) Normatly, CoberJnc:e: (opposite: nonnative chaos) norms d law, morality and custom, which provide the 

solid skeleton d social life, and their viable enforcement assures their binding nature 

I::n Stability of Spdal Order; (opposite: radical change) network d groups, associations, Institutions, 

organisations, and regimes are long lasting, persistent,. and cootinoous, to provide firm referenc:e points for sodal 

life, a feeling d security, support, and comfort; meeting obligations and reciprocating trust becomes not so much 

a matter d duty, but rather an unproblematic, habitual response 

(3) T@nlQl"ncy of the Spdal OrganlMtioni (opposite: organisation's pervasive secrecy) the availability d 

information about its functioning, ef'fldency, levels d achievement,. as well as failures and pathologies, of groups, 

assodatIons, Institutions, organisations and regimes, provide a feeling of security and predictability 

(4) flmlilldty: (opposite: strangeness d the environment In which people undertake their ad:Ioos) the feeling 

of familiarity breeds trust,. It provides one with the feeling d security, certainty, predictability, and cunrort 

(5) Amwnt.lbMy of QthIr """ Iud 111II:ItutignI: (opposite: arbitrariness and Irresponsibility) with rich, 

aa::essIbIe, and properly functioning sets of Institutions, SE!ttlng standards and providing checks and controls d 

conduc:t, the danger d abuse Is diminished, and the regularity d procedures safeguarded 

These five macro-societal factors provide opportunities oonducive for making bets of trust. 

But ultimately, bets are made by people, so their decisions and choices are dedsive. 

Sztompka (1999) identifies the following six personality syndromes or sodal moods in the 

oontext of the trust culture: (1) trusting impulse, (2) activism, (3) optimism, (4) future 

orientation, (5) high aspirations, and (6) success orientation. Together with personal and 

collective resources (wealth, secure job, plurality of roles, power, education, social networks, 

robust family, religious belief), macro-societal and social moods lead to the emergence of a 
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trust culture. Sztompka (1999) has summarised the social becoming of trust culture in the 

following diagram: 
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dTrustand 
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figure 2: SocIal becoming d trust culture (Sztompka, 1999) 
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Although it is assumed that trust is rather difficult to produce at will, many authors search 

for the conditions which facilitate trust. Among many of these conditions, time and 

experience are mentioned as critical in deciding whether to trust or not to trust. According to 

Misztal (1996) we are learning to trust in successive stages, tentatively and conditionally. In 

economic relationships, a favourable reputation is something which economic agents will be 

concerned to establish. As Oasgupta (1988) points out, decisions about whether or not one 

should trust another person depend on that person's reputation. Since building up such a 

reputation requires not only an investment of resources but also takes time, people with a 
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good reputation can be trusted, because they would not like to lose this valuable asset 

(Misztal, 1996). 

1,5 Trust in Modem Societies 

Gidden's (1991) description of the transition from traditional to modem societies shows how 

three dynamic forces of modemity, namely: 

(1) the separation of time and space 

(2) the development of disembedding mechanisms, and 

(3) the reflexive appropriation of knowledge 

disengaged some basic forms of trust relations from the attributes of local contexts. Modem 

institutions are grounded in reflexivity and modem individuals, without the guidance of 

traditional authority, must self-reflexively construct their identities (Misztal, 1996). 

Consequently, the conditions of trust in pre-modem and modem societies are totally 

different, with the former based on personal trust secured by kinship, community, reragion 

and tradition, and the latter resting on trust in abstract systems (Giddens, 1991). 

According to Dunn (1984) the rationality of trust within particular structures of social and 

political relations is a pressing issue in political understanding in any society of the modem 

world. Similarly, men need to trust one another If they are to associate together in the 

achievement of those objectives which they cannot gain by their own IndMdual action 

(Parry, 1976). Trust is a social good to be protected just as much as the air we breathe·or 

the water we drink; when it is damaged, the continuity of the whole suffers; and when it is 

destroyed, societies falter and collapse (Bok, 1979). Similariy, a nation's well-being, as well 

as its ability to compete, is conditioned by a single pervasive cultural characteristic: the level 

of trust inherent in a society (Fukuyama, 1995). Seligman (1997) states that any long-range 
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attempt at constructing a social order and continuity of social frameworks of interaction must 

be predicated on the development of stable relations of mutual trust between social actors. 

In this context one of the major areas where the study of trust has been central, has been 

the study of modernisation. Seligman (1997) goes further on by saying that the focus on the 

changing nature of trust in modernising societies is indeed not surprising given the 

extraordinary importance of a universal basis of trust in modem, democratic societies. The 

emphasis in modem societies on consensus, the ideology of pragmatism, problem-solving, 

and technocratic expertise, as well as conflict management (as opposed to ideological 

fission), are all founded on an image of society based on inter-connected networks of trust -

among dtizens, families, voluntary organisations, religious denominations, dvic assodations, 

and the like (Seligman, 1997). 

1.5.1 Trust as prerequisite for Democracy 

Oadis (1992) states that there are some fundamental practices of democracy that cannot 

and will not be followed without some elementary measure of trust. Pye and Verba (1965) 

distinguished between two types of political cultures: those built upon the expectation that 

most people are to be distrusted and, that strangers in particular are likely to be dangerous. 

Sztompka (1999) asks the question what those democratic practices are that require a 

measure of trust. He states that: 

(1) democracy requires communication among citizens (the exchange of opinions, the formulation of political 

choices, the articulation of political support, and so forth) 

(2) democracy requires tolerance (acknowledgement of differences, recognition of plurality of opinions, 

lifestyles, ways of life, tastes, and preferences) 

(3) democrac.y replaces conflict and struggle by compromise and consensus (mutual willingness to obey rules) 
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(4) demoaacy demands some level of civility of public disputes (focusing on the subject, avoiding ad hominem 

attacks, recognising the dignity of the opponent, and so forth) 

(5) demoaacy requires participation (It needs active citizens, ready to get engaged In the demoo atlc 

institutions, as well as the associations and organisations, d eMl society) 

(6) democracy requires educated citizens (a considerable amount d information, knowledge, evaluative and 

discerning capabilities). 

To sum it up, Sztompka (1999) states that to acquire civic competence, people have to trust 

the sources of political information and knowledge: to believe in the trustfulness and 

authenticity of public messages, the credibility of media, accuracy of statistical data, 

adequacy of personal information, and so forth. 

1 .. 6 Functions of Trust 

Before we tum to the reiativisation of functions of trust, we must specify what functions in 

general could be at stake. For Sztompka (1999), there are basically two distinctions: 

personal functions for the partners taking part in the relationship (truster and trustee), and 

functions for the wider society (community, group, etc.) within which the relationship takes 

place. 

1.6.1 functions of Trust at the personal LeYel 

At the partner level, generally speaking, endowing others with trust evokes, positive actions 

toward these others. Trust liberates and mobilises human agency, and it releases creative, 

uninhibited, innovative, entrepreneurial activism toward other people (Luhmann, 1988). We 

are more open towards others, more ready to initiate interactions, to enter· into lasting 

relationships with them (Srtompka, 1999). For example, belief in the benignity of one's 

fellow citizens is directly related to one's propensity to join with others in political activity 

(Almond and Verba, 1965). And interactions with those whom we endow with trust are 
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liberated from anxiety, suspicion, and watchfulness, and allow for more spontaneity and 

openness. According to Sztompka (1999), we are released from the necessity to monitor and 

control e-Iery move of others, constantly to 'look at their hands'. 

1.6.2 Functions of Trust for Wider COmmunities 

Trust has important functions, not only for partners, but also for wider communities (groups, 

associations, organisations, etc.) within which it pre-lails. According to Sztompka (1999), first 

of all it encourages SOCiability, participation with others in various forms of associations, and 

in this way it enriches the network of interpersonal ties, enlarges the field of interactions, 

and allows for greater intimacy of interpersonal contacts. In other words, it increases what 

modern authors describe as 'spontaneous sociability' (Fukuyama, 1995), or 'civic 

engagement' (Almond and Verba, 1965). 

Next, trust favours the spread of communication and overcomes the syndrome of pluralistic 

ignorance, preventing spontaneous collective action (Allport, 1954). Third, trust encourages 

toierance, acceptance of strangers, recognition of cultural or political differences as 

iegitimate - because it allows them to be perceived in a nonthreatening manner (Sztompka, 

1999). In this way, trust bridles expressions of Inter-group hostility and xenophobia, and 

dvilises disputes (Parry, 1976). Fourth, the trust culture strengthens the bond of an 

individual with the community (the family, the nation, the church, etc.), contributes to 

feelings of identity, and generates strong collective solidarities leading to co-operation, 

reciprocal help and even the readiness for sacrifice on behalf of others (Sztompka, 1999). 

Anally, when the culture of trust is present, transaction costs are significantly lowered and 

chances for co-operation increased COffe, 1996}. Briefiy put, when there is trust there are 

increased possibilities for experience and action (luhmann, 1979). 
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Sztompka's functions for partners in the relationship and for the wider communities are 

briefly summarised in the following table: 

For Partners In the Relationship. trust: For Wider Communities. trust: 

(1) evokes positive actions toward others (1) enoourages sociability, participation with 
-

others In various forms of associations, 

and enlarges the field of Int:eractIoos 

(2) releases creative, uninhibited, Inl'lO'lCltive, (2) favours the spread of communication and 

entrepreneurial activism overcomes the syndrome fA pluralistic 

ignorance 

(3) liberates from amdel:y, suspicion, and (3) encourages tolerance, aa::eptance of 

watchfulness strangers, recognition of cultural or 

political differences as legitimate 

(4) allows for more spontaneity and openness (4) strengthens the bond of an Individual wII:h 

the community 

(5) released from the necessity to monitor (5) lowers transadlon costs slgniflc.alntly 

and c::ootroI every move of others and Increases chances for co-operatlon 

Figure 3: Comparison of trust functions between relationship partners and wider communities (Sztompka, 1999) 

In conclusion, the personal and communal functions of trust can perhaps be best 

summarised by the following statement by Sztompka (1999): simply put, it is functional to 

trust the trustworthy, and it is equally functional to distrust the untrustworthy. When we 

trust who are trustworthy there is a good chance that our trust will be met and that both 

ourselves as well as our partners will reap all the benefits of trusting, being trusted, having 

one's trust met, and meeting trust. On the wider social scale it leads to all the beneficial 

consequences of repeated gratifying experiences with trust, including the emergence of the 

culture of trust (Sztompka, 1999). 

Similar to Sztompka, Misztal (1996) identifies three main functions of trust, namely (1) the 

integrative function of trust, (2) reduction of complexity, and (3) trust as a lubricant of co-

operation, which are briefly explained: 
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1.&.3 The InteqraUye function of Trust 

In this context, the concept of solidarity by Parsons (1971) is used to cope with the difficult 

task of the conceptualisation of the interrelation of social and cultural systems. Solidarity is 

seen as the main characteristic of a legitimate order of societal community, whose primary 

function is to define the obligations of loyalty to the societal collectivity. According to Parsons 

(1971), the integration through trust is secured thanks to the capacity of a societal 

community to produce solidarity, understood as a generalised capacity to control and to 

'bring into line' the behaviour, and to promote the conditions of harmonious co-operation. 

1.&.4 Reduction of COmplexity 

The modem world is and presents itself as an unmanageable complexity, because of the 

increasing diversification and particularisation of familiarities and unfamiliarities (Luhmann, 

1988). Therefore, In a more contingent and complex world, risk-taking rationality is reqUired, 

and risk-taking will as far as others are involved, require trust. The characterisation of 

modem life as Increasingly complex and contingent led to the observation that there is a 

need for generalised media that generate trust without eliminating the reality of choice 

(Misztal, 1996). Consequently, trust is seen as one of the generalised media of 

communication (others being love, money, and power), and as such reduces the complexity 

of the world faced by the Individual actor by providing the capacity for intersubjective 

transmission of acts of selection over shorter or longer chains (luhmann, 1988). According 

to Misztal (1996), one of the most important points Luhmann makes is that trust can be 

understood and compared with other functionally equivalent mechanisms only from the point 

of view of its function. 

In conclusion, trust serves to increase the potential of a system for complexity, and its 

function is the reduction of social complexity by Increasing the tolerance of uncertainty 

(Luhmann, 1988). 
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1.6.S Trust as a Lubricant of Co=O.mUon 

A.ccording to Misztal (1996), there are be two general types of lubricants in the context of 

trust: trust as a social lubricant and trust as an economic lubricant of c::o-operation. The 

concept of trust, seen as a social lubricant, which facilitates co-operation, is dosely related to 

the notion of credibility, which - by enhancing the probability of carrying out promises and 

threats - promotes co-operation but may also promote violence (Misztal, 1996). According to 

Arrow (1914), trust from the economists' perspective is a remarkably efficient lubricant to 

economic exchange or the most efficient mechanism for governing transactions. Trust is 

viewed as implicit contracting or as a unique commodity, which cannot be 'bought very 

easily' and which is fragile with respect to substitutes, such as Insurance, monitoring, 

rewards or sanctions (Arrow, 1914). 

1.6.6 Functional Substitutes for Trust 

According to Sztompka (1999), the logic of functionalist reasoning leads us to suspect that, 

when trust is missing, the resulting vacuum will be filled with some alternative arrangements 

providing similar functions and meeting universal cravings for certainty, predictability, order 

and the like. These are functional substitutes for trust. Similarly, Luhmann (1919) states that 

anyone who does not trust must turn to functionality equivalent strategies for the reduction 

of complexity In order to be able to define a practically meaningful situation at all. 

Sztompka (1999) identifies the following seven functional substitutes for trust: 

(1) proytdentililsm; the regression from the discourse of agency toward the discourse of fate, resorting to 

ancient 'fortuna' rather than effort 

(21 Corruption; spreading In a society, It provides some misleading sense of orderliness and 

predictability, some feeling of control over a chaotk: environment, some wlfY to 

manipulate others Into doing what we want them to do 
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taking Into private hands the direct supervision and c::ootroI d others, whose 

competence or Integrity Is put Into doubt, or whose ac:c:ount.abliity Is seen as weak, due 

to lneffldency or lax standards d the enforcing agencies 

the Increasing use d binding arbitration or the rise d an Interventionist judIdary; there 

Is unusually an Inverse relationship between rules and trust the more people depend 

on rules to regulate their Int:eradIoos, the less they trust each other, and vice versa 

(5) GhIttolatlon: dosing In, building Impenel:rable boundaries around a group In an allen and 

threatening environment; by cutting the external work:I off, people reduce some of Its 

complexity and uncertainty 

(6) Pltlmillatiom when a culture d distrusts develops, people start to dream about a father figure, a 

strong autocratic leader, a charismatic: personality, who would purge with an Iron hand 

all unt:rustworthy, suspicious or 'allen' persons, organisations, and Instit.utIoos, and who 

would restore the semblance d order, predictability, and the continuity In sodailife 

(ll btemllilltJom in the dimate of dlslnlst: against local polltldans, institutions, products, and so forth, 

people tum to foreign societies, and deposit their trust In their leaders, organisations, 

or goods 

The discussion of the functions of trust has shown - with a number of exceptions, 

relativisations, and reselVations - that trust has generally benefidal consequences for the 

partners in sodal relationships, and the groups to which they belong, as well as for the wider 

social life. Trust not only secures the stability of social relationships, but is also In 

dispensable in order to increase a social system's potential for action beyond elementary 

forms (Luhmann, 1979). 

1.7 Trust as Exchange 

Trust is central to all transactions and yet economists rarely discuss the notion (Dasgupta, 

1988). It is treated rather as background environment, present whenever called upon, a sort 

of ever-ready lubricant that permits voluntary partidpation in production and exchange. 

According to Seligman (1997), a number of recent comparative studies have stressed just 
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how central trust is to the structure of associatiooal life based on co-operation that makes 

economic development, if not dvil society, possible at all. Fukuyama (1995) states that trust 

is the expectation that arises within a community of regular, honest and co-operative 

behaviour, based on commonly shared norms, on the part of other members of that 

community. It is this trust which creates a moral community among social actors by 

providing a form of social capital that can only be acquired and utilised by the group as a 

whole and which allows for the existence of generalised trust among its members, as 

opposed to individual capital which can be acquired by individuals and used for the pursuit of 

private goods, such as education, training, etc. (Seligman, 1991). Several authors describe, 

in the context of trust as exchange, trust as a 'social lubricant'. It is this very property of the 

term trust, that makes of such as potent system lubricant (Seligman, 1991). Similarly, trust 

in the agency of individual actors as an aspect of unconditional general exchange must rely 

on familiarity in order to work as predsely that lubricant, that form of social capital, that 

allows for associational life. 

According to carnevale and Wechsler (1992), trust encourages the exchange of relevant 

information and determines whether team members are willing to allow others to influence 

their decisions and actions, which in tum is essential for facilitating effective problem solving. 

Trust as co-operative exchange is a more complex phenomenon than gift giving because the 

relationships between co-operation and trust are less straightforward than those between 

trust and gift giving (Misztal, 1996). 

Seligman (1991) adds, that just as the middle ages did not live by faith alone, we do not live 

by trust. Its existence as an unconditional principle of generalised exchange does not make 

of it a daily facet of our lives. 
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Anderson and Narus (1990) define trust, In the context of exchange, as the belief that the 

exchange partner will perform actions that result in positive outcomes as well as not take 

unexpected actions that result in negative outcomes. Conceptually, trust In relational 

exchanges is the cornerstone of developing strategic partnerships and greatly impacts the 

level of commitment between exchange partners (Morgan and Hunt, 1994). The relevance of 

trust building activities in exchange relationships is explored by Zucker (1986). Zucker 

asserts that while trust may often be assumed to be present or absent, it Is in fact routinely 

produced and that such a production is fundamental to the understanding of exchange in a 

social system. 

In conclusion, Seligman (1997) states that the idea of trust as a condition of interaction 

between morally autonomous and economically agentic individuals is a central component of 

the principles of generalised exchange, or economic unconditionalities, that structure and 

mediate the workings of the market in contemporary societies. 

1.8 Trust and Risk 

Placing trust, that Is, making bets about the future uncertain and uncontrollable actions of 

others, is always accompanied by risk (Koilock, 1994). This is so because there is always a 

possibility that those future anticipated actions will be harmful for us, or that our entrusting 

will be abuse or taken advantage of, or that our effort to evoke trust will backfire and 

produce disdain instead of tightened bonds (Sztompica, 1999). What makes trust so puzzling 

is that to trust involves more than believing; in fact to trust is to believe despite uncertainty 

(Misztal, 1996). Thus, trust always involves an element of risk resulting from our inability to 

monitor other's behaviour, from our inability to have complete knowledge about other 

people's motivations, and generally, from the contingency of SOCial reality. Consequently, 

one's behaviour is influenced by one's beliefs about the likelihood of others behaving or not 
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behaving in a certain way rather than solely by a cognitive understanding or by firm and 

certain calculation (Misztal, 1996). 

Johnson (1993) notes that to speak of the origins of trust is to describe the variety of ways 

in which agents become conscious of the freedom of others. According to Seligman (1997), 

when agency comes to play a major role, when it emerges as a potential for shaping the 

nature of interaction, that trust must also become to play a part in defining interpersonal 

relations. This is the connection between trust and risk. In his point of view, trust is not only 

a means of negotiating risk, it implies risk (by definition, if it is a means of negotiating that 

which is unknown). Thus, trust implies the risk that is incurred when we cannot expect a 

return or a reciprocal action on alter's part (which we would at least within certain 

boundaries, when interaction is defined solely by the reciprocally defined nature of role 

obligations and commitments). In Luhmann's (1993) terms: trust cannot be demanded, only 

offered and accepted. What it is that cannot be demanded but only offered must then be 

something existing beyond role expectations. 

To illustrate the connection between trust and risk, Seligmann (1997) provides the following 

example: the use of foul language by a teacher in a dassroom. He raises the question what 

is involved in such action. For one, the teacher is clearly stepping outside of role 

expectations and engaging in (verbal) behaviour not generally thought to be part of his or 

her role. By doing so the teacher is incurring a risk (at present that he or she may be 

charged with sexual harassment and at an earlier time, of the moral opprobrium of his or her 

colleagues if and when word of this behaviour got out). In doing so, the teacher sets up the 

possibility of interaction with students that is not (or not only) defined by system 

expectations. By taking the risk of stepping beyond systematically defined role expectations, 

the teacher also opens the possibility of establishing a relation which indudes some element 

of trust and not solely of confidence. Thus, stepping out of the 'role' involves risk taking, 
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which will be met by either trust or mistrust, which are indeed the only possible responses to 

behaviour that cannot be encoded within the existing prescriptive formula of role definitions 

(Seligman, 1997). 

Coleman (1990) notes that all trust situations involve a time lag, and it Is this time 

asymmetry In delivery which introduces risk into unilateral action. In a broader sense, trust is 

a purposive behaviour aiming at the maximisation of utility under risk. Thus, mutual trust is 

seen as a form of social capital since it reduces the cost of monitoring and sanctioning 

activities (Coleman, 1990). 

sztompka (1999) provides a comprehensive analysis about how risk appears in the act of 

trusting in four different guises: 

possibilll.y of future adverse events totally independent of our ad: of trusting: the risk 

that other will behave badly toward ourselves, or their conduct will simply disappoint 

our expectations 

Stqmd Oft'" BIlk; linked to the very ad: of trusting; beyond the risk fA Improper or harmful conduct of 

others, there Is a surplus of negative psychological experiences due to our placing 

somebody who apparently had not deserved It 

Third PeaI'M RIM; occurs only In those c:ases when the t:rustee Is aware fA and accepts our aedIt of trust, 

and Is therefore under some moral obligation to meet It; this usually happens in dose, 

intimate relationships, like friendship, love, family ties - where some amount of trust, 

recognised by the other party, Is a taken-for-granted, almost definitional component 

fourth Pearee RIM: accompanies the spedflc case fA entrusting some valued object to somebody's 

voluntary care; here the risk of breaching trust Is much more tangible, and not limited 

to psychological displeasure 
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1 .. 9 Problems and limits of Trust 

1.9.1 Distrust 

Sztompka (1999) states that the concept of distrust is treated as the negative mirror-image 

of trust. It is also a bet, but a negative bet. He goes on by saying that distrust involves 

negative expectations about the actions of others (of their harmful, vicious, detrimental 

actions toward myself), and it involves negative, defensive commitment (avoiding, escaping, 

distancing myself, refusing actions, taldng protective measures against those I distrust). 

The term mistrust refers to a neutral Situation, when both trust and distrust are suspended 

(Sztompka, 1999). It means the lack of dear expectations, as well as the hesitation about 

committing oneself. Sztompka uses the term mistrust to indicate a temporary, intermediate 

phase in the dynamics of trust-building, or trust depletion. Mistrust is either trust destroyed, 

or former distrust healed. It seems that mistrust resulting from the breach of trust, easily 

leads to full-fledged distrust, whereas mistrust resulting from the withdrawal of unjustified 

distrust will build toward full-fledged trust more slowly (Sztompka, 1999). 

According to Gambetta (1988), If there is a lack of confidence there will also be a diffuse 

sentiment of dissatisfaction and alienation or even anomie. This may have no immediate 

impact on the system. If trust is lacking, however, this changes the way people decide about 

important issues. He goes on by saying that the development of trust and distrust depends 

on local milieu and personal experience. 

Seligman (1997) states that not only is trust not analogous to either faith or confidence, but 

distrust is defined as something very different from lack of confidence. Thus, for if trust is to 

be distinguished from confidence, then distrust must also refer to something other than lack 

of confidence. 
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Distrust binds one's hands through constant vigilance and controls of the other party. It 

pushes toward safe, defensive routines and avoidance of 'sticking one's neck out' (Sztompka, 

1999). Furthennore, it deprives one of needed goods that are withheld and not entrusted. In 

general distrust leads to a reduction of activeness, isolation, and preventive hostile conduct. 

The problems of distrust in a social context are further explained in five points by Sztompka 

(1999): distrust erodes social capital, leading to isolation, atomisation, breakdown of 

associations, and decay of interpersonal networks. Second, it doses the channels of 

communications, leads to isolation of societal members, and contributes to 'pluralistic 

ignorance' (Allport, 1954). Third, it mobilises defensive attitudes, hostile stereotypes, 

rumours, and prejudices, as well as downright xenophobia. Fourth, it alienates and uproots 

an individual, inciting the search for alternative, often illicit identities (in gangs, the Mafia, 

deviant subcultures, etc.). Rfth, through a sort of halo effect, the diffuse culture of distrust is 

apt to expand toward interpersonal dealings as well as relations with outsiders. People who 

do not trust one another will end up CQaoOperating only under a system of fonnal rules and 

regulations, which have to be negotiated, agreed to, litigated, and enforced, sometimes by 

coercive means. In other words, widespread distrust In a society imposes a kind of tax 

(Fukuyama,1995). 

Sztompka's five points are briefly summarised In the following table: 

DiII:ryIt In I Sgdal Cprd:pt: 

(1) erodes sodal capital, leading to Isolation, atomlsatlon, breakdown of assodatIons 

(2) doses the channels of communications and leads to isolation of societal members 

(3) mobilises defensive attitudes, hostile stereotypes, rumours, and prejudices 

(4) alienates and uproots an Individual, inciting the search for alternative, often illicit identities 

(5) Is apt to expand toward interpersonal dealings as well as relations with outsiders 

Figure 4: Distrust In a sodal context (Sztompka, 1999) 
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1.9.2 Sodal System Dlft'erences 

In order to influence the functioning of a social system, trust needs to be embodied in social 

institutions (Misztal, 1996). However, not all social systems generate the same amount of 

trust; for instance, the level of trust In southern Italy is considerably lower than in northern 

Italy (Gam betta, 1993). Furthermore, in some systems distrust can play an integrative 

function (Goldfarb, 1991). Thus, trust cannot be fully understood and studied without the 

examination of institutions as repositories of a legacy of values and without addressing a 

practical issue of how far human beings' concepts of duties and obligations are influenced by 

the societal institutions which organise ways in which people are bound together (Misztal, 

1996). In essence, the problem of constituting trust in society is the issue of the conditions 

necessary for social order and human action to continue. 

1.9.3 Gender Differences 

According to Wrightsman (1992), in heterogeneous samples (that is, samples that are not 

restricted by occupation or other value-related factors), men's philosophies of human nature 

seem to be less favourable and less oriented toward individual differences than are women's. 

Evidence can be found in a study of freshman classes at Peabody college, tested between 

1962 and 1971. In each of the eight freshman classes, the women's scores were more 

positive for trustworthiness, altruism, independence, and strength of will and rationality than 

were the men's scores, and, in 12 of these 32 comparisons, the differences were statistically 

significant (Wrightsman, 1992). Similar gender differences were observed in a study by Cox 

(1972). He found that women's scores (on four substantive subscales: trustworthiness, 

altruism, independence, strength of will and rationality) were signifICantly more positive than 

men's scores. According to Wrightsman (1992), gender differences in social sensitivity can 

also be demonstrated, that is, women are better than men at simulating the personality 

patterns characteristics of other people. In summary, Tyler (1965) concludes, that females 

are more personal than males in their orientation to life seems dearly warranted. Recent 
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research (Aetcher et. al., 1986) indicates that women also make more complex attributions 

of human behaviour than do men. 

1.'.4 Radal DUTerences 

Results of a trustworthiness stucty conducted by Johnson (1969) indicate that each racial 

group sees itself as distinctly more positive (on the substantive scale) than it sees 'other 

people' (Wrightsman, 1992). When answering statements about 'most whites', African

American respondents indicated even more negative attitudes than when they responded 

'most Negroes and Whites'. Ukewlse, white respondents demonstrated their most negative 

attitudes when the stem was 'most blacks'. A conclusion of Johnson's stucty is that members 

of a particular segment of society have more favourable beliefs about their own group than 

about people in general (Wrightsman, 1992). Further evidence that it is the trusting aspect 

of philosophies of human nature that most differentiate African-Americans from whites 

comes from a stucty by Claxton (1971). According to the stucty, only in regard to 

trustworthiness is there a significant difference, with African-Americans more negative than 

Whites. The hypothesis of racial differences in philosophies of human nature and especially 

with regard to trust is well confirmed. Wrightsman (1992) states that consistent differences 

in trust of human nature are found between blacks and whites, whether the groups 

compared are middle dass or lower dass, college students or adults, unskilled labourers or 

professional workers. 

1.'.S Age Differences 

According to Wrightsman (1992) age difference with respect to assumptions about human 

nature and especially trust, have not been adequately studied, but several studies are 

consistent in finding that college students have less favourable beliefs about human nature 

than do older adults. In comparing older and younger faculty members of a community 

college, Cox (1972) found that the older group has higher scores on strength of will and 
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rationality, complexity and multiplexity. Because of the absence of representative samples 

that permit genuine age comparisons, we cannot say with confidence that older adults have 

more favourable beliefs about human nature than younger adults. It does appear that 

college-student samples possess less favourable beliefs than do the older adult samples that 

. have been tested (Wrightsman, 1992). 

·1.9.6 EducatinG fOr Trust 

. According to Sztompka (1999), the most important institutional measures to shape personal 

endowment relevant for being trustful and trustworthy, fall under the aegis of education. 

Educating for trust includes a number of aspects. First, there is education in a general sense: 

raising public enlightenment (factual knowledge), as well as moral sensitiveness (Sztompka, 

1999). Similarly, to build trust, an educated and discerning public is needed (Giddens, 1991). 

According to lash (1993), only a considerable level of education makes It possible to avoid 

the pitfalls of naive, blind trust and obsessive, paranoic distrust. 

Second, there is the implicit teaching of trust in healthy, dose, and Intimate family life 

(Sztompka, 1999). The psychological development of a propensity to trust involves extensive 

investment, especially by others, such as parents (Hardin, 1993). Similarly, Bsenstadt and 

Roninger (1984) state that intimate family life is a crudal early force in shaping trust. Third, 

there must be a direct emphasis on trust at schools (Sztompka, 1999). It is crudal to build 

and sustain trust in the relationships of teachers and pupils, as well as among the school 

children themselves. 

Fourth, to raise the importance of trust in people's perception, one of the possible measures 

is evoking tradition, emphasising continuity of lifeways, rules, customs (Sztompka, 1999). In 

traditional societies there is more ontological security and trust. Where tradition rules, the 

future is at least in part predictable, it will follow traditional ways (Giddens, 1991). 
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While traditional society cannot be regained, it may be imaginatively recreated in various 

experiences - art, literature, media - with the emphasis on trust. Afth, an attempt must be 

made to link trust In people's imagination with other available resources (Sztompka, 1999). 

For example, much can be gained by the recourse to religion, and borrowing from it the 

emphasis on metaphysical trust. Gambetta (1988) states that if we are lucky enough to live 

in a society which holds some moral and religious beliefs - a side effect of which is to 

motivate co-operation for its inherent virtues - we can make good use of them. He also 

states that trust may emerge as a by-product of moral and religious values which prescribe 

honesty and mutual love. 

Sixth, the public debate, both directly and through the media, must be open to the issues of 

trust and distrust, and their current illustrations (Sztompka, 1999). What Bok (1979) calls 

public discourse about moral choice Is needed in dasses, in professional organisations, in 

government. Basically it is through the exercise of such appeals and the debates that they 

engender that a more finely tuned moral sense will develop (Bok, 1979). lastly, seventh, 

there must be the education for trust not only by precept, but through everyday experience 

(Sztompka, 1999). 

Trust must be shown to pay, by being rewarded, and breaches of trust must prove to be 

costly, by being punished. According to Bok (1979), throughout society all would benefit if 

the incentive structure assodated with deceit were changed: if the gains from deception 

were lowered, and honesty made more worthwhile in the short run. Thus, an instrumental 

value of trust, as an ultimately profitable way of conduct, must be demonstrated. 
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Sztompka's seven steps for educating for trust are briefly summarised in the following table: 

Step 1: Education In a general sense 

Step 2: Implicit teaching d trust In family life 

Step 3: emphasis 00 trust In schools 

Step 4: EvokIng tradition, emphasising continuity d rules and c:ustnms 

Step 5: Unklng trust in people's imagination with ot.her available moral resources 

Step 6: Open pubtlc debate 

Step 7: Education for trust through everyday experience 

FlQure 5: Steps in trust education (Sztompka, 1999) 

1.10 Can we trust Trust ? 

According to Misztal (1996), in the modem world we are no longer placed in a fixed sodal 

setting and these new conditions of expanded choices, opportunities and dependencies 

require commitment and a sustained belief in the ability of systems to perform and maintain 

conditions, rather than personal trust. Similarly Luhmann (1988) states that the symbols that 

represent the unity of a system, do not perform an integrative function but only symbolise 

the meaning of integration. Hence, trust resides in the actors' ability to read meaning and 

their rational perception that human beings' ability to function rests on 'trust in trust' 

(Misztal, 1996). Hence, modem societies are characterised by the Increasing importance of 

system trust, which is built on the belief that others also trust. Both the system and the 

actors benefit from trust's ability to reduce uncertainty caused by social complexity (Misztal, 

1996). She goes on by saying that this notion of trust rests on a representational base and 

it ensures that everything seems in proper order, which in tum, increases our 'trust in trust'. 

Thus, the cognitive basis of trust lies in that each trusts on the assumption that others trust, 

or trust in trust (Luhmann, 1988). 
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Gambett.a (1988) points out that (at times) we may want less co-operation and trust rather 

than more, especially among those who are threatening us, and whose co-operation is a 

hindrance to ours. According to Schelling (1984), we cannot always say whether greater 

trust and co-operation are In fact desirable. The problem, however, Is not only that we may 

want less trust and co-operation among our enemies, but also that we may not want it 

among ourselves, at least not all the time; and it is not just that we may lazily wish not to 

have to co-operate, but that we may wish for something else instead, notably competition. 

To illustrate his point of view Gambetta (1988) uses the example of the Prisoner's Dilemma: 

the mere expectation that the second player might choose to defect can lead the first player 

to do so, if only in self-defence. The first player's anticipation of the second's defection may 

be based simply on the belief that the second player is unconditionally uncooperative. But, 

more tragically, it may also be based on the fear that the second player will not trust him to 

co-operate, and will defect as a result of his lack of trust. Thus the outcome converges on a 

sub-optimal equilibrium, even if both players might have been conditionally predisposed to 

co-operate. According to Gambett.a (1988) the problem, therefore, Is essentially one of 

communication: even If people have perfect adequate motives for co-operation they still 

need to know about each. other's motives to trust each other, or at least the effectiveness of 

their motives. Generally speaking, even is people's motives are not unquestioningly egoistic, 

trust and co-operation may still encounter obstacles. 

aearly, the higher the level of trust the higher the likelihood of co-operation, but co

operative behaviour does not depend on trust alone, and the optimal threshold of trust will 

vary according to the occasion (Gambetta, 1988). Therefore it may be important to see how 

a certain level of trust is reached, and once it is reached how trust may be effective for 

action yielding potential co-operation, depending on the constraints, costs and benefits 

presented by specific situations. 
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2.1 Introduction 

This section provides a brief overview about the background, the development and the use 

of the Internet and electronic commerce. It is not the goal of this section to give a detailed 

discussion about the Internet or e-Commerce. It rather serves as a introduction or technical 

platform for the ensuing study at hand, which deals with the topic trust in e-Commerce. 

Therefore, not every information about the Internet and e-Commerce have been explored -

rather the concepts relevant for the discussion of trust in e-Commerce have been 

investigated and are presented in this section. Some of the more relevant facts about the 

Internet and e-Commerce are discussed in much greater depth in the next section of the 

literature review. 

2.2 The Internet 

Aa:ording to PriceWaterhouseCoopers (1999), it is difficult to find an industry - financial 

services, manufacturing, health care, travel, communications, transportation - that is not 

being changed by the Internet today. Aa:ording to Miller (1994), the Internet is the world's 

largest and most widely used computer network. Technically, the Internet is a highly 

decentralised network of computer networks that includes backbone networks, wide area 

networks (WANs), and local area networks (lANs). The Internet originated in the 1960s 

when the US Department of Defence, through its Advanced Research Projects Agency, 

funded research on linking computer networks that were currently incompatible and 

automatically rerouting information around damaged or non functioning components of a 

network (Peterson et al., 1997). The original purpose of the Internet was to provide a stable 

and fast method of electronic communication for military and government agencies (Miller, 

1994). 
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According to Hoffman and Novak (1997), the World Wide Web (WWW) is a distributed 

hypennedia environment within the Internet which was originally developed by the European 

Partide Physics laboratory. Global hypermedia allows multimedia information to be located 

on a network of servers around the world which are Interconnected allowing one to travel 

through the information by dlddng on hyperlinks. The present popularity of the WWW as a 

commercial medium (in contrast to other networks on the Internet) is due to its ability to 

. facilitate global sharing of information and resources, and its potential to provide an efficient 

channel for advertising, marketing, and even direct distribution of certain goods and 

information services. 

It is difficult to gather accurate statistics about its usage on local or global scale. As the 

Internet is a network of networks, each individual network hosts a varying number of PCs 

which have a varying number of users. Additionally Morgan (1996) argues that accurate 

figures regarding the use of the Internet and the World Wide Web are impossible to obtain. 

EstImates vary widely, largely depending on the method of measurement and different 

definition of 'use'. 

The online population is continuing to grow at an impressive rate (Boston Consulting Group, 

1999). There are already over 80 million North Americans on the Internet and there could be 

as many as in million users by 2003. According to Deloitte Consulting (2000), by the year 

2000 over 250 million users will be connected to the Internet. This amazing phenomenon 

has already affected many facets of our lifestyle and work style; yet all indications are that 

the revolution is still in its infancy. Business to business transactions combined with U.S. 

retail Internet transactions are predicted to generate revenue over $1,1 trillion in 2002 

(Deloitte, 2000). The Internet's growth is depicted in the two diagrams on the following 

page: 
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Worldwide Internet Users 
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f>;.nc 7_ "r",,-t11 in U.s. ",' i,,,, ra ru~-.t"'" 

i Oac.IDn [ o nc,u l:i nq GrC L.(}, 1'J'N ) 

Hoffll13rl and Novak (1997; identify some of tile main benefts of the Internet "" ~ 

benefits, -' rTlprow,.j buyer-seller rda;ionship~, operational bene:it, and imJro'/ed cross-border 
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fllrdlmcnt~1 lim i .~tio~5 <IS ~ ' T\i.l r<et ing ch~ nnc! which marketers may not be 2ware of, I n 

p~rLicular, the 5ize and cCinp;:t.; it ion of the a l~Ji e nce, the I nternet cu lt ure, the l im it~tio ns of 

the tcchno:ogy, legis l ~t i ve ~nd dh i c~: ;,;sues ~oo 5CCJrity - al l undermine the effectivel1eS5 

of the Intern et as a pc;I'.'erfJ I marketim ald world'~.'id e dist ri bution ch~nne l. 

The most COll 11On drawback5 to the use and wide5nre<ld ~do,,:jon of the Intcrnet are: 

>KlIrity and privacy CDlcern ';, '1i~ativns of ilteilectu< ,1 prO!:le rty rf;j hi.5, copyrights ~nd 

pdents, I"ck of aWarene5S aOO <lOl'.' led-;Je of the Internet, cu 'tur~! ~OO I ~~yu~yc bilrrie,Oi, 

~OO infor'mtivn ovet1ood frOll the cU5tvrner's perspective - a;1 which undermi~e the 

Ini.crnet"5 DCJ:(cnti,,! of bL"Cominy ~ t r:J ly ylowl infor'n"r.:m dyJ s~ l~ c.h~nrlel. rhc i5';Ues 

s:Jr rouOO:r>'] =:urity ~nd p,-iv~cy CO~Ce 'Tti wi ll he sDcci~c~!ly addressed i~ the 'Trust in e

Co'wnerce' c,ection of the literature review. 

2.3 Electronic Commerce 

Cvrll'nerd21 activity on the Internet has been ·,.., cre "si~y r"nidly sir.:e the early 1990,; ald 

the ]X>tent i21 of the World Wide Web o~ the I nternet a5 a commerc!al l leci llm and 

'n;" kctL~ ace has been widely oocumented in 2 variety of rnedi~ Ovcr h;,!f of tCYJay's wi red 

]Xlpu!a:ion ~re consumer'; who ,;hop for or buy prOO Jcts on l!ne (Boston Cons:J lti~g Group, 

1999). Tr.e '''Li d ri5C of c-C.O'nmerce i'; promptin9 many ret2i1ers to rl.tih online. There is no 

doubt that <;j lvba l l nternet t r;'ns"ctions wi ll conQn:Jc to increac,e in im]XlrtalCe. A5 C, irnuos5 

(1997) emphasic,e<;, the teleco:n netv'Iork of trx:ay illplies 'h ~t di5tance wi l! no klilcler be a 

b;",!er to buycr ~nd seller in the new eOJl)O'n,.,5 marketr:kce Acco,ding to Deloitte 

Cvnsultiny (20C10), rvrtJne 500 cornp<.mies h;,,'c n'lOvc-J r~ p i dly to take 2dv2ntaye of t his 

new DherXlmenon :0 'Fther in formaliOl, redJce Cost5 200 y" i ~ new nr.; i.omcr" Th is is true 

fe r bnh bJ5inC5s -to ' bl.tii~es5 (1328) and bUsne5s-tc-ccIlSJmer (82q l ""kets_ 
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There is no common <Jefin ilion of tile term 'eh:tronic comm.;.-c,,'_ A useful J"~nition 

provided by Oracit CorlXlration (2000) is : " using Itading ,>oj"" ttchnolOJi5, including 

ccmputers, sel'/ers, databases, software, and high speed data links to automate tht 

maximum functions in a bus'lness on local or global scalt". On tht o!lwr hand, electronic 

commerce is not just about transac:Kl ns, I! is also about relationships, Bondt (199!l) states 

that for s~cc(5<,iu l ,,-Commerce, companies must Clddress th" comp~te 'Internet custcn>er 

li fe cycle', in which t~,y Ciln proviet' custqnisaj products, deliver personalised sel'/ ice, and 

adapt to clJange_ 

Forr"ster Research (Gdrcia, 1998) predicts thilt U.s, lnkrrd , ccmm;,,-ce softw,,,-,, li(('n5<' 

r"venues will re~ch 53.8 billion by 2002, ~p from $121 millioo in 1997. By 2002, 9fP!" of 

l:lr"" (up to 5000 emploY'~") ",,u wry '''9'' (more thiln 5000 employees) companies 1'.'11 1 be 

online, wh'~ 8~% of medium-sized cornp<lni5 (~p to 1000 employees) and 4'J'Yo of small 

firms (up to 100 employtes) will h;JW tonnecti:Jns to 1.1>;, Inkrr,;,!, For""t"r fo"'C,,sts th"t 

Internet business trade will grow to $327 bi ll.on by 2002, artd sales on the 'Neb will reach 

$17 bill ion by 2022. Similarly, tl>;, U_S, Ccmm.;.-c" Dtpartment (199~) estimates that the 

villue of bus iness-to-business e-Commerce trdnS<K~ons will lx' mo", tl>;m 5300 bil lion in 

2001. TI;;, Ccmm.;"u, Dq)drtm.;,nt 'eport s;'ys th~t tht number of U.S, artd Can<ldian online 

purchil''''rs doubbJ intI>;, seconU I>;lIf of 1997 to 10 million P" OP~' Tht rtport dtes dr~matic 

"x,mopk" of e·Busim,ss scx:ccss 

Accordir.J to a study by Answtr Th'nk Cmsulting Groop (ACG, 1998), e'"ctrooic commerce 

has "volve<J into" vidb" busim,ss ffimncl, but tl>;"" is nee<J for companies to :ntegratt tht 

e-Commerc" {1annel better into the <xganiSdtiCtl T1'"f "Iso CCtlciu{x, h"t milny corpor"t" 

Wd) Sit'" don't pa;;tion H",ir orgiln is;'tions well in the clectron;c busin5s I'lorld, 

Addlt'ona;ly, accord;ng !o the sUl'/ey, fewer than SO percent rX the Web s'ltes were properly 

eq~i.Jped 10 lartdle eltrtronic ~us;m$S, 
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In 1999, Fcm~ster Research found that Americ~n cnl ine t;<Js inr.s<;-to-consumcr (B2C) 

transacticns tcta lled approximately 520 biliicn, with a projected iocr" asc to $lR4 billicn by 

1.004. McKinsey and Ccrnpany (2000) prerJ:c.t, trut cn lirx, sale, cou ld account for JS much ~s 

10 percEllt of the total U.S. retail market by 200J However, whi le these sab Tll.lrntx,rs ~"d 

preddiclnS ¥e irnpres~ve, it io import~nt to note trut onlill€ sales accounted for O,~ and 1,4 

percent 01 ~II retJ il SiJles in 1993 and :999, respECtively (Corporate Strategy Board, 2000). 

Alcng simi l ~r lines, current Xlleo use of the I nterll€t dernonstrates that few cornpanies have 

levHiKjed the l nterrx,t tx,yol"ld Web sik furdlOnd!ity ~1"Id mJximised 'true' e-Comrnerce 

Cil P<Jbilities. 
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'.vhi . , melny Frm, helve I~urx: hed e-Ccmmerce inltiCltives, few have developed the internal 

infra:itructure to increase activity in this space (Ccrpo,-ate St:atEgy Board, 2000). A study 

ccndl.Cted by &r>::hn<Jrkiny P~rtnero on het1~ lf of <;PMG COn:iultirq foul"ld thClt of 46 

corn;:>anies, only 26 percent had an e-Ccmm,:,:cc executive Cr a centralised c-Cornm,:"cc 

deci,iQn mu,y, yet 65 ,')et"cent conskJered E-Ccmme"Ce one of thei: rnost Irn;)(xt,mt 

inltiCltivES :CorpXCl:e Strate~y Boa'd, 2000}. 
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The most commcm drilwbilCks to successfu l electronic commerce are the alf-.ence of a 

(global) uni form commerc ial code i'loo legal framework, coocerns about security Joo orivilCY 

Pfotect i(lll, technicill bilfriers to the full commercii'llisat.on of the Web, llck of adequate 

ek":lron ic [lavment Jncl ful~lmt'I1t systems, Jnd unrea li stic expectati(llls about electronic 

commerce. Some of t he isslles will be eXJmirif"d in det~ il in tile next section of tile literilture 

review. For In il lustration aoout the myths aoo reait ies of electronic commerce, please refer 

to appendi~ S, on Pilqe 1\30. 

2.4 Internet Communication 

The Iw~rn~t is likely to chilrlqe the WilY5 which milrketers (trC>1lti(lll~lIy) use \0 commun i c~te 

with their tart jet i'lud>elY.e. Accord:I)(J to Hoffman et i'lI . (1997) firms use varIous media to 

communicJte with their current and >ntentiJI custcmers ~'ilrketng communic~t:(lIls Perform 

three furtCtlons: inform, remind, and rersuade (Anderson and Rubin, 1986). The traditional 

one-to-many marketing communicatioos mo1el fo r mass media is shown below in Figure 9 

I n this pas';'lve m::x:Jel, firms (denoted by Fl, Dl'Ovide content through a medium to a mass 

market Df consumers (denoted C). The first two functi ons of marketin~ [(}mmuniciltions milY 

be perform ed by a traditional communication m..--OOs. However, the Persuitii"n funer-,m 

necessary for differentiating i'l prodlJCt or braoo is limited by the un d irectklnillity of 

:raditi,.-,nill mitis mediJ rlecrse refer I" the rroje:s "n the rollowin~ page. 
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The Internet, a revdutioo in distributed ccmputing and interoctive rrtlJitimedia many-to-many 

ccmmunicatioo, is dramdtico lly altering th is t rad it iClllil I vi ew el ccmmuniGJtion media . As 

Figure 10 InctlUltes, the new many-to-many marketHlg commo,miGl tlons rncd~ definwg the 

Web elfers a rild ical departure from tradition~ nl<lrketing environments (Hoffman and 

Novak. 1996<1). Fi gure 10 suggests that the Internet offers an alternative to mass media 

ccmmunic~tJon. 
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2.5 South African Internet Facts 

DUoi' to the decentralised nature of the Internet it is very difficult to obt~ i n rej iClbie stJtistics 

atotlt South Afncan Int~rn~t lIst'rs Jnd their 'online behilV iool' Neveltlwless, tll€ major 

firo:Jings of the most rf)cl-'f1t lnternct uscr SUr\ley from MSN (2000) wrl l ~ cit~ to providc 

IF.>Cful ins'.;)hls dOOUt: Sooth African Internet users, their online habits arxJ their de1TlO]raphk: 

profik0>5_ Where arrro~ 1 <ate these tindlngs dre compared to ear lie l I nternct uscr SUr\leys 

from Wdx:hck (1999), Accoru lr>] to the r~SN (2000) South African lntdnct user s u rv~y, 

approximJtely 12 000 Web u~rs suppl,--"I:I anSwcrs to a compfetc set of 61 questions, Th~ 

slJr\ley was corxJucted on the ~1~ pmtJ l si te but the server applk:atioo u><-o,J to collect the 

CKtual data was selyed frem W:nWin TKllnobgles' ser\ler:; in the United States_ Th~ S'o'lwr 

applicatien at th~ heart of the surv~y alkw.",d l1S€rS to either arrswer all questiens 

ccnoecutively, or abarxkm tile sUr\ley at any ti~~ and return at their ,-,;sure to cnmrlct;e It 

The drr li catKJn remenlbered thc last '-1Uc.'5tKln answcred and prcsented uSCrS with the next 

unanS'Nered questien up::>n their retu rn. Tilis lnternet sUr\ley, the biggest to date in SQuth 

ilhicd, was ccnducted during July and August 2000 on the msn ,CQ,Ld ~itc. Thee survcy was 

il)C~ ntive driven am heavir, prGmeted en the J'1~ hornepag~ during the thre." weeks 

ruming tin"" 
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2.5.1 Age 

Thc" mapity ci tc", respondents, namely 66""" fell in the 18 to 34 year age WOOD. 

Approximately one sixth fell In thc" 35 to 44 band (16%). Only a small fractlCt1 of the 

respoodents were your-,ger than 18 years (3%), Or elder th<lr' +f years (15%) 

Compared to the diagram below, which depicts the general age di,tnb<Jtion in Sooth Africa, 

Internet User5 in South Afric~ tmd to ~ yeung (ncte that the younger age group shoold ~ 

exduded frem cornpariSCfls fa- literacy reasons), 
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Looking at the number cJ resp:xxJeflts below the age IT 35 it can b<o 5l-'<.'n that this groop 

accounts for more than two th irds of the totJ l resp;:lfldenls, canpared to on ly half of 50Jth 

AfriCil'S Irtdl ~du lt pqJulaijoo Accord ing to MSN (2000) this differeoce becomes more 

marked tex- higher age bands, indica ting that the I nternet is sti ll largely a tool of yoonger 

gE'l1€ratioos. 

Although th is ag~ bias is ma-e pn:rn inent in 50Jth Africa, tht'5e findings are in line with 

~imi lar research condocted in the U.s. According to the Ernst & Young second annual 

Internet shopping stiJdy (21)Xl), C>'le thi rd of U.S. OIl line shoppers are below 40 years, 

canpar<..'{i to ooe quarter (25%) of the tcti!1 adult popo.Hat iOl The age bias in th is surv~y is 

a l ~o ~mi lar to the find ings 0/ W<..>bcheJo:'s 1999 surVl-Y - suggesting that til<.' bi~5 towiJ rds 

yoong(..'f Inh.-"fne:t users w il t be 51()W to dis"pprur, even though the l')( istirJg popu tatiOl IT 

Internet: users is ageing each year. 

2.5.2 Gender 

Figu r. 1 J. G...oo.r, So cth Mrican Int..meL UserS, Sour"'; MSN IrI.Hrl€ t. User 5c",'), 2000 
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Lire "!u,,, RolOcw 70 

Sj ightly more than half (56%) of the survey respaldents were male (44% were femJIe 

respaldents), lf these figures are ccmpared to the gender distribution of the general Sout.h 

!\friCiln pqJulatlon (48% mille, 52% fernl le), there is a slight bias in faVOlJr of men. This bias 

has dL'Creased since Wcbchck's 1993 survey, which rccCfdcd 63% male rL">poridents arld 

37% female resp ondents, Aa:ord ing to M5N (2000) this indicates that worrrcn are 

increasingly embracing the Internet i1S a media type with which they i1Ce JS ccmfc<table i1S 

men, 

2.5.3 Location 

F:g l. re 14: Lo<;e1:ion, Souto Mc'nn Inter" ", Users, 5o<" , e: MS~ 111tern'" U"" Sav..,. 2000 

Key to SA Pro',';""es : GP - Gil" t",'9, WC - Wescern C<lpe, KZN - K '.,."Zl ,~ u Niltal, f C - [ost...-" C"pe, 

, S - froo Stote, MPl - MpUmil kll'9'l, NI'i = Nortll We;;(, NP ~ Nor',IM " P,o, ", ce, NC _ North;.,-" C<lD< 

According to t.h e MSN Internet us.cr survey (2C1C(1), the geographk distributiCt1 of South 

African Interncl uSCrS is sim lar to the gcnerill distri butKln of the South African population, 

with a bias tow¥ds rnl jor urban centres: GilUteng i1 rld the We5tern (iIPe, Th'lS slant is 

predictable, as wsts of dial-up arld leased line cml1ecti rns to the Internet tend to be lowest 

in urban areas arld higher in rural areas, 
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2.5.4 Education 

In the U,S. allT\Cl'5t all (94%) of on line buyers have at least a high sctJCd education, 

ccmpared to oo~ three quarters (71%) d the general popu1at lon (Ernst & Yo,mg, 20C10). 

The results of the South African survey reveal an even higher slant towards educated users: 

Internet users are alrrost twice as likely as the average South African to have a matric level 

education and alrrost six times mor" l ike~ to have completed some form of higher 

education. This slant, howev!..'r, may reflect more on South Africa's historical education 

imbalances than on the edUC<ltioo of Internet users specifical ly 

2.5.5 Work Status 
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As wel l "5 l:x;ing well-educated, the average South African Internet user is In full t ime (68%) 

or part time (70/0) employment Only., r"abvdy small number of Internet u~rs ",-c 

uoem»C1fed (2%), cr retired (10k). A high percentage of respondents, da<;s;ficd "s'don't 

work' arc students (19%). 

2.5.6 Income 

As woold be cxpedi..'d f rcrn the high levels of educatkn and elllDioyment arTlO<lgst survey 

respoodents, the average monthly inc:ome of South African I nternet USer!; is substanti<l ll y 

higher than thilt of most Sooth African, (MSN, 2000). 

Accordi ro::J to the survey, rmrc than a quarter eX the resp::>rldents have a monthly incom:; r:l 

RIO (l((l or rrore, w it h hillf of this groop (11%) f~ l l irlg in t he R15 000-+ CiltC9O<Y. Only 7% of 

the general South African pqlulation hall(' an income i1bove RlO 000, mJkir;g Intc;rnet u ser~ 

three to foor times!T1Cl'"e l ik~y to fal l into th is high income bracket than the average person. 
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2.5.7 Disposable Income 

F"l"'" la' D;,;p=.h'" 10m""" So etil Arncan Ioternelll$er:'i, SOllrce: MSN Intcrr>et U,." Suev.,.,. 200J 

I nternet users are characterised by high disposable ir'lCOr11CS (MSN, lOOQ). More than one in 

ten (11%) have more than R5 000 Il'ft mch mooth after fixed expenses and a fu rther 39"10 

have bctw<','n Rl 000 and R5 {)()(J left. Only a quarter (26%) had less than R5QO of 

disposable income with th€ remaining quarter (24%) having between R500 and Rl 000 

avai lable to sperld . 

2.5.8 Leisure Activities 

Fig ,"", 19, le,,;ure Act"it"', Sooljt~ Arrie,n l rternel lherS, Socrc": ~ISN !nternet User Survey ilJOO 
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l ~or"t"'" R~V""'i 
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Sr:at is one of the most popular leisure adiyit i e~ for both men and wemen. althol.l9h art~ 

and cu lture and ctIler entertilinrT1<c'flt activities were ranked higher by women thiJn any 

particular spcrt. 

2.5 .9 Marital Status 

Tne tyPica l South African Internet user is sing le (49%) withoot ch ildren (62% ). Only Drle 

th ird (36%) r:f the survey respDrldents are married , Only a smal l propatiDrl cf the 

res.poodents I;\'e with a partner (9%), or are divorced, live sepa rated <X are wido~ (6%), 
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2.5.10 Online Relationships 

Among the respondents, Ole in five (1R"/,,) of all South African Internet users clilim to have 

had ~n COll inc reiatiCOlship, with single peopie twice <15 likely (25%) to mvc done so as 

married people (11%), When asked wh~t they thought was 'cOC>!' abuJt on line relationsh ips, 

respaldents ' most ccmrnon answer was 'nothing' (390/0), fol lowed by 'anOllymity' (22%). 

Figure 2l : Percepl",,"" rI' "",0<' ""' l,o nsl>p;, Source: MSN lnterrlC!: U""r Survey ,000 
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2.5.11 Frequency of Use 

~'ore than hall (53%) of the Internet users surveyed usc the Internet more tlKlfl Oflce each 

day. A further quarter (25%) uS{' the Net daily and almost anoilier quarter (20%) use the 

Net less than 0IlCe a day but at ,,"ast once per week. Only a small fraction use the Internet 

less than ooce per week ( I %) or ~s than once a rTXlfIth (1%). 

2.5.12 Reasons for Use 

Acccrd ing to the ~'5N Internet user survey (2000), the primary rea50ll people use the 

Internet is now email, with searching for infcrmation a close secc:od. Others uses include 

reading news aoo c...-rent affai rs (13%) and on line banking (g%). Please refer to the 

dlagr~m on the fd lowing page 
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(24%) and men are more likely (30%) to use the Internet to search than wcmen (29%). 

Comparing these resu lts to the 1999 Webchek survey, a definite sh ift in the focus of users 

can ~ seen. In the 1999 survey the majori ty cr respordents used the Web mainly to seJrch 

for infa-mation (60%), with only a fraction using it mainly for email (15%). This shirt 

indicates that the Internet seerm to become more a communicatioos tcd thJn J library. 

2.5.13 Perceptions of Onrne Advertising 
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Mo<;t Internet ll'ictS surveyed occasiorla lly (60%), regularly (16%) or a lw~ys sec relevant 

,,(h'L"ti sing mline. Only a small number (9%) claim never to 5e€ relev~ nt on li ne <ldvt.'f1i5< n<) . 

ACOJfd ing to the survey, mL'I'1 S<.-~,m to ra te the rekvarce of mline <ldverti5<ng sl ightJy higher 

than women, jX)Ssibly ItldlCatrng that advertisers arc net targeting eno l.<")h of their adverts at 

wcmel1. General ly 5pCaking, Internet users fell that mline advertis ing is relev~ nt to them, ~ 

good indicator fer t he future ci on line m~rkct in g 

2.5.14 Online Shopping 

The type of gaoos bought by South Mrlcan Inlernet users mirrers international buying 

pattern (MSN, 10(0) . &:oks (12"10 ) and music (15"10) are the most CDrnrTI01 purchased goods 

in South Africa on the lnter llet. This is also t rue gIoI:>;J lly. with Ixx!ks (29%) and mU5ic (2ll%) 

fe> bI'Jcd by software ( 11%). 

In South Africa, after bcoks and mU5ic. men tEnd to lxly g~rrl<'5, computer good5 ~nd videos, 

While wcrnen purchase health and b€auty Droducts, flcmer5 and dothes (MSN, 2(00). 
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The graph indicates tha t more than one third (36%) of South African Internet users have 

purchilS~xJ goods on line. This ~ iln incr~a50 over the 0,"" qU,lrter (24%) med>\Jr<:-'<.J in 

Webchek's 1999 lJ'...er survey. Accord ing to MSN (2000), South Africa ccmpMes well to other 

coontries. One in ten (10%) Internet users g l oba l~ hdve booght goods OVer the Internet, 

and even in the United States, sligh tly mcre than a quarter (27%) of Internet users have 

shopp~'d onl ine, The survey seems to indicate that South Africans are accepting online 

shopping fa5K'[ th~n the rest of the wcrld, Neverth~less, of those people who have booght 

goods online, only 12"''{' shop onli "" mor~ than onc~ a month. A third (34%) of lnternd 

users say that they do not often shop online. 

2.6 Online Retailing 

2.6.1 General Trends in Online Retailing 

Mowrey (2000) states that onc~ drilwn into shopping on line fo r ~ partic ul ~r product, two 

thirds of a consumer's spending in tha t categcry ends up going to Net companies, according 

to a r~'Cent 5tudy by ActlvM<:-'C1ia Research Shopp(-'[s (in the US.) sp(-"d an av<:-'[age of 5312 

per mooth oo line across 10 retai l categcries, compared with otfiine monthly spending of only 

$144 for the,;arne items, ktiv~ledia predicts that ool ine retail sales amount to 5109 bi llion 

during 2000, up from $53 billion in 1999, with computers artd electronic purchases 

<>ccount ing for 59% of th0 ti±ll. A comprehensive overview of ActivMedia research fi ndings 

i5 presenK'C1 in appendix 6, 00 page A32. 

Arl(Jther stLXiy, by I he Boston Consulting Groop (2000), offers "'-~'.'Insights into onl l n~ 

(DrbUmer beh~v;D u r. It shows th~t while Internet users &e rdpid ly beccming Internet 

Sho;:>;X-'r5, purchase f~i lure5, security fears alu serv'ce frlJ5tratKlns are ram;Ja~t_ I\ccording to 

t he stl.o y, over ra il (,7%) 01 I.,ternet users (i n ;he U,S.) have 5hopped for and ~l% have 
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and S~llt 5460 online over the last 12 months. Yet 28% of al l attempted online purchao;es 

failed, and four out of five [ustaners who have purchased online experienced at least one 

failed purcha5e attempt over the same period. These failure~ resulted from technical 

proo~m5 consumers encountered with the sites, diff!:ulties in flrxling products, and logistical 

and d~l ivery prob lems after the sa le (Boston Consu lt ing Group, 2()(Xl) . 

f\cwrding to [);>ICl i tt~ Consul ting (2000), foc many reta il products, lnternet b~scd so/tv'iare 

agents c~l l ed 'sh<::fl bois' will ::.>'arch for products, cOOlp<Jre prices. CO/lduct t rJI15Jction5, and 

arrange for dellvel)' - all based 0<1 Ins.tructlOT1s that COnSUm..rS provlcle them. F urth;>rmor~, 

certil in type, of proollCts wil l 'morph' into digita l bits in order to be transported from 

producer to consumer. These prcducts ,vii i <!dapt the,r form so they can be del ivered OVer 

th~ I llt~rl1"t ill ord!>r to minimi:.e transaction and t ransportation costs ([)eloitte COIlsulting, 

2000). At the sam~ time, th~ Ii"" I>'tw .... n pro::h..c~ r allCl consumer wi ll t>u r as producers 

allow consumers to parti dpate in the process of creating the unique Droouct desired. Lastly, 

I nt~rl1"t t ran'X)ction, wil l alt~ r the tradit iollal form of l110rley as SKurity and privilCy w lubolls 

al low for extensive of d ig ita l cash; shop tots as wel l as human5 will begin to use'd ... -ctronk: 

wal"t,' to comp"t~ their purchaSi's (D<>loitt~ Consultillg, 2000). 

2.6.2 Onrne Consumer Behaviour 

Accord ing to Boston Consu~ing Group (1999), online shopping and purchasing has tx.-come a 

widespread consumer phenomenon: 57 percent of Internet users have stlop;;oed for and 51 

perc~nt haw purcha:.ed go:xls or Si' rvk:e , on line N~verth~ l ~s" d~sirf' lo commun icatf', not 

shop, or buy, is the main mctivation for going online (Boston Coosu ting Group, 1999). 

!\a:ording to thei r reSi'a rch, Over 80 percent of al Inlernet users suggest that the Internet's 

ability to fUl1Ction as an effective communication mediJm was a r~ason f0l' gf'tting onli"", 
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(Bc,5ton C""<i ,, IM] G,w p, 1999; 

OnlIne tr~nSild:ions oc~u' across ~ v"'i€ty of p'odurt ~~tego'ie;. !\c~ordirrg to Boston 

Consulbng Group (199gj, tnc higncr pcnctraticJn caleqo,ie; arC books, compute, soit;vare, 

and CDs I videos. the hiqhest purchase frequency categories are coHectibles, CDs i videos 

~ nd books; consumers in these c~tL'gOrics m~dc an ~veragc of three catc'rlory purchascs 

over the I~st 12 months (Boston Consu~ing Group, 199')). P k:~sc refer to appendix 7 m, a 

d'agrJm of online pu,dlas'ng penetration, listed by product r.ategGty. 

~loving lntemet uscrs to the th:C'S oo kJ ot the i: first ol1line pu:chase invariably means giving 

them a qood reason to b~y (Boston ConsultiWI Groop, 1999). AI>d the over"ihelming 

motivJ tion m' that ~'5t online PJ,ch;.Jse 's mnvenience ~s 46 percent of online pu,chasecs 

a.:est: 
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For nlany of today's onli ne buyer5, the purchase pr~5 can be a fru5triltir.g and ul t. i mat.~ly 

cli s.apjXlint ing one (Boston Consulting Group, 19e19) , Despite the p;:ltentlal benefits of 

shopping and purcha,wKJ online, consumers encounter many barriers aM Conlpronl i~ 

ak:mg the path to purchasing. Accordm<) to a Boston Consul tin<) Group study (1 999), 28 

percent of all onl ine conSUr:1er purchase attempts fa il. These figures are 5upp;:lrted by 

fi ndings f rom Dekl itte & Touche research ( 000): one third of ~I I online t ran50l(ti ons are 

eventua l ~ c~nce ll ed or ,1bandoned before they ,lre completed The two graph; below 

indicate th~ most Ctlmr:lOn tonsur.1(:rs onl lnc> purchas.ng problerlb : 

IncIdence of Online 
Purchasing Problems 

,Ol •• n (WI' ~::n.!,.~ u f'''''''"'~ 
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( [locl o n C"",;u It r>:J [;r"" p, 19'19) 
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... ,,""" "'''''-'I " "".",.,. "'"' ...., 

., t-' ". ~ i"" ....... ........ 

-... --""' ......... -. .,~,.-.. : ..... ~ .... 1t'"""' .... 
I~_.-............... ',' 
, ~~~- ........ ...... '. 

' ..... 'V ......... , , 

h,·,-, ' ..... ~.> ... 

rg,ro 3]: rmr>oYl of !"""~ 1' "'00 ''''' .r.~= V'-' 
:r~ C"M',II1i I"il r. .. ~, 1999) 

follMer. According to flo5ton Consult.r'19 Group (1999), oolil>i': consumers , .... e nOl vet)' 

to sev~r tl'e:r ties with the re;:aileJ, ThClt is whf 1~"Ie'" ml6t qUickly addre"'h tonSlKl~S' 

con.ce·~ .!.nd imp'ove the quality of tr'\;l on ll n~ pmcrase experiet1(e in or~r to prosper in 

A3~, shows" tab"" with the 'wn COlI1ln.lndments' for ple<!SIng the onl,ne consumer. 
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2.6.3 Myths and Realities of Online Retailing 

According to the &l5ton Consult ing Group (1999), business success is grounded in the ~ bi li ty 

to understand where the ecolUllY is headirtg, whi::h products wi ll se ll, i1nd how mil rkets will 

evol ve, ror Internet reta ilers :h is means anhcip~t lrtg, in Ijg j:icture ter ms, where the 

emerging opportLmit ies will lie b.r not kxking into an inflexible busi rcss model or s:,-ategK: 

dirLd ion A big cha llenge, with resped to the lnte~t, i5 to rL,,;isl the fal,;e a,;~umpti on~ that 

can ~ad a conlpany astray, The Boston Consult!rlfl Group ha~ !den:ified five myths that are 

be ing debunked by the experiences of onl ine rel:<lilers: 

Myth #1; 

Myth #3 : 

BeciJus~ tlte impi>d Gf tcch""IDgy ~nd t~ fM= of u,chnologic;,1 ch;,ngl!! iU~ 

unprl!!didable, companie.< should wait bl!!forl!! dcing bus ines.< cn lite Internet, 

Moore', L"" "-ole, th.,1 (W ' pcl,"l "v".". "",.1)", ... ery 18 tn:><1ths - tl. , I.os prov"-i tn '" '0 

the lW 1.1 YO'" orod wi l p"oh.,f>y ro",,' " tre e tor tl", next IG ye"", Tn e QL>eStOOll, tl",o, is net 

Ii bJl whe/) II.".,." HOrarOC, w ~ 1 I""mote 0 compo'{s ~o ' LJ~ "",,i n 0"1<1 f>oo,y lhc!y CII n cre,1e 

"-, "IV"I"l m ly 

Only =rlifin pmducts mn b~ m~rkrlro ifnd sold on Ih~ Intt!m<'!t-

The rei> ity ~ tto." o' i n~ rot"iI"" oro 'J.~-.g , '.-'; "" voriety 0/ ~,l,.,,, n>:J<1el, tu >ell cl nlO"- dOy 

PrOOcct ur "",,~e The '''' to SL",,,,,,,rJI o""e relcl i iog ~ tr.c ret"' ''r's ,... Iil)' to 1""",,,, 0 the 

intorm."io, pow.".- "'~ reM" (J tn" lot",,,,", lu Cre,t~ clO e:ld-tu-","," "'per ''''te tll ot " 

o'jo'I""~ ond o"~r, vOIJo. 

E-Commercc will be if zem-sum gifm~. 

Rolher tn.n <redle ""' .. n"",eI:;, '" '.he tI-,co ry C/X" e Conm''''"" 'Ni l ~m r' Y shi't "''''' from 

IrM ~Kn, 1 ",1.1 -:1101""" tu ~he mIL,., <"'n.,," , O:ll "'~ r;?("'~"'J, tlO", ... er, CclO " ctUil I ~ 'W"~<' ''' 

oy",-,., I d"rm1<t for procuds 

All goads and =I"i~s off"" ~d onlin~ will b~com" commodities. 

P:oo.tJccrs sho<.:k:1 wo:Ch "'ry cI=oIy '" coo"",",,,, -, t:>e(]" tu de>ig1 lI",r r " .. '" prwc.o:t:; do:1 

dim b '.I", prite k>:kle.- , oy m:J<>r<l« "i;.;g tll~ osychoiogY m o' I'n~ sho.~ r'9. """ • .te,", CIIn 

"x" e th"i r rustorrr.".-, ocl 01 II", tomm:xJ rt;", n' e"ld lot)' '1to" r:<'<"'rld i S<'ct, bKj·t;':'et stlOppi:>g 
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Myth #5; Onlinc commerceimd offline commercedresep"rMe worlds. 

-'> In f;>ct, s.om e cl the ma~ ,-,occ,-"sful "" " e "ctdlro t:>end U"", c" " e or," ulfl "o ,h"nr",k

( ""t'd"1 tu p0\Ju,," beh,r, oOO,l 000/, 01 oi l 001 "" 'd" ~ i"lG '''''''''' ''-"' " 19'18 "·.'L~e ",-"",. "",.,J 

by rrooile" w ~ o ' IreMy hil~ , n ott: i"" r. '~.=>;:O 

2.6.4 Lessons for Onl in e R~taile rs 

The current literature for electronic COOlmerce off"r ~ varidy of help, ~dvic>', gu i d~nc" ~nd 

con5ulting 5e l'lices lor e5t~blishi,d pl~yers ~ rd d()~ ,com ,t."rt-upS to ,ucce"d in thf, "1,,ctro.1ic 

commerce envicomnent. "-he r1C6ton Consulting Group h~s id"ntifi,,j '5 L"sso rt; for On li'''' 

Rd~i~j"'" Thf,i r st l.dy off"" k"y I"SSO.1S to he l .~ online retai ler s successfu lly and consistently 

deliver a satisfying pu rchase experierx:e: 

I esson.l; He lp the ma •• market move o n line by romcvir>;l "'=, t,mi Of' . rld oorr~ rom""" 

,'<)n,,,,,,,,, e,,"cLJ!1l<-r n U", oo l ·n~ plt cl-.:r;tlg p-oces, 

Get on the con. um e, ·. ,oort li,t of top f;ve bQohM'~S. Rc-;eOo'ch ,to, .... s 11"1 '''''''"'''''' 

l'aq,""'1 oo~ " Slm .. mmi)er ct I,vou ri e r~td j " t<5. For ,.ta<lerc U" lI~.I~\dle ~ 001 '" lo 

ilv~""" the ~ '~HJO()j or t>eccmng " ''''0 ~Ie by uci"l m;to"",,,1 irl ol"l",t,oo, prcmotor" , ,,.oJ 

l())~ :i,~ bed"",-" to etX()(JlJ 'IC rcf'C"" VIsits. 

En ~in~e .. a Ila wl«s, ~ n d-to -e nd p~rch • • e e xp«, ience thilt ,~ "'e<s 00 «"'Si"",,' 

£x"cct, t""", rrom n· 51 (ont.ct t h-ooq h t" tI ", dmvd l cf th" ",,,,ILltI ill lI' e I-., me 

T.,g~ . n d di nch th~ hea vy purcha >e r, I", ~,O(j P or Cl~:c_; who ,,~ I ct :ve tl' o I;<JSlI,",' 

,nd c1eHver t f"e qreol",t vdlLJe. On"", >!'oppt1<) '" '» I':y 'cl"rCel"t ,,,,,oo ·,.itI1 5% or the m i ne 

poruk,t;on IKc.oo rt rr"l tor '10:;% cf , II 1'd!l>d.tlurS j"e>e I'eo", purel'J ""'s il,-er"9"li r~'e -,,,,,,,, 

" mL>:h 00 1.·"" ." ~ tYpo:d l ur,,,,, P'<chcti"', wer 11' " ,,' me I"" rod 

Cro« l eve,a~ ~ o nline and offline ch~ nn el,. ~ ot",lers or<r'til;:J offine """ m ine Ciwmct 

sep role II ", two :ham,"" .., :1 ", 'rmjs cJ (onSLImers. Ov", (0% or col"o r.r~ch'''~ ·' '""y thilt 

t :hey ore dis,.,..;;r:er::t wt h , (c mp"nl, W~b .'j\e, 11'''1' ",,"" d be re,;; li,e~ to pu rchil5e rrc m 

lI'Ot ccm"lny orl'ne, 
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3. TRUST IN E-COMMERCE 

3.1 Introduction 

The lopic 'Tru,t in E-Commerce' is wic'ely documented in a Illinber of articles, ixustry wh 'te 

r"l[Rl"S, revi e."" il n~ as exce r;:i:5 "",thin Qlr...'r putii<cations. Ttrre is often great IrKDllsi';tency 

in the w"y the duthors ,me dealing with the topic, ami often authDr5 limit themselves to 

pre<oent some cases of onl ine fraud Dr other electronic commerce ' fa ill,re-;' to wnc'emn the 

Interi1et as a medium which is generally L<~t rustwc;thy ~nd ~ 15Q ge"",,"Cl lly di5trust,,,-1 by lIs 

users. l ~ srott, there are rl e ~ty of go'Ileric, ili -rC'S< 'dfchf):J cJocumenb whi<ch de ,,1 wilh the 

topic '- rust in e-(c,mnefce' arK.' In3ke li se of single i'X rle ~ts to ;x>rtray all inwm pietl' 

pK:tun', simply to leverage the OJ rrent ;;<Jb lk: ',nt()r{'St in l h,,,, ' iociJcnts. 

cDr the IXlrlX'5e of a lOOful ilX i~s ig htful discu,s'orl, the followiny sewn ueJiblc ,,;~ 

autr.cntic resource'S have been selected, whi ch 5~ilic~ l ly c',,~1 With the loric 'Trust in e-

Comnoerce': 

1. Chc-;kin Research: Tr~$t in e-Commerce (1999) 

2, TRUSTe White P"PIOr: [Ju ikJ ing Trust Onli r;:, (2000) 

3 [)f'le< ~\e & TOlKhe: 5c ledC'C1 cBusirtC'SS Lsues (1999) 

4. PrkeW"terhOU5eC()C?ers, e ·[9jsiness, A ~~at:tcr 01 Tru$l: (1999) 

5, 8oston Consulting Group: ,Vinning the Online Consumer (1999) 

6 Ernst & Young, ~ u bl;cations from the Centre for Trusl On line (2000) 

7 Urb"n, Sult;,n, Qu"lI,; P1"~;lly Trust at trc Center of Your ;~ter""t Str~tegy (200J) 

These reooure,·,s a"d publication> were >;:ientif d as currently the most relevant d<oa ling wilh 

the topic under revk.'w , In ~he fO:IO\";~g pas,.ages 01 the lit",ature review lhe.,;e re'Source'S 

form thi·, b;!Si~ fe<- " ~i",u"ioo in which mmmcmaltk.>s a<; wel l as cQ~trasting I'ews "."e 

:xC"'...c~ted, all centr"::' ?rJul)..1 , he top o:: 'Trll't in ,'--C()rlllrcrce'. 
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3. 

],1 Introduction 

The topic 'Trust in e-Commerce' is widely documented in a number of artides, industry white 

papers, reviews and as excerpts within other publications. There is often great inconsistency 

in the way the authors are dealing with the topic, and often authors limit themselves to 

present some cases of online fraud or other electronic commerce 'failures' to condemn the 

Internet as a medium which is generally untrustworthy and also generally distrusted by its 

users. In short, there are plenty of generic, ill-researched documents which deal with the 

topic 'Trust in e-Commerce' and make use of single incidents to portray an incomplete 

picture, simply to leverage the current public interest in these incidents. 

For the purpose of a useful and insightful discussion, the following seven credible and 

authentic resources have been selected, which specifically deal with the topic 'Trust in e

Commerce': 

1. Oleskln Research: Trust in e-Commerce (1999) 

2. TRUSTe White'Paper: Building Trust Online (2000) 

3. Deloitte &. Touche: Selected eBusiness Issues (1999) 

4. PriceWaterhouseCoopers: e-Business, A Matter of Trust (1999) 

5. Boston Consulting Group: Winning the Online Consumer (1999) 

6. Ernst &. Young: Publications from the Centre for Trust Online (2000) 

7. Urban, Sultan, Qualls: Placing Trust at the Center of Your Internet Strategy (2000) 

These resources and publications were identified as currently the most relevant dealing with 

the topic under review. In the following passages of the literature review these resources 

form the basis for a discussion in which commonalties as well as contrasting views are 

presented, all centred around the topic 'Trust in e-Commerce'. 
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3,2 Trust in ,-Commerce: The Theory 

According to Cheskin Research (1999), as the Internet develops and matures, its success will 

largely depend on gaining and maintaining the trust of visitors. Similarly, Urban, Sultan and 

Qualls (2ooo) state that consumers make Internet buying decisions on the basis of trust. The 

concept of trust is crucial because it affects a number of factors essential to online 

transactions, including security and privacy (Chesk.in Research, 1999). Simply put, without 

trust, development of e-Commerce cannot reach its full potential and opportunity for growth 

is lost forever (PriceWaterhouseCoopers, 1999). 

Similarly, Deloitte & Touche research (1999) states that trust and the protection of personal 

data are central to successful e-Commerce. It is built through such things as reputation, 

relationships, knowledge of the other party's business, a history of successful transactions, 

and familiarity with the protocols of business (Deloitte & Touche, 1999). TRUSTe (2000) 

state, that the lack of trust in the Internet has staggering implications for the willingness of 

consumers to look to it as a place to conduct buSiness, ultimately leading to the failure of 

Internet-based business models. Ernst & Young (2ooo) add, that trust and its position as the 

central precursor to commerce, is embodied In all market structures and processes. They go 

as far as to say, that as market structures and processes evolve rapidly in e-Commerce, the 

underlying legacy trust mechanisms become Increasingly ineffective. The absence of a 

universal consensus on how trust is established in e-Commerce is today one of the most 

significant inhibitors to e-Commerce (Ernst & Young, 2000). Similarly, Urban, Sultan and 

Qualls (2000) add that Internet trust is going to become a key differentiator that will 

determine the success or failure of many retail Web companies. 

Because time is key to deepening trust, Internet trust is still relatively shallow (Cheskin 

Research, 1999). According to their research, the 'forms' that suggest trustworthiness are 
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the main determinants of whether someone will take a chance. Oleskin Research has 

identified six types of such forms, which will be investigated individually: 

(1) !!jiM .. of Ippmyll; symbols, like VeriSlgn and VISa, designed to re-assure the visitor that 

security been established 

(2) Ir.I.mt the OOITIpanv'S promise to dellw!r spedfIc attributes and Its aedlbillty 

based on reputation and the vIsItor's posstble previous experience 

(3) .Nlylulkpn: 

(4) fylftlnwnt; 

(5)~; 

(6) JAnolpqy: 

the ease of finding what the visitor seeks 

dearly Indicates how orcIers will be processed, and provides 

Information on how to seek recourse If there are problems 

design attributes that connote quality and professionalism 

state of the art connotes professionalism, even If It Is dlfflcult to use 

These six 'building blocks' of trust are broken down into 28 different sub-sets. Please refer to 

appendix 11 to see in which ways trustworthiness may be established. 

3.2.1 DeyeloPlng Trust In ,-COmmerce 

According to Urban, Sultan and Qualls (2000), trust is built in a three-stage, cumulative 

process that establishes (1) trust in the Internet and the specific Web site, (2) trust in the 

information displayed and (3) trust in delivery fulfilment and service. Trust in the Information 

cannot be established until the Web site itself Is trusted, and trust In fulfilment requires prior 

trust in the Web site and in the information it provides. Web trust cannot be established 

unless all three elements are well executed. Nevertheless, as e-Business evolves, partidpants 

at all levels still exhibit a fundamental lack of trust in new, unprecedented approaches to 

doing business. Research from PriceWaterhouseCoopers (1999) indicates that consumers 

worry about the confidentiality and authenticity of transactions conducted online and they 

have serious concerns about controlling information once it is loosed into cyber-space. 
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According to Cheskin Research (1999), first and foremost it is important to recognise that 

'trust' is understood by most consumers to be a dynamic process. Trust deepens or retreats 

based on experience. The trusting process begins when a individual perceives indications -

"forms' - that suggest a firm may be worthy of trust. Both consumers and firms understand 

that these forms are designed to represent trustworthiness. These formal daims to 

trustworthiness become strengthened over time and are eventually transformed into 

'character traits', such as dependability, reliability and honesty (Cheskin Research, 1999). 

Similarly, PriceWaterhouseCoopers (1999) state that trust increases feelings of security, 

reduces inhibitions and defences, and frees people to share feelings and partldpate with one 

another in all manner of transacting. 

Brand, navigation, fulfilment, presentation, up-to-date technology and the logos of security 

guaranteeing firms constitute the essential formal characteristics of Web sites that 

communicate trustworthiness to visitors (Cheskin Research, 1999). 

Consumers tend to see the world of the Web as one of chaos, offering both possibilities and 

threats. According to Cheskin Research (1999), only after they believe they have secured 

control over their own personal data within the system, are they willing to begin to try out e

Commerce (Cheskin Research, 1999). Furthermore, while trust develops over time, 

communicating trustworthiness must occur as soon as interaction with a site begins. 

While trustworthiness matters, it is not necessarily the key attribute of a brand in cyberspace 

(Cheskin Research, 1999). Strong fulfilment, navigation, overall value, selection and lower 

cost, are key, independent of trust issues. Consequently, taking steps that communicate 

trustworthiness simultaneously satisfies many of the other needs expressed by consumers 

(Cheskin Research, 1999). 
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Two processes of establ ishing arK! deepening trust, wrich appeilr Vl'ry Simik'lr, arc shown 

graphically below: 

Lw.lofiNSt 

, • ••••••• ««,' 

1IIn. [h .. lion 

f ig"," 33, The ~""",,'ing of trust (Che"'in Ro,",," rch, 19'19) 

from 
I',,~liu<,hi I il\' 

I" ~<,rth 

E<I,hli,h in ~ , 
h)101ld.lllon 

(~ Trust 

H i,lor\' 

FKjuro 3~ : f>t.b b l", ... , tru,t.,.. ",",lo,1>hip (PnceWaterllOU"'COOper5, 1999) 
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According to PriceWaterhouseCoopers (1999), once a trusting relationship has been 

developed, it becomes the cornerstone that supports the organisation in virtually fNery effort 

it undertakes. Similarly to Cheskin Research's 6 building blocks of trust in e-Commerce, 

PriceWaterhouseCoopers (1999) have their own set of building blocks: 

(1) HIstpry: 

(2) I.mDd;. 

(3) Repubd:lon; 

over time, experience replicates iI!ejf and ultimately a sense fA b'ustwOI1'hiness 

develops, based on all that has oome before 

a company's brand is an Important asset for communicating trust 

as an organisation's hlslDry fosters mulUpte transacl:lons, the brand is strengthened 

Including, navigation, presentatjon, the fundIonallty fA underlying technologies, and 

scalability together provide for a rewarding experience 

(5) Poky dlsdcsum: the organisation must determine exactly how It will conduct Its business with all 

stakeholders and hold to that poIky to ensure reputatlonallntegrlty and avoid 

corruptlon of Its history 

trust: can be assured through the inclusion fA independent third party oversight that 

reinforces credibility of the Institution 

Cheskin Research's and PriceWaterhouseCoopers' building blocks for trust In e-Commerce 

are briefly listed In the following table: 

c:::heIIIIdn Rasearch (1999) Prlc:aWate 1(11991 

1. Seaisof :~,,~ 1. HIstorY 
2. Brand 2. Brand 
3.N 3. ReDutation 
4. Fulfilment 4. ExperIenc::e, Including: 

- NavIgatIon 
- PresentatIon 
- Technology 
- Scalabilitv 

5. Presentation 5. PoIIev and Disdosure 
6. Technoloov 6.1 Endorsement 

figure 35: Comparison fA the 'Building Blocks' fA Trust 

The main similarity of both approaches is, that their building blocks must be seen integrated 

or cumUlative, rather than being isolated. The overlaps of some points are obvious, for 

example brand, technology, presentation, and so forth. 
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Nevertheless, the points provided by PriceWaterhouseCoopers (1999), seem more 'complete' 

from a holistic, enterprise-wide point of view, whereas Cheskin's points seem to focus, 

almost exclusively on front end, customer facing applications. 

To sum up the section about the theory of trust in e<ommerce, Ernst &. Young (2000) state 

that building, earning and keeping trust in the new electronic marketplace requires decision 

makers to acknowledge that many of the new dynamics of online commerce derive from 

some aspect of trust; either its absence, irrelevance, new relevance, or new sources and 

uses. 

3.3 Privacy 

Without assured privacy and confidentiality, effective electronic commerce is not possible. 

Ernst &. Young (2000) state that the 'online privacy issue' has rapidly emerged as one of the 

more prominent and, as yet, unresolved reactions to the erosion of legacy sources of trust in 

commerce. The explicit recognition of the economic value of privacy in e<ommerce settings 

establishes the necessary trust for consumers to release personal information for new 

commercial issues (Ernst &. Young, 2000). Aa::ording to "fRUSTe's white paper (1999): ... 

consumers fear of privacy invasion on the Internet, while a minor concern for the Internet 

industry, threatens the ability to build trust online. Similarly PriceWaterhouseCoopers (1999) 

state that if trust is to be built into the e-Business process, privacy and confidentiality must 

be at its core. Conversely, Urban, Sultan and Qualls (2000) state that Web site trust can be 

enhanced by ensuring consumer privacy. Studies (Boston Consulting Group, 1999; "fRUSTe, 

1999) examined consumer attitudes towards the Internet and found a high level of distrust 

emanating largely from the fear that engaging in activities online would compromise 

personal privacy. Deloitte &. Touche (1999) have identified various concerns about privacy 
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violation on the Internet, including: tracking consumers' movements, misuse of information, 

theft of information, corruption of information, theft of identity, and personal threats. 

According to PriceWaterhouseCoopers (1999), in business to consumer transactions 

protection of privacy has become a necessity: people are making it perfectly dear that they 

will not post personal information on the Internet unless they receive some guarantees. 

ThuS, an important element of building trust is providing credible assurance to consumers 

that personal data will be protected and privacy respected (Deloitte & Touche, 1999). 

According to Urban, Suitan and Qualls (2000), some sites use cookies to record a customer's 

activity on Web pages or secretly collect even more granular information about their 

customers by using Web "bugs" to collect dick-stream data on every step of their Web-site 

activity. Many privacy advocates and customers consider these powerful marketing taolsto 

be an invasion of privacy and worry that they are being used to build personal dossiers on 

individual users. Companies that are serious about building trust do not employ such 

methods unless the customer explicitly approves their use (Urban, Sultan and Qualls, 2000). 

To maximise growth, brands focusing on e-Commerce need to address concerns about 

security and privacy (Cheskin Research, 1999). Some things that an e-Commerce site can do 

to address privacy concerns are: 

• dearly state their policies on security and encryption 

• ask for only necessary information 

• provide shipping and return guaranteesj and 

• provide good communication with consumers. 
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A recent Business Week I Harris poll (1999) confirms that consumers care deeply about the 

core of a trusting relationship - privacy: 

• Almost two-thirds of non-Internet users would be more likely to start using the Net if 

the privacy of their personal information can communication would be protected; 

• Privacy was the number one reason individuals are choosing to stay off the Internet, 

coming in well ahead of cost, concerns with complicated technology, and unsolicited 

commercial email. 

The OECD has developed guidelines, in the context of the Internet, which deal which fair 

information practices (guidelines reaffirmed 1998). They are the basis of most legislative and 

self-regulatory regimes for privacy protection: 

• Am",."",; 

• Chpk:;ei 

• Dab! Quilty; 

• DItI Staidt¥i 

c::onsumers should be Informed about what Information Is being collected, who Is 

collecting It, and how It will be used 

consumers should be allowed to choose whether and how their persooallnformatlon 

Is used, and c:hoIces should be easy to exercise 

companies should ensure thai: the Information they coiled: Is ac::curate 

companies should protect the Information they coiled: 

• CpnIUmlr !pzp; consumers should have reasonable access to Information about them and should 

be able to correct It 

3.4 Security 

Security is an essential component of trust. According to Deloitte & Touche (1999), security 

is important from the perspective of the business itself and from the perspective of 

stakeholders who transact business with it. Recent studies have shown that security is the 

number one concern keeping customers away from doing business on the Internet (Deloitte 

& Touche, 1999). Internet security and privacy are issues of personal control over personal 
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information (Cheskln Research, 1999). Satisfying most people regarding these issues is the 

first and most necessary step in beginning the trust building process. 

While security of business infonnation is important to the success of any operation, in the 

world of eBusiness it is crucial (PriceWaterhouseCoopers, 1999). Infonnation can leak out 

quickly, sometimes untraceably. When It is gone, It is lost forever or, worse, it becomes a 

co-opted asset of the competition. The elements of eBusiness security, Identified by 

PriceWaterhouseCoopers (1999) are: 

p!ocesses and controls In pace to ensure that only people fA Integrity 

are employed 

• Adminlll:r!!!tlye "",rib; proa!S1S and controls, such as eBuslness security policies, procedures, and 

• BIlk ."7 mont: 

training programmes 

formal analyses to identify threats, vulnerabilities, risks and security 

cost-benefits 

Deloitte &. Touche (1999) state, that establishing a secure eBusiness environment requires a 

comprehensive approach that indudes polides, education, physical protection, security 
\ 

• software, and manual security procedures. Finally, the entire security system must be 

routinely monitored, tested and validated. To be secure, eBusiness systems should ensure 

the following: 

informatlon Is rellealed only to those for whom It Is Intended 

• IntIqrlb; data proc::esslng Is accurate and complete, and records cannot 

be created, altered, or destroyed maliciously or Inadvertently, 

or by unauthorised individuals; data transmissions cannot be interfered with 
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• A...,.,. Control: 

• Nonmpydlltign; 

• Aul"billly: 

only authorised Individuals can aa:ess data or other resources 

and then only for authorised purposes 

everyone accessing the system Is identified and authenticated; 

message originators are authent:k:ated 

only authorised transactions are processed 

transactions are evidenced In SI..ICh a way that: they cannot be 

subsequentiy repudiated 

systems are protected from being maliciously or accidentally 

brought down or destroyed, and there are business continuity 

plans In case they are 

systems and data are used only for legitimate business 

purposes by authorised individuals 

98 

These points are generally confirmed within PriceWaterhouseCoopers' 'Establishing the 

Foundation of a new Security Model' (1999). Please refer to appendix 12, on page A38. 

With today's complex networked systems, it is critical that security is built into business 

processes from the start and from the bottom up - not: bolted on after the proc.esses and 

systems have been designed and implemented (Deloitte &. Touche, 1999). Building security 

in from the start has always been good practice, today it is essential, especially for building 

trust in e-Comrnerce. 

3.4.1 Internet Fraud and Security COncerns 

Computer networks are the central nervous system of business and increasingly critical to 

their survival and success (Deloitte &. Touche, 1999). Furthermore, the value of information 

systems and our dependence on them make them increasingly attractive targets for those 

who wish to disrupt, destroy, steal, defraud, misuse, or spy. Similarly, 

PriceWaterhouseCoopers (1999), point out that cyber-crime is the greatest opportunity for 

both casual and professional Criminal activity and - a cruel irony - those companies whose 
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eBusiness capabilities are most advanced are often the most vulnerable to attack. Their 

research revealed that Internet fraud rose by a staggering 600% in 1998. According to 

Deloitte & Touche research (1999), some novel forms of well-tried fraud are emerging on 

the Internet as fraudsters adapt to the technology. These new types of fraud include: 

., Impersonation 

., Theft of credit information from digital communications 

., Fraudulent electronic banking 

., Electronic gambling and lottery frauds 

., E-mail pyramid schemes 

At its Simplest, the Internet allows a fraudster to create a Web site that claims to be that of a 

reputable organisation. Victims are then induced to part with funds via credit card payments 

or to reveal valuable information. Unless the organisation being impersonated is told of the 

site, it may never find out (Deloitte & Touche, 1999). A fraudster can also create a 'business' 

that does not exist outside the Internet. Examples include 'banks' in fiscal paradises; 

unlicensed and uncontrolled gambling and lottery sites; and pyramid sales schemes that take 

advantage of the ease which people can be contad:ed by email. According to Deloitte & 

Touche research (1999), in each case victims are induced to part with money. These findings 

are supported by PriceWaterhouseCoopers (1999): criminals find the Internet attractive 

because they can instantly communicate with millions of potential victims - via professional 

looking Web sites that appear to offer legitimate sales, investment information, online 

newsletters, or email- at far lower cost than traditional means of communication. 

3.4.2 Technology tor security 

According to PriceWaterhouseCoopers (1999), it is important that the technological 

infrastructure supports the ongoing growth of the organisation, that it continues to be 

reliable as technology evolves, and that it can always be demonstrated as reliable to 
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Interested parties. If the basic technology is not reliable or resilient, if it cannot support the 

processes it is, by definition, untrustworthy (PriceWaterhouseCoopers, 1999). An 

organisation can lose customers because of high visibility problems like Web service failures 

or unreliable hardware. Encryption, digital signatures and digital certificates are the basic 

building blocks for protecting information, establishing identity, and providing that certain 

events occurred (Deloitte &. Touche, 1999). Specifically they are used to ensure: 

• Confidlntlallty; I.e. the message was not read by someone else 

'" Aythlntidty; I.e. the message came from whom It says, not from an Impostor 

'" intJgrlty: I.e. the message was not modified In transit or replaced by a false message 

• Noompydlabillty; I.e. the sender cannot deny thai: he sent the message 

According to Cheskin Research (1999), consumers want to see that specific Web based 

security brands, such as VeriSign, use technologies understood to be important to security, 

such as encryption. Savvy security brands will work to equate their brands with such 

technologies, and explidtiy mention their use of these technologies (Cheskin Research, 

1999). In their research respondents were more familiar with the identification and privacy 

techniques, such as 'cookies' and 'encryption', and less familiar with spedfic companies that 

use technoiogy to offer security, such as VeriSign, TRUSTe, Digicash and SoftCart. 

Therefore, given the greater familiarity with the technologies than the security brands, 

companies like TRUSTe or VeriSign might enhance their credibility by associating their names 

with a security or privacy technique, such as 'encryption', in their iogo design (Cheskin 

Research, 1999). 
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3.4.3 EncryPtion, _natures and Digital certificates 

Twenty years ago, virtually all encryption was based on secret key cryptography (i.e. the 

sender uses a secret key to encrypt the message, and the receiver uses the same key to 

decrypt it). The Public Key Infrast:rud:ure (PKI) was introduced in the late 19705. Here each 

person gets a pair of keys, public key and a private key (Deloitte & Touche, 1999). Public 

keys are openly published for all to see, in the equivalent of a telephone directory. Private 

keys are kept secret and are never transmitted to or shared with anyone. 

PriceWaterhouseCoopers (1999) state that encryption Is the only practical means to provide 

data confidentially. The main goal of an encryption algorithm is to ensure that a computer 

can encrypt and decrypt data efficiently when the keys are known. According to Deloitte &. 

Touche research (1999), the security of public key encryption rests on the fact, although 

public and private keys are mathematically related, it is computationally infeasible to 

calculate a private key from knowledge of the corresponding public key. Encryption strength 

depends mainly on key length. 

The characteristics of public key cryptography provide the basis for digital certificates. With 

public key cryptography, everything hinges on individuals being correctly identified with their 

public keys. This is where digital certificates enter the scene, which bind individual identities 

to public keys (Deloltte &. Touche, 1999). A digital certificate is an electronic record that 

assures privacy; establishes the identity of the certificate bearer; and validates a digital 

signature to other parties (PriceWatemouseCoopers, 1999). Digital certificates are issued by 

trusted third parties who certify that the owners of public keys are who they say they are. 

Trusted third parties that issue digital certificates are known as certification authorities (CAs). 

Their role is analogous to that of notaries in the world of traditional signatures (Deloitte &. 

Touche, 1999). According to research from PriceWaterhouseCoopers (1999), seventy-two 

percent of Fortune 500 companies are planning to implement some certificate use by 1999, 

and another 20% are considering it. 
.~ 

fr 
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According to Deloitte & Touche research (1999), it is important to understand exactly what a 

certificate represents and does not represent when one is presented. Certification authorities 

(CAs) will generally have a certification practice statement (CPS) that explains the practices it 

employs when issuing certificates, the security it employs to protect its own environment, 

and the legal rights and obligations of the CA and those who rely on its certificates (Deloitte 

& Touche, 1999). 

Because certificate management is complex and many people may rely on certificate issues 

by certification authorities, it is critical that their computing environment are very secure and 

well controlled (Deloitte & Touche, 1999). The United Nations Commission on International 

Trade law (UNCITRAL) has adopted a 'Model law on Electronic Commerce' and has initiated 

subsequent work aimed at the preparation of uniform rules on digital signatures. The 

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OEro) also has work under way 

in this area. Other international organisations, including the Word Trade Organisation 

(WTO), have also become involved In related issues. According to PriceWaterhouseCoopers 

(1999), digital certificates provide the basic functionality for encryption, and authentication, 

which form the basis for secure communications and secure commerce. 

PriceWaterhouseCoopers (1999) adds, that the establishment of a public key infrastructure 

depends on a combination of enabling legisiation and government policy. Furthermore, there 

are no internationally accepted procedures for the establishment or licensing of certification 

authorities. Different governments take different positions with respect to whether private 

keys can or should be archived or held in escrow. Therefore, these differences create 

significant uncertainty and risk for both key holders and relying parties 

(PriceWaterhouseCoopers, 1999). 
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3.4.4 flreWllIs 

Firewalls are an essential element of an e-Business defence architecture. Their purpose is to 

protect internal information and data processing networks from external attack (Deloitte & 

Touche, 1999). Composed of hardware and software components, a firewall acts as a 

checkpoint or filter between the corporate network and the Internet. Firewalls check 

incoming and outgoing traffic in order to keep intruders out while giving insiders access to 

the Internet in accordance with corporate policy (Deloltte & Touche, 1999). The best 

firewalls let companies determine in very fine detail, what combinations of people, 

programmes, systems and times are acceptable and which are not. 

According to Deloitte & Touche (1999), firewalls are never 100 percent impenetrable and 

while firewalls are essential for protection against attack through the Internet, they are not 

suffICient on their own and must therefore be part of a comprehensive security regimen. 

Unfortunately, many organisations that are justifiably concerned about the security 

Implications of Internet connections construct firewalls, but then leave doors open. Thus, like 

a thick steel doors in a wooden house, a sophisticated firewall may give a false sense of 

security, if it is not part of a strong security architecture (Deloitte & Touche, 1999). 

Additionally, firewalls do not provide much protection against viruses and other data-driven 

attacks. These must be prevented and contained by other organisation-wide control 

measures. 

3 .. 5 Regulatory Issues 

Many international institutions, national governments, and private sector organisations are 

actively involved in ensuring the orderly governance of the Internet and its new virtual 

territory (Deloitte & Touche, 1999). The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and 
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Development (OECD) has framed the issues as follows in describing the purpose of their 

October 1998 Ottawa Ministerial level Electronic Commerce Conference: 

"Put simply, global electronic commerce has far-reaching economic and social implications 

for the nature of work, daily life and the role of governments. • • . If the full economic and 

social potential of electronic commerce is to be realised, four sets of issues must be 

addressed: 

• Building trust In electronic commerce by ensuring the security and privacy of trcmsac::tIons and data, and 

the protection of consumers. 

• Establishing ground rules so that commercial laws, tax and customs tariffs, trade policy and market 

aca.!SS, and intelled:ual property measures create a level playing field for electronic transactions. 

• Enhancing the Informat.Ion Infnlst:rudure through common Interoperable standards, and access to open 

networks. 

• Maximising the beneftts of electronic commerce by developing awareness and skills, enc::ooraglng 

wkIespread SME adoption, and ensuring participation and use by all countries. 

These issues are both highly complex and interdependent. Moreover, they are broader than 

the scope of any single government or organisation; they require consensus building on a 

global basis at the highest business and political levels. • • • Electronic commerce involves a 

wide spectrum of policy iSSues, including the legal framework, institutional arrangements and 

technical infrastructure needed to support an international marketplace for electronic 

products and services. . . . The OECD has a contribution to make to this effort in several 

areas relating to electronic commerce, including: taxation, the protection of personal 

information and privacy, the rights and obligations of consumers, and electronic Signatures 

and authentication. In addition, the OECO will address a number of broader analytical issues 

relating to the socio-economic impacts of electronic commerce within the knowledge-based 
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society." (Note: the notes and resources from the OECO Ministerial Conference on Electronic 

Commerce can be accessed at: www.ottawaoecdconference.com) 

TRUSTe (1999) points out that the government regulatory approach - laws and statutes to 

regulate business data practices - reveals several flaws: first, unless there is global 

harmonisation of privacy laws, government sight is seriously challenged. Second, prohibitive 

government regulation could inhibit the Internet's extraordinary growth and dynamism. And 

finally, in a rapidly changing and dynamic medium, unnecessary regulation of commercial 

activities can lead to significant unintended consequences, distorting the development of the 

electronic marketplace. In short, Internet business models must evolve rapidly to keep pace 

with the breakneck speed of change in the technology, and laws are likely to be outmoded 

by the time they are enacted (TRUSTe, 1999). 

3.5.1 Self Regulation 

An alternative to the government regulatory approach for data privacy and security is 

industry self regulation and self governance. Self governance is a three-dimensional system 

that leverages pressure points, such as government oversight, forces of market dynamics 

and public scrutiny, to maintain and enforce appropriate privacy and security practices 

(TRUSTe, 1999). The United States and a number of other countries, induding canada, 

Japan and Australia, favour private sector, self-regulatory regimes to protect privacy 

(Deloitte & Touche, 1999). A number of organisations of the Internet industry have duly 

become involved in various attempts at self regulation: the Internet Alliance (IA), the 

Commercial Internet Exchange (CIX), the Information Technology Association of America 

(ITAA), the Interactive Industry Association (IJA), the Software Publishers Association (SPA), 

the Direct Marketing Association (OMA), and the recently formed Online Privacy Alliance 

(OPA). 
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The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) is an international industry consortium founded to 

develop common protocols that promote the Web's evolution. The W3C has undertaken an 

ambitious 'Platform for Privacy Preferences Projed:' (P3P) that may be Important in the 

longer term (Deloitte & Touche research, 1999). It has developed technical specifications for 

enabling consumers to choose what information may be collected about them and how it 

may be used and disclosed. 

There are also several private sector initiatives being pursued in the United States and 

elsewhere, whereby Web sites are permitted to display a 'seal of approval' if they meet 

certain criteria (Deloitte & Touche, 1999). Two of the better known programmes are 

'TRUSTe' and the 'Web Trust Seal of Assurance'. Both are independent, non-profit 

organisations whose missions are to build users' trust and confidence in the Internet by 

promoting the principles of disclosure and information consent. These principles and criteria 

deal with the following three broad questions that concern consumers: 

(3) InformItIpn 'apbpdlgn; 

Does the company disclose and follow Its business 

practices ? 

Does the company ensure that cusmmers' orders are 

completed and billed as agreed ? 

Does the company ensure that private cusmmer 

information Is proI:eded from uses 001: related to Its 

business ? 

The core of these private sector initiatives is a 'privacy seal', a visual symbol that can be 

displayed by Web sites that meet the programmes requirements for data gathering and 

dissemination practices, and agree to participate in their dispute resolution processes 

(TRUSTe, 1999). TRUSTe's specifIC goal is to establish a seal that would send a dear signal 

to consumers that they could expect companies to adhere to certain requirements about the 
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way Web sites handle data, and that an independent, third party would hear and respond to 

their complaints and resolve their disputes. For a list of TRUSTe's core tenets, please refer to 

appendix 13, on page A39. 

Although, self regulation has become a distinct characteristic of the Internet industry, there 

are drawbacks to this approach. According to Deloitte &. Touche (1999), the Achilles heel of 

self-regulatory approaches tends to be the difficulty of enforcement. Effective enforcement 

mechanisms should include: 

• CoDlUmr RIcou",; 

3.5.2 Internet Taxation 

Companies should offer customers readily available and 

affordable mechanisms for resolving disputes. 

Companies' assertions about privacy statements and 

their Implementation should be Independently verified. 

Failure to comply with fair Information prad:k:es should 

have consequences that are stiff enough to be meaningful 

and swift enough to assure consumers that their 

ooncems are addressed In a timely fashion. 

Tax authorities around the worid have started to pay dose attention to electronic commerce 

and there are many issues that concern them. Please note, that the Issue of taxation is 

included in this discussion only for completeness and is only briefly dealt with. As Internet 

taxation is a much more macro-economic issue, and not directly linked to the building or 

developing of trust in e-Commerce, it is not investigated in great depth in this literature 

review. 

According to Deloitte &. Touche (1999), some tax authorities are concerned that global 

commerce on the Internet will siphon off traditional sources of tax revenue and are 
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considering ways to tighten the tax net on electronic transactions. The business community 

and certain governments are concerned that electronic commerce will be stifled if it is 

encumbered with onerous and potentially conflicting tax rules. 

It was not long after commercial use of the Internet arrived that governments began to 

address the tax and legal ramifications of the Internet phenomenon (Deloitte & Touche, 

1999). The U.S. government moved quickly to crate a framework for addressing tax as well 

as other regulatory and legal issues. In November 1996, the Department of the treasury 

issued a discussion paper entitled 'Selected Tax Policy Implications of Global Electronic 

Commerce' (www.ustreas.gov/taxpolicy/internet.html).This paper takes the position that, 

wherever possible, existing tax concepts should be applied to global electronic commerce 

and tax treatment should be neutral between electronic and traditional methods of 

conducting business. This approach appears to have broad support, at least in prindple, 

among other OECO member countries. 

Outside the United States, several countries have issued discussion papers on Internet 

taxation, induding Australia, canada, New Zealand and the Netherlands (Deloitte & Touche, 

1999). The South African government published their discussion paper, which entails a 

number of regulatory and legislative initiatives, including Internet taxation, in June 2000. 

Perhaps the most significant challenge facing taxing authorities is tax compliance (Deloitte & 

Touche, 1999). Private sector and international co-operation will be necessary to develop 

and implement software and hardware technologies to implement tax compliance solutions, 

such as: 

• Electronic Money: transfers over the Internet, particularly If they take place outside the regulated banking 

system, can be virtually untraceable. 

• Identity: people can successfully hide or change their identity on the Internet - using cryptographic 

techniques if necessary. 
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.. ReCIord keeping and tnlnAd:Ion verlf'ladlon: special technologies may be required to verify the 

authenticity of eIedronlc transactions - for example, digital signatures. 

.. Disintermediation and Int'ormatIon reporting: banks, brokerage flrms, and other have traditionally 

provided Information to tax authorities - a complex and cmUy exercise; new Intermediaries on the Web may 

not have the ability, resources, or will to do so. 

lastly, in order for a revenue authority to assess a tax it must have jurisdiction over either 

the income or the taxpayer (Deloitte &. Touche, 1999). Thus the two basic tax concepts for 

establishing jurisdiction are source and residence. Both these concepts rely on evidence of 

physical connection, which in cyberspace may be lacking or misleading (Deloitte &. Touche, 

1999). 

To sum up the points raised under 'regulatory issues', PriceWaterhouseCoopers (1999) state 

that organisations should take heed, because governments and international regulatory 

bodies are already working to define the regulatory iSSues, to understand their practical 

impact, and to determine whether and where regulation of eBusiness is necessary. 

Accordingly, companies must anticipate the threat of government-imposed regulation if 

industry fails to establish its own rules. 

3.6 Digital Money and Electronic Payment Systems 

Electronic commerce will not reach its full potential until there are simple, inexpensive, 

private and secure ways to make payments over the Internet (Deloitte &. Touche, 1999). 

According to Urban, Sultan and Qualls (2000), Web sites can build trust by assuring 

customers that their online payments are secure and can be executed only with proper 

authorisation. According to Deloitte research (1999), credit cards are the principal means 

used today, but they have at least two drawbacks: 
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• many people are reluctant to send unsecured credit card information over the Internet, 

where it may be intercepted, to a merchant whom they may not know 

• transaction costs are relatively high, which makes credit cards unsuited for small 

purchases, especially micropayments - a few pennies for accessing a page of information 

Typically, digital money today is used as follows: 

1. In exchange for a conventional payment, an amount of digital money Is downloaded to a 

oonsumer's PC or smart card by its issuer. 

2. The oonsumer makes a digital payment to a vendor. In the case of smart cards, the 

vendor must have a smart card reader. In the case of PC based money, the vendor 

needs a oomputer with software from the digital money Issuer. 

3. The vendor can either redeem the digital money from the issuer in exchange for 

oonventional money, deposit it with a bank that accepts digital money, or use the money 

in a subsequent peer-ro-peer transaction. 

According to Deloitte & Touche research (1999), compared to traditional payment systems 

digital money is in its infancy, and a great deal of technological development and market 

oonsolldation must occur before it realises its potential. Unlike oonventional cash, which is 

printed and backed by national governments, digital money may be issued by private sector 

organisations, such as banks, credit card companies, telecommunications companies, 

software companies and retailers (Deloitte & Touche, 1999). Simply put: cash is legal tender, 

digital money is not. cash, when it is banked by the retailer, is returned to the banking 

system; it is part of the reserve base and is measured in the official money aggregates 

(Deloitte & TOUChe, 1999). 

In oontrast to digital money, Secure Electronic Transactions (SET) is a standard that enables 

credit cards (and debit cards) to be used with confidence over the Internet. Backed by 
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Master card, VISA, American Express and a number of other partners, it was rolled out in 

1998. According to Deloitte &. Touche research (1999), SET makes clever user of public key 

encryption, digital signatures and digital certificates to accomplish its purpose. Two 

important features of SET are: 

.. Autbentigd:ign: to one another of the parties to the transaction - the cardholder, the 

merchant, the Issuer of the card, and the acqulreri thus, ·for example 

the merchant Is assured that the customer Is the legitimate user of is 

valid card, and the customer Is assured that the merchant Is not an 

Impostor 

.. Cggfidlntililty; of the aedIt card number; this Is never exposed on the Internet, nor 

revealed to the merchant 

SET has enough heavyweight backing to make it succeed (Deloitte &. Touche, 1999). 

Acceptance, however, will probably be slow given its cost and complexity. There are also 

indications that consumers and merchants are becoming more comfortable with simpler 

mechanisms that they regard as 'secure enough' for the purpose. An example is the 'secure 

socket layer technology' built into Internet applications. 

3.7 Assurance 

According to Urban, Sultan and Qualls (2000), consumers must make many online research 

and purchasing decisions almost solely on the basis of trust. Yet most Web sites provide 

consumers with scanty information on which to base their trust. Some Web retailers are 

start-ups with littJe or no track record of fulfilment and even well-regarded companies like 

AOL have suffered embarrassing security breaches (Urban, Suitan and Qualls, 2000). Not 

surprisingly, they convert few of their visitors into purchasers, suffer low customer retention 

and generate meagre profits. Many companies have failed with such an approach to 
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marketing on the Internet, primarily because they have failed to build trust (Urban, Sultan 

and Qualls, 2000). 

The single best way to communicate trustworthiness is to provide assurance to all 

stakeholders that proper controls are In place as transactions are undertaken 

(PriceWaterhouseCoopers, 1999). Despite the already discussed iSSUes, privacy, information 

protection, security, regulation, and payment systems, the following issues are also 

important to communicate trustworthiness. 

3.7.1 Web BrandinaandDifferenUaUon 

Building or transferring brand equity can also enhance Web-site trust (Urban, Sultan and 

Qualls, 2000). A brand name can provide an important trust cue connoting a Web site's 

credibility. Companies may be able to transfer brand equity from their existing brick-and

mortar business to their Web site. The most trusted Web brands are well known brands 

(Cheskin Research, 1999). For example, Barnes & Noble has attempted to capitalise on its 

reputation as a quality book seller by transferring its established brand and its attributes 

(selection, convenience, service and attractive prices) to the company's Web site. 

Web sites can also build new brands that generate confidence. Amazon.com has built a Web

trust brand by satisfying customers with the widest selection, thorough information (reviews, 

ratings), low prices, rapid ordering and delivery, easy exchange and quick credits (Urban, 

SUltan and Qualls, 2000). 

According to Cheskin Research (1999), regardless of where a brand established itself, online 

or offline, one key aspect of establishing trust with consumers is the reputation of a brand, 

together with, in many cases, personal experience. Generally speaking, a site that has never 

been visited and is not well known is unlikely to be a trusted site. For lesser-known brands, 
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navigation and fulfilment form their Web site play significant roles in establishing trust 

(Cheskin Research, 1999). 

Since building trust in e-Commerce can be time and resource intensive, companies that 

enjoY strong brand equity and high levels of customer loyalty may be able to follow a "wait 

and see" strategy (Urban, Sultan and Qualls, 2000). In this case, trust in the brand can 

substitute for site trust earned by providing competitive comparisons. However, if customers 

have less than perfect loyalty and need data on other products before making a purchase, 

brand equity may not be enough to compete successfully with intermediary sites that provide 

full information. For this reason, even companies with strong brands should begin exploring 

intermediate trust building (Urban, Sultan and Qualls, 2000). 

3.7.2 Web Site Deslan, Presentation and Navjaation 

According to Urban, Sultan and Qualls (2000), trust-based Web sites provide customers with 

accurate, up-to-date, complete and unbiased Information, not only on their own products, 

but on all the competitive products available in the market Their smooth, easy-to-use 

navigation makes searching, shopping and comparing a pleasure. Moreover, they preserve 

and build trust through faultless fulfilment and satisfaction guarantees. It is not surprising 

that trust-based Web sites can enjoy higher rates of customer oonversion and retention than 

sites that do not engender loyalty (Urban, Sultan and Qualls, 2000). 

Beyond the question of communicating trustworthiness, consumers rely on the quality of 

navigation, more so than other oomponents (Cheskin Research, 1999). Whenever possible, 

companies should allow customers to view information in the order they choose (Urban, 

Sultan and Qualls, 2000). According to Cheskin Research (1999), effective navigation is a 

necessary pre-condition to successfully communicating the trustworthiness of a site. 
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Generally speaking, effective navigation combined with a well known brand and effective 

fulfilment is the best way of communicating trustworthiness (01eskin Research, 1999). 

According to Urban, Sultan and Qualls (2000), information on the Web site must be complete 

and accurate. Sites that ask customers to make a purchase should provide all the 

Information needed to make an informed decision: product specifications, prices, in-stock 

availability, delivery time and reliability (see BizRate.com for customer ratings of sites based 

on timely delivery), magazine reviews, customer recommendations (see Epinions.com for 

customer evaluations by self-designated experts), and retum guarantees. 

Other powerful trust builders include posting reviews by credible sources, such as consumer

advocacy organisation Consumer Reports, or audits of site information by reputable 

independent parties; frequently updating changes in products, prices and availability; and 

allowing customers to personalise and specify the information displayed (Urban, Sultan and 

Qualls, 2000). 

3.7.3 Symbols and Seals of Approyal 

The use of seals of approval has already been discussed In the section dealing with 

regulatory issues. Nevertheless, some insights about symbols and seals of approvals from a 

customer level will be presented. Third-party seals of approval can provide an important cue 

to consumers that they can trust a particular site (Urban, Sultan and Qualls, 2000). 

According to O1eskin Research (1999), in order for trust to occur, individuals first rely on 

certain forms being followed. Symbols presuppose the difference between familiar and 

unfamiliar and they operate in such a way as to enable the re-entry of this difference into 

the familiar (Deloitte &. Touche, 1999). Over time reliance on these forms gives way to a 

reliance on experience (01eskin Research, 1999). Such experience is a necessity for true 
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trust to develop. According to PriceWatemouseCoopers (1999), trust seals are, simply put, 

quality marks that demonstrate that an organisation abides by a code of integrity. 

Some seals are based on self-assessment; the organisation itself claims it is adhering to best 

practices. Companies wanting to assure eBusiness trust with greater conviction and broader 

scope open their operations to scrutiny (PriceWatemouseCoopers, 1999). The imprimatur of 

an oversight authority, its seal visible on a Web site, connotes the intention and effort of the 

sealed company to conduct itself with high levels of integrity at all times, behaviour 

corroborated by independent audit (PriceWaterhouseCoopers, 1999). 

The Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECO) has identified a host 

of global organisations offering seals of approval as they relate to eBusiness. Each is 

categorised as to objective and enforcement mechanism in appenalX 14, on page A40. 

The presence of credit card symbols, however, does little to communicate trustworthiness, 

even though they are universally recognised by consumers (Cheskin Research, 1999). In 

contrast, Web based 'security brand' seals of approval, such as VeriSign, when recognised, 

do communicate trustworI:hiness. Rgures 70 to 72 in appendix 15 indicate the relationship 

between familiarity and trust, particularly for Web based security brands. Above all, Web 

sites that want to build trust must live by the privacy and security polices they endorse 

(Urban, Sultan and Qualls, 2000). 

3.7.4 fulfilment and Distribution 

A commitment to keep a word is fundamental to business (PriceWaterhouseCoopers, 1999). 

According to Urban, Sultan and Qualls (2000), the most important element of trust is 

fulfilment. In order to move transactions into cyberspace, one must acknowledge a variety of 

concerns about the risks of doing business in cyberspace. PriceWaterhouseCoopers (1999) 
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states, that if a company says a product will be shipped within a certain time period, using a 

named method of conveyance, it must deliver on its promise - unless there are problems 

beyond its control, in which case full disclosure of the breach must be made within a 

prescribed term. According to Deloitte & Touche research (1999), one of the most obvious 

questions about e-Commerce on the Internet is whether or not consumers receive the 

merchandise they ordered in a timely fashion at the agreed-upon price. 

Similarly PriceWaterhouseCoopers (1999) states that fundamental to eBusiness operations is 

a company's willingness to disclose its business practices, protect its information, and assure 

transactional integrity to its customers. Those who do not, risk the perception that they are 

unwilling to conduct themselves in accordance with prescribed standards. 

A typical example of a customer who has been defrauded online - and their number is 

growing at alarming rates - is the man who simply gave up after exhaustive attempts to 

obtain a refund after he paid $615 for a computer that never arrived 

(PriceWaterhouseCoopers, 1999). The transaction developed from an online sale hosted by 

the world's largest Internet auction service. 

Furthermore, other consumers complain about a feeling of helplessness once they have 

become locked into online transactions. According to PriceWaterhouseCoopers (1999), many 

eBusinesses continue to corrupt the order process, send the wrong (or inferior) products, 

double-bill, or provide no methods for recourse or contact when problems arise. 

Furthermore, trust is earned by meeting expectations (Urban, Sultan and Qualls, 2000). As 

small commitments are met, customer confidence grows in the belief that companies will 

also fulfil larger expectations. Critical functions include shipping the right product at the right 

time, effective installation, service, support, error-free billing and credits on returned items. 
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Automated tracking services and telephone-based customer fulfilment hotlines can maintain 

confidence when inevitable delivery problems occur. Falling to meet customer expectations is 

the quickest way to destroy trust (Urban, Sultan and Qualls, 2000). 

Online purchasers have generally high expectations about the speed of the purchase 

process, particularly the speed of placing an order (Boston Consulting Group, 1999). 

Purchasers expect, on average, it will take them about 10 minutes to complete the shopping 

process - from loading the retailer's home page to selecting the product they want to filling 

out the online order form and finalising their purchase. However, these speed expectations 

are much more modest when it comes to the fulfilment aspects of the purchase experience. 

These reduced expectations are likely driven by what consumers believe is possible, given 

the current state of online fulfilment, rather than what they actually desire. According to 

Boston Consulting Group (1999), consumer's lower expectation about fulfilment do not 

translate into higher satisfaction with fulfilment. 

3.7.5 Inte@ctiye Qedslon Aids 

For the Internet, trust-based marketing is the key to success and companies can use the 

Internet to provide customers with a secure, private and calming experience during which 

they converse with an on-site, trusted personal shopping advisor who is dedicated to helping 

them make the best decision (Urban, Sultan and Qualls, 2000). 

Urban, Sultan and Qualls (2000) propose that such virtual advisors are a new element in 

building trust into the customer's online shopping experience. Virtual-advisor software 

mimics the behaviour of a personal shopping aSSistant, which can become a powerful and 

cost-effective part of almost any company's Internet strategy (Urban, Sultan and Qualls, 
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2000). Such a virtual advisor asks questions, records responses and proposes 

recommendations on the basis of the customer's responses. 

For example, Truck Town visitors (www.t:rucktown.com.anInternet retailer for pick up 

trucks and sports utility vehides) can choose to be guided completely by the virtual advisor 

or may navigate the site independently. Truck Town's architecture allows the user to 

exercise considerable control over infonnation acquisition, which is an important trust cue. 

Truck Town's welcome screen displays a map to help customers locate dealers, the bank, a 

news-stand, coffee shop, city hall and customer-advice offices. In a national survey of 

consumers, respondents were asked whom they trusted most when buying automobiles: 

dealers, salesmen, mechanics, contractors, bankers, neighbours or magazine editors. 

Respondents said they would most trust an auto mechanic, a retired editor of an auto 

magazine or a contractor who has purchased many trucks. On the basis of this :ranking by 

consumers, Truck Town presents these three advisors, who are not modelled after specific 

individuals but are composites of the best practices of people serving in those roles. 

Results of a study by Urban, Sultan and Qualls (2000) indicate that the virtual advisor 

developed during this research was able to generate trust In consumers. In answer to the 

question "Did you trust the advisor?' 82% of the respondents answered "yes," 76% agreed 

that the information provided was trustworthy, and 88% agreed that the advisor 

recommended trucks that fit their needs. More Importantly, 60% agreed that the advisor 

suggested alternatives they would not have considered otherwise. In terms of purchasing, 

88% of respondents would consider buying a vehide through Truck Town. In fact, 82% of 

respondents considered the Internet experience more trustworthy than an in-person dealer 

experience. Please refer to appendix 16, on page A44 for a full summary of the study and 

the Truck Town virtual advisor model. 
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Nevertheless, according to Urban, Sultan and Qualls (2000), an advisor is not necessary for 

all products, nor do all people prefer to use an advisor. Their research suggests that there 

are two different segments of buyers: one segment comprises those who have confidence 

and knowledge about what they want and therefore need an easy, direct information-search 

capability. The other segment consists of those who have less knowledge and want help or 

advice in making their choices. If one wanted to design a site to appeal to both segments, a 

direct-search format could be supplemented by a trusted-advisor button that provides a 

personal-shopping advisor. Alternatively, an advisor format could be adopted that becomes a 

direct-search site if the customer wants to access spedflc product data. It is important to 

match site navigation to the customer's cognitive decision process and should be possible to 

fill the needs of both decision styles on the same site (Urban, Sultan and Qualls, 2000). 
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3,,8 Preliminary Conclusions: 

The 'BuildingBlos:ks' of Trust In e:Commerce 

The preceding sections of the literature review have indicated that there are some important 

'factors' for building and developing trust in e-Commerce, which online merchants should 

consider and apply if they are to build trust, or a greater sense of trustworthiness, in online 

shopping. The featured seven studies have highlighted a number of factors which contain 

many Similarities and often overlap and complement each other. For the purpose of 

identifying these important online trust-building factors, which form the basis of the 

following qualitative and quantitative research, the information and findings gathered from 

the literature are analysed, and the key findings extracted and summarised In the table on 

the following page. The table indicates that the findings gathered from the literature, which 

are important for building online trust, can be consolidated and grouped into 9 robust 

factors. For the purpose of this research these consolidated factors are referred to as the 

'building blocks of trust In e-Commerce' throughout the study. In order to indicate the source 

and origin of the information from the literature, as well as the authors contributions, the 

seven main sources of Information are indexed and referenced in the following order: 

Source of Information 

OIeskin Research: Trust in e-Commerce 

TRUSTe White Paper: Building Trust Online 

Deloltte & Touche: Selected eBusiness Issues 

Prk:eWaterhouseCoopers: e-Buslness, A Matter of Trust 

Boston Consulting Group: Winning the Online Consumer 

Ernst & Young: Publications from the Centre for Trust Online 

Urban, Sultan, Qualls: Pladng Trust at the Center of Your Internet Strategy 

Reference No. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 
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Online Trust Key Themes 
~_~,....,.."._ and SOurce of Infonnation 

» Presentation (1, 5, 7), product oomparisons (4, 5), Web site design (1, (:I.) 
7), user experience (4, 7), information provided on Web site (1, 3, 7), 
information about competitive products (4, 5, 7), provision of unbiased 
information (4, 5), clarity of purpose (1), aaftsmanship (1, 3) 

» NaVigation (1, 4, 5, 6), user friendliness (1, 7), user-friendly shopping (2) 
cart (3, 5), effed:ive navigation (1, 4, 7), control of navigation I 
infol'i11ation (1, 5, 7), good search capabilities (1, 7), uninterrupted flow 
of information (1, 4), useful navigation aids (7) 

» TechMlogy {1, 4}, tedmology infrastructure (3, 4), functionality (1, 4, 5), (3) 
Web site speed I quick loading pages (1, 4, 7), tedinology for Internet 
security (4, 5, 6), existence of effective firewalls (4, 5), multiple online 
consumer t:ouchpoints (7), enayptIon technology (3, 4) 

» Digital branding (1, 4, 7), reputation (4, 6), history (4, 7), online brand (4) 
equity (1, 7), interactive decision aids (7), benefit: clarity (5), overall 
brand equity (1, 7), affiliations I oo-op third party brands (1, 4, 5), 
breadth I depth of product offering online (4,5) 

» Seals of approval (1, 2, 7), service security seals (2), independent (5) 
endol"sement (4), familiar seals of approval (3), independent oversight 
(4), network security (3, 6), technological and e-Commerce capabilities 
(3,4,6), secure transaction processing (3, 6) 

» Fulfilment (1, 4, 7), customer recourse (2, 3), customer expecDtions (5), (6) 
faultless fulfilment (4, 7), satisfaction guarantees (5, 7), reliability (5, 3), 
problem. resolution (4), online order tniddng (1, 4, 5), custdmer return 
policies (2, 4), fulfilment effectiveness (4, 5) , fulfilment ac:x:urac.y (1, 4) 

» InfOtii'lation ptoI:ectioo (4, 5, 6, 7), control over Information (1, 5, 6), (7) 
privacy invasion (2, 3, 5), aa::ess to view stored personal information (1, 
4, 5) privaCy prot.ed:ion (1, 3, 4, 6), information storage (3, 5, 6), data 
quality (4, 5, 6), information confidentiality (2, 4,6) 

» COnfidentiality (3, 4, 6), network infrastructure (3, 4), authenticity (3, 4, (8) 
6), logos of security (1, 4), non-repudiation (3, 4), data security (3, 'I, 6), 
transaction integrity (3, 7), digital certificates (3, 4), encryption (1, 4, 6), 
digital signatures (3, 4), eledtooic money (3, 7) 

» Policy disclosure (1, 2, 4), governance (3), Internet taxation (3, 5), (fJ) 
customer protection and public awareness programmes (1, 2, 5), online 
consumer interest groups (2, 5), aoss-botder legislation I legal 
framework to e-Commerce self 

-SIlI'Pf$WNA.QfNTAzmN » Clarity of Info, interad:lve decisions 
aids, professional Web page design, 
comprehensive product oomparisons, 
up to date I unbiased information 

NAV1$tllDN » Useful navigation guides, consistent 
navigation, good search functionality I 
easy to use shopping cart, user 
friendliness, ease of finding products 

lI'DlNOtOG'Y » Effedive firewalls, quick loading pages, 
enayption for security, multiple 
consumer touch points, sophisticated 
technology infrastructure 

IlRANDlII§ » Retailer's Web brand equity, retailer's 
overall brand equity, breadth I depth 
of offerings, affiliations, established 
reputation and credibility 

SlAUOf"Al'PROVAL » Service security, network security, 
e-Cormnerce capabilities, technoiogical 
capabilities, secure transactions 
pi"OCII!S1ieS (e.g. privacy protection) 

RlI.F1UIEfIT » Order tracking, fulfilment prices dearly 
stated, ability to back out, international 
fulfilment capability, strong recourse 
and return policies 

PRIVACY » Confidentiality, Information protection, 
only asking for necessary information 
only, information storage policies, 
ability to view stored information 

SEQlRlU » Secure payment methods, clear 
security policies, ac:x:urate data 
processing, digital signatures and 
certificates, data security I integrity 

REGUUllQNA U6'S4l1ON ~ Consumer protection, online trading 
standards, supervision of self
regulatory schemes, legal framework, 

),. 
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The previous table indicates that from the information gathered from the literature review, 

nine general building blocks of trust in e-Commerce can be extracted. These nine general 

building blocks can be further de-composed into 45 sub-factors, which expand and provide 

more detail about the individual building blocks - again, based on the findings extracted 

from the seven main sources of information. The decision of selecting the presented nine 

general building blocks was based on qualitative assessments of the Information provided in 

the literature, where specific attention was given to key Issues and themes, which were 

presented across all sources of information, and where commonalties and overlaps existed in 

the information about what constitutes important factors for building online trust. 

The following section provides a brief description about each of the nine general building 

blocks of trust in e-Commerce and an explanation about why it was chosen: 

Building II/qdt 1; Web Site Design and Presentation 

~ this building blocks is decomposed into the following sub-factors: clarity of information, 

interactive decision aids, professional Web page design, comprehensive product 

comparisons, and up to date and unbiased product information ~ Web site design and 

presentation provide design and usability attributes that connote professionalism and 

quality, professionally designed sites communicate trustworthiness more effectively 

lIulldll19l1lDdc 2: Navigation 

~ this building block is decomposed into the following sub-factors: useful navigation 

guides, conSistency in navigation, good search functionality, easy to use shopping cart, 

user friendliness I ease of finding products ~ navigation is the process of finding 

products online customers seek, in the most efficient and user friendly manner; user

friendly and effective navigation provides the basis for a rewarding user experience; 

quality navigation is thus a necessary pre-condition .for communicating trustworthiness 
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Building B1ocIt3: Technology 

~ this building block is decomposed into the following sub-factors: effective firewalls, 

quick loading pages, encryption for security, use of multiple consumer touch points, 

sophisticated technology infrastructure ~ a sophisticated technology Infrastructure 

connotes professionalism, although online consumers cannot easily assess it; the 

technological Infrastructure supports the ongoing growth of the online bUSiness, as well 

as the online trust building process 

Building IIIDdt 4: Branding 

~ this building block Is decomposed into the following sub-factors: retailers Web brand 

equity, retailers overall brand equity, breadth and depth of product offering online, 

affiliations with other trustworthy organisations, established reputation or credibility of 

Web site or retailer ~ branding provides cues about a company's promise to deliver on 

clients' expectations and its credibility based on reputation and past experiences; an 

online retailers brand is an important asset for communicating online trust 

Building BlockS: Seals of Applf1V111 

~ this building block is decomposed into the following sub-factors: icons and text that 

symbolise: service security, network security, e-Commerce capabilities, technological 

capabilities, secure transactions processes ~ seals of approval seek to assure 

customers that (independent) security and control mechanisms are In place as online 

transactions take place; trust can be confirmed through the inclusion of third party 

oversight that reinforces credibility of the online retailer 

Building Bloct 6: Fulfilment 

~ this building block is decomposed into the following sub-factors: availability of order 

tracking, fulfilment prices clearly stated, ability to back out of transactions, international 
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fulfilment capability, strong recourse and return policies? strong fulfilment capabilities 

lower the perceived risks of e-Commerce; fulfilment clearly indicates how order will be 

processed, and provides information about how to seek recourse when problems arise 

Building BI9t:k Z: Privacy 

? this building block is decomposed into the following sub-factors: confidentiality of 

transactions, protection of personal information, asking for transaction necessary 

information only, disclosure of how customer information is collected and stored, 

access for consumers to view what information is collected and stored ? protection of 

privacy and personal data is one of the key prerequisites for successful e-Commerce, 

without it e-Commerce cannot reach its full potential; online privacy establishes the 

trust necessary for consumers to conduct transactions on the Internet 

Bulldlna BI9t:k I; Security 

? this building block is decomposed into the following sub-factors: secure payment 

methods, clear and concise security policies, accurate and complete data processing, 

use of digital certificates and encryption, data security (e.g. authentication, 

authorisation) ? security is one of the key issues that keep online consumers from 

doing business on the Internet; satisfying the security issues (of consumers) is an 

Important enabler in beginning the online trust building process 

Buiidina BI9t:k fI; Regulation and Leglsiatlon 

? this building block is decomposed into the following sub-factors: protection plans for 

online consumers, policies and standards for Internet trading, supervision of self-

regulatory and private initiatives, development of a South African legal framework for 

Internet retailing, development of public awareness programmes for Internet retailing 

? regulation and legislation, as well as effective enforcement mechanisms, must be in 

place to ensure an orderly governance of the Internet and online trading activities 
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4. REVISED RESEARCH OBJEC lIVES 

The initial research objectives from the problem definition and objectives section have been 

revised, on the basis of the information and findings gathered from the literature review. The 

revised research objectives are phrased in qualitative statements that try to provide answers 

to questions such as "to assess if', "to verify if', or "to find out If'. The revised objectives are 

dealt with and assessed In the conclusions section of this study, which also includes the 

research findings from qualitative and quantitative research. 

4 .. 1 Reyised Objectiyes regarding the traditional Trust ConceRt 

Objective 1: Reliability is an important element of trust. 

Objective 2: Trust is based on reputation. 

Objective 3: In modem societies trust encourages social co-operation. 

Objective 4: Trust Is aneffldent lubricant for economic exchange. 

Objective 5: Trust always contains an element of risk. 

4.2 Revised Objectives regarding the Imemetand , .. Commerce 

Objective 6: The typical South African Internet user tends to be young. 

Objective 7: The typical South African Internet user tends to live in a major metropolitan 

centre. 

Objective 8: The typical South African Internet user tends to be well educated. 

Objective 9: South African Internet users mainly use the Internet as a communication 

medium. 

Objective 10: South African Internet users shop with moderation on the Internet. 
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Objective 11: Convenience is the most important reason why consumers shop on the 

Internet. 

Objective 12: The biggest risks consumers perceive about online shopping are security risks. 

Objective 13: The most frequent problem consumers encounter with online shopping is the 

timely fulfilment of their order. 

Objective 14: The lack of credit card ownership is the most important reason why 

consumers do not shop on the Internet. 

4,3 ReylBd 0lDed'yes regarding Trust'n e-Commerce 

Objective 15: Trust is the underlying driver for consumers to conduct transactions on the 

Internet. 

Objective 16: Consumers generally do not have trust in e-Commerce. 

Objective 17: The type of products most frequently bought on the Internet are branded 

products. 

Objective 18: Without assured privacy, effective e-Commerce is not possible. 

Objective 19: Internet security is an essential component of trust in e-Commerce. 

Objective 20: Fulfilment is an important element of trust in e-Commerce. 

Objective 21: The propensity to shop onlinels positively related to users Internet experience 

(i.e. experienced Internet users tend to shop more often online than 

inexperienced users). 

Objective 22: Trust in e-Commerce is positively related to users Internet experience (i.e. 

experienced users tend to have more trust in e-Commerce than inexperienced 

users). 

Objective 23: People who have trust in e-Commerce tend to shop more often online than 

people who do not have trust in e-Commerce. 
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Objective 24: People with high incomes tend to have more trust in e-Commerce than people 

with low incomes. 

Objective 25: Hybrid online retailers are perceived more trustworthy than pure play online 

retailers. 

Objective 26: An online retailers brand is an Important factor for communicating trust. 

Objective 27: Industry self regulation is generally preferred to government regulation for 

developing trust in e-Commerce. 

Objective 28: South African Internet users are largely unaware of seal of approval 

programmes. 

Objective 29: The most important element of a seal of approval programme to establish 

trust in e-Commerce is customer Information protection. 

Objective 30: Seals of approval help to effectively develop trust in e-Commerce. 
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. 1. QUALITATIVE RESEARCH 

For the qualitative research sixteen in-depth interviews were oonducted with industry experts 

from the e-Commerce and e-Business field. The interviewees were identified through 

referrals and enquiries, and selected on the basis of a brief preliminary discussion,inquirlng 

about their knowledge and expertise in the research topics under review. The industry 

experts, in the order In which they were interviewed are: 

·Mr Bred Lawrence Technology Manager, Pick 'n Pay HomeShopping Services 

Mr Andrew Heathcote-Marks Independent Business Consultant spedalised in e-Business 

Mr Russell Atkins Marketing Manager, iAfrica.oom Internet: Service Provider 

Mrs Sandra Graham e-Commerce Marketing Manager, Sanlam Personal Anance 

Mrs Simone Green Internet: Strategist, ,Ogilvy& Mather Interactive 

Mrs Andrea van derMerwe e-Business Consultant, Deloitte & Touche Consulting 

Mr Andrew Hardie 

Mr Rowan Bower 

MrTim Droge 

Mr Mike Bryer 

Mrs Pertu van der Walt 

Mr Alan Barrett 

Mr Dionne Dames 

Mr Geoff Lander 

Mr Paul Morris 

Mr Harry Lewis 

Director of e-Business, KPMG Consulting 

e-Business Manager, ABSA Bank 

Managing Director, Peppers and Rogers Group (SA) 

CEO edgel Technologies, Planet Pastel 

e-Business Consultant, Dimension Data 

Managing Director, Sequerox Technologies 

e-Commerce Strategist, Old Mutual life Assurance 

Marketing Manager, M-Web ShopZone 

Customer Acquisition and Retention Specialist, kalahari. net 

Senior IT Specialist, IBM Global Services 
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The selected experts represent multiple industries, such as consulting, network security, 

marketing and advertising, Internet services, e-Commerce operations, and IT consulting. In 

order to best examine the information gathered during the interviews, a table containing the 

responses to six important questions has been prepared. The table shows the responses to 

the following six important iSSUes, namely (1) the biggest risks customers perceive about 

online shopping, (2) the methods of lowering the perception of risk associated with online 

shopping, (3) the elements and pre-condltions of trust in e-Commerce, (4) the differences 

between pure-play and hybrid online retailers in the context of trust in e-Commerce, 

(5) branding strategies to communicate trust in e<.ommerce, and (6) the use and benefits of 

seal of approval programmes. The interview transcripts are contained in appendix 3. 

After the table with the selected interviewee responses, the information and Insights 

gathered during the interviews are summarised and presented. In this section the interview 

questions are grouped into broader finding categories, into which overlaps in the 

respondents' answers are oonsolidated. Then, a high-level overview briefly summarises the 

insights and findings from the in-depth interviews. 

Additionally, during the interviews a questionnaire which deals with the general building 

blocks of trust In e-Commerce was handed out to the respondents. The respondents were 

asked to fill out the self-administered questionnaire at their own oonvenience and ,send it 

back to the researcher. The questionnaire investigates the relative importance the 

respondents attach to the general building blocks of trust in e-Commerce, as well as their 

respective deoomposed factors. The respondents were asked to rank each factor of the 

general building blocks of trust in e-Commerce on a five point rating scale. The questionnaire 

used for the analysis of the building blocks of trust in e-Commerce, from industry experts, is 

contained in appendix 4. 
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1.1 Findingsoftbe In-Depth Interviews 

l"l.lThB !tyD/qlI Squth African Internet uartenrllm be well eduQJtetL 

tentll !m be a high IncqmBeamer and tent/ltv lire In ,maior 

metmlllllitllR qentre. 

Most of the respondents referred to published research on Internet demographics and usage 

statistics in South Africa, mainly from Webchek (various publications), the All Media and 

Product Survey (AMPS, August 2000 B), theBMI Report (004, Sept. 2000), and the Microsoft 

Network (MSN) South African Internet User Survey 2000. The respondents' answers and the 

compiled information from the various market research documents are briefly summarised: 

there are about two million people in South Africa who use the Internet on a regular basis, 

.about two thirds of the South African Internet user base is between 18 and 35 years old, the 

remaining third covers almost the 35 to 55 year band. There is a very small percentage of 

South African Internet users who are younger than 18 or older than 55 years. Over the last 2 

years, women have caught up to men using the Internet. While the male I female ratio was 

about 65:35 in favour of men in 1998, Internet usage Is now almost equal between men and 

women in South Africa (in 2001). South African Internet users tend to be well educated 

(most completed secondary and some completed tertiary education), and middle income 

earners with an average monthly disposable income of more than R4 000. The geographic 

distribution of South African Internet users is concentrated around the major urban 

metropolitan centres, such as Gauteng, the Western cape and the greater Durban area. 

1.:1.2 South AfricansmBlnlr IlfBtIle Internet Alr gathering Infpanatlon, 

e mall and entertainment. 

Most of the respondents admitted having little knowledge about the use and application of 

the Internet in South Africa from an Internet user's perspective. There is, however, a general 
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pattern: the majority of the respondents stated that South Africans use the Internet mostly 

for accessing and gathering information and sending I receiving e mail. The respondents also 

stated that South Africans regularly use the Internet to entertain themselves. Some 

respondents also stated that the adoption of electronic commerce has increased and that 

South Africans are getting increasingly confident conducting transactions on the Internet. 

Nevertheless, the majority of electronic transactions are conducted with well known and 

trusted companies, such as Amazon.com or ABSA's online banking services. Most of the 

respondents also stated that the volumes of electronic transactions in South Africa have not 

yet reached a 'critical mass' (in absolute numbers), compared to the volumes of electronic 

commerce in other developed countries. 

J.J.3 The ,ingle most Important cellOn why consumers shop on the 

Internet is mnvenien", .. 

Convenience was stated as the most important reason why consumers shop on the Internet, 

by the majority of the respondents. Convenience, however, was defined by the respondents 

in various forms and functions: availability of products, saving time, easy to locate products, 

possibility of doing comparative shopping (comparative in terms of product features and 

prices), broader product selection, home delivery, purchase of bulky products where delivery 

is necessary, customisation of the purchasing processes (especially for frequent and repeat 

purchases), and the possibility of product customisation. In terms of price advantages for 

products offered on the Internet, most respondents agreed that many products on the 

Internet appear cheaper than in offline retail stores. Nevertheless, hidden costs, for example 

delivery fees, custom dUties, foreign currency conversion and packaging fees, are ,often 

pushing the price above the offline retail price, thus eroding the online price advantage. The 

majority of the respondents agreed that there is a general public perception that prices on 

the Internet are cheaper, which in fact is not true when adding on the additional costs. 
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Furthermore, some respondents questioned the convenience factor: they stated that the 

online purchasing process on some sites can be quite complex and in some cases even 

diffICult, up to such a degree that the online transaction can become inconvenlent,.espedally 

for consumers with limited Internet experience and computer literacy . 

:1.:1.4 The DIJIDfInsltvtp shoD DOMe Ial!Bmet d..,ds more on att:ItudB 

than tID an Inf:tlmet uw'ssklllor_DCdBncs" 

Most respondents agreed that there is no marked difference between an Internet beginner 

(unskilled and inexperienced using the Internet) and an Internet expert (skilled and 

experienced using the Internet) and their propensity to shop online. Due to the relative ease 

with which products and services can be bought on the Internet, even Internet beginners 

with relatively little skill and experience can conduct online transactions. Some respondents 

stressed that expert users make more informed ,purchase decisions on the Internet (more 

thorough searches or product and price comparisons frama number of sites), while 

beginners tend to conduct online shopping in an 'experimentation mode'. The majority of 

respondents stated that a user's attitucle.and predisposition to conducting online transactions 

is a more useful base of segmentation than a user's Internet skill or experience. Examples of 

attitude segmentation bases are: risk lovers, early adopters, or laggards. Each member of 

these segments tends to have a unique disposition (for example: highly participative, 

reserved or wary) to conducting electronic transactions. 

:1.:1.5 The type of DrtJduclll most IreqU«ltly bought DO the Internet are 

braodetl and commodity type prtKluctf. 

The majority of the respondents stated that people tend to buy goods and services on the 

Internet which are 'somehow branded or commodity type products'. They indicated that the 

brand provides cues and reference points for potential online buyers, and commodity type 
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products offer some kind of guarantee in the form that the buyer can expect with a 

reasonable degree of certainty what he will be receiving (during the discussion books, CDs, 

videos were dassifled as commodity type products). Some of the respondents also stated 

that 'Internet products' generally tend to beinrormation rich, e.g. there are usually detailed 

product descriptions as well as product and price comparisons available that assist 

consumers in making informed purchase decisions. Some respondents also stated, that 

online consumers also use the Internet to obtain detailed product and comparative 

information, but may actually purchase the products ina physical retail store. Additionally, 

some respondents stated that typical Internet products, such as books, CDs and videos, are 

, usually easy to dassify and require a low level of monetary and timeinvoivement. 

:I."J"I! TIle blgasg dflet1Vnts tbr consumeawlth Internet acat!SS tp ,hDD 

,Dnlln. am lack ollntemet awedeaoe, IIICk of tlerce/retl 'valu. and 

. bsneIlfs Dlonllllll,.,hDDDlnq. andladtpllnBllntwal:ltk:atlDn. 

According to the majority of the respondents, despite having Internet access consumers tend 

not to shop online because they have little knowledge about and experience' in using the 

Internet, they do not see the value and benefits of conducting online transactions and they 

lack instant gratification, as purchase elements. The respondents stated that the adoption of 

online purchasing Is based on a progression of time and experience: as more and more 

'uncertainties' about the Internet are removed, through experience gained over time, people 

are likely to become more knowledgeable and confident in using the medium and may 

increasingly conduct electronic transactions. Another important factor why consumers with 

Internet access do not shop online is that there are too few reasons and perceived benefits 

to shop online. It was commonly stated that South African consumers with Internet access 

have a host of shopping alternatives, such as nearby modem shopping malls. Furthermore, 

the physical shopping experience often provides socialisation elements (human interaction, 
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,impulse buying) and instant gratification, which the online medium cannot easily replicate. 

Some respondents also stated that in order to motivate consumers to shop online a mental 

shift needs to take place in the mind of the consumer. Depending on the individual, this 

mental shift may be difficult to achieve, as the person may be resistant to change and to 

adopt the online medium as an alternative shopping channel. 

1.1.7 The IIlq«_ dlles consumers Derce/VII about ooUoe,hDIIIIIIlll are 

·SBWrity, pdracy, aodfultllmentds/cs, 

Security, privacy and fulfilment risks are the biggest (perceived) risks consumers have about 

online shopping. Concerning security, the majority of the respondents stated that payment 

security is one of the biggest risks consumers perceive about online shopping, especially 

concerns about giving away credit card details to complete an online ·transadJon. In this 

conteXt many respondents stated the example that people willingly ha~ over their credit 

cards to waiters in restaurants, who can access their details easily, whereas they are 

'reluctant to provide their credit card details to complete an online order. On the other hand, 

the respondents stated that consumers seldom understand the issues and technology 

relating to security. While real security on the Internet typically requires to install software or 

hardware on both the dlent (consumer) and the server (online retailer), there can only be a 

general feeling or perception of security associated with online shopping. For example, 

people tend to believe a site is 'secure' when they recognise the padlock in the browser 

window. According to security experts, the padlock icon does not guarantee absolute 

security, it merely assures the transacting parties their identification is authenticated (i.e. it is 

verified that thetransad:lng parties are in fact, who they dalm to be). Additionally, security 

technology such as encryption and the use of digital certificates is largely unknown by the 

majority of South African online consumers, stated the respondents. Insuffldent privacy 

protection was mentioned as another major risk of online shopping. Consumers tend to 
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dislike submitting information over the Internet, espedallyif it is personal or sensitive 

information that is not necessarily required to complete an online transaction. Ac:cordingto 

the respondents, online consumers are also concerned about the storage and use of their 

information once it is submitted. Respondents stated that there is the general fear that 

people's personal information will be misused for unsolidted advertising purposes. The next 

biggest risk associated with online shopping the respondents stated is centred around 

fulfilment. Good fulfilment was defined by the respondents as: receiving the right goods in 

proper condition and in a reasonable amount of time, correct billing, customer information 

and helpdesks, and strong product returns and customer recourse polides. The majority of 

the respondents stated that, consumers are generally concerned about these issues, 

especially with the return of goods which were inoorred:ly shipped or arrived damaged, and 

the subsequent ,recovery of money as a result of lncorrect fulfilment. Some respondents also 

stated that a risk consumers perceive about online shopping has to do with a lack of 

knowledge about the online retailer a consumer wants to do business With, especially when 

an Internet retailer is only present on the Internet and has no strong brand names or a 

credible reputation. These concerns generally center around the lack of reputation of an 

online retailer. Furthermore, the respondents stated that there are also a number of other 

risks consumers perceive about online shopping, due to their lack of experience and 

knowledge of the Internet. For example, they stated that consumers dislike the 'intangibility 

element' of an online purchase, i.e. the absence of 'look and feel' aspects, the concern of 

receiving goods which appear or which are presented differently on the browser screen, and 

the lack of human interaction in the purchasing process. Furthermore, some respondents 

stated that technical problems of a site, such as dead links, corrupt pages, and the general 

problem of slow Internet connection speeds in South Africa may be considered as concerns 

,for consumers to shop online. 
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J"J,,8 To lower th,lJfIrCIIDt/on old. associated with oollne sbqDD/na 

co/1lDilol •. shqultl levemq,thelr brands and eduCilte custom." 

about Dolin, sbOJlllInII. 

Most of the respondents stated, that In order to lower the perception of risk 'associated with 

online shopping companies should leverage their (existing) brands, invest in building strong 

online brands,andc:ombine, where possible, online and offline advertising efforts. 

Leveraging existing brands and aeating strong brands in the Internet field is 'likelyto 

communicate assurance and a 'sense of guarantee' to the customer. In terms of extending 

an existing brand to the Internet, the respondents stressed that brand consistency aaoss all 

media channels is important to leverage an existing brand and to build a credible online 

brand. Furthermore, to 'lower the perception of risk associated with online shopping, the 

majority of the respondents stated that an education process needs to take place ,that 

explains the issues and c:oncepts around online shopping and helps to 'demystify electronic 

commerce'. This customer education process should bring issues of :importance,to 

customers, such as Internet security, privacy protection and contextualise the use of credit 

cards as a means of payment on the Internet. The majority of the respondents stated that 

through an education process, customers' awareness levels and confidence in online 

shopping could be raised and their concerns about online shopping could be lowered. 

Additionally, to lower the perception of risk associated with online shopping some 

respondents stated that alternative and secure ways of payment should be introduced, such 

as the use of an 'Internet currency' or an 'Internet debit card'. Some respondents also 

mentioned that seals of approval from credible independent authorities could help lowering 

the perception of risk associated with online shopping. 
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1,,1.9 Them am noun_on deflnlttons of or dtlsqiDtlons about the 

e-Commea::e lruswaceDt; 

Among the respondents there are multiple assumptions, definitions and descriptions about 

the e-Commerce trust concept. The respondents tended to base their responses on their 

area of expertise and the environment they are engaged in, when asked what trust in 

e-Commerce means to them. 'For example, business consultants tended to describe trust in 

e-Commerce in rather broad terms, drawing on a number of issues from the e-Commerce 

and e-Business field, whereas industry specialists (network security, digital branding, 

marketing experts) tended to emphasise selected ,Issues which relate to their area of 

expertise. Nevertheless, among the respondents there were a number of common issues 

about trust in e-Commerce: trust in e-Commerce was generally perceived as an underlying 

driver·for a person to conduct transactions on the Internet. The majority of the respondents 

agreed that branding, security, privacy protection, ,proper fulfilment (including 'timely 

delivery, correct billing, and customer recourse) and the 'keeping of promises' are importar:at 

'enablers' to the building of trust in e-Commerce. Most of the respondents also agreed that " 

trust in e-Commerce is not fully developed yet, and that consumers generally tend to dis

trust online retailers, especially In the absence of strong online brands or an online retailer's 

reputation. Furthermore, some respondents described a pattern or process of the 

development of trust in e-Commerce: first, a person must have some basic trust in the 

Internet as a transactional medium (i.e. he must have the need, ability and confidence to 

access a site, navigate through the offerings, find and identify relevant products or services 

and complete the online transaction), second, he must trust in the online retailer, third, he 

must have trust in the product offering (i.e. the product and how it is displayed and 

presented on the screen), and fourth, he must trust in the fulfilment of his transaction 

(including payment and delivery of the product or service and after sales support). In 

general, respondents described an online trust building process, as a process that occurs 
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over time as customers have repeat encounters with online retailers and build up a 'library' 

of experiences, on which their trust in e-Commerce and trust in an online retailer is 

subsequently based on. 

1.,,1,,1.0 The main elements 01 trust In e=eomm«q am brandlnlh security 

anti sdyacyDmtectlon, 

Branding wasmentionecl by the majority of the respondents as the single most important 

element of trust in e-Commerce. The respondents referred to branding as a function of trust 

in e-Commerce In various ways: brand recognition, brand credibility, brand collaboration and·· 

co-branding, brand perception, brand personality, brand association, brand experience, and 

brand equity. The collection of brand related terms, mentioned by the respondents, indicates 

the importance they attach to branding as a trust building element. Another Important 

element of trust in e-Commerce, stated by the respondents ,Is security: the most commonly 

dtecI issues were payment and network security. In order to have trust In e-Commerce, 

customers must have conftclence that their personal details are proted:ecl, from the 

submission to the storage of their data. The respondents stated that online retailers with· 

perceived high security standards are generally more trusted than online retailers whose 

security methods cannot be easily assessed. There is, however, the debate whether there is 

'real' security on the Internet, or if security methods such as encryption only generate a 

perception of security (see also 4.2.7: Risks consumers perceive about online shopping). 

Additionally, some respondents stated, that an online retailer's computer network must be 

protected against the break-in of internal and external intruders, which could gain 

unauthorised aa:ess to an online retailer's systems and steal customer's confidential 

information. According to the respondents, this is perceived as a major concern to online 

consumers. Some respondents even stated that a single inddent of a break-in into an online 

retailer's computer system, could destroy the image and reputation of the online retailer 
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forever. The third major element of trust in e-Commerce, identified by the respondents is 

privacy protection. The majority of the respondents stated that online consumers must be 

assured that their personal information is not only safe to be accessed 'by authorised 

individuals only, but they must be assured that they won't be victims of unsolicited 

advertising efforts, which most of the respondents referred to as 'spam'. Furthermore, the 

respondents )statedthat consumers are usually only willing to submit Information which is 

necessary to mmplete an online transad:lon. Any other Information requests, unnecessary to 

complete an online ,transaction, are likely to be regarded suspidouslyby online consumers, 

and may :leadtoquestion the retailer's purpose for collecting the additional data. Some 

respondents also mentioned that an Important element of trust in e-Commerce is experience. 

Experience was defined as: user experience while a person is navigating through ,the site, 

and expenenceas an accumulation of previous encounters with an online retailer. The 

respondents stated ,that the more pleasant experiences a person has with an online retailer, 

the more ,likely the person is to 'trust that retailer. Despite 'the three dominant ·elements of 

trust In e-Commerce, branding, security and privacy protection, the respondents also 

mentioned a number of 'secondary' elements: easy and consistent navigation through Web 

sites, providing accESS to the company in multiple ways (online and traditional means of 

communication), maintaining a 'human touch' on the Web Site, providing good search 

capabilities, personalisation of Web sites and content, quick feedback and responses to 

customers' queries and complaints, and adequate recourse and return policies. 

:J..:J..:J.JGenn'lr; tlXDBrlBIIqIt/ Internet u.tWJ'tfIntI tp ham more tnt. In 

"'Coml11BRiB and choose oollne retailers mm lBIectlyelr. 

The majority of the respondents stated that experienced Internet users tend to have more 

trust in e-Commercethan inexperienced Internet users. They generally agreed ,that 

experienced Internet users are more familiar with and have a better understanding of the 
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Internet and spedficonline retailers than inexperienced Internet users, as they may have 

already gained some experience through previous online purchases. Furthermore, they 

stated that expert Internet users have realised the benefits and convenience of online 

shopping and tend to better understand the risks associated with online shopping, such as 

privacy and security risks. Nevertheless, the respondents stated that experienced Internet 

users d100se quite carefully and selectively with whom they are doing business online. The 

respondents ·further stated, that through previous purchases experienced Internet 'users 

have learnt which online retailers to trust; generally ,most purchases are repeat purchases 

with those online retailers with whom a customer has had pleasant previous encounters and 

where the expectations in the online retailer have been met. For inexperienced Internet 

users, these experiences have yet to be gained, stated the respondents. Some of the 

. respondents also stated that inexperienced Internet users are more likely to be in, a state of 

'trial and adoption', and are less likely to have strong ties to a particular online retailers. 

Some respondents stated,however, that generally there is no marked difference between 

experienced and inexperienced Internet users and experts and their propensity to have trust 

in e-Commerce. They stated, that trust in this context is more a function of perceived risk, 

rather than a function of Internet user level of skill or experience. 

1..1..1.2 For VUst Inteommsrgr,there Is no malor JlBlRi'wrti dltl'erence 

between DCDductandSl!llYlce otr«lnDS DO the Internet 

While there are generally differences between product and service offerings, such as physical 

product features vs.thelntangible nature of service offerings, almost all of the respondents 

stated that there is no major difference between online product and service offerings, in the 

context of trust in e-Commerce. The respondents stated that the purchasing process for both 

types of offerings on the Internet is quite similar: from search, navigation, selection, 

purchase, to payment; the only component that is different is fulfilment. With the purchase 
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of a physical good, an online consumer may receive the good at a certain point in the future, 

while the delivery of a service over the Internet can happen almost instantly. For example, 

software downloads may commence when the credit card details are verified, and an online 

bank account is usually updated as soon as an order is typed in and the site is updated. 

J.J.J3 Betwsen brbddandDute=Dlay onlIne retailers" at the filmS iere/of 

brand .u/tJt hrhdd onUne retaUers am geM. more 

lniftwDrtt(rj. 

Most of the respondents agreed that at the same level of brand equity, hybrid online retailers 

are generally perceived more trustworthy than pure-play online retailers. The respondents 

stated that hybrid online retailers usually have the advantage of established brand names, 

. whiCh they can extend ,to the online medium. Pure-play online retailers, which originated on 

the Internet, often have great difficlilties in establishing a strong brand name and a credible 

reputation in the online domain; a process that needs time and investment In the brand. The 

respondents also stated that another advantage of the hybrid retailer is their presence in the 

physical world and the support of the online offerings through traditional communication 

channels. Ac:c:ording to the respondents, consumers may have more trust in hybrid online 

retailers knowing that there are shops they can visit to evaluate, compare or return goods. 

Furthermore, for the hybrid model some respondents stated that customers may have 

existing relationships with the retailer and have built up a history, which would lead them to 

trust that retailer on the Internet more readily than dealing with a largely unknown pure play 

online retailer. The respondents placed great emphasis on brand equity. Between hybrid and 

pure-play online retailers, the majority of the respondents stated that brand equity 

determines the level of trust in the online retailer. The respondents stated similar examples: 

the online bookseller Amazon.com, a brand that originated on the Internet, is probably 

perceived much more trustworthy than the South African online bookseller 
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Exdusivebooks.co.za, even though Exdusive Books have physical stores locally. Conversely, 

an online home shopping operation, such as Woolworth's 'Shop in the bag' is generally 

perceived more trustworthy than smaller pure-play Internet home shopping sites (such as 

Megashopper.co.za), due to the strength of the Woolworth's brand. Some respondents also 

mentioned that the level of trust in e-Commerce between hybrid and pure-play online 

retailers is a function of perceived risk, price and the value ·of the offering to the customer. 

They agreed that these issues relate back to branding, and that pure-play online retailers 

would generally be perceived less trustworthy than hybrid online retailers, especially if the 

company has no established brand names or a credible reputation. 

1.:1..:1.4 To glmmualcatetrust la e=eommetW emrctjve/t'.. C9l11Di1a;", 

should bulldstrooaqwllble oallne brands. 

Building strong credible online brands was identified as important factor to communicate 

trust in e-Commerce, by the majority of the respondents. They stated that companies should 

Invest in building strong online brands, whether they are new online brands· or extended 

brands from the offline domain, and should establish and maintain brand credibility. Some 

respondents stated that a strong online brand is of even greater importance in the pre

purchase phase, where the brand could provide cues and reference points to the customer, 

who would then be more willing to trust the online retailer. Some respondents also stated 

that 'human interaction', through traditional means of communication and customer 

education, i.e. information about the online retailer and electronic commerce, could help 

communicate trust to consumers. Most of the respondents agreed that communicating trust 

in e-Commerce is a function of time and user experience. An online consumer is likely to 

have greater trust in an online retailer when he has had a series of good experiences with 

the online retailer, and when his expectations were conSistently met or exceeded. Again, the 
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respondents mentioned that it is largely the online brand which communicates trust in 

e-Commerce, and provides reference point and cues to the online consumer. 

:1..:1..:1.5 For trust In e=Commsnref branding strategies should be consistent 

aap_ all online and offline media dlanne/s. 

In terms of an overall branding strategy for trust in e-Commerce, the majority of the 

respondents stated that there should be consistent branding strategies across all online and 

offline media channels. Respondents stated that across all media channels there should be 

consistent branding messages, and that an existing offline brand should be leveraged and 

even be reinforced on the Internet. Respondents also stated that important branding 

strategies to convey trust in e-Commerce are the overall 'look and feel' of the Web site, 

. .professional Web site design, enhanced Web site functionality, ease of use, simplicity of 

navigation, using a common language, and the display of credible logos or seals of approval 

from independent authorities. Additionally, some respondents emphasised again the 

importance of the brand and the online user experience. Some respondents also mentioned 

using alliances and channel partners, with strong brands, in a co-branding partnership. For 

example, a largely unknown online retailer could benefit from partnering with a large and 

trusted logistics company, such as Federal Express. The 'FecIEx' affiliation and logo on the 

retailer's Web site could help to communicate trust to online amsumers, although the online 

retailer may not have a strong online brand. The partnering company with ,the stronger 

brand in this case has to ensure that the online retailer uses their brand in appropriate and 

consistent ways to avoid brand dilution. 
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1.1.16 Alona an onlln, retailer's SUIID/Y challL each member plays a 

cdtIqlml, In .fSt:abllshlnq feu«ln e=COml1lBlg .. 

The majority of the respondents stated that, In case of partnerships or third party providers, 

an online retailer needs to ensure that each supply chain partner performs its role to meet 

customer expectations. Respondents stated that utilising intermediaries and channel partners 

in the context of e-Commerce is quite important, as romplete dis-Intermediation ~is :unllkely to 

happen. The respondents stated that consumers tend to want 'complete' .solutions, that an 

online retailer can often not.perform by himself and is required to partner with·appropriate 

channel partners, such as logistics or payment specialists. The respondents further stated 

that despite the fact that intermediaries are involved In the purchase process, the online 

consumer tends to perceive only the online retailer as a reference point. Consequently, any 

'online shopping incident Is likely ,to ·be blamed on the online retailer, even though it may be 

beyond the retailers control. Some respondents identified this as the 'source effect', a 

marketing concept that .relates the outcomes of a transaction or effect of communication to 

the source of the cause,in this case the online retailer. Some of the respondents stated that 

online retailers need to have strict and enforceable service level agreements with 

Intermediaries along the supply chain, to ensure every member is effectively performing his 

part and is committed to the relationship (i.e. the adherence to agreed upon standards). 

Furthermore, most respondents stated that online retailers have to ensure they associate 

themselves with 'trustworthy' channel partners, if they lack reputation or strong brand 

names. Some stated that there may even be cases where a supply chain partner's brand 

may be stronger and may be perceived more trustworthy than the online retailer's brand. In 

that case the online retailer could leverage a channel partner's brand, to add credibility to his 

brand by associating himself with the brand and displaying partner logos on his Web site on 

critical places. The majority of the respondents also ·stated that brand and service 

consistency are important elements .for establishing trust in e-Commerce, along an online 
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retailers supply chain. Again, picking channel partners carefully was stated as critical to 

ensure quality service delivery and brand conSistency along the supply chain, by the 

respondents. 

1..1..1.7 Industrr a/f=requlatlon Is oeoerally regllrrlBtl more favourable 

thllogov«lIment requlllliDo to establish II gsoBOlI ltanwwmt for 

trust In e-comlllBl'W, 

Industry self-regulation was identified as more favourable for establishing an overall 

framework for trust in e<ommerce, than government regulation, by the majority of the 

respondents. Most of the respondents believe that in the South African context, industry self

regulation is more flexible and adaptive to the fast paced developments in the Internet 

environment than government regulation and legislation. Respondents stated that direct 

regulation through the government Is: 'not viable, too slack, too slow, In-capable',and could 

even be 'counter-productive'. Respondents also stated that they don't trust the 

government's approach e-commerce and critidsed sections of the Green Paper on: Electronic 

Commerce, an open e-commerce discussion paper the government issued at the beginning 

of this year. Nevertheless, some· respondents stated that government has to provide the 

basic legislative environment for Internet trading, which indudes privacy and consumer 

protection, security standards and a legal framework of conducting transactions online. 

They stated that there Is the need of combining both government regulation and industry 

self-regulation, to establish an effective framework for trust in e-Commerce. 
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1,,1.18 Pdvacyintrus/on sndnon-fg/fllmentSm the mostcr/tical issues for 

breaklna t:onsumeCslrustin e=CommB/W. 

Privacy intrusion and non-fulfilment were mentioned as the most aitical issues, by the 

majority of the respondents, as the reasons for breaking oonsumer's trust in e-Commen::e. 

Respondents stated that privacy intrusion includes the abuse of personal I oonfidential 

customer Information, selling customer information to third parties for advertising purposes 

and 'customer spamming' as a result of applying customer insights to marketing campaigns. 

unwanted by oonsumers. Withresped: to privacy intruSion, most of the respondents stated 

that oonsumers largely perceive their privacy has been violated if the weren't informed how 

their information is going to be used and if they hadn't had an opportunity to oonsent to the 

use of their personal information. Some respondents stated that oonsumers would actually 

agree 'to the sharing of personal information with third .parties, if they are informed about 

the marketing schemes and if they perceive a benefit or value in receiving marketing 

oommunications targeted at them. For non-fulfilment, the respondents mentioned a number 

of issues, such as non-dellvery of. the goods purchased online, inoorrect billing, longer then 

expected delivery times, receiving inoorrect or damaged goods, or generally the non

fulfilment of customer service, such as not responding timely to enquiries, not meeting 

customer expectations or not delivering on promises made. Some respondents summed this 

up by saying that generally a single bad customer experience on the Internet is likely to 

break oonsumer's trust in e-Commerce. Some respondents also mentioned the monetary 

aspects of a bad online experience: for example an eoonomic loss as a result of an online 

transaction, such as over-charged credit cards, or the loss of money due to the non-reoovery 

of a bad purchase. Some respondents further mentioned some technical aspects about the 

Web site that may lead oonsumers to distrust an online retailer: sites must be well designed 

and easy to navigate, there shouldn't be any dead links or any '404' (site not found) 

messages, the back-end systems should be secure to prevent anyone to 'hack' (i.e. break in) 
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the site, the content should be useful to the consumer, and policies about privacy, security 

and customer recourse should be dearly stated on relevant places on the online retailer's 

Web site. Furthermore, some of the respondents stated that the lack of personal interaction 

and communication may lead consumers to distrust e-Commerce. They mentioned, however, 

that applying 1tol marketing tools, such as personalisation of content, oould help in 
l 

generating a more 'personal' feeling on the Internet, and could help aeatemore trust in the 

Web site and the online retailer. 

:I..J.19 Onqr ",",umer's trust pnttle Intemetls bmtM. thBOl is realittJe 

an online rel:illlerClndD to rtHIStabllsh ttwt with the consumer. 

The majority of the respondents stated that once a consumer loses trust in an online retailer, 

due to various drcumstances such as non-fulfilment, incorrect billing, not responding to· 

inquiries,there is very little an online retailer can do to re-estabiish or re-galn that trust with . 

the customer. Some respondents even stated that due to the availability of alternative online 

retailers famouse-click away') and substitute products on the Internet, consumers whose· 

trust and faith has been broken through the acts of an online retailer or a partner along the 

supply chain, are unlikely to ever do business again with that online retailer. However, there 

may be certain drcumstances where even a disappointed consumer may return to an 

'unreliable' online retailer. For example when a product is only available through the 

particular retailer, where the disadvantage or economic loss is not severe, where the 

customer Is an Inexperienced Internet users and assumes part of the responsibility of the 

failure, and in cases where an online consumer identifies and blames a third party for failure, 

such as non-fulfilment due to the failure of an outsourced delivery company. The majority of 

the respondents generally stated that the possibility of re-establishing or re-gaining trust 

with a disappointed online consumer, depends on factors such as severity of the case, a 

consumer's ability to absorb the disadvantage or economic loss, the influence of third parties 
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and the consumer's self-responsibility, such as admitting an incorrect shipping address has 

been entered. Additionally, some of the respondents mentioned specific means to re

establish trust with a customer, such as admitting guilt through direct and personal 

communication, providing Information and explaining the failure reasons to the online 

customer in an understandable way, as weU as restoring the customer's economic loss, 

induding all subsequent charges the customer has incurred as a result of the retailer's 

failure. 

:1..1.20 SMIDt llIIIJ1lyal lNtKIrammes ate generally not well known in 

StluthAfrle by.'" onlIne rel:iJllers and consumers. 
Although the awareness about seal of approval programmes in South Africa has grown 

during the past years, the majority of the respondents stated that seal of approval 

programmes are not well1<nown in South Africaisome of the respondents also admitted that 

they personally lacked in-depth knowledge about seal of approval programmes; both in the 

South African ,and International context Most of the respondents referred to. seal brand 

names such as VeriSign, Trustee and PriceWaterhouseCoopers, when asked what seal 

programmes they know. They were, however, generally inconsistent in relating various seal 

brands to their underlying programmes: for example, some of the respondents related 

VeriSign very broadly to network security, while others related VeriSign quite Specifically and 

correctly to the use of digital certificates and encryption technology to ensure the 

authentication and identification of buyer and seller Information on the Internet. 

:1..:1..2:1. ThemDSt ImDtlrlilnt bMet/ts ofusina a Web II/IiII are lJItlulatlon, 

monitoring and assurance through an IndeDllOllent thlrrlRtm 

Regulation, oversight and assurance of an independent third party were mentioned as the 

most important benefits of using a seal of ,approval on an online retailer's WebSite, by the 
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majority of the respondents. They stated that third party affirmation aeates a ,perception of 

enhanced credibility and security, i.e. there is an independent authority 'prepared to stake 

their reputation', In general the respondents stated that, in line with the two factor 

motivation theory, displaying a seal of approval does generally no harm and may 'be lead to 

additional benefits, while the absence of a seal could lead consumers to distrust an online 

retailer. Seals issued to online retailers act as visible cues, and some of them have already 

evolved to trusted brand names, such as VeriSignand Trustee. Some respondents stated 

that these brandstead consumers 'to transact without having concerns' with an' online 

retailer who carries a seal of approval on his Web site. On the other hand, some respondents 

mentioned that these seals in fact do very little to communicate trust in e-Commerce. They 

stated that the seal logos can :be easily copied by scrupulous online retailers, who Intend 

using the seal to make potential OJstomers believe they are partldpants in a credible seal of 

approval programme. It 'is impossible for the seal organisations to find out when a seal is 

. copied on to an unauthorised site, and even knowing a seal has been stolen there ,Is :Iittle 

these companies can do to force the online retailer to remove it. In this sense,the credibility 

of seals of approval is diluted and the use and overemphasis of seal programmes could even 

be counterproductive, stated some respondents. To overcome this problem, some of the 

respondents stated that industry specific seals could be issued by niche players, who have 

more effective control and enforcement over the partldpatlng online retailers. 

1..1..22 BfIfIIllets with an online D • .....,,,, only Rnd largely unknown 

brands glIOfIDIllvilllQ""t the moguslna seals DfilPRfOra& 

Comparing the usefulness and benefits of displaying seals of approval on a hybrid online 

retailer's Web site and a pure Internet player's one, the majority of the respondents stated 

that pure play online retailers with largely unknown brands generally benefit the most using 

credible seals of approval. Seals could help in establishing aedibility to a pure play online 
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retailer's Web site and could provide a reference point for consumers, for example an icon or 

logo that they know or have seen on other trustworthy sites. They stressed, however, that 

the seal must generally be credible and trustworthy and must be a known brand. The 

respondents commented further that hybrid online retailers generally benefit from 

established brand names and relationships with customers, which they can leverage for their 

·online presence. In some cases these brands could be so powerful that a seal of approval is 

not only unnecessary, but it could even damage the reputation or could dilute the strength 

of an existing brand. Some of the respondents provided examples from their own 

businesses: they are reluctant to display seals of approval, because their brands are well 

known and established, both on the Internet and in the physical worid. 

J.1..23 Important elements of a #BIll rtIIIl1Immetp establlshtrug In 

'e=Commm:e alP CUllpmer Information IIIPtectiDfI, ,tr;lnsaqtion 

Integ. andstron9 fultllmeatandwBpmerrecpulH policies" 

For this question respondents were asked to identify the important elements a 'generic' seal 

of approval programme should have to establish and communicate trust (In e-Commerce)to 

online consumers. The majority of the respondents mentioned that such a seal should have 

the following three policy or programme elements: protection of customer's privacy and 

information, transaction integrity and strong fulfilment, and customer recourse policies. 

According to the respondents, there should be dear policies and guidelines how online 

retailers collect, store and use customer Information. The respondents mentioned that there 

should even be ways for customers to access the information stored about them. The seal 

programme should also provide guidance and direction to ensure the security of transactions 

and computer networks. From the submission of customer data to the processing and storing 

of that information, a 'trust :seal' should prescribe ,generally accepted security standards, 

such as encryption, verification and authentication standards. Furthermore, they should 
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provide strong retum and customer recourse policies, to establish and effectively 

communicate trust In e-Commerce. 

:1.:1.24 To pmmotfl ,the use and ado_on of seals of a.romlln South 

AMcathe most qedible seal brands should be uSBd ant/tile 

bIIOefIt:s of uslnalBills should be emphasised. 

The majority of the respondents stated that the most aedible and established seal brands, 

such as VeriSlgn, Trustee and VISA, should be used and the benefits of using seals of 

approval should be emphasised to promote the use and adoption of seals of approval In 

South Africa. Most of the respondents stated that South African Internet users have no clear 

understanding or knowledge about Web seals. Ukewise, South African online retailers may 

be aware of certain Web seals,but they are reluctant to participate In seal programmes and 

place seal logos on their Web site, due to the littleexped:ed benefits of using a Web seal;, 

The respondents stated that online retailers may not want to participate in· ,a Seal 

programme, since the benefits of participating and adhering to a certain code of conduct, is 

not perceived favourable in the sight of the South African online consumer, and would not 

necessarily lead consumers to trust an online retailer more. 
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1.2 Results of Building Blocks of Trust in e-Commerce Survey 

Du:-ng the in-depth intelviews the respoocents we:e Jiso Jsked to wmplete ~ self-

administered questionn<l ire which de~ ls with the building blocks of tcust in "-Comrr.('rc,, and 

the ir decc;nposed filCtors (for the origin ~nd developm"nt of th<' bu ild ing blcx:k list aoc th<'ir 

decompos(jj fJctors pic;lse rd", to scdKln 3.8 in the literature revie'>'I). The respoocents 

were ask('(! to Jssign a scorc indicJting th " irq:lOrlJ nce they attach to each facto: to the 

buikJing ,lnd developn;ent of trust in ,,-Corr.rT"J('rC" On J fiV<' point :ating s::ale, rang ing from 

'not importJnt at al l' (1) to 'very irr.poltant! "ssentiJI' (5). The building ~ocks' tota l scores 

and the sum totJ s of th" individual factors ar" pr('sented in the tab le below, to]€ther with ~ 

comp.lratlve figure to the' t<J ildi ng bbc~ ave:ages. Tlle stat i stic~1 output of the q L-lestionnair" 

is oontained on the encbsed CD Rom. The objecti ve of th is scil-Jc!ministm,j qlJ<'stionnaire 

was to verify the respondents' JnSwcrs of th<' intervie'N sessions and to con;pil,'e ~nd check 

for consistency_ As the sample siz(' of th is survey is rei JtivePl small, the ~n~lysis CJ n best 

give a gerterJI iocK:ation of the importance of th<' factors and bu ilding bbcks of trust in e-

Commerce_ Th is analysis is also compared to the ooikJing bkxks in e-Con;mer«' s"ction in 

the' quantitative data anarlsis of the mJil survey. The second tab:" liststh<' bu i~ ing b:ocks of 

t ru st in e-COn;m('rce JrC thei r decompose,j factors ranked in orde: of im portJr>:e_ 

1.2.1 Building Blocks Table 

The liJbje be low shows the bui lding bkxk and fJctor tota l scores and the building block's 

rdative position to the buikJ ing ~ock average scorc (309), ('xpressed as a percentJge: 

(1) Web Site Oesign and Product Presentation Score 
I II f I II n 
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(3) Technology Score 
I ' , I I Ii, 

5 seal$ of A roval Score 

, 

6 Fulfilment Score 
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(7) Privacy Score 

8 Securit Score 

(9) Regulation and Legislation Score 

" n Jm f c 
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1.2.2 Table of Building Blocks and Factors Ranked in Order of Importance 

The table ~kJw shaws the buikJ lllg blocks and their individual factars ra nk~ in order of 

impartartCe: 

M.d~ 

Rank BUlldon Block Total 

, Privacy '" 
, SecL.<'e o.,-,yn'er!t metilod, " , Security '" 
, Protect;()n u' per",,,,,1 ifl 'u " , C('n~xnt" ity ()/ t""""t"n n 

3 Fulfilment 333 • RelJ i" r's ovetJII tnoo eq LJt. n 
• Fu l' ;rne,( OI;Le (I e,,~ stJ~ed n 

4 Branding '" • J\,;h>;J ru' r"",,,,;, .. ,. ;rI'O " 5 NilVigation 305 • Strong "",ry."",/r,,",ur." pa,C'f n , Dol:o ,,,,,,ur;ty ;0 

0 CI,,:ty Q~ icro nm (' on CO , Regul~tion, '" " Esl,tHlec1 reOU'Jl"'fl "' 7 Legislation '" " Ab Lily lu bl>ck uul u~ lr"rlS'C "' , Web Site Design ,,. 0 Ck"'/m."o(' ;~ ,;eo. pOI Ocie " O. , Seals of Approval '" 
, Retolee'; '"" b bro."~ cql'ty ~ 

Disc'OSLIre of uOem.r '1o, 0' 
Technology 

~"",,,, .... , 

~ 

Rank Factor Tota' 

• U""o'~gtoiceMnl~ "' U Prol'~,."",, 1 wet p. ""'~,"l 51 
5 ""," ro troc.,oct;on pcoc. " " U".,[LJ rldv.U,l"" 'J , de" SI 

" Eno 'fPtio" ()/ '«urity "' " 
3 ",oo:jt il/:Jr.pth if &",',1",,1 ~ 

" F"'/ m lIGC~ . C,ft " " ~·et.·.'Or' ,,,,",,u,, ly ~ 

n Acc." Jle clJt, ocC-C"" M " SI""",r~ lor Web t r<>:Jw.; 55 
n Ur.-to-"'t~ t i.~o H " Al id r",", ',"lh 01.1"" lr',<l-u"J S2 

" r ro~C'Ct" n f:J " " n f7 " " " ., 
" '~ J p'''-'';';,," ' " " ~ 1 " CorTljlrel"'",I'e . , , '" " f l :.n So cI1 ,;t "'" eJ ledL ",f",'-r, '" H ., 
" Irter, ct;·" , ""''',<''1 ""J; '" " f O " U,'" ur ml Jli pk lWlh poirt o: " ,. ,. 

" '" " '" '" 50 

'" ~""/"'-'P"' Pub: ic '''''''' " • 
, , 
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1.2.3 Interpretation of the Findings Qfthe Building Blocks Survey 

Due to the small sample size (.sixteen interviewed industry experts), the discussion arK! 

interpretation of the tim; "95 r:f the bui lding blocks of trust: in e-COOlITICrce survey is confined 

to the actual building blocks and not their deccmposed factors. The table 01' the building 

blocks alld factors ranked in order of impcrtilnc;C revea led that SGme building blocks carry a 

greater importance to the building and development of trust in e-Ccrnmerce th~n others. The 

di<>gram Ixclol'l snows thilt Lhal trere arc lJuee build ing bloc:ks are perceived very important, 

two blocks are perceived important artd four blocks are perceived rT'lOCierately importilnl to 

the building and ~opment of trust in e-COOlmerce: 

V~ry 

Importont 
Bui lding 

Bloch 

Important 
Building 

Bloc ks 

Privacy 

Security Fulfilment 

Bra nding Navigation 

seals of Approval Regulation Web Site Desig& 

Technology 

" • • o 
• 
" > 
z 
n 

" 

The analysis of the building blocks of trust in e-COOlmerce 5IJrvey indicates that privacy, 

security and fulfilment are the IT'OSt important buildillg blocks for buildillg and de1leloping 

trll5t in e-Ccmmerce. The findings of the 5IJrvey are generally consistent with the 

respoodents' answer5 during the in-depth interviews. A major finding of the in·depth 

intervrew5 i5 that ·The big]est risks C0<151Jmers perceive about ooline shcpping are security, 
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privacy and fulfilment risk," (4.2.7). This is in fact the negative statement to the identified 

three most im p::l!t~nt buikl ing bkxks of trust in e-Commerce: p- ivacy, security ~nd fulfilment 

rhe findings of the qualitative information, especia lly the fiooill9s from the alKllys is of the 

building blocks of trust in e-Commerce, wi ll be compared to the findings from the 

qu"nti t~liV(; d~ta in t~ nf."t 5f.,-etion. It wil l be ",en that generalr,o the res.porGes from the 

industry ~,pcrt:s during the in-d,--"Plh i nterv~ws generally conform with the findngs from the 

ana~sis of the mai l quec.J:ionnaire, especialr,o findings that deal with the bui lding blocks of 

trust in e-Commerce . 
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CHAPTERS 

Quantitative Research 
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1. QUANTITATIVE RESEARCH 

As mentiCl!""led in the research method-="ogy, a nation-wide mail survey was used to gather 

the quantitative data. A tota l of 4 000 mai l questionnaires were sent ou t to households 

throughout South Africa, which were randomly selected f rom the database of HomcChoice . 

The returned questionnaires were examin€d for completeness and usability. A total of 137 

complete and correctly fil led out questionnaires were used in the analysis fo r the 

quantitative research. The questionnaire specifka lly targeted and tried to obtain information 

trom current Internet users. Given the general distribution of Internet users in South Africa, 

the response rate of this questionnaire is in line with the overall proportion of Intemet users 

among the South African population. 

The analysis of the quantitative data incl ud€s frequency counts, cross tabulations, as wel l as 

correspondence and discriminant analysis. Th€ full statistica l output is contained on the 

enclosed CD Rom, in the 'Stats files' directory. Where possible, in th is section tab les and 

graphs have been used rather than lengthy discussion. 

In this section, the main focus of the statistical analysis is on the gen€ral building blocks of 

trust in e-Commerce. The ten genera l bui lding blocks of t rust in e-Commerce have txcen 

thoroughly analysed using va rious statistical techniques. cross tabulations, correspondence 

and discriminant analysis are the main sta tistical analyses which were used to investigate 

associations and re lationships between the general build ing blocks of trust in e-Commerce 

and other variabi€s, such as key demographic information and the respondents online 

purchase txchaviour. Thoroughlv analysing the building blocks of trust in e-Commerce, and 

consol idating the information wi th other resea rch find ings, provid:cs the basis for drawing 

conclusions and making recommendations, with in the scope and objectives of this study. 
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Representativeness of the Sample 

Examining the distribution of respondents within the various categories, especially 

demographics, and recognising that the response rate of the questionnaire is in line with the 

overall proportion of Internet users in South Africa, the sample may assumed to be 

representative. However, there is a bias towards the 'lower income· groups and ·males· 

among the respondents. This bias could be due to the fact that in general there were far 

more respondents belonging to the 'male' and ·Iower income' groups than 'females' and 

respondents from the 'middle and upper income' groups. Therefore, the bias must be taken 

into account, when making any interpretations that involve the respondents gender and 

disposable monthly income. 
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1.1 General Profile of the Respondents 

1.1.1 Age ofthe Respondents 

The largest age group of the respondents is the '20 to 30 year' group (33.6%), followed by 

the '30 to '10 year' age group (30.7"k), Tcqether, these tvYo groups aocoont for almost two 

thirds of all the respondents. The '40 to 50 )'ear' age groop has a smaller share of 15.3%, 

~nd there are only 2.90/0 of respondents belonging to the 'under 20' group. There IS, 

however, a large proportion of res~nts (1l.5%) who cho5e not to disclCl'><' their age 

The graph indicates that the map-ity of the respondents tend to be 'yu Hlg' and belong to 

the large '20 to 40 ye~r' group. For an in-depth statistical analysis cf the 'age' variable and 

its rel~tionship to t he building blocks of trust in e-Commerce and ether variabies ple~se refer 

to section 5.4.4. 

Age of the Respondents 
Analysis of the Trust in e-Commerce Survey 

,0_lO 

"' .•. ~ • und.r M 
C 20_30 

Iiiiii 30-40 

ta 40-50 
~ no age specified 
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1.1.2 Location of the Respondents 

the Wesr.~n CiIJX' (35.6%), Gilutenll (75;l'%) and KwaZuluNiltaI (23.0%) T~ r,ro(J'I"I9S 

about the Int.ern<:.-t uscr base distributkln (Ire g;:rx.,.,,'fy in line with fi nding.; from other 

lnb...mct U'"",r surveys, despite the fJ(i tIlat rQSponderlt5 from the Gaut("f1g prov,nce seem to 

be under-represe!1ted . Th~ ¥c fewer Internet U5Crs from thc Ea-stern Cape (10.4%) ~nd 

from other Soutll African provooces (5 9%) gil'E!n the relati~!y low "doption cJ the lnternet 

location of the Respondents 
Analysis of the Trust in e.Commen:e Survey 

. IQN ! 
L Gauleng 
.. EC 
,," wo 
__ (ltn", 
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1.1.3 Gender Profile of the Respondents 

Figure 41 indicates that of the 129 respondents who provided information: 

• 47 were female, which represents 3!),4% of al l respc<1clcnts, and 

• 82 were male, which reprcsents 63.6% of a~ respc<1dents, 

The ratio between male and female amOllg tile re<;pO!l(ients is approximately the Silme spl it 

ci the general male:female split among lrllernet U5ers in Sc>..ith Africa, akhough other 

re5e<l rch ~eem5 to ',nclicate th<lt the femal<) share cGt1tmues to grow. Fcx an in-depth 

s(atist>C-dl ~natysis of the 'gender' variab le <lnd Its relationship to the ooikJ ing blocks ci trust 

in e-Ccrnmcrce ard ct,her variables please refer to St.'Ctioo 5.4.4. 

Gender Profile of the Respondents 
An<llysis of the Trust in e-Commerce Survey 

1.1.4 Monthly Disposable Income of the Respondents 

Of the 137 respondents, 111 provided irlCOlT'le information, The majority of the rcspondents 

1:::e000g hJ the 'below R 5000' grwp with a percentage of 60.4%. The second inccme group 

is tile group earning between 'R 5000 and R 10000' (24,3"'10), fol fowed by the 'R lOOOO to 

R 20000' category (9,90"). The tab le ind,<;ates that the majority of the respondents are IO'N 
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or middle incaTle eJrners. Approximately ooly 15% of the respondents eil rn rrore than 

R 10000 per m::x1th. There were no respCfldents belonging to the 'R 20000 to R 30000' and 

t he 'wer R 5OCK)(l' irtCOOlc grouDs. This devia tes fr= ether Sooth African web statistICS, 

w'hich ~tate that the majority of Sooth Ahic~n web users earn t::.c'tweoc'fl R5O(X) and R9000 

a,KJ betwet-'fl R10000 ... nKJ Rl9fX)(l. The b"a5 cou ld be large ly due to the fa<..t that in general 

there were far more respondents belooging to the lower income groops. f-or an in -depth 

sl<Itistic:a1 analysis c1 the 'income' variable and its relatkJnsh iD to the building blocks of trust 

in e-Commerce and other va riables picaS(; rder to Sl.-uion 5AA 

Monthly Disposable Income of the Respondents 
Analysis of the Trust in e-Commcrce Survey 

iiIII below R 5~ 
--.J R 5k to R 10~ 

iii R 10k 10 R 20~ 
• R30kloR40k 

. .iiiil R40kloRSOk 
.~ 
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1.1.5 Marital Status of the Respondents 

The majority of the resp:Jlldents are sirl<) le (41.:2%) or they are married (45,3%). Only a 

5I11all prc:portion ot the re~pondents is divorced (12.S%). 

Marital Status of the Respondents 
Analysis of the Trust in e-Commerce Survey 

1.2 Respondent's Genera l Internet Usage 

1.2_1 Respondent's Experience using the Internet 

iii Single 

L Married 

III Oivorced 

The graph CIl the follcwlng page indicates that the ITldjority of the respondents have been 

using the Internet for 'less than 1 year' (33%), and for'l to 1 years' (31%). Thes.e two 

groups COO1l)ined account for almost t~ thirds ot all respondents. Approximately one thi rd 

cJ the respoodents have been using the Internet for more thdn two years. For an in-depth 

~l.<ltisti031 ~na l ysis of the 'Internet experience' variable (years u~ing the Internet) and Its 

relationship to the buikJing block5 of trust in e-Commerce and d:her variables please refer to 

section S.4.4, 
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Respondent's Experience using the Internet 
Analysis of the Trust in e-Commerce Survey 

less lhan 1 '"''' -

1-2 years 

more than 4 years 

, 
No_ of Respondents 

1.2.2 Respondent's Internet Usage 

'75 

The graph below indicates t hat the respondents use the Internet lex many purpose; Usinq 

the Internet fex 'e mail' ( 19,2%), ',;earcn..-.g f cx topic:s of interest' (15.8%), and 'wa-k related 

functirns' (l5.()C)\,) are t he top three responses_ The respondents al~o use the Internet 

COITYTlOrlly for ' research and edllGloonal purposes' ( 13. 1%), 'onl ine shoppi.-.g' (1 1.3%) and 

fa- 'ciownioads' ( 10.2%), and to a lesser degree for 'l1ewsgroups' (8,8'%). 

~------~~-~~~---, 

Respondent's Internet Usage 
Analysis of the Trust in e-Commerce Survey 

No_ 01 Resi><>nse5 
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1.3 Respondent's Online Buying Behaviour 

1.3.1 Percentage of Respondents who have Shopped Online 

The diagram belCM' indicates that approximately 6 out of: 10 respondents, or almost (j()<>/o, 

ha\l€ not yet shvpped Ctl the Intefllet (79 rL'SpCtldcntsl_ On the other hand, 41% of the 

respondents stJted that they have alrmdy shoppL'd 00 the Inl","net (55 respondents). Given 

that the number of ~Ie who have already shopped 00 the lnterr>et is srnill l in absUlite 

terms, the fir.dings aM interpretatiC>'lS regarding C>'l line shopping should be applied with 

care_ Comparing th .. >se fk)ures with other South African lnternet research, the proportion of: 

Internet users who have already shopped oo line seems higher than in other studies_ 

Correlation ar.d correspct1dence analysis betwCCll the variables 'have pvrch<l><;d' and 'have 

trust in e-ConT11erce' (~d not re\l€aI a statistica lly signifICant rL'lation,hip_ In othef V>'Cl'"dS, 

futth .. y statist>ral ar\Jlysi~ could not reveal thaI if p<-'Opi<' stah.'d they have trust in 

e-COIlYTlerce thf'Y also tend to pUrchase gorxls or services on the lnternet, and likewise if 

they state they do not have trust in e-Corrrnerce they tend not to purchase gocds or 

services on the Internet (»ease refer to output tile 'correiatiOlls.xfs'), For an in-depth 

statistical analysis ci the 'have purchased Ctlline' variable and its relationsh ip to the build ing 

blocks of trust in e-Commerce ar.d other variables please refer to section 5.4.4. 

Percentage of Respondents Who Have Shoped Online 
Analysis of the Trust in e-Commerce Survey 

""," Not She.,...., OnIon. 
".o-k 

Hav", S~opped Onl;"" 
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1.3,2 Products Most Frequently Purchased on the Internet 

Of the 134 re'iponcjO'lts who provided information, 55 have already shopped on the Internet 

and 19 have net yet shopP'-->d COl t.he InK..-net. The diagram bdow d~picts the proc1L..cts the 

respondents mainly purchase mlill('. Cornb in ing th~ top tllree cate900es 'OOoks', 'clothing' 

and 'COS' they account alreddy for more than 50% of the resDOOd<-'11t\ tOlilI COll inc 

p<;rchCl5es. The findings of the online product pu rch~se C<Jtegorie; are in line with other 

South African Internet research ~boot the Il"ICht frequently purchased goods on the Internet. 

Products Most Frequently Purchased on the Net 
Analysis of the Trust in e-Commerce Survey 

H • • lth .-. 
L Clot~ing 

.. CD • 

• Software 

iIIo Electronics 
iii SpOrts 

iii DVD5 

iii Health 

1.3.3 Services Most Frequently Consumed on the Internet 

Likewise, for SL'rViccs cctlsumed on the Internet, t he answers ci the 55 respondents who 

ha~ already shopped on the Internet are presented, However the findings should ~ Iso b<! 

treated carehilly, due to the fact that the absolute number of respcmlents who h~ve a lre~dy 

shopped on the I nternet is relatively smiJlI, The top servi(J.'S consumed on the Internet are 

'travel' services (23,2%) and 'online banking' services (22,0%), closely foliowL>d by Gt1 line 

'magazine subscriptions' (19.5%), Aga in, the findings of the on line service p<;rchase 
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categories con fcrm with other South Al ri wn I nternet research aoout oo linc coosumptloo 

patterns. 

Services Most Frequently Consumed on the Net 
Analysis of the Trust in e-Commerce Survey 

","'""'" 1J .~. 

III Tr3vel 
:- I Online D3nking 
.. Magazine Subs_ 

.. In.ur. nc~ 

.. Car Rent~1 
101 M<lv,,, I Th,,3\,c 
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1.3.4 Frequency of Online Shopping 

The diagram btclCWY illdic.ates that just: 0I0'i.-'f two th irdS of al l rl.-'Spondents (68.3%) purchase 

goo:ls IT services on t he Irttern et 'less than once a mmth'. A fifth (21.7%) purchase up to 

5 times per m<;>nth, and 6.7'1'0 purchase up to 10 t imes per rnonth goods alld selVices from 

the JnterrJI.-'t Only a smal l pr{{'Crticn (3.3%) 0/ the respondents purchase g<XXJs and 

5I.'lViCl.-'S 'rnore than 10 times' per month. Ttl<:' reS(I]rch suggests that in general South 

Africans 5hop with mcd<..>ratioo Dr! the Internet. Fa- an in-depth statist ica l analysis of the 

'ool ine shcpping frequency' varia~e alld its relatiooship to the bui lding ~ocks of trust in 

e-Cornmerce alld d;her va riables pkcase refer to scctioo 5.4.4. 

, 
21 ro. 

Frequency of Online Shopping 
Analysis of the Trust in e-Commerce Survey 

c ''';''::~ ,~ 
6/1.3'1. 

III less than 1 pm 
1_5 pm 

iii ~_1O pm 

.. more than 10 pm 
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1,3,5 Reasons for Shopping Online 

The table bclcMt in dicat~ that the majority of the r~pondents sr.ap on the IntL'rnet, 

t.:-c:<,use tilCy perceive prOOlJdS to bc I"ss "xpensive (better prices', 22.2%) than in 'ctfline' 

stc.es, they feel that 0/1 the Internet products are more up-to-date (latest prooucts', 

21.5%) and it is a 'cooV\.'f1ient' W"," to shq:o (20.8%). Additi Gt1~ lIy, p..;opIc sr.ap ool ine, 

tJecal/Se the Internet gives them a 'greater variety' of prooucts (14.6%) to c.ho::Jse from, Jnd 

they purchase 'gifts with delfvery to someone else' (13.90/0). A smal l portion of the 

respondents stated that they shop on the Internet, because certain 'prodLrts are ooly 

available online' (6.9%). The res-lx;mjent's answers are in line with other South African 

Internet research findings. 

Reasons for Shopping Online 
Analysis of the Trust In e-Commerce Survey 

better "",.. 

more convenient 

greater variety 

gift purchase 

only available on 

No. of Re5ponses 
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1.3.6 Criteria for Choosing an Online Retailer 

Among the respondents, the two most important d ements for choo5lng an OIl line re~ ler 

are the assurilllce that OIl line retailers 'have physica l stcrcs' (20.1)"/,,), and that they have 

'strong privacy pd icies' (19.4%). Other stroog ~ements indude 'gcx;d reputation' (17.1% ), 

the fild: that a retailer was ' used before' (15.9% ), a 'recommcndatioo from fr iends' ( 14.7%), 

and 'affi liatioos' of a particular on line retailer to cther trustworthy crganisations (12.9"m ). 

These find ings 5lIggest that onl ine shc:ppers seek assurance f rom other sources (e.g. 

physica l sta-es or recommendations) when choosing to do business with a partk:u lar on li ne 

retailer. 

Criteria for Chosing an Online Retaiter 
Analysis of the Trust in a·Commerce Survey 

have ph}'1'Ocal $tor.,. 

stronll privacy polOc ies 

good reputat ion 

used them bcfor~ 

'ecommended 

affi li ations ------, 
" No. of Responses 
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1.3.1 Concerns Dealing with Online Retailers 

The d iagram be l()'.'l indicates that. the t.hree predOO1inant concerns onlme >hoppers have are 

',;e(.urity coocerns' (23 .8%), CUlcerns aboul 'priv''':y protEction' (2.1.9%), and "fulfi lment 

concerns' (2.0,~%) . Coocems about 'credit Ci, ,-d' p"yment wilen dealing with an online 

rL'Iil iler and coocernS about 'inccrred: billing' are rather maJerate concerns. Furthermore, 

resfX)fldents stat!.-"" that they 'never h,ld any cooC'-'rns' dealing witll '''' on line rela, ler 

(13 responses, 0: 86% 0( i1 11 responses), These fi ndings coofi rm that security, privacy and 

fu lf ilment issues are front of mind cf Internet shoppers who are clea lir>g with on line retailers . 

Concerns Dealing with an Online Retailer 
Analysis of the Trust in e-Commerce Survey 

s ecurity concerns 

l ulfimcn\ concerns 

cred it c~rd concerns 

incorrect tMl lin .. 

'"0 COnCernS 
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1.3.8 Onrne Shopping Problems Experienced 

The majority of the resj::orldents indicated that they have 'not experienced any prob lems yet' 

shopping on lire (24.5%). Ccmmoo Ctll ine shopping problems i nclu~: 'longer than stat<XJ 

~Iivery times' of "hysica l goods (18.9'%), 'receiving junk mail' alter the c..-cler (15,1%), 

'receiving wrQO:] products' (13 .2%), and being charged an 'incorrect amount' (11.3%). 

Some respondents ~50 st<Jtl'd that they had 'prob/l>rns with prodlJd::5 returns ' (8.5%) and 

that there were 'additional fees and s.u rcharges' Uley were rid: aware 01 (8 .5% ). Correlatioos 

and corresp::>nde-nce ana ly.-.s between the var iables 'Oll'ne >hopping problems exoefletlced' 

and 'have trust' did not reveal a stati ~ka lly slgnifICant rC~Jtion5hip. In ether words, further 

5I:ati5l:ical analysis could not reveal that if peoo~ state they have e~pe rlenced problems 

:;hopping on the lnternet they tend to have rro trust in e·Commerce, whereas in ca ses where 

resjX>ndents have not experienced problem; shoPPing on t~ l nternd t~y ternJ to have 

trust in e-Ccmmerc.e (please refer to output f ile' correlatklrls. >:is'). 

Online Shopping Problems Experienced 
Analysis of the Trust in e-Commerce Survey 

del ivery took I 

received ji·" ~::::: 
wrong products r' 

incorrect amount 

probl ems with returns 

i i 

No. of Responses 
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1.3.9 Reasons for Not Shopping Online 

The sirqle rrost important rev501 why people do not shop rnlil1e, de<;pite haVllrg ilCCes, to 

the Intc.-rnet, ha~ to do With a lad of credit ca rd owncrship. Tnere we-re 69 resprnscs 

(30,Wlo) indicating that the rea$OO fa net ~hqJping oolinc, is due to the fact tnat the 

respordents 'do not have a credit card'. Another important factor for not 'iloppirq oo linc i~ 

the l;)Ck 01 Wrqible elements that accomp<lny shopping, such as ·Iike to ~ and touch 

before I buy' (19.2%), Giving 'crm,t card d,:.-t:ails' to complete an oo line tran5ildim and 

general 'security' were equally perceived moderately important reasons for not shopping 

online (12.5%), closely loI lcwed by the reSp:xldent's Ia<:k 01 assurance abcMJt 'product 

returns and recourse' (10.7%). Only a few respondents indicated that they do not shop 

OIl llne, because thcy are 'not able to fi nd what \() t>uy' (4.9"'['), 

Reasons for Not Shopping Online 
Analysis of the Trust i n a·Commerce Survey 

"" 

wOrrie d aboul 

not Sure 01 " 

not 5 ure aboul 

" 
can't find 

o 10 20 30 .0 W 60 70 80 

No. of R""pon$e$ 
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1.3. 10 Reasons to Start Shopping Online 

The diagram below indicates thot of the respondents who hove oot yet shqJped on the 

Internet the top reasrns to start shopping online are: 'better Intemet security and privacy" 

{18.2%}, 'free delivery' of gocds {16.9%} and an affil iation of an online reb ler to 'physical 

stores' {15.3%}. Moderately important reason to start shoppillg online inclooe: 'better and 

easier navigation' through Web site~ {13.8}, 'secure paymen t" met:ho:.:ls (13.6%), and 'free 

proouct returns' (ll.9"k). There were less respon~es indicating that provid ing more 'detailed 

informatioo' (9 ,3%) would be an important rcason for people to start shopping onl ine 

Reasons to Start Shopping Online 
AnalySis of the Trust in e-Commerce Survey 

bett~r security I priv3CY 

Ii r 

phys ical stores 

belt", r'l.""ig 3IiOO 

detaile<1 i 

o 10 20 30 40 50 

No. of Responsg~ 

fl llJ'" 53: R.",,,,,, to Starl 5mWlr" Onl " . 

"" 
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1.4 Respondents Perception of Trust in e-Commerce 

1.4.1 Respondent's Overall Perception of Trust in e-Commerce 

Of all the respondent-;, .l Imo>!; th r~'C quarters (73.30/0) indicated that in general they have 

trust in e-Ccmmorce. Ccrnparing this figure to other loca l and intt.'rr..ltiooal research Set.'fllS 

ClVl.>rstated and lhl.lS thi, fact should be aDpliL'CI with alle when rruking interpretations and 

drawirlg wndusions. For ~n in·depth statistica l allil lys is e>I the 'trust' variab le arnJ its 

relationship to the build ing blocks of t rust in e"Ccrnrll€rce and other vari a~es please refer to 

section 5.4.4, 

Respondent's General 'Trust' Perception 
Analysis of the Trust in e-Commerce Survey 

NoT,"""EC 

Yo" T, " "' ;, EC " .,,, 
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1.4.2 Responses to the Building Blocks of Trust in e-Commerce 

The following sect ion deals \'nth the general building blocks of trust in e-Commerce. These 

arc the same bu ilding ~ocks, vmich were presClltcd to the industry experts during the in-

depth interviews, although in addition the industry experts rated the building blocks on the 

ba~s of the ir underlying factors . It should be noted that the fu lfi lment building !llock is 

extended into 2. separate !llocks, number 5 and number 10, to capture rekvant info rmation 

from the consumer's point of view. Hence, in this analysis there appear 10 building blocks, 

,IS there are VNO separate queo;tions dealing with the fulfilment building block. The 

respondents were asked to merely irodicate the importance tr.:cy associate with the general 

building blocks, in the context of trust in e-Commerce. The instruction was to score the 

factors (i.e. building !l locks) on their importance in creating trust in e-Commerce on a five 

point rilUng scale, ranging from 'Not important at al l' (1) to 'Very Important or Essential' 

(5).The resu lts are presented in a ta!J le format, in which majority responses have !leen 

highlighted . Additionally, a weighted average for each building block has ocen calculated to 

illust rate the rela tive position of !Juilding blocks on the five point importance s.cale. Figure 57 

on page 189, depicts each building block' .. po .. ition on the importance scale graphically. 

• Building BIDck 1: Appealing Web Site Oesign 

I-~:~Ii~~ ~~~. 
: Site De5i9n 
: l'I,ave 3.71 

P~r(~nt 

Not Imp. 
at all 

" 
2.9% 

------,----c----:--,--------::---:-, 
Not too Moderately Important Very Imp. 

Important Important E,..ential 

7K.7% 
" 

42.6% 

For the majority of the respondents, appealing Web site design IS an Importa nt bUilding 

~ock (42..6%) for creating and developing tru .. t in e-CO!nmerce (weighted average 

score. 3.71). 
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• Building Block 2: £05y Navi!}<lt iOn through Web Si te 

No t Imp. Not too Modera t~ ly 
Import."! 

Very Imp. 
At all Imporbn' Important fssenti~1 

, 
Rl:!>!x",....,~ 0 0 " " " --. , 

;;;;;;;;-.. J , I)"~ 6.1'\', l8W, 40.0 .'" 34.8% j 
rcgaN:lcd as important (40.0%) and very important (34.8%) for creating 

and devt!loplng lrust in c-COmmcrcc (weiqhted average score: 4.03). 

• Building Block J : Effective SeclJrity Technology 

Not Imp. 
at all 

No t IOU 
Imp~rt~n t 

Importllnt 'Ierv Imp. 
E,..""t,al 

Important building block for creating and d~oplng trusl in e·COmmcrcc {weiqhted average 

score: 4.32). 

• Building Block 4: Internet Ret'lifer Brand and Reputation 

. , . 
Not Imp. N ot 100 Modcr~tely 

8' Rnd Impott>nt Very Imp. 

Re ~tltlon 
At all ImPOltilM Im ll°r1.ont Essentln l --w,av~-l."" 

"."'''~ 
, " '" " " 

"""" '''" 7.4"" 20.5% 

To create and develop trust in e<ommCf\:C. an Internet reta iler's 

COllSidere:l an Important (39.7%) and very Impor1ant (J1.6%) bUilding blod< for most 

respondents (weighted average S(ore: 3.94). 
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• Building Block 5 : Uso of Believable Seals of Approval 

I 
+ Not Imp. Nottoo Mod er a tely Very Imp. 

Seals 01 
at all Inlport~nt Important 

Important 
Essentia l , 

• ' W • , . ---. -.-
w,ave 3,')7 

Reopu'10e5 , 
" " " " ---

Percem 1.5% 3.7% ns% 40.4% 31.6% 

- - - • -r-o r the majority of thE r~~nde nts us:nq brl lrvablr Si.il ls of approval IS an Import~nt 

(40.4%) and very important (31.6%) buildinq block for crl'atinq and developing trust in 

('-Commerce (weig hted average score: 3 <J 7). 

• Duilding Block 6: Correct Delivery and Billin9 (Fulfilment) 

Mod e rate ly Very I mp. 

L.~~~~========~====:==::=:=~ __ I ___ 'moo_rt_=._", __ ~ __ '~m~oo~rt='="=' ====='~"~'"~'~; '~':=: I j ~ 40 80 

11.00/, 29 .4'\'0 58.8% 

Fulfilment, lI1c1udlnq corrcxt ddiwry and bi lling, IS considered very important (58.8%) and 

important (29.4%) for most respondents for creMing and drvr lopinq trust in e-Commerce 

(weightrd avC'ra qC' score : 4.46). 

• BlIilding Block 7 : Privacy and Protection ofClIstomer Information 

I 

- , - , -I 
Privacy Not Imp. Not too Moderately Important 

Very Imp. 
~t ~II Important Important E'i4enti~ 1 

" 
Protection .. .. -..... _ . . -.. --, ... . aye 4.54 

, '-= " 
, , , W '" - . - --

I Percent O.rf /o 5.1')1, 2.9% 117% 77.2% , For th" vast majority of the res~ndents (77."2 fa), prIVary and protertion of customer 

• information is considered a wry im~rtant buildinq block for creating and developing trust in 

e·Commerce (weiqhted avrraqr srorr. 4.64). 
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I 
• 

l~G 

• Building Block 8: Secure Payment Methods 

. , . 
Not Imp. Not too Mod"'~tely Very Imp. 

Secure Important 
at all Important Important ~ssential 

Payment .. -
w.i<ve=L.L2 

-- .. 

Respomes • , ;n 18 " .. 

Percent <.9', 3.7% 7.4 % ;'G.b% 65.4% 

Secure payment meltxlds for creating and developing trust In e-Commerce IS a very 

importimt building block for most respondents (weighted average score: 4.42). 

• Building Block 9: local laws to Regulate Online Shoppin9 
. -.-_. _. __ ·0 .. 

. , , 
Not Imp. Not too Moderately 

legislation 
at all Important Important 

1 0 Reg,,'atio~ _ 1-.-
I w."ve 3.B9 ... . 

Important 

Pespoil= , 
" ;5 

Very Imp. 
Es""ntial 

Perce nt l.5°' 1;.0", 11.0" , 41.2% 35.3"10 
. .. 

For creating and developing trust In e-Commerce, local laws to regu late onl ine shopping is 

considered an important (41.2%) iJnd a very important (3S.3%) build ing block by most 

respondents (\veighted iJVeragc score: 3.89). 

• Building Block 10: Customer Recourse and Return Policies (Fulfilment) 

- 10-
Return and 
Recourse 

w.ave- 4.07 

Not Imp. 
~t all 

, 

Not too 
Important 

• - , 

MOderately 
Import~nt 

Very Imp. 
Important Essential 

n .L- " " 

, 
, , 

R;>Sf.'.}n'.es 

Perc~nt 

For the majority of the respondents, customer 
15.1% I n.4"'" -.cc'ccc,'c"·"%"i'=o-

rl'cours.e and return polic ies are considered 

important (32.4%) and very important (44.1%) bui!ding blocks fo r creating and developing 

trust in e-Com merce (we'ghted iJverage score: 4.07) . 
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1.4.3 The Bu'lding Blocks Graphically depicted on the Importance Scale 

The information collected about the gerteral building ~ocks of trust has been consolidated 

into the diagram below. The diagram depicts each building block's relative position on the 

five point rating scale: from net import,mt at ilI l (1) to very imp::rtant I essen~al (5). The 

buikl ing blocks were plotted on the importance sca le diagram on the basis d their weighted 

average score. The diagr;rn indicates that the most important building blocks of trust in 

e-Cornmerce are: privilCY protection, fu lfilment, and gener", Internet 5(;curity (including 

secure payment t'I"lethoos). Th is is in lirte with the firKlings frem the in--depth inten:iews, 

wtwre the bl.ildin<;lS blocks of trust in e, Cornmerce, in the crder of their importance <Ire: 

(1) privacy, (2) security <lnd (3) fulfilment. 

v~..., ltnpatt.ont 

• 

Importont ______ .. ____ -. 

• 
Moderat e ly 
Important 

· ·· c'-----

•• 
Ful~~mcnt 

.,-s""",re-'~y""'nr----< 
Scci ' ily 

..,-----

::VCi;~~i~~ 
.. _ _ Re-gulalion 

Scal.ofiA pproval 

Brand I R~ put"tion 

, .• 
Web Sit: Design 

, .• -----~ 

the bJi (1 ir 'l bklCl" of 
trust i, " Comm","c" 
were po ttoc on t~ o 
I po fl ( ",,;>ort.nee 
sea", 00 II", b1lSis 
ci ll;e ~ "''''lI lt '''"' 

, vcr, \/" ""oro 
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1.4.4 Further Statistical Analysis of the Building Blocks of Trust 

The previous section has indicated the relative importance of each bui lding block for 

• creating and dev~op i ng trust in e-Commerce on the basis of analysing frequency counts and 

weighted averages. In this section the ass.ociations and relations/1ips between the individual 

building blocks and other vJr iabl~ are investigated. Therefore, in this section further in-

depth st~tistica l cnalyses of the building block; of trust in e-G:lmmerce are performed, which 

include cross taDulations. correspondence analysis and d i~ri minant analYSIs 

Discriminant Analysis: Trust in e-Commerce tlnd the general Building Blocks 

A discriminant ana lys is was performed on the general bUilding blocks of trust in e-Commerce 

and the trust variab le (i,e, 'Do you generally trust Web sites and Internet retailers'). 

Discriminant analysis is a technique that helps to kJentify variables which best dlscnminate 

between objects from different groups. The purpose of th is analysis is to investigate which 

bui lding blocks are useful disu iminators between respondents 'Nho stated they have trust in 

e-Commerce and those respondents who stated they do not have trust in e-Commerce_ The 

grouping variable is 't rust in e-Commerce' with the possible two responses 'yes ' and 'no', 

The independent variables arc the ten building blocks with the possible importance rating 

scores, ranging from 'not important at all' (1) to 'very important or essential' (5). The 

forward stepwise method was used in the di~riminant analysis (wi th an F to enter value of 

3.99): 

Of the 10 general building blocks of trust in e-Commerce there were 5 variab les ! bui lding 

blocks found to be significant discriminators, namely: 
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(\k< flliliAive Researcl1 

Building Block 1: 

Building Block 2: 

Building Block 3: 

Building Block 5: 

Building Block 6: 

Bui ldi ng Block 9: 

Appealinq Web site design (at step 2) 

Easy Il avi ~ation through Web site (a t step 6) 

Effective security tech noloqy (at step 4) 

Usc of believable seals of approva l (at step 5) 

Correct d~ i very and billing (Fulfilment) (at step 1) 

Local laws to regulate online shopping (at step 3) 

The discriminant function is: 

Z = 0.405 - 0.753*(BB1) - 0.495*(BB2) - 0.435*(BB3) + 0.508*(BB5)-

0.718*(B66)"'" 0.521*(669) 

The result of the discriminant analysis is that if people a~s ign ranks, from one to five, to the 

variab les / bui ldirlg blocks, which were identified as significant discrim inators, it carl be 

determined if they are likely to haw trust in e-Commerce or not. Cross tabulations bdwee r"l 

the buildirlg blocks and the grouping variable (have / have rlot trust irl e-Commerce) 

revealed that if respondents assigned ·higher' ranks, i.e. four (importarlt) or five (very 

importarlt / essential ), they tend to have trust irl e-Commerce (please refer to the statistical 

output cOrltairled on the CD Rom, output files bb 'IS trust.xls) . The discrimination model is a 

good model, ,1S 85.8% of all cases were correctly claSsified. Furthermore, the model is 

statistically sigrl itkarlt, because the p level i~ 5ma ller than 0.05 (p=O.OOOOl). The output fi le 

is 'bb discr iminant.xls' on the endos.ed CD Rom, which contairls all the re levant sta ti sfl(:a l 

ir"lformation . 
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Cross Tabulations and Con('spondence Analvsis of the general Bu·lding Blocks 

FurthErmore, cross tabulations and corr('~[J onderx(' analyses were perf ormed to invest lg,l te 

thE existencE arxJ nature of ~S5ociations and relatiol1ships bEtween the building blocks of 

trust il1 e-CommerCE and other key variabli'S. In ri'l ation to the general bui lding blocks, th(' 

fol lowing seven variables are analysed : 

(1) Do you g('nerally t rust 'Neb sites arKJ online ret.) ilers (variabl(': Trust) 

(2) Have you purchased goods or sErvices :rom the Il1ternet yet (vari,lole: Hav(' 

purchased) 

(3) How often do you purchase good~ or serv ic('s from the Nel (variable: How often) 

(4) How 10l1g have you bEEn using the I l1ternet (v ~riab l e: How long) 

• Po,~ I."" "",werS: le_",'l"Ia " 1 year, 1-2 years, 2-4 yeo rs, mo;c thO" 4 yo"" 

(5) G('nd('r (variai)I(': GEnder) 

• f\,'",~e "n',we,,: 'em"le , male 

(6) Irxorne (variab le : Tncom(') 

(7) Age (variable : Age) 

• Po,-,,:t> o "nSlVC'r'; 'leX"'" 21\ 20~" .'J.\ 3J to 40, 40 to 50., Q',er 50 yo"r< 
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Q"""tit,,tivc RCSN'Cil 

The findillgs of the cOITespondence an~. l ysis ~'Ild uoss tabula"ions are p.esented in :he 

t~.bles below. For more inromation, the statistical out;lU t fi les a.e listed ill the last l~umn or 

ea[h table ~'nd arl' cOflt~'ined on thl' l'n[iOSC'd CD Rom , This in-depth analysis investiqates 

which of til(' S('ven identified variables have an associatioll 01" .-e lationship to each of the 

bui lding blocks of trJst in l'-Cornml'rce, The infon:latiOIl frm:l the tables is cons~idated and 

bridly SlJr:lr:lariSC'd in thl' 'cond..Jding rl'marks of the in-depth statistical analysis of the 

b~ i : dillg blocks'. 

• Building Block 1: Appealing Web Site Design 

Variable 

, , . ., output fi l.. I .......... 
," ,,, 

Btl YS trllst,';'; 
" 

'" ,,~ =, , 
(p=Q,002) (Jpply Hn"" oft"" bb 1. vs how often.xls 

Ye, 
(p_0007) How kong obi vs how :OI1Q ,xls 

Bbi vs gend er.xls 

Gb l YS il>::ome.xl, 

B~ l i I I [lbl vs ","~.xl, 
3Q.II!:2."P, ,Wl : 
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• Building Block 2: Easy Navigation through Web Site 

Varia '" 
Tru 

r- " ... 

chescd 

How oft ," 

00, 

" 

lnmm , 

i A5sod. tiOn 0< 
Relationship 

IIrief [lcsr;ription 
or lII" aning to BB 2 

- ~- ---.--

! 

" , (p =8.122) -

" ... 
(D - 8.283) 

For r~>derKs 1"1110 sl1·.", ~bou t 5 " 
y"" 

W tomcs , ="' orOi n~, "eo , 
(p4M) 

mc"krotdl" ""parton! (Wy with , 
(a~oo 0' therc " re ooly few lnterrti 
shqlpers) _ -

I y~, '" cx pcticr1ccd l nt~rnct Uscf', I.C, 

I 
(p- 8.811) more tho n 4 year, "' ir>;) the Internet, 

~ ----~~-

_ Jl[)l i, 001 very important 

i 
", Frr both femo'" ~OO male r~spood~nt', 

(p=().OO5) llB£.i' m portl ntto '1erY--'l1.ortlnt 

'" resporn1 ~rl:s bciooYIf".g ro ' ~cr 
y"" 

IrKom~ group', I.C, bs thon , '''' , eo" , "0 rnp~rtl nl, " h.-j1cr 

, 

(p-8.CIl3) IrK ome g-Ollp', , . m", thon Rfl., i 
I 

~B2 i, not ve " "" " ---- -- _JQ:_8 .. J1fl 

• Building Block 3; Effective Security Technology 

AMO(;(atiOn or 
!.rid' DeKriptin" 

V~ ri. ble Rf!Iation~hip 

to 1111 J 
or lIIu ning 

T "J ot I " ... 
(p=H69) 

y", '" res r;Qr){ients ,., ~~ ~ y~t 

Ho'l~ purchescd , 
( p = ~.OO7) 

pUfchoood OO llf;:', "m ;, i mport~nt t" 
.~ ,m rt"nl 

How cft~" '" ... 
( p = ~ _ 2S4) 

How 1'0", " I (p-8.173) 
... 

---- -- -
Gcnd..-

, " (jl=O.W5) 
. . . 

- -- ... --
lr", .. ne ~ 

(p- O.Wll 

,~ "' (p - O_ 195) -- ~ 

1% 

~ , 
Output f il<! j 

[lb2 v, trlJ5l:.xls 

~b2 V5 mve purchased.xl, 
._. 

Bbl \IS how ofteru ls , 

8b2 'IS h"'" lo-r>g .xls 

~---

Bbl \IS gerder.xt. 

Bb2 v, mco;nc ., ls 

[lb2 v, "ge,xl, 

Output Iile 
_., ......... 

-.-.~ 

Bb3 \IS t""t.xis 

8b3 \IS 11a"" purd"",iI.xls 

Elb.l vs I""" '.lIt:e-ru ls 
~ ... ~ 

Ob3 v, how "!>C.xl, 

Bb3 vs genil ."-, ,,I, 

~b3 \IS irKome ,xis 

Bb3" "",,_,I, 
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• Building Block 4: Internet Retaifer Brand and Reputation 

r------"M"-~' iation Of' 

Rel~t>onshjp 

f::=======::-__ to BB 4 . 

r '0 
(?=O,721) 

" (p=O.58'}) 

" (~=0,511J 

Brief Description 
or Meanin~ 

. . 

'" ,-_,_"_,,_m-,,' ___ ~ ""c--o, 171 ) __ + 
I No 

. . . 

. -

C"'n~~ ____ (p=O,085) 

Aye 

,,, 
(:> · 0,020) 

" (p_~'LO~:iL 

<lents belong in g '0 ~.~ 
(Jups, i.e. .,' ~o , 10k, 
porta fl t, '" hgy,r "",orne 

ret respon 
"" 011e <]r 

B[J4 '" im 
91''''-0' . . e_ 
yer/ impo:rl 

rrd 'e ,,~ ~3~, '"' '" nct 
ani 

. .. 

-----,--

• Building Block 5: Use of Believable Seals of Approval 

Variable 

Have f'Urrruse<l 

i,owoften 

HOI'. !ong 

, ~ 

Relat>onship 
to BB 5 

Brief 

"' 
; , 
, 

. 
Output fil" 

B:A V5 tru sI.Xls 
--- - -

Elb4 "" i'k,"e PLJ"l1a,,,,d_~!$ 

Bb4 v,; ro w 01"'.er" , 1, 

R,A "" how long"I " 

flIA"s yendeuls 

Elb4 v, ir.:onle, ' 1s 

B,,4 v" aye ,,,, 

Output file 

Elb5", r.coolc,x ls 
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• Building Block 6; Correct Oelivery and Billing (Fulfilment) 

Var iable 

Geedc r 

Incc-mc 

. -'- - '~~ 

Brief De~ctiption 

toB85 . __ 

I\ssoci~tl on 0' 1 
Relationship 

0.- Meaning 
. _ ... ..... - . . --_._.-

Yes f-o r "~-{):J '"k,-t' 0", ot"led "., ,", ',e 
(p-O,()()Sj_ , t,,' tin C-CC<11mCrCe AFl6 ;,; im- ..-t "nl 

Ye' 
(p- O,GGG) 

'0 
039 1 

(p=o,ZSS) 

Y;>s 
(J_O.()o'3) 

~ "'IxH.bll ' wh<, I'"'ie '";( yet 
dlJ5Cd 

cor 
~, 

.. cry 
lo r 
I:m" 
I', 
'ow 

od ne, "~ 
, ImOC<t"nt " Imp:>rlilrt 

rC"S"""o...--nt, wt)J oro, "bc<.:t , ro , 
.~ " month onl r c, M " imOC<t"nt 

" w:t ', c" l a _ 0> there ore co, 
Illte"",t s~rs) 

... 

_. 
, , . 

... 

I.", '" 
,,, ,,0 '"' grOU J, BB5 " ~dllt, ",,,I fr;r "" ,,0 ,,, ,,0 ~ 

ll~~ i, rn<J-Ck,,"tciy irrv..-t.,-·., Ue'-

Output me 

~bS " , trust, l, 

Bb6", ,",'ie ,,,;chaS€>J.xl, 

[)b6 .. , how oftc--nA, 

, nb6 vs how "n'l,xl, 
... 

Ilb6" 'l---"'oocu ls 

~b6"5 rncOOl',A, 

Db<; ',', "'!CA' 

. . 

• Building Block 7; Privacy and Protection of Customer Information 

.. . 
Associ.tion Or 

"'" riabl., R ..t atlon~hip 

to BB 1 

. 

,-
Trest (0 _ 0 _017) , 

I-'J .. c p.;rchJs-..od 
Ye, 

(,,~r. . OO1) 

" How often 
(p -G,061) 

... 
8rl~f Description 

or M~"ni ng 
. 

re<" '''''' :')[-.do::;11' wi", 5:2 led 
trust ie c-Cc-rr.-ncrcc , 8B7 ., 

to "C, im ..-t"nt 
Fr" re, ,,,,,,den:s "'>0 h""" 
purcl,o,,-od ~n_l r c t\t:l7 15 

Ihey I, ave 
pc-rtar_! "" 

00 

illl 

Output fi l ~ 

Bb7 vs how r;(te rnl s 

, 

I 
.I 

" How long (p=C,lr,ll 
... ~bJ"s r.ow u ·.g ., . ',' __ 

~- '" (, _ G_ 171) 
. .. 

. 

Income '" ... 

---_._- . (p=C.035) 
tfJJ"" inc~.xl, 

ft.Y" 
,0 ... 

(p-C-.3W 
Bb7 '<S 09<' .>d s 
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• Building Block 8: Secure Payment Methods 

-- - - ----
Association or Brief Description ; 

Variable Rel~tionship 
or Meaning 

Output file 
to 118 8 

TrU'i Yes " tespond e<"(s who ~"ted they have 
BbU v, trest.xl, 

- (~ -D OO 1) trust in €-Comrrace, BElS i, i mporl~nt 

Hov~ plircho';coj " BuS v, ho"" purchoso:J.xl, 
(p~D . B('o) 

--

'" resp<Jr>Jenl< c-m ,~, less thon ' , 
<m:;e " ,,,,,nih "·,,Iitle, """ 1'; very , 

How often ", i,nporte rt, '" rcop<rn rnts ,ooppng 
Bil8 vs how OIlen .xls 

(p=Oool) 
, 
~,~ 10 timc, p.m. on llnc, BB~ is 
ca imput"nt I''''' \'i {h caut"n . ; 
there ate on~ f~ Im""",t c.hoppff') I 

'1<JW I""," 
~ BbB v, how "'>:).xls -

- (p=0.103) 
i, I - -- - -

Ger>jer 
,. '" ma lc rCspJndcnts, """ Bb8 v', gende<.<ls 

(p=0.008) . important ---

'" rCspJrxk:nts tet>ng ng " km~r : 

'1',,"" 
n:::o,nc group;, I.c. b , ,,~ , ,~, 

Itx:ome (p- O,OO7) 
BB5 is impoltant to vif'( impo<t:ert, for BW~, ioce>mc.xls 
I", ov~r 

, 
'" group, ,~ , 

- _ mcde .. "tely importart 

I 

------------ --

'" 
~ 

Bil8 vs '9=.xls ___ (~_:_9_,9~ZL ___ -

- ------_ .... - --- -

• Building Block 9: Local Laws to Regulate Online Shopping 

va~~b:J-A:~:~:_~_i:r 
-

lIrief Description 
o.-Muning 

, 

OUtput file 

----I 
- - --- -

Ye<, 
!,<" ,e5jxmderts who ',Idted '" h,,,e , 

Tf\.,t 
(p~ O.OJJ) 

, tr\.,t in e-CmnrT""rce, 'ffi IS Imwrl"m 

---- to ~ery 'rrv:<lilm 
Bb9 'IS trest.xl, 

'" cor rC5p<m:J rnt, who hov~d ,. ,~ I-iwe PUtchil5ed 
C - 0-(0)) \Jf{:h .. oaf on li ne BB9 I', 1m \l 

\'5 have pllrchosed.xis 

For resjlOlxf em, ",tlO shc<D atlout 1 to 5 

HO"o"Iorren '" ' times a JOOmh an i t"', 689 is im~to nt 
(p=O. OO~) (apply 'N t h co"ti"" " thcr~ Me ""Iy , 

Bb9 V5 how oItrn.xls 

Iev-.' Int~m::'t '~'l 
FDt les', exp",iel coo Inter"et "'.er',, i.e, ,. ",c,s Ih"n , yearS 

~"' 
,o. Int",net, 

H<JW kmg (p=O,OOl) SSo is Imporl ...,t. for "xl""ietx:"d "_', 
I.e. trJ()r'e I'Mn 4 year" ""' " tnlXleriilei im ~"'lt 

Sb9 y, how "ng.xl, 

,~ '" t'en1ille respJlxf ent5 "'0 " vct)' 
Getxfer (p-0,002) Iml>Jrtdnt, for mal" 'e5j>JI-.:letn , BEl') i, 

--------- ---- 'Impo,tant - -_ .. -- --
Ye, '" rC5p:Jr>::k:nt, t;.e"rqng " k",,"f 

ltx:omc 
(p~O . OO8) 

io::o,nc gr<JU!l', i.c, Ic," then K ok, SS9 
__ l~!~tctl 

h>' 
., 

(p-O.103) 
-

-----
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• Building Block 10: Customer Recourse and Return Policies 

Va ri a ble 

Trust 

AssOCla Uon or 
Relationship 

to BB 10 

(p=0,[(4 1 

r~o 

Brief Deseription 
or foIc"nmg 

Fo' """P',n rb' l' W'" have ""t yet 

Output fi le 

p'""cCa',,,lI e;' ine, BB10 i, i~w l 'nt To %10 v,; I,"ve I"-'ccl,"c,,,d,xl, 
_, _ "'ef}' 1m it, nt 

I 

How ol:er' ~1O ';5 how O/tOil.xIs 
--- "~J"-,O·~;o"LI -c"'"CC;;;;o;;;;C;;CC;;;;;;;wo;-,,;-------~ 

Fo' b,; expe"er>:e<1 J,'ternet '1''''' ', i_e 

How kHl'J 

_ Inc",,", 

~"" 

Ye<, 
(p_O . ~~ : ) 

" (J=OAGGJ 

" (~=0,DG1J 

No 
(p=0,111) 

ie"'; t],an ? )'ea,-. """'J : he [,', erne:, 
tJljJO :'; im[XJit""t, fe;- ~ 
expo"""""," U-""';, I.e . mo'" tI,,-,r, 1 
)'CurS, ~~10 is nat very in)portant 

%10 ';5 irK'oloc.xls 
-- -------c-----j 

BblO '0{5 i}(]C.xls 

Concluding Remarks of the In -Depth Statistical Analysis o f the Building Blocks 

The major f inciings from the in-ciepth statistica l analysis at the general builll ing blocks are 

briefly summa;is.eci in the tab l~ below. Th~ tab le depicts the inoepenllent seven variables 

anci th~ ir relationship and impact on each building block of trust in e-Commerce: 

Variable: Trust Relationship I association with 
build[rn block 

Iq )Calil1g Wcb site ocstn 
Corrcct rJeIi 'icr, and bmrx) 
Privacy ..-od pcotccte;, ClistOme.- d o 

~~ g Secure paym::-rt method, 
~~" Loc<'_la!l~.t0 r.-e,Y"t" or ~ ''e -;r.:q, ny 

1.-- . --. - -Imp.;;:;: 01 nri.ble~" 
building block 

_or ""_'f..::",den!:'; l'lna ,,,,,led :ha: they ","'," "U"" in "-Com,,,e,ce. : he", bo.-'Id iny 
:Jock, '''' gel_al y i "'p:,,~'nl 

Va riabl e; Have RI!I"tion~nip I ~;:so',',.,,",o"";_;W,,''""----'"m;;;;''.cdiOo'fvariable on 
purchased buildin block build ing.block __ 

B~] [/teCIi'!" SCCL'I'lty tccnnoklgy 
[j(J 5 Usc or oclieva~ e 'Cills 01 ""'Pro"ilI 
[j(J 6 Co."rcct de;;',ocr, "nd bW,") 
[j(J 7 :or "acy 000 pcotcct'e;, "",;tome.- d o 
[j(J:J L"co~ lows to ""'l'-,"t" or ;,,,, '; rupp ny 

&I 10 Custcm::-r ,er-.-Ou"" and ,"tu,n k je<, 

fo , "";po"'ier':' 'Ni)" c,lalerl thaT. lI,ey 
","ve not yet ;)lJrc],",,,, Q:Hb "r scr,<:cs 
e;' the Inleenel, l],ec", bo.JikJ: "'l "b cks a re 
,,,,n" ,a ry ;"'Iml",~ 
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Variab l .. , How ll<Ol ationship f ~ .sociation with Impact of va ria ble On 

____ O:."'""'-'m.~~~~;;;~':":;'"~; "~""~~"~ ____ r:::::::::~:bUilding block ----_,1 
88 I i\PIleali,'KJ 'Neb <;i(c deciO " -or rcspo,xlrnts M ''O ,I,o"c t~"t tCry 
881 'Ca',.,. "",, ;:; ab;)111hr"'.<; h Wro ~le shOll all :he Intend 
8B fi Corred cH i'.""Y "",1 1:<11 >)(1 • ie',', ~al1 (1)(,"" ,"'nll" and 110 5 
oB 8 Secure "~y''' e nt ''' el hml> t ime', ~ '"n'1~ lhese " .i lrli " y b", :" , 
JB 9 Lcql b '.' s to reglJl,",~ on ine o;h "PI', ns Me se""",, lIy im :x:.-Ianl 

• 5 to : 0 t,r",,;" rr"nth, th e:" bud,1 cog 
bros:w-e ccnen Iy mO(ler"tely 
'"poi-':c,nt 
"""02 t~" " 10 ;l11es 0 11 0-( 11, tl"-"'" 
bu i:Jiny iJ ",L Jre gc<,erally ,"'l ''''Y 

--------~~~~~"~,------------~ 

Va ri abl", How lo n9 

BB 1 i\P pea"')(1 We!J ,':c (1csi<) 11 
BB) 'Ca ';,- ",,,., ab;) 11 1hro ..., l, Wcb ~Ic 
3B 5 U.'" c/ b.?1" -'Jb" ",ois of ,1 1"",0",,1 
BB g L", 'al Ii",",'., tn r"'Q " Lelc on[~c >I'O,)I' '' c 

38 l~J OJ',lo"e ' reeoc" ,", " "~ rctu r" ooi icic , 

For rt'O{'o rKient" ¥,t-o ,tdted thaI ttx"'/ 
~,W~ hee n lI~ny t ile : ~tcrnet for 

• h',; Ii'" n 1 'r't'" ' , " '1(1 fo, i 10) Y""""'" 
Ille,,", ",' I(l ing bkxk; Me gc -", ro lly 
' "por"~'~t 

• 2;0 1 Y~d" , Irc:e t-u ild in y iJ ':::d :., 
,-.c ce ner,, ;y m:x\::'nltc'Y important 

• rro;c ti'"n 1 \'Cor',;, ~le:,;e bui <I' rlg 
bkxks d"e cene '" y oot vc:y 
'""",-:-T'L .. 

r~ Relationship I -''-ssociat;';';:,with Impact of vari"bl" on 
Variable : Gender 

,~;;;;;;:'"~;"~'";'~_~",:,:::: __ :::::::~'~"~ild:;:ng. blo";'~;;;;-_ _ j 
0';; !\pp~a l iny W~.') s<~e rl esig l1 Tile ,,", ,,", Iciny bkx!<',; M"-ye'", ,, lIy 
JB) F" ,y n""o:;"I>;) " lhro ..., I' Web o,te cq uoLy in1['o,,-"ont /0'- JOtll women ami 
oB <; U:,,, of :>eiie,-at>le "'01., of appro,," me n 
3B 8 Secur~ ",.,.","11 rT"ctr.oo, 
3B 9 Loca LJ" ." .' to r~g u O;tc oo li"" """"':;"1<] 

. '!i;'lationshi'p f ~ocialjon with '~···· Impact of va riable on 
Variable : Income ",,-__ •. __ ':'::::::::::::~~-::;o.:=~'~"~;'ldi"9 block. bui~ing bl ,!", k 

L 

BB 2 E",y IH' >J<1tioo 1111'O'J<j' W&! ~te For re .,¥~lL1enB who stotcd tl-.;I th ey 
BB 1 Internet rc:aib br"nd "nc ret' ul ,I' )n ean' 
8B 5 Us.? of x l",""t-lc ""01, 01 ~ J ::<od • I"" , lhec,,~ 5k" 0100111, tt--c", t-u'ldiny 
8B 8 Securc peyrrc nt rroetr.or,,, bkxJ:" are C)"""" I,, very impol-:anl 
BB 9 LOCJI Lews to rcgu lo;c oollne >I'o p cog • I:"".,.,. .... ';("r dX ? 10k, tt--c", 

I:-uiki ng I:-kK:k', are ~'a : ly impol-:a nl 
• I:-e ' .,.,.e~ ');( )n k ac; , ;( ]O k, tI,~", 

t<.' ikino:; l:~rKt.. are genera:ly 
rr':::>,'",ote'/""p'XCarll 

• rr~"e ' ha '),~ l~Jr , moct i', lr.c5C 
l:-ui ,1 c~1 I:~rx:r' "'~ r;cncrcj ly oot v~cy 
i 111 :x:.-t , nt 
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V~";~ble : Age 
R ... ~tion.ltip I .... oci~tion willt 

buijding _ 

~~ I ~Prl";>li ng Weh ,ite 0"'-""'" 
BB 5 U,. 01 boiiey.hl e 'm~ 01 'fl rroY,' 
nn 6 Cor,,,,,t de!iv."..." ,nd NlIi1g 

~-

"1 - I..,pACt gf uriable "_"--~ , 
buildi block , 

i f'" ,ospond.,., l, who ,toted lhollh"" 
, . ~, os: 
, • ,mdo:,.- 20, t~"", bu, kJong hkx:" or, 

y"n.". I~ not irnoorion l 
tJol'~e", 20 ."d 30., dnd 30 and ~O, 
tho<>.' b<Jl kl ing Mx""o go ....,,-"'~' 
mO Ocrotc~' imrvtl!nl 

• botw,,('n 10 ""~ 50, to"," huikJong 
uk"., are 'I<"",all, "ot 'ery 

_'"'£9r\o ol 

1.5 Responses dealing with Seals of Approval 

1.5.1 Respondent's General Awareness of Seals of Approval 

The vast majo:ity cl respondents are unaware of specific Web sites that carry seals of 

~pproval (88.2%), Only a small percentage of alrrost n.O'}h of the respo;xldents indicated 

that they are gt.'I1erally aware of certain Web SItes tha l carry sea ls of approval, 

Respondent's General Awareness of Seals 
Analysis of the Trust in e-Commerce Survey 

ii Ye5, :.ware J 
U No. un aware 
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1.5.2 Respondent's General Perception of Seals of Approvals 

Even t hough the reS[Jmdents ¥ e llrgdy u n~ware ct SiX'(:itic 51k5 that carry seals of 

ilDr>'w~ l , thl-'Y stall-..J that Wl-il s.;als estab li'il 'gr~ter trust\Ya1:hiness' of an m line reta iler 

<X ~ Web sit<; (77 .2"10), On t~ ,*I1l-"- hai1d, almost one quarter cl all respondents 5tated that 

Web >eals '00 rct esW/Jlish greater trustwortll iness' of ~n on lin<; retail<;r 

Respondent's General Perception of Seals 
Analysis of the Trust in e_Commerce Survey 

No', c, •• t" T,u.t 
22.'''' 

1.5.3 Impact of a Seal ofADDr9Val 

G".'.., T,," 
n , ',\ 

Ii Gre ate r 
Tru s t 

,", 
Greater 

1 rust 

The respondents' answers to this question SLlggest that genera l", sea ls of i1pprwa l !law iI 

positiv<; impact on establish ing a greater sense d trust in onl ine retailers. The Cj(Jestioo the 

r<;spondents Wl-.,-e askL'd was; 'if you 5<;e a seal on a Web page, cl<Jcs this lead yoo to trust 

lh<; site <X Internet retai ler "', and ccrnbining the th ree 'yes' categories iIaXlUIlts for 87.5% 

cl all reSjXlnses. On the other hand, 12.5% cl all respondents stilted \t1at gl-'Ilerally a sea l 

does rid: make any impact 00 estat>l ishing a greater sense of trust in ool ine reta ilers. 
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Impact of a Seal of Approval 
Analysis of the Trust in e-Commerce Survey 

Yo., "'" "", . "' .... " ,e,1 
1"-1'4 

Ye" kno",,, "," 
22 • • ~ 

.- ·C---",C-
IiiiI Y", rIOt I.mlli., '-;!h s • • ' Oi Yeo, know ",g 

I I Y" , koown icon, Iii No ,,,,,,,,of 

101 

Key to respon ",,~ ' 
a",wcrs' 

(1) Ye, (m ,.-e l'u"'~, <'Vffi if I 0" no( fo,,, l i...- WK', t'", ",. , r«>g r.",,,, 
(i) Ye, (m ,.-e l""i), bul oo ly if the "'01 '(01)5 or k>jos are t." ikM to ' ''' 
(~J Yes (morc t"...t~, bui oo ly I I .row ,,[)eLA l',. "'01 Pt"O<)'"'''"''' 
(5) No, ge ner • .." the """ cIoos net ""'0 "'V jcn p.Kt 

1.5.4 Impact of a Seal for Online Retailers with Physical Stores 

The table below indicates that 5eals of dDDrDOJal are important foc ool ine retai lers with 

phY5'Cil I sto-es to establish a greater sense of trust in e-Comrnerce. The overal l weighted 

average sco-e of 3.75 ~ positioned closer to the 'importar.ce' rank of four, than the 

'moderately important' rank which is situated at three, Over ooe th ird of ill l respondent5 

even stated that >eals are very important fo- hybrid oo line retaile rs, i.f!. tha;e who al50 haw 

physkal st(yf!s in addition or coojunction with their Internet operctloos 
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1.S.S Impact of a Seal for Internet Only Online Retailers 

While the respondents indicated that for hybrid Internet retailers, sea ls of approval are of 

high importaoce, they stated that for Internet ooy retailers seals of apprO'{~ are only of 

rooderate importarlCe to establish a greater sense of trust in e-Ccmmerce. This is ind icated 

by t he weighted i.lvcr<l(je seo-e d ] .]1 which is positioned in the 'm:xlerately importance' 

space OIl the five point importance scale, and is !ewer than the weighted average score for 

hybrid retililers (wmP<lre to 3.75). This stands in contrast to responses rrom industry 

experts, who stated that the importance of using seals c( approval to establish a greater 

sense of trust in e-c<:mmerce, is of greater imjXlrtarlCe for Internet ooly reta ilers than for 

hybrid online retailers w hich have also physical stcres. 

Not Imp. Not too Mod"r~te/¥ Impoftant- V.....,. Imp. 

w . _ _ 3 .31 · ' 
• t ~II _ l!"!~nt _ _.l~t __ E ..... t; .. 

c 
Respo l1""" " " ]1 " ;0 

Pore_n! Hwr, 1 8_~'" 24. N 22.8'10 22,1 % 

1.5.6 Elements of a Seal programme thilt Impilct on Trust 

Among the elements or a seal of approv~ progr"mme to estabk;h" yreater s<;nsc of trust in 

e-Commerce, 'inforrr<.>tion protcd;;on' (ZO.?"!") received the majority of resporlse5. oth~r 

impcrtant se<l1 elements to establish" greater scnsc ct trust in e-ConYnerce are: 'custOOler 

rL'<:wrse' {17.1%}, 'evaluation of participating online retailers' (14.9"Yol, and 'transaction 

integrity' (14.7%). This is fct lO/Ved by oosiness 'prildice disclosure' (12.4'1'o), 'cnforCl.'ment 

of the programme' (10.3%) and 'd ispute resolution' (9.9'1'o). 
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Elements of a Seal that Impact on Trust 
Analysis of the Trust in e-Comruerce Survey 
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1.5.7 Visual Elements of a Seal that Impact on Trust 

The three most important v6ual elements of a ~ea l to establi$h a greater sense of trust in 

e-Ccmmerce are: 'seal is in prcminent place! easy to see' (32.0",1,), 'seal is clicka~e, 

coonect:ing to tile sea l'; Web iite' (31 6%), aoo '"ear is an established or meaningful branc!' 

(27.13%). 

Visual Elements of a Seal that Impact on Trust 
Analysis of the Trust in e-Commerce Survey 
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1. EVALUATED RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

Ewry n'Visc,j rescarCh obi (x tiv(' ...... ill now tJ.:. "valuatc:~d in terms of whdher there exists 

sulficir;nt inform,lli(ln to va lidate each obj~ctive / statement or wr.eth~r th~ obJ~ctiv~ was not 

met, d l~' to lack 01 information and SUPiXlrt. As menti on~d In th~ revised obJ~ctiv~s section of 

the, literature review, '-,1(h of the following objectives is ph rased as a q u a l itat l v~ statement, that 

SL'\,KS to provide, answers to quc5tions such as "to assess if", "to verify If", or " to find (Jut if". 

The decision as to'Nhether each oD jeLtivc Should be accrpkd (lr rejected is based on th~ 

information qathrrrd and an" lys(xl from the> literature reviel",·, th ~ qualitalive in-depth 

i nt{'tyi~W5 and the quantit<ltive SUtv~y. 

1.1 Objectives regarding the Traditional Trust Concept 

Ob;ective 1 : Reliability is an important efement of trust. 

The analys is of different definitions of trust rev~als that trust, in its fundamental meaning, 15 

commonfy defined as a firm bel ief in th~ rel iabi lity , confidence, t ruth or strenqth of a person or 

thing, with respect to future (:xpeLtations (Oxford University Pr~s~, 1998; ~1isztal , 1996; 

Scliqrr'kln, 1997), Reliabi lity, in th~ context of t rust, Is particularly rcicvant in conditione, of 

uncertainty'Nith respect to unpr(xlictable actions of others (Gambetta, 1998). There is common 

agreement tha t reliabll;ty ie, an important element of trust, as it imolles that tile; probabi lity of a 

person performing an action tha t is beneficia l, or at least not detrimental, is high enough to 

conSider a person t rustworthy (Dasqupta, 1%8, ~';szta l , 19%; Gambetb, 1998). 
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Ob;ective 2: Trust is based on reputation. 

~1any authors identify reputation a$ iJn important dement of trust (Gambetta, 1988, Srtompka, 

1999; ~1 i s Ltll, 1996). Reputation is ccmmonly descr ibed as the basis on which people evaluate 

tru5t and trustworth iness towards other peoplr (vVnghtsman, 1992; Sztompka, 1999); or 

~ i milarly, decisions about whether or not Orle shou!d trust another p!'r"on d<'pend~ on a 

per5on's reputation (DilSgupt<l, 1983). Trllst i$ thu" ba'>C'd on reputation, and that reputation is 

acquired throuSh behJv i o'~ r over t im<' (Gambetta, 1988). ~~rthermo re, some authors stJte hat 

~ple with J Soc<; reputa:ion can be tru"ted, because they would not like to lose tne 

invcstment of resources and t ime mad<' to bu'lc that reputation (M i ~zta l , 19%, Luhmann, 

19B8). 

Objective 3: In modern societies trust encourages social co-operation. 

The anMy~s of the literature review reveals that there is cornmon agreement to the importance 

of a universa l basis of trust for modern democratic ~odetie~ (PaITY, 1976; SOk, 1979, 5<' ligman, 

1997). A nation's wel l being is cond it ioned by the level of trust in a SOCiety (Fukuyama, 1995) . 

Furthermore, trust also encourages lo'erance, acceptance, and recogn ition of cu'tural and 

pol itica l diffrrence" (Sztompkil, 1999, Parry, 1976), and tr'~st strensthel)'; ~he bond of an 

i nc ivid~:a! with the (omm '~nity, (on~rib-utK t o the feeling of identity, and ~ene ra~es (O-OIX'ration 

and ",adines" for sacrifice on ber,., lf of others (M iszta l, 19%; Sztompka, 199'1) . On a wider 

soda l ~cale, tNst leads to beneficial con'>C'q~ences of repea:ed ~rati lY i ng experiences, ind uding 

he emergence of a tr'~st cu l ~ure (Sztompka, 1999). 
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Objective 4: Trust is an efficient lubricant for economic exchange. 

The examination of the literature al:>out the functions of trust reveals that trust has not only 

functions at the social level, but also at the economic level (Dunn, 1984; Cladis, 1992; Parry, 

1976). Trust encourages economic participation, enlarges the field of interactions with others 

and increases economic engagement (Sztompka, 1999). Furthermore, when a trust culture is 

present, transaction costs are significantly lowered and chances for co-operation increased 

(Offe, 19%; Luhmann, 1979). In the erunomic runtext, trust is also regarded as implidt 

contracting which is fragile with respect to s.ubstitutes (Arrow, 1974). There is common 

agreement that trust is an efficient lubricant for economic exchange and an effiCient mechanism 

for governing transactions (Arrow, 1974; D.Jnn, 1984). 

Ob;ective 5: Trust always contains an element of risk. 

Many authors agree that trust is always acc:omp<mied by risk (Kollock, 1994; Selig mann, 1997; 

sztompka, 1999). Trust implies risk that is inrurred when a return or reciprocal action from 

others cannot be evaluated (Seligrrnnn, 1997), and there is always a possibility that future 

anticipated actions of others will he harmful, or that entrusting belhlviour will be taken 

advantage of (Mis7.tal , 1996, sctompka, 1999). Thus, trust aw':ays involves an element of risk 

resulting from the inability to monitor other people's behaviour, from the inability to have 

complete knowledge about other people's motivations, and generally, from the contingency of 

'iOCial reality (Misztal, 19%, Sztompka, 1999, Johnson, 1993). 
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1.2 Objectives regarding the Internet and e-Commerce 

Obiective 6: The typical South African Internet user tends to be young. 

The findinqs of the literJture review Jild the Qwntitative research indicate that Internet users in 

SOuth AfrirJ tend to be youny. The findinqs reveal tNt ,1pproxim<ltely two thirds (67%) of 

SOuth AfrieJn Internet users are below tt;:c il<Je of 35, while SOuth Africa's tota l pOpulat ion 

under tt;:c Jqc of 35 ocrounts for JPI)roximately 50%. Arross tt;:c reseJrrh, the single IJrgest 

Jye group, in absolute tern)';, is the '20 to 30 year' age group: findings from the literature 

review and quantitative anilrysis reveil l thilt th,s group arrounts for 34% and ~5'l'o of South 

Africa,l Internet users, respectively. 

Objective 7: The typical South African Internet user tends to li ve in a 

major metropolitan centre. 

The analys is of the quantitative cklta and the infornWion contJ ined in the literJture revea l that 

the qeoyrJphir distribution of SOuth Afririln Interr-.et us,crs is biased towards major metrol)Olitiln 

ce,ltres. The findings of tile literature review are mai nly used to eva luate this objective, as t~e 

findings are more representative in terms of sample size. The bias towards major metropol itiln 

centrests evident par::iculJ rly for tt;:c f~low l ny three areas: Gauteng (46% of all South AfricJn 

Internet users), the Western Cape (24% of al l South African l nterr-.et users), and KwaZuluNata l 

(13% of all South Afr'c-<ln Internet users). These t~ree rnJjor metropOlitan centres Jccount for 

83% of all l ,ltemet users in South Africa. Th is ,lumber is confirmed wi th fi;xl i,lgs from the 

quantitative a,lalysis, w::ere the<...e three ce,ltres account for almost 8~% of all Sout ll Africa,l 

l ntemet users. 
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Objective I: The typical South African Intemet user tends to be well 

educated. 

To evaluate this objective the findings form the literature review are mainly analysed as the 

findings are more representative In terms of sample size. In South Africa only 6% of all Internet 

users have no mab1c qualification, compared to 37% who have mab1c qualification, and 57% 

who~ have some form of higher education. O>mpared to the general population, South African 

Internet users are almost twice as likely as the average South African to have mab1c level 

education and almost six times as lI~ely to have completed some kind of higher education. 

Object:/ye !J: South African Intemet UMNS mainly use the Intemet a$ a 

communication medium. 

Research findings from the quantitative analysis and literature Indicate that the Internet seems 

to be more a communication than a transactional medium. Quantitative analysis and literature 

review are congruent In their findings that the two most frequent uses people make of the 

Internet are email (31% and 33% respectively) and searching for information (16% and 27% 

respectively). Additionally, findings from the literature review reveal that over 80% of all 

Internet users state that the Internet's abiUty to function as an effective communication 

medium was a primary reason for getting online. 

T 
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Objective 10: South African Intemet users shop with moderation on the 

Intemet. 

Both literature review and quantitative analysis are congruent In their findings that South 

African online shoppers buy goods and services on the Internet with moderation. The 

quantitative analysis reveals that about 68% of online shoppers shop less than once a month on 

the Internet, compared to the literature review findings where only 12% of online shoppers 

shop more than once a month on the Internet. Only a small fraction of online shoppers (3%) 

Indicates that they shop very frequently on the Internet (I.e. more than 10 times per month). 

O/l.iectlye 11: COnvenience Is the most Important reallDn why consumers 

shop on the Intemet. 

The findings of all three forms of research, literature review, qualitative and quantitative 

analysiS, Indicate that convenience is the single most Important reason why consumers shop on 

the Internet: about 45% of all online shoppers attest that convenience is their main motivation 

for shopping on the Internet. Convenience was also stated as the single most important reason 

why people shop on the Internet, by the majority of the respondents during the in-depth 

interviews. 

Qbjet#ye 12: The biggest risks consumers ptfII'CBIve about online 

shopping are security risks. 

All three, literature review, qualitative and quantitative research reveal that security is an 

essential component of online shopping and trust In e-Commerce. Nearly one quarter of the 

respondents of the mail survey indicated that security is their primary concern when dealing 

with online retailers. Similarly, findings of the qualitative research indicate that security is one of 
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the biggest risks consumers perceive about online shopping. Furthermore, findings of the 

literature review suggest that security is the most frequent concern keeping customers away 

from doing business on the Internet (Cheskin, 1999; PriceWatemouseCoopers, 1999). 

O/dect:ive U: The most frequent problem consumers encounter with 

online shopp/l111 is the timely fulfilment of their order. 

While timely fulfilment of an online order Is generally stated as one of the main problems of 

online shopping, it Is not necessarily the most frequent online purchasing problem: the 

literature review Identified that about 45% of the most common online purchase problems deal 

with site design and functionality elements (I.e. pages took too long to load, site was confusing, 

products could not be found), and only about 15% of online shoppers stated that products took 

much longer than expected to arrive. Similarly, the quantitative research reveals that the 

majority of the respondents have In fact not experienced any problems shopping on the 

Internet, and only about 19% of the respondents Indicated that they experienced problems with 

the timely fulfilment of their order. 

Objecliye Z4: The lack of credit card ownership is the most important 

reII!IOn why South Amain consumers do not shop on the 

Intemet. 

The main evidence to support this objective derives from the findings of the quantitative 

research to evaluate this objective from a South African perspective. Almost one third. of the 

respondents of the mail sUlVey stated that, despite having access to the Internet, they are not 

shopping online because they do not possess a credit card. Thus, from a South African 
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perspective, there is evidence that the lack of credit card ownership Is the most important 

reason why consumers do not shop online, although they have Internet access. 

1.3 Objectives regarding Trust in e-Commerce 

D/dectlye 15: Trust Is the underlying driver for consumers 1:0 conduct 

tran!lllt:t/ons on the Intemet. 

Rndings of the qualitative research and the literature review indicate that as the Internet 

develops and matures, its success largely depends on gaining and maintaining the trust of 

visitors; and similarly, without trust the development of e-Commerce cannot reach Its full 

potential (Cheskin, 1999; PriceWatemouseCoopers, 1999). The concept of trust is crucial 

because it affects a number of factors essential to online transactions. Furthermore, consumers 

tend to make online purchasing decisions on the basis of trust (Urban, Sultan, Qualls, 2000; 

Cheskin Research, 1999). The majority of the respondents of the in-depth interviews agree that 

trust Is the underlying driver for consumers to conduct transactions on the Internet. 

Dbledive 16: Consumers generally do not have trust In e-Commetr:e" 

Rndings from the quantitative research and the literature differ in terms of whether consumers 

generally have trust in e<ommerce or not. The quantitative analysis reveals that almost three 

quarters of all respondents have trust in e-Commerce. This number seems overstated compared 

to other South African and international Internet user research. Thus, keeping in mind that the 

sample size of the quantitative research was relatively small, this finding should be applied with 

caution. Rather the findings of the literature review should be applied, which indicate that on a 
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global scale consumers generally have no trust in e-Commerce. Evidence suggests that about 

two thirds of Web users do not have trust in e-Commerce (Jupiter Communications, 1999). 

Similarly, other sources further indicate that consumer's'thternet trust is relatively shallow 

(Cheskin, 1999; Ernst &. Young, 2000). This Is line with findings of the qualitative research 

where the majority of the respondents stated that trust In e-Commerce Is not fully developed 

yet and that people generally tend to dis-trust e-Commerce. 

Oblective 17: The type of products most frequently bought Dn the 

Internet are branded products. 

The analysis of the literature review and the quantitative research Indicates that the main online 

purchase categories are books (23%), CDs and Videos I evDs (17%) and computer software 

(15%). For the purpose of this research these product categories are classified as branded 

goods as these goods are unique and differentiated products which consumers purchase with a 

pre-defined set of knowledge and expectations. This is supported by findings from the 

qualitative research, where respondents agree to this claSSification and state that consumers 

tend to buy goods and services on the Internet which are branded or commodity type products. 

Obj«:tjve 18: Without assured privacy, ellet::live e-Commen:::e is nDt 

possible. 

All three types of research reveal that privacy is a prominent factor of trust In e-Commerce. 

Consumer's fear of privacy invasion on the Internet threatens the ability to build trust online; 

trust in e-Commerce can be enhanced by ensuring consumer privacy (PriceWatemouseCoopers, 

1999; Urban, Sultan, Qualls, 2000). Similarly, if trust is to be built into the e-Commerce process, 

privacy and confidentiality must be at its core (Cheskin, 1999). Furthermore, findings from the 
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quantitative research suggest that almost two thirds of Internet users would engage in 

e-Commerce If they could be assured that the privacy of their personal information would be 

protected. The respondents of the In-depth Interviews agree that privacy is the most Important 

building block of trust In e-Commerce, and likewise privacy Is the most important building block 

for trust in e-Commerce for the respondents of the mall survey. 

Qldective tl: Intemet security is an __ ntial component of trust in 

e-Commerce. 

Similar to privacy, security is another prominent factor of trust in e<ommerce, as all three 

types of research Indicate. Security In the worid of e<ommerce Is crudal 

(PriceWatemouseCoopers, 1999; Deloltte &. Touche, 1999). Satisfying people's need for security 

on the Internet Is the first and most necessary step in beginning the trust building process 

(Cheskin, 1999). Additionally, findings of the qualitative and quantitative research Identifies 

security as the second and third most Important building block of trust in e-Commerce, 

respectively. Additionally, security concerns was Identified by the majority of the mail survey 

respondents as the most important concern dealing with an online retailer. 

Qldectjve 20: Fullilment is an important element of trust in e-Commercell 

This objective Is supported by evidence from all three types of research. The literature review 

reveals that one of the most obvious questions about e-Commerce on the Internet Is whether 

or not consumers receive the merchandise they ordered in a timely fashion at the agreed-upon 

price, or even more focused, the most important element of trust In e-Commerce Is fulfilment 

(Urban, Sultan, Qualls, 2000; PriceWaterhouseCoopers, 1999). Rndlngs from the qualitative 

research Indicate that the majority of the respondents Identify fulfilment as one of the main 
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elements of trust in e-COmmerce. Furthermore, fulfilment was the second most Important 

building block of trust in e-COmmerce for the respondents of the mall survey. 

Ofd«tive 21: The propensity to sbop online is positively related to users 

Intemet experience (I.e" experienced Intemet are more 

likely to shop online than inexperienced uset'S)" 

The evaluation of this objective is largely based on the findings of the quantitative research. 

Correspondence analysis and correlations between the variables 'respondent's experience using 

the Internet' and 'have shopped online' did not reveal a statistically significant relationship. 

Statistical analysis could not reveal that If respondent's stated they have been using the 

Internet for more than 2 years (I.e. the variables '2 to 4 years' and 'more than 4 years' using 

the Internet were used to Identify experienced Internet users) they are more likely to shop on 

the Internet than users who are not as experienced using the Internet (I.e. users with less than 

2 years Internet experience). 

OtJet#Ye 22: Trust in e-Commen::e is positively related to uset'S Internet 

experience (Le. experienced users tent/to bare more trust 

in e-Commerr:e than inexperienced users)" 

Again, the findings of the quantitative research are used to evaluated this objective. 

Correlations and correspondence analysis between the variables 'respondent's experience using 

the Internet' and 'have trust In e-commerce' did not reveal a statistically significant ;relatlonship. 

In other wordS, the statistical analysis of the quantitative data could not reveal that if 

respondent's stated they have been using the Internet for more than 2 years (i.e. the variables 

'2 to 4 years' and 'more than 4 years' using the Internet were used to identify experienced 
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Internet users) they tend to have trust in e-Commerce than users who are not as experienced 

using the Internet (i.e. users with less than 2 years Internet experience). 

Qbiectiye 23: Consumers who have trust In e-Commerr:e tend to shop 

more offen online than consumers who do not have trust In 

e-Commerr:e. 

Similariy to objectives 21 and 22 the evaluation of objective 23 is largely based on the findings 

of the quantitative research. Correspondence analysis and correlations between the variables 

'have trust In e-Commerce' and 'frequency of online shopping' did not reveal a statistically 

significant relationship. Statistical analysis could not reveal that if respondent's stated they have 

trust In e-Commerce they tend to purchase more frequently goods and services on the Internet 

than people who stated they have no trust in e-Commerce. 

abjectiye 24: People with higher Incomes tend to have more trust In e

Commerr:e than people with lower Incomes. 

The evaluation of this objective Is largely based on the findings of the quantitative research. 

Correlations and correspondence analysis between the variables 'have trust In e-Commerce' and 

'Income' did not reveal a statistically significant relationship. Statistical analysis could not reveal 

that if respondent's are high Income earners (I.e. earning more than R 10000 per month) they 

tend to have more trust in e-Commerce than people belonging to the lower income groups (I.e. 

earning less than R 10 000 per month). 
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O/lied:jve 25: Hybrid online retailers are perceived more trustworthy 

than pure play Internet retailers. 

uterature review, quantitative and qualitative research reveal that hybrid online retailers, who 

operate in the physical retail environment as well as the online environment, are perceived 

more trustworthy than their pure-play online counterparts. Findings of the literature review 

indicate that most successful online retailers blend their online and offline channels, and about 

60% of all online retailing revenues in 1998 were generated by retailers who had an online and 

offline presence (Boston Consulting Group, 1999; Cheskin, 1999). Furthermore, for the majority 

of the respondents of the mall survey the most important element for choosing an online 

retailer Is the assurance that the retailer has also physical stores (32%). The majority of the 

respondents of the in-depth Interviews further state that at the same level of brand equity, 

hybrid online retailers are generally perceived more trustworthy than pure-play online retailers. 

0biectlye 26: An online retailer. brand is an Important factor for 

communicating trust. 

All three types of research reveal that an online retailer's brand is an important factor for 

communicating trust. Findings from the literature review indicate that he most trusted Web 

sites are or contain well known brands (Urban, Sultan and Qualls, 2000; Cheskin, 1999). 

Regardless of where a brand established itself, online or offline, one key aspect of establishing 

trust with consumers on the Internet is the reputation of an online retailer's brand (Cheskin, 

1999; PriceWatemouseCoopers, 1999). Analysis of the qualitative and quantitative research 

further reveals that branding, in the context of trust in e..comrnerce, is also regarded as an 

important building block for trust in e-Commerce. 
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Objective Z7: Industry self regulation is generally preferred to 

govemment regulation for developing trust in 

e-Commerce. 

The findings from the qualitative research and the literature review Indicate that although many 

national governments are involved In the orderly governance of the Internet (Indudlng taxation, 

protection of personal Information and privacy, and electronic Signatures and authentication), 

the government regulatory approach reveals several flaws for aeatlng trust In e<Ommerce, i.e. 

unresponsive Initiatives, prohibitive government regulation, unnecessary regulation of 

commercial activities (Trustee, 1999; PriceWaterhouseCoopers, 1999). Industry self-regulation 

and self-governance Is generally regarded as the preferred alternative to government regulation 

for aeatlng trust In e<ommerce (Deloitte & Touche, 1999; Trustee, 1999). Similarly, the 

majority of the respondents from the In-depth Interviews state that industry self-regulation Is 

generally regarded more favourable than government regulation to establish a framework for 

trust in e<ommerce. 

O/dectjye Z8: South African Intemet users are lalflely unaware 0' seal 0' 
approval programmes. 

To evaluate this objective the findings form the qualitative and quantitative research are mainly 

analysed. The majority of the respondents of the in-depth interviews stated that seal of 

approval programmes are not well known in South Africa, both by consumers as well as online 

retailers. Andlngs from the quantitative research Indicate that 88% of the respondents of the 

mail survey are not aware of seals of approval and their programmes. Only a small percentage 

of almost 12% of the respondents indicated that they are generally aware of certain Web sites 

that carry seals of approval. 
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Objectiye 29; 71Ie most important element 0' a seal td appmval 

programme to establish trust in e-Commerce is customer 

infOrmation pmtection. 

Again, the findings fonn the qualitative and quantitative research are mainly analysed to 

evaluate this objective. The analysis of the quantitative research reveals that 21% of the 

respondents of the mall survey consider infonnation protection is the most important element of 

a seal of approval programme to establish trust In e-Commerce. Similarly, the majority of the 

respondents of the In-depth interviews stated that protection of customer's privacy and 

information is the most Important element of a seal of approval programme to establish trust In 

e-Commerce. 

Ofdet#ye 3D; Seals 0' approval help to effectively deveioptrust in 

e-Commen:e" 

Rndings from all three types of research suggest that although seals of approval generally have 

a positive impact on communicating a greater sense of aedlblllty of online retailers, they do not 

help to effectively develop trust in e-Commerce. Seals of approval are quality marks that 

demonstrate that an online retailer abides by a code of Integrity; the presence of seals of 

approval, however, does little to communicate trust In e-eommerce (PriceWatemouseCoopers, 

1999; Cheskin). Rndings from the qualitative research reveals that the use of seals could 

actually be counterproductive as the overemphasis on many seal programmes has diluted their 

credibility and there have been instances where seal logos have been copied on to unauthorised 

Web sites by unscrupulous online retailers. There Is consensus among the respondents that 

seals in fact do very little to communicate trust in e-Commerce. 
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Based on the findings of the literature review, the qualitative research and the quantitative 

research, the following conduslons may be drawn: 

2.1 Conclusions regarding the Traditional Trust Concept 

1. Trust Is a simplifying strategy that enables Individuals to adapt to complex sodal 

environments, and thereby benefit from Inaeased opportunities; It is particularly 

relevant In conditions of ignorance or uncertainty with respect to unknown or 

unknowable actions of others. 

2. There are differences between the general trust concept and trustworthiness and 

aedlbillty: trust In general terms deals with the aedibillty of specific people, groups, or 

institutions regarding spedfic actions; trustworthiness deals with beliefs about people 

and actions, and credibility is the extent to which a recipient sees the source as having 

relevant knowledge, Skill, or experience to give unbiased and objective information. 

3. To develop trust between Individuals they must have repeated encounters, and they 

must have some memory of previous encounters. Thus, trust is based on reputation and 

that reputation has to be acquired through behaviour over time in well-understood 

circumstances. 
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4. The main functions of trust are: trust as a main characteristic of a legitimate order and 

harmonious co-operation of societal communities, trust as a reduction of social 

complexity, and trust as a social and economic lubricant of co-operation. 

5. For modem societies there is a renewed emphasis of trust as an underlying construct 

that encourages economic exchange, the spread of communication, recognition of 

cultural and political differences, as well as sociability and partidpation between 

individuals and wider communities. 

6. Trust always Involves an element of risk resulting from the inability to monitor other 

people's behaviour, from the inability to have complete knowledge about other people's 

motivations, and generally, from the contingency of social reality. 

2 .. 2 Conclusions regarding the Internet and e .. Commerce 

7. The Internet Is the world's largest and most widely used computer network, its 

hypermedia environment allows information to be located on a network of servers 

around the worid which are interconnected. 

8. The online population continues to grow at an impressive rate; in 2001 there are 

approximately 275 million users connected to the Internet globally, of which about 2.2 

million people are South African Internet users. 
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9. The typical South African Internet user tends to be young (aged between 18 and 34 

years old), lives in a major South African metropolitan centre, such as Gauteng, the 

Western cape and the greater Durban area, and Is well educated. 

10. Commercial activity on the Internet has been Increasing rapidly since the mid 90s, and 

e-Commerce has evolved into a viable business channel; nevertheless few companies 

have leveraged the Internet beyond simple Web site functionality, most companies use 

the Internet to display product feature and customer self-help information. 

11. The main beneflts of the Internet as a commercial medium are: distribution beneflts, 

lower transaction costs, marketing communication beneflts, Improved buyer-seller 

relationships, operational beneflts and improved information and transaction flows. 

12. While Internet users are rapidly becoming online shoppers, purchase failures, security 

fears and service frustrations are rampant: about one third of all online consumer 

purchase attempts are cancelled or abandoned before they are completed. 

13. Consumer electronic commerce In South Africa is largely under-developed, due to the 

relatively slow rate of adoption of the Internet in South Africa, and the lagging of South 

African Internet users to conduct online transactions: 75% of South African Internet 

users have not yet shopped online, although they tend to have positive perceptions 

towards electronic commerce. 
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14. The most Important reasons why South African consumers shop on the Internet are 

convenience and the expectation that prices on the Internet are cheaper than in the 

offline retail world. South African Internet users shop, however, in moderation on the 

Internet: the majority of online shoppers (68%) purchase goods and services online less 

than once a month. 

15. The highest online purchase categories for products are: books (25%), CDs and videos 

(17%), and computer software (15%); the highest online purchase categories for 

services are: travel (23%), online banking (21%), and online magazine subscriptions 

(20%). 

16. The most common drawbacks to successful electronic commerce are the absence of a 

uniform commerdal code and legal framework, concerns about security and privacy 

protection, technical barriers, lack of adequate electronic payment and fulfilment 

systems, and unrealistic expectations about electronic commerce. 

17. The .problems people most frequently encounter with online shopping are: site 

functlonality and navigation problems, problems with timely fulfilment of online orders, 

and generally problems with customer recourse and product returns when the wrong 

goods have been shipped. 

18. Despite having Internet access, South African Internet users do not shop online, 

because they do not possess a credit card, they lack the tangible elements of traditional 
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shopping, and they have general fears about Internet security and submitting aedit 

card details to complete an online transactlon. 

19. Approximately 80 percent of all Intemet users suggest that the Internet's ability to 

functlon as an effectlve communication medium was the reason for getting online 

Initially, while only 2 percent of users said their main motivation for going online was to 

shop. The main factors to motivate Internet users to shop online are better Internet 

security and privacy protection, the free delivery and return of goods, and the assurance 

that an online retailer also exists in the offline world with physical stores. 

2,3 Conclusions regarding Trust in e-Commerce 

20. As the Internet and electronic commerce develop and mature, their success largely 

depends on gaining and maintaining the trust of Internet users: consumers generally 

make buying decisions on the Internet on the basis of trust. 

21. Trust in e-Commerce depends to a large degree on a person's general disposition to 

trust, indudlng willingness and ability to take risk, character traits, and personal 

attitudes towards the internet and e-Commerce. 

22. Trust in e<ommerceis generally built in a three-stage, cumulative process that seeks 

first to establish trust In the Internet and specific Web Sites, then trust in the 

information displayed, and then trust in delivery fulfilment and service. The building of 
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trust involves a time element: trust is built through repeat encounters over time, where 

consumer's expectations in the online retailer have been consistently met or exceeded. 

23. The majority of online consumers generally distrust the Intemet and e<ommerce 

(63%), emanating largely from the fear that engaging in online activities could violate 

their personal privacy. 

24. Violations of personal privacy include tracking consumers' movements, misuse of 

Information, theft of Information, corruption of information, theft of identity, and 

personal threats. 

25. Effective Intemet security Is a prerequisite for trust In e-Commerce. Intemet and 

network security typically Includeconftdentlallty, Integrity, authentication, authorisation 

and non-repudiation. The most common e<ommerce security tools are encryption, 

ftrewalls, digital signatures and digital certlftcates. 

26. Establishing a secure e-Commerce environment requires a comprehensive approach that 

includes policies, education, physical protection, security software, and manual security 

procedures. 

27. Experienced Intemet users tend to have greater trust in e-Commerce than 

inexperienced Intemet users, due to their experience gained with the medium and their 

transactions with online retailers; they chose however more selectively than 

inexperienced Intemet users with whom they do business online. 
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28. At the same level of brand equity, hybrid online retailers are perceived more trustworthy 

than pure-play online retailers which do not have retail outlets in the offline world. 

29. There is no evidence that consumers who have trust in e<ommerce shop more or more 

frequently on the Internet than consumers who do not have trust in e<ommerce; 

likewise these Is no evidence that experienced Internet users have a greater level of 

trust In e<ommerce than Inexperienced Internet users. 

30. The most important building blocks of trust In e<ommerce are privacy, security and 

fulfilment: they are the strongest enablers in support of building and developing trust in 

e<ommerce. The building blocks of trust In e-Commerce are interrelated and work best 

In conjunction, rather than Isolated, to effectively create and build trust in e<ommerce. 

31. Industry self-regulation Is preferred to government regulation to provide a general 

framework for trust In e<ommerce. Government regulation for ,trust in e-Commerce has 

the following drawbacks: lack of responsiveness, prohibitive regulation, lack of 

harmonisation of laws, and unnecessary regulation leading to unintended consequences. 

The alternative to the government regulation approach for trust In e-Commerce is 

industry self-regulation, but the major drawback of self-regulation is effective 

enforcement of programmes and polides. 
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32. Privac.y intrusion and non-fulfilment are the most critical factors for breaking consumer's 

trust in e-commerce; once consumer's trust In e-<:ommerce is broken there is very little 

an online retailer can do to re-establish and re-gain trust of the consumer. 

33. Seal of approval programmes are generally not well known in South Africa; very few 

consumers have ever recognised a seal of approval and there are very few South African 

Web sites that carry a seal of approval. 

34. The most Important benefits of using a seal of approval are regulation, monitoring and 

assurance through an independent third party. 

35. In the context of trust in e-COmmerce, seals of approval are generally more important 

for pure-play online retailers than for hybrid online retailers to communicate a greater 

sense of credibility and trustworthiness. 

36. Important elements of a seal programme to establish a greater sense of trustworthiness 

In e-Commerce and online retailers are protection of customer Information, customer 

recourse and return polides, evaluation and auditing of partldpatlng online retailers and 

transaction Integrity. 

37. To promote the use of seals of approval In South Africa, the most credible seals brands 

and programmes should be used and the benefits of using Web seals should be 

emphaSised. 
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38. Generally, seals of approval help little In establishing and developing trust in 

e-COmmerce; due to the dilution of the credibility of certain seals of approval the use of 

a seals could even be counterproductive and could lead to distrust. 
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1.INTROD,UCTlON 

It has been established that trust is an important pre-requisite for the development and success 

of electronic commerce. The major building blocks of trust in e-<:ommerce have been identified 

and their relative importance for building and developing trust in e-Commerce have been 

determined. Important processes and capabilities that can be applied to build and develop trust 

in e-Commerce, now need to be mapped out. 

Accordingly, a conceptual model for .bulldlng trust in e-Commerce has been developed which 

depicts a general view of the online trust building process. The conceptual model for trust in 

e-Commerce has been created with the aim to present a general framework of the online trust 

building process, which has general application. The model does not contain all 

recommendations made, although most of them are Integrated. It is explained in some detail on 

the pages following the model. 

Recommendation: That the conceptual model of trust In e-Commerce be accepted and applied. 
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2. 'RECOMNEN9ATI'0NS 

Based on the findings and the conclusions of this study, the following recommendations 

are made: 

2 .. 1 Educate Internet users about online shogping 

To lower the perception of risk associated with online shopping, customer education processes 

should be set in place to explain and bring the issues and concepts surrounding electronic 

commerce to Internet users who are too wary or inexperienced to conduct online transactions. 

Customer education processes should focus on important issues related to e-Commerce, such 

as Internet security, privacy protection, fulfilment and the use of credit cards as a means of 

payment on the Internet. Customer education processes should be supported by effective 

marketing and advertising campaigns, using both online and offline media. e-Commerce 

education processes should aim to demystify the concept of online shopping, emphasise the 

benefits of online shopping and reduce consumers level of risk associated with online shopping, 

to ultimately achieve a state in which consumers better understand e-Commerce and are able 

to conduct online transactions confidently. 

2.2 Create consumer awareness and motivate for online 

shopping 

Innovative ways should be used to raise consumer awareness levels of online shopping and 

motivate consumers with Internet access, who have never shopped online, to attempt their first 

online shopping trial. Promotional campaigns should be used to raise awareness levels of online 

shopping and to reduce consumers concerns and risks about electronic commerce. Campaigns 
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designed to raise consumer awareness levels should emphasise central e-Commerce themes, 

such as network security, privacy protection, and proper fulfilment. To motivate customers to 

start shopping on the Internet, online retailers should signal that they are committed to the 

relationship, to timely delivery, to provide a secure transactions environment and to keep 

personal information confidential. 

2.3 ;Define the concept 0' trult for the organisation 

If building ·trust with customers is part of business practices and policies, particularly as part of 

an e-Commerce strategy, the concept of trust should be defined and communicated throughout 

the organisation to have a common and shared understanding of the importance and the 

Implications of trust issues ,for the business. An organisation should seek to obtain internal and 

external sources to help them understand and define the meaning and implications of trust and 

to develop appropriate polices and practices which involve trust. Once a common definition of 

trust is established, processes should be in place that ensure that trust related policies and 

practices, such as privacy, security and return policies, are understood, adhered to and 

effectively communicated. 

2.4 Establisb a secUre e-Commerce environment 

Companies should establish a secure electronic commerce and network environment that allows 

consumers to transact and share information online without security concerns. Security should 

provide the confidence that information transmitted during a transacti~ is not intercepted or 

corrupted and will not be improperly leaked to third parties; e-Commerce and network security 

should encompass both the integrity and the confidentiality of data transmissions. Companies 

should use appropriate security technologies, such as encryption, digital Signatures, digital 
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certificates, 'firewalls and physical barriers, to provide data confidentiality, to protect customer 

information, to keep physical intruders from accessing networks, and to protect internal 

information and data processing networks from external attack. Furthermore, security Issues 

and concepts should be communicated to consumers at relevant stages In the online purchasing 

process, when they are likely to seek security affirmation. Security issues should, however, 

never be over-emphasised as this may remind consumers about potential security risks and 

raise unnecessarily security concerns. 

2.5 'Commit to data .privacy and Information protection 

Online retailers who seek to establish trust in e<ommerce should commit to data privacy and 

protection of customer Information, to ease concerns about the access to and use of personal 

information obtained directly and indirectly as a result of electronic transactions. Online retailers 

should adhere to rights and laws regarding authorised and unauthorised use and dissemination 

of personal data. Online retailers should further consider participating In self-regulated industry 

programmes, and adhere to generally accepted standards for disclosure of data collection and 

usage poliCies. Furthermore, customers should always be asked for consent before their 

personal data is used. Information consent should be voluntarily and should involve specific 

standards for informing consumers of how their personal Information might be used. Online 

retailers should also assure some degree of control over access to personal Information, such as 

offering customers the ability to view their personal and transactional information stored. 
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2.6"royide assurance to online consumers 

Companies seeking to develop trust in e-Commerce should provide assurance to their 

customers that ,proper processes and controls are in place as online transactions are 

undertaken. Toprovicle assurance to consumers and to demonstrate trustworthiness, online 

retailers should consider the following issues: telling customers who the sponsor of the Web site 

is, enabling customers to consider the opinions of other people, allowing customers to receive 

confirmation of their transactions, providing proper and robust fulfilment capabilities, making it 

easy for customers to find the information they need, and offering customers the option of 

reaching a real person to resolve a problem. 

2.1 Evaluate alternativemetbods of Qnllne Plrments 

As credit cards have many drawbacks for making payments on the Internet, companies seeking 

to communicate trust In e-Commerce should invest;lgate providing simple, inexpensive and 

secure methods to make payments online. More secure methods for online payments, such as 

smart cards, debit cards and digital money, should be provided to enable consumers to make 

payments online without having to worry about sending unsecured information over the 

Internet, where it may be Intercepted. As alternative methods of making online payments are 

relatively new, companies should create awareness for these new payment methods and gain 

acceptance from consumers. 
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2.8 Bund strong and meaningful ooline brands 

To communicate trust in e-Commerce companies should leverage existing brands, invest in 

building strong online brands, and combine, where possible, online and offline brands and 

advertising campaigns. Hybrid online retailers should not underestimate the weight their offline 

brand image carries in creating trust for their online operations. Hybrid online retailers should 

transfer brand equity from their existing business to their Web site, to add credibility and to 

enhance their online reputation. Across media channels, whether they are online or offline, 

brand messages should be consistent. Furthermore, online retailers in partnership with well 

known and trustworthy third party providers should also incorporate their partners' brands in a 

co-branding arrangement to transfer brand equity and add credibility to their own site. 

2!!9Esmblish ·strong 'customer ·pollcles 

To demonstrate trustworthiness, an online retailer's business's point of view should be readily 

apparent. Strong customer poliCies should be established that communicate trust to customers 

and signal that an organisation values, cares and protects its customers. There are three main 

areas in which companies should establish strong customer policies: privacy, security and 

fulfilment I recourse policies. Privacy policies should deal with customer information protection, 

and data confidentiality; security policies should deal with physical security, network security 

and data security; and fulfilment poliCies should deal with payment, delivery and customer 

recourse. Once strong customer policies are in place, they should be effectively communicated 

to consumers. Furthermore, they need to be reviewed periodically to assess whether they are 

up-to-date. 
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2.10 Partner with trustworthyorganisationl 

Online retailers aiming to create a strong brand name or reputation, should establish alliances 

with trustworthy supply chain partners, or affiliations with other trustworthy organisations to 

leverage their partners' brands, extend their reach to new customers and communities, and 

strengthen their own brand equity. Channel partners and affiliates should be selected carefully 

and enforceable service level agreements should be In place to ensure each partner is 

performing his agreed upon role in meeting customer service expectations. Pure .play online 

retailers should establish alliances with organisations which have a physical retailing 

infrastructure, to provide tangible elements to customer's shopping experience, such as 

convenient mechanisms for product delivery and returns. The performance of channel partners 

should be reviewed periodically and measured against the set service level agreements • 

2.11 Enhance consumer'sonllnelbgpplng experience 

Web sites, especially those that facilitate electroniC transactions, should be functional and 

should contain information that is relevant to customers. Additionally, web sites should be user 

friendly, stable, professionally designed and fast to load. Consumers should be able to find the 

information or the products they are interested in quickly and with minimal effort. Online 

retailers should also offer customers the possibility to customise web pages, according to their 

preferences. Information should be provided in which the customer is interested in, which is 

relevant and which is frequently updated. To help consumers in the decision making process, 

companies should provide self-help and personal assistance. Self-help assistance should be 

provided on the web site to help customers to quickly find the products and information they 

desire. Personal assistance should be provided when customers have specific requests and 

when their information needs could not be satisfied by self-help assistance. When online orders 
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are in progress, an Internet retailer should provide periodic confirmation and status updates, to 

'help engender trust in the company's e-Commerce processes. After sale feedback should be 

generated to gauge customer satisfaction. Companies should use email or self-administered 

surveys on their web page to stimulate customer feedback. 

2,12 'Qetermine target market needs and 'respond to them 

An online retailer's target market needs for trust in e-Commerceshould be determined and 

research into their needs and perceptions of trust in e-Commerce should be conducted. 

Companies should be aware of the perceived risks and the deterrents that keep customers from 

shopping on the Internet. Online retailers should also determine the fit of their product and 

service offerings to their target market needs, and should make the necessary adjustment if 

they are misaligned. Furthermore, online retailers should monitor and spot new emerging online 

target segments: their needs for conducting online transactions should be assessed and product 

and service offerings, as well as marketing communications should be tailored around new 

target segment's needs. Online retailers should be able to detect changes In the online target 

market needs and changes in consumer behaviour on the Internet and respond to these ' 

changes quickly. 
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2.13 Review ,policies and code of conduct of self ... reg ulated 

industry ,programmes and consider joining them 

Online retailers should consider joining self-regulated e-Commerceprogrammes to add 

.credibility and to communicate trust to online consumers. Online retailers should evaluate the 

appropriate programme to join and they should review the programme's underlying principles, 

guidelines and code of conduct. They should determine whether they should join a broad multi

industry programme or whether they should join a industry specific programme. Online retailers 

should also assess the overall quality of self-regulated industry programmes to communicate 

trust in e-Commerce, and should evaluate the effectiveness of candidate programmes. 

Generally, only the most well-known and most reputable self-regulated industry programmes 

should be used to help communicate trust in e-Commerce. 

2.14 Determine the applicability of using a seal ofagproyal 

Online retailers should evaluate the applicability of using a seal of approval to establish a 

greater sense of trustworthiness and credibility. Online retailers should first measure the 

strength of their online and offline brands to assess whether displaying a seal of approval to 

enhance trustworthiness and add credibility to their site is beneficial or not. If an online retailer 

lacks brand equity or reputation and decides to participate in a seal of approval programme, 

only the strongest and most credible seals of approval should be considered. Furthermore, the 

business benefits of using a seal of approval should be assessed and the performance, 

effectiveness and credibility of the seal programme to help establish and communicate trust in 

e-Commerce should be reviewed. 
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2.15 Adopt the buildlngbJocksmodelof Trust in e-Commerce 

In order to build trust in e-Commerce, online retailers should accept and consider adopting the 

conceptual model for building trust in e-Commerce model, presented in this study, as a general 

framework and guideline to create and develop trust in e-Commerce. Online retailers should 

review and adopt the online trust building process which has the general building blocks of trust 

in e-Commerce at its core. Online retailers should regard the building blocks of trust In e-

Commerce ,as critical enablers in support of building trust In e-Commerce. Furthermore,· the 
'. 

building blocks of trust in e-Commerce should be seen interrelated and working inconjunctlon, 

to be most effective. 
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.3. The Conceptua,' ,Model 'oraul.ding Trust in 

e-Commerce 

243 

The conceptual model for building and developing trust in e-Commerce is presented on the 

following page and is explained in some detail on the pages following the model. 
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,3,1 ,Describing the conceptual 'Model for BuIlding Trust in 

,e .. Commerce 

245 

In order to build trust in e-Commerce, online retailers should consider adopting the conceptual 

model for building trust in e<ommerce as a general framework and guideline to create and 

develop trust in e-Commerce. The conceptual model consists of four main sections, namely the 

three different trust thresholds (preconditions for trust in e-Commerce, legitimacy of online 

retailer, and the building blocks of trust in e-Commerce), and the ongoing processes 

(relationship management, collaboration, communication and consistency) which lead to 

internalised trust. Although a linear approach is used for the purpose of explaining and 

describing the conceptual model, due to the dynamic and complex nature of trust, the online 

trust building process does not necessarily follow such a linear approach. To explain and 

desCribe the conceptual model the process starts with a description of the preconditions for 

trust in e-Commerce and moves upwards, from creating awareness to developing, maintaining 

and internalising trust. This sequence was chosen as it logically outlines the flow of processes 

and capabilities which are important for building and developing trust in e-Commerce. 

The model begins by mapping out the three main preconditions for trust in e-Commerce. The 

first pre-condition for trust in e-Commerce is the trust culture inherent in society. In a trust 

culture people have the ability to develop attitudes, character traits, and personality syndromes, 

such as activism, optimism, future orientation, high aspirations and success orientation, which 

are important conditions of trust. Hence, in societies which are based on a strong trust culture, 

people are more likely to have trust and have trust in others, than in societies where a trust 

culture is weak or absent. Trust culture is thus an important pre-condition to trust in 
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e-Commerce as it affects people's attitudes towards personal trust, trust towards others as well 

as trust In e-Commerce. Then, it is noteworthy that individual's differ as to their general 

disposition to trust. An individual may have a favourable or unfavourable attitude towards 

trust. This distinction between an individual's general disposition to trust is important as it may 

affect the level of trust an individual has in e-Commerce. For example, a person with a 

generally unfavourable attitude towards trust, may also not have or develop trust in e

Commerce, whereas a :person with a generally favourable attitude towards trust may more 

readily conduct online transactions. 

Cosely related to trust culture and an individual's disposition to trust, Is the third pre-condition 

of trust in e-Commerce, namely an Individual's disposition to e-CDmmetal" Similarly, to an 

individual's general disposition to trust, a person may have a favourable or unfavourable 

attitude towards e-Commerce. This is an important Issue for understanding :the online trust 

building process. Although many Individuals may have a generally favourable attitude towards 

trust and may live in society with a strong trust culture, they do not have a favourable attitude 

towards e-Commerce, and are unlikely to conduct online transactions. 

The three main pre-conditions for trust In e-Commerce, the trust culture, an individual's 

disposition to trust, and an Individual's disposition to e-Commerce lead to the first trust 

threshold. It is worth mentioning that the three preconditions are interrelated and influence 

each other. For example, if a person has a generally unfavourable disposition to trust and lives 

in a society with a weak trust culture, he is probably more likely to have a generally 

unfavourable disposition to trust in e-Commerce. Conversely, a person with a more positive 

attitude towards trust and living in a society with a strong trust culture, may generally have a 
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more favourable disposition to trust in e<ommerce. To pass the first trust threshold, individuals 

ideally have favourable dispositions towards all three pre-conditions, especially to trust and trust 

in e-Commerce. 

At the second threshold, the individual has satisfied the pre-conditions for trust In e-Commerce, 

i.e. he has some degree of favourable attitudes towards trust and trust in e-Commerce, to·· 

become aware .of issues concerning trust in e-Commerce and the legitimacy of an online 

retailer. At this stage the person is motivated to browse the Internet, to search for products and 

information, to compare the offerings from different online retailers, and may have the intention 

to make an online purchase. At this stage the legitimacy of an online If!JI:IIller is largely 

influenced through previous encounters, e.g. the person has already dealt with the online·· 

retailer and has built up a history. This purchase history may provide important elements as to 

whether a person considers an online retailer trustworthy or untrustworthy. The legitimacy of· 

an online retailer is further influenced through internal and external factors. Intlllmal Sctors 

influencing the legitimacy of an online retailer could include an online retailer's reputation, . 

image, product and service offering, and overall brand equity. External facto,.. influencing the 

legitimacy of an online retailer could include word of mouth, advertising, customer perceptions, 

the influence of media and affiliations to other trustworthy organisations. To pass the second 

trust threshold individuals have to establish some degree of trust in the online retailer in order . 

to find the retailer legitimate enough to deal and conduct business with him. To reach the next 

level in the trust hierarchy the individual Is positively Influenced through internal and external 

factors, and may rely on the experience gained through previous encounters with the online 

retailer. 
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Once the pre-conditions for trust in e-Commerce are satisfied and an online retailer is perceived 

legitimate, the individual moves to the next stage in the trust building hierarchy. At this stage 

the individual is now even more motivated to browse the product and service offerings of a 

particular online retailer and may have a strong Intention to make an online purchase~ The 

decision whether to trust an online retailer or not ,Is Aowlargely based on the application of the 

general building blocks of trust Ins-Commerce. It is noteworthy that ·,individuals have 

different requirements for building and developing trust in e-Commerce.To be most effective, 

the building blocks of trust in e-Commerceinfiuence and reinforce each other In support of 

building and developing trust In e-Commerce. Hence, to satisfy peoples' requirements for 

building and developing trust in e-Commerce, there Is a need to emphasise those building 

blocks which are generally important to individuals and to focus less on other building blocks 

which are less important for building and developing trust in e-Commerce.R>r example, 

research has shown that the three most important building blocks of trust ine-Commerce are 

privacy, security and fulfilment. Therefore, online retailers should always have elements of· 

these three important building blocks in place. However, each building block carries a different 

weight for building and developing trust in e-Commerce, based on an individuals attitude to 

trust and e-Commerce and the perceived legitimacy of an online retailer. Thus, to build and 

develop trust in e-Commerce online retailers have to deliver capabilities in those building blocks 

categories consumers perceive as most critical. Trust in e-Commerce can be strengthened and 

developed by demonstrating capabilities in delivering those building blocks of trust in 

e-Commerce which are important. Individuals can then progress from the awareness stage of 

trust in e-Commerce, to a stage where trust in e-Commerce is affirmed, reinforced and 

maintained. Online retailers who successfully demonstrate knowledge expertise, and technical 

capabilities in delivering the most critical building blocks of trust in e-Commerce are more likely 
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to be perceived trustworthy than those who fail to meet these online trust building 

requirements. 

At the final stage of the online trust building process, trust In e-Commerce is largely 

Internalised. It Is one of the highest levels of the trust building process where individuals no 

longer have concerns dealing with an online retailer. At this stage consumers are in a state 

where they conduct business without re-assessing the online retailer's legitimacy and have 

some· knowledge about the retailer's capabilities in delivering the building blocks of trust in' 

e-Commerce, for example assured privacy, proper fulfilment, or security. To maintain this high 

level of trust online retailers have to focus on managing and nurturing the relationship with the 

,customer. Through collaboration, online retailers can motivate customers to provide information 

back:to them, for example through periodic surveys or customer feedback. Furthermore, to 

maintain that high level of trust an online retailer has to communicate with the customer at an 

ongoing basis. This ongoing communication process should happen while an online transaction·· 

is in progress, as well as after the transaction. It is very important that the customers consents 

to any type of company Information, especially for information which are not part of an online 

transaction. It is further Important to provide conSistency in the service, messages and 

processes to avoid confusing the customer and maintain that high level trust relationship. 

Up until now the ideal case scenario has been mapped out to describe the online trust building 

process. It is Important to note that throughout the online trust building process a retailer may 

fail to deliver capabilities relating to the general building blocks of trust ine-Commerce, and 

may be considered illegitimate to deal with, based on a series of unfavourable incidences. 
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Throughout the trust in e-Commerce building process there are moments of truth, incidents 

at any point in time at which the online retailers' capabilities and reputation are impacted on. 

Through moments of truth, which can happen anytime in the online trust building process, the 

legitimacy of an online retailer is verified and trust can be strengthened (in cases of constantly 

good experiences) or trust can be withdrawn (in cases of unpleasant online shopping incidents). 

Thus, moments of truth can be either positive or negative; they are generally positive when 

customer expectations are (consistently) met or even exceeded, or they can be negative when 

an online retailer fails to meet customer expectations. It should be noted that at higher stages 

in the trust building process, the level of trust that has been built up is probably more difficult 

to disturb through a bad moment of truth, whereas it may be easier to find an online retailer 

untrustworthy, as a result of a bad moment of truth, at earlier stages In the trust in 

e-Commerce building process. 

Therefore, the conceptual model for trust in e-Commerce suggests that in the online trust 

building process, online retailers have various tools at their disposal to influence their reputation 

and legitimacy positively. The conceptual model further shows that online retailers can help 

consumers move through the different trust stages and thresholds, from awareness of trust in 

e-Commerce to internalised trust, applying the general building blocks of trust in e-Commerce. 

It is therefore recommended to apply the conceptual model to build and develop trust in 

e-Commerce. 
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8. AREAS OF FUTURE RESEARCH 

This study has primarily examined the online trust building process between companies and 

customers, focusing on the general building blocks of trust in e-Commerce. An Investigation Into 

the actual economic benefits of an online retailer's perceived trustworthiness has not been 

undertaken. furthermore, the consumer decision making processes In online environments have 

largely been Ignored. While these topics have been explored in some depth by researchers in 

other countries, to date these topics have been unexplored In the South African online 

marketplace. It Is therefore recommended that this research is continued further and adapted 

to local market conditions. 

The following two areas of future research are suggested: 

8.1 Economic Returns to Trust In e ... Commerce 

Consumers generally benefit from dealing with trustworthy online retailers. They can be sure, 

with a reasonable degree of certainty, that they will experience a smooth online purchasing 

experience, from selecting the desired goods, to secure payment, assured privacy and timely 

delivery. On the other hand, It seems that trust In e-Commerce benefits (perceived 

trustworthy) online retailers as well. OVer time online retailers can build up a solid reputation 

for doing genuine business on the Internet, which is a strong and crudal dlfferentlator in the 

online environment. Building up such reputation suggests that online retailers can enjoy some 

form of economic benefits as a result of their perceived trustworthiness. Benefits or returns of 

perceived trustworthiness or reputation could Include higher customer loyalty, higher customer 
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retention or higher prices. Further research should assess the economic returns to online 

retailers who are perceived more trustworthy and the degree to which more reputable online 

retailers are able to charge higher prices, or enjoy higher levels of customer profitability. 

8.2 Consumer Decision Making Processes :inOoline ShoRplng 

Enyironments 

Despite the rapid growth of e-Commerce and the rapidly Increasing number of consumers who 

are shopping online, very little is known about how consumers make purchase decisions In 

online shopping environments, especially In the South African online market. While It has been 

assumed that consumers' shopping behaviour in online environments Is fundamentally different 

from that In traditional retail settings, theoretical evidence about the nature of these differences 

has been sparse. Consumer behaviour In online shopping environments is largely determined by 

the degree and type of Interactlvity that Is Implemented In such settings. It Is" therefore 

Important to assess in which way consumers search for product Information, make use of 

particular Interactive tools, and make purchase decisions in online shopping environments. 
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Appendix 2: Discussion Guide for the In-Depth Interviews 

Interyjew Qwcvjew' 

1. [3<lS<C SA Internet Usa- DemO!:lr~p h ic:s and USilge PJ ltems 
Online Shopping Oierview 
Problems with Online Shopping 

2. General TrU5t in e-GJmmerce 
Building Blocks or Trust in e ·Commerce (seU·administered) 

3. Seals of ApprOV<lI 
Development of Trust in e·Commerce 

!}uj ld,Dy B I OCk~ Q,:crv ic\V: 

(]A;~~a~~-X·-;~)fr1~~;-~ 
Brandill9 N~vlgatioo 

, Fulf.lment { Presentation ~ 
\ ~~IS or Technology 

~~--
( - - Ccctr.o.I 
~ Privacy 
\ Security 

" Rer;lIl~tIon 

"-... -'''' ------

Bi!!!>ic SA Interne t User DemographIcs and Usage patterns 

Who in SA is on the Internet (demographic profiles) ? 

What do SOuth Africans mainly use the Internet for ' 

,. 
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Online Shopping Overview 

For what reasons do people shop online? 

What kind of Internet users shop online (Ito. the overall Web user profile) ? 

What are the typical products and services bought most frequently online ? 

Why specifically these products and I or services ? 

Problems with Online ShoDDing 

Why are .people not shopping online, despite having Internet access ? 

What are the biggest risks consumers perceive about online shopping ? 

What are other risks or barriers to online shopping ? 

A7 

Generally speaking, how can the perception of risk associated with online shopping be lowered 
( 

and the barriers broken down ? 

What could motivate people (with Internet access) to start shopping online? 

General Trust in e=Commen;e 

Trust In e-Commercei what does it mean to you? 

What are the pre-conditions of trust in e-Commerce (e.g. effective navigation) ? 

What are other fundamental elements of trust In e-Commerce ? 

How can these elements be effectively communicated to consumers ? 

Generally speaking, do SA Internet users have trust in e-Commerce, Web Sites, and Internet 
vendors, why or why not (any references, resources) ? 

Is It generally true to say that advanced and expert Internet users tend to have more trust in e
Commerce than Internet 'beginners' ? 
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In terms of trust In e-Commerce,is there a difference between product and service categories I 
providers (e.g. buying books online vs. online banking services) ? 

Is there a difference In the perception of trust between pure play and hybrid online vendors ? 

How can an Internet vendor's brand effectively communicate, or help to build trust in e
Commerce (for both pure play and hybrid Internet vendors) ? 

Then, what branding I design elements or strategies could be specifically applied to 
communicate trust in e-Commerce and online shopping? 

What Is the role of Intermediaries to establish trust In e-Commerce along the supply chain (end
to-end ,service delivery) ? 

Could you name a few - generally perceived - trustworthy Web I online shopping sites (hybrid 
or pure play), and say why they are perceived as being trustworthy? 

Is industry self-regulation or government regulation the better approach to establish an overall 
framework forb"ust In e-Commerce (or a combination of both) ? 

What are the fundamental mistakes to break consumer's trust on the Internet (based on the 
activities of an Internet vendor, not the medium) ? 

Once trust In e-Commerce has been broken, what can the Internet vendor do to 
re-establish trust with respective customers ? 

Are there any examples where customers have experienced great difficulties dealing with 
Internet vendors, and these problems have been satisfactorily solved ? 

Building Blocks of Trust in e-Commerce 

~ (please see separate survey document) 
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Seals of APRJOval 

What seal ,programmes do you know; do you know their mission and objectives, and do you 
think these programmes are achieving their objectives ? 

A9 

In your opinion, what are the most useful! credible existing Web seal programmes, and why? 

What are general benefits of displaying a Web seal on an Internet vendor's site (benefits may 
differ according to seal programme) ? 

Is there a measure of the impact of a Web seal displayed on an Internet vendor's site, e.g. 
conversion rates, satisfaction score, etc. ? 

What is then the extent of the impact a Web seal has if It Is displayed on a site (any references 
or resources) ? 

Does a Web seal make a greater contribution to positive outcomes on a pure play Internet 
vendor's site or on a hybrid's one ? 

Generally speaking, do you believe Web seals are useful In promoting specifically trust in e
Commerce, such as the TRUSTEe and VeriSign seals? 

What kind of seal programmes are most likely to communicate and promote trust In 
e-Commerce (what specific programme, and which elements Specifically) ? 

What specific eJements of a seal programme are Important to the building and development of 
trust in e-Commerce ? 

Are there any specific graphical elements of a seal logo or display that enhance the likelihood of 
establishing trust in e-Commerce (e.g. brand names and logos such as Visa) ? 

Why are Web seals so scarce on SA Web Sites, or why aren't South Africans aware of these 
seals and their use and purpose ? 

Do you think South Africans recognise and understand the programmes and objectives of Web 
seals? 

What can be done to promote the adoption, use and acceptance of Web seals (and their 
programmes) In SA ? 
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Appendix 3; Transcripts of the In .. De,pth Interviews 

The Industry experts in the order in which they were Interviewed are: 

Mr Elred lawrence Technology Manager, Pick 'n Pay HomeShopplng Services 

Mr Andrew Heathcote-Marks Independent Business Consultant specialised in e-Business 

Mr Russell Atkins Marketing Manager, IAfrlca.com Internet Service Provider 

Mrs Sandra Graham 

Mrs Simone Green 

e-Commerce Marketing Manager, Sanlam Personal Rnance 

Internet Strategist, Ogllvy & Mather Interactive 

Mrs Andrea van der Merwe e-Business Consultant, Deloitte & Touche Consulting 

Mr Andrew Hardie Director of e-Buslness, KPMG Consulting 

Mr Rowan Bower 

MrTom Droge 

Mr Mike Bryer 

Mrs Pertu van der Walt 

Mr Alan Barrett 

Mr Dionne Dames 

Mr Geoff lander 

Mr Paul Morris 

Mr Harry Lewis 

e-Buslness Manager, ABSA Bank 

Managing Director, Peppers and Rogers Group (SA) 

CEO edgel Technologies, Planet Pastel 

e-Business Consultant, Dimension Data 

Managing Director, Sequerox Technologies 

e-Commerce Strategist, Old Mutual Ufe Assurance 

Marketing Manager, M-Web ShopZone 

Customer Acquisition and Retention Specialist, kalahari.net 

Senior IT Specialist, IBM Global Services 
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Trust In e-Commerce 

Interview 1 

Person Interviewed: 

Company: 

Date of Interview: 

Eared Lawrence, E-Business Manager Pick 'N Pay 

Internet based Retail Operations of Pick 'N Pay 

Pick 'N Pay Home Shopping Services 

05lune 2001 

AU 

The Interview with Mr. lawrence took place on the 5th of July 2001 at the premises of Pick 'N 

Pay Home Shopping Services, at St. Oalre Building, Oaremont, cape Town. A preliminary 

discussion guide, containing the Interview questions, was sent to Mr. lawrence by e mall prior to 

the Interview. The Interview was conducted on a dialogue basis and Mr. lawrence's responses 

were captured immediately by the Interviewer. The Interview commenced at 13:ooh and ended 

at 13:15h. 

Pick 'N Pay is undoubtedly one of South Africa's biggest and most successful retailers for fast 

moving consumer goods (FMCGs). During the past year, the company has set up an Internet 

based business called 'Pick 'N Pay Home Shopping' which allows consumers to order goods 

directly through the Intemetand have them delivered, for an additional fee, directly to 

consumers' homes. The delivery of goods is handled through a third party provider. 

Mr. lawrence gave some insights about the history and the operations of Pick 'N Pay's Home 

Shopping service. Of particular interest was the fact that most operational functions of the 

business are outsourced: for example, the Pick 'N Pay Home Shopping Web site and payment 

gateway are hosted by a well known South African Internet service provider, controlled through 

strict service level agreements. 
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Trust in e-Commerce 

Interview 2 

Person Interviewed: 

Company: 

Date of Interview: 

Andrew Heathcote-Marks 

Independent Management COnsultant 

(formerly Deloitte " Touche mangt. consultant) 

07lune 2001 

A12 

The interview with Mr Heathcote-Marks took place on the "f1' of July 2001 In cape Town. A 

preliminary discussion guide, containing the Interview questions, was sent to Mr. Heathcote

Marks by email prior to the Interview. The interview was conducted on a dialogue basis and Mr. 

Heathcote-Marks' responses were captured immediately by the interviewer. The Interview 

commenced at 10:00h and ended at 11:00h. 

Mr. Heathcote-Marks is an independent management consultant who was formerly working at 

Deloltte &. Touche, specialising in e-Business consulting. Mr. Heathcote-Marks was able to draw 

on his extensive experience and knowledge to answer the interviewers' questions. Mr. 

Heathcote-Marks and the interviewer discussed at length the overall process of establishing and 

building trust In e-Commerce. 

Mr. Heathcote-Marks was also able to give some detailed responses to questions of the 'Seals of 

Approval' section. He explained the differences of various trust seals and gave also the general 

advantages and disadvantages of using seals of approval, for both the International and South 

African context. Mr. Heathcote-Marks was able to provide a wide array of insights and could give 

detailed responses to most of the questions raised by the interviewer. 
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Trust in e-Commerce 

Interview 3 

Person Interviewed: 

Company: 

Date of Interview: 

Russell Atkins 

Marketing Manager, IAfrica.com 

Internet Service and Portal Provider 

07 June 2001 

A13 

The Interview with Mr Atkins took place on the "jdl of July 2001 at the Fedsure-on-Maln Building, 

Claremont, cape Town. A preliminary discussion guide, containing the interview questions, was 

sent to Mr. Atkins bye mall prior to the interview. The Interview was conducted on a dialogue 

basis and Mr. Atkins' responses were captured Immediately by the Interviewer. The interview 

commenced at 15:00h and ended at 15:20h. 

IAfrica.com is one of South Africa biggest Internet service and portal providers. The company's 

sites are frequently ranked among the most visited sites in the country. Mr. Atkins is the 

marketing manager for iAfrlca.com. He was able to give some Insights In the demographic make 

up of the IAfrea.com user base and explained the user needs and requirements during the 

interview. He was also able to provide some detailed Information about the usage and shopping 

statistics of the IAfrica.com site. 

Mr. Atkins provided also his Ideas and viewpoints about trust In e-Commerce building process 

and related this to the experience and situation of the iAfrica.com's user base. Throughout the 

Interview, the marketing aspects of building trust in e-Commerce were emphasised, making use 

of concepts such as the product life cycle or the customer purchase process, responding to the 

questions raised. 
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Trust in e-Commen::e 

Interview 4 

Person Interviewed: 

Company: 

Date of Interview: 

Sandra Graham 

E-Commerce Manager, SPf 

Sanlam Ufe Insurance 

11lune 2001 

A14 

The Interview with Mrs. Graham took place on the 11th of July 2001 at the head office of 

Sanlam, Bellville, Cape Town. A preliminary discussion guide, containing the interview questions, 

was sent to Mrs. Graham by e mall prior to the Interview. The interview was conducted on a 

dialogue basis and Mrs. Graham's responses were captured immediately by the Interviewer. The 

interview commenced at 17:00h and ended at 18:15h. 

Mrs. Graham id the e-Commerce manager for Sanlam's Personal Anance business. Sanlam Is 

one of South Africa's biggest life Insurance company, dealing with a wide array of financial 

services products, for example life and health insurance, unit trusts, employee benefits, and 

other types of investment relates financial services. Mrs. Graham is responsible for the 

development and marketing of the overall Sanlam Web site, which consists of many lines of 

business and segment sub-sites. 

During the interview Mrs. Graham emphasised the Importance of the brand, with its tangible 

and intangible components, for the building of trust in e-Commerce. In order to have trust In e

Commerce an online consumer must realise the benefits of an online brand and must have a 

'fluent' experience while he is on the site. 
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Trust in e-Commerce 

Interview 5 

Person Interviewed: 

Company: 

Date of Interview: 

Simone Green 

Internet Strategist 

Ogllvy &. Mather Interactive 

14lune 2001 

A15 

The Interview with Mrs. Green took place on the 14111 of July 2001 at the premises of Ogllvy &. 

Mather Interactive, In cape Town. A preliminary discussion guide, containing the interview 

questions, was sent to Mrs. Green by email prior to the interview. The interview was conducted 

on a dialogue basis and Mrs. Green's responses were captured immediately by the Interviewer. 

The interview commenced at 16:ooh and ended at 17:1Sh. 

Ogllvy Interactive Is the 'new media' subsidiary of the established and reputable Ogilvy &.Mather 

advertising agency. Mrs. Green Is responsible for developing Internet and e-Commerce 

strategies for Ogilvy's clients, with a focus on online and digital branding. The company has 

developed a number of successful online campaigns and Web Sites for South Africa's largest 

companies. 

During the interview the Importance of branding was emphasised by Mrs. Green and she was 

able to state a few worked examples, how an existing brand strategy was transferred to the 

online medium, ensuring consistency in the brand message. Of particular interest was a 

discussion about the role of the brand at various stages of the online trust building cycle and the 

importance of the brand for established hybrid online retailers and pure play online retailers. 
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Trust in e-Commerce 

Interview 6 

Person Interviewed: 

Company: 

Date of Interview: 

Andrea van dar Merwe 

E-Commerce Sbategy Consultant 

Deloitte &. Touche Consulting 

15lune 1001 

A16 

The interview with Mrs. Green took place on the 15th of July 2001 at the premises of South 

African Airways, Airways Park, in Johannesburg. A preliminary discussion guide, containing the 

interview questions, was sent to Mrs. van der Merwe by e mall prior to the interview. The 

interview was conducted on a dialogue basis and Mrs. Merwe's responses were captured 

immediately by the interviewer. The interview commenced at 9:ooh and ended at 10:00h. 

The Interview with Mrs. van der Merwe was conducted at a client of Deloitte &. Touche 

Consulting, where Mrs. van der Merwe was then engaged at. Mrs. van der Merwe offered fairiy 

generalist e-Commerce insights, drawing on a number of areas of the e-Commerce and e

Business field. She was also able to give some insights from previous engagements. The clients' 

names remained undisclosed during the Interview. 

Mrs. van der Merwe also expressed her viewpoints about the trust in e-Commerce development 

process and offered some valuable inSights. She was also able to give some macro-economic 

InSights, especially dealing with the industry self-regulation and government legislation 

questions. 
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Trust in e-Commerce 

Interview 7 

Person Interviewed: 

Company: 

Date of Interview: 

Andrew Hardie 

E-Business Director 

KPMG Consulting 

15lune 2001 

A17 

The interview with Mr. Hardie took place on the 15th of July 2001 at the head office of KPMG, 

Sandton, in Johannesburg. A preliminary discussion guide, containing the interview questions, 

was sent to Mr. Hardie by email prior to the Interview. The interview was conducted on a 

dialogue basis and Mr. Hardie's responses were captured Immediately by the interviewer. The 

Interview commenced at 10:30h and ended at 11:30h. 

Due toa lack of time, the interview was restricted to the most Important topics relating to the 

building and development of trust in e-Commerce. Restricting the interview to the most 

important trust questions allowed for a much more detailed discussion of the core Issues under 

review, rather than addressing the complete discussion guide at a fairly broad level. Mr. Hardie 

was able to give valuable Insights drawing on his vast e-Business consulting experience. 

Mr. Hardie provided useful Insights Into the e-Commerce trust building process, and supported 

his responses with the methods and methodologies from his consulting practice. He was also 

able to express his views on industry self-regulation and government legislation initiatives. In 

general, Mr. Hardie addressed most issues at a fairly detailed level and provided real life 

examples to certain questions. 
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Trust in e-Commerce 

IntelView 8 

Person Interviewed: 

Company: 

Date of Interview: 

Rowan Bouwer 

IE-Business Manager 

ABSA Internet Banldng and Service Provider 

15lune 2001 

AlB 

The interview with Mr. Bouwer took place on the lSIt1 of July 2001 at the ABSA Museum, In 

Johannesburg. A preliminary discussion guide, containing the interview questions, was sent to 

Mr. Bouwer by email prior to the interview. The interview was conducted on a dialogue basis 

and Mr. Bouwer's responses were captured immediately by the interviewer. The interview 

commenced at 12:00h and ended at 13:00h. 

ABSA Bank has made headlines during the last year offering Its Internet Home Banking services, 

coupled with the Free Internet service offer. In effect, ABSA is offering anyone, not just ABSA 

customers, to sign up and use the Internet free of charge. Mr. Bouwer Is the manager of ABSA's 

e-Business operations and is responsible for both the Internet banking and free Internet service. 

Mr. Bouwer gave the interviewer useful practical insights from the ABSA free Internet and home 

banking services. He explained in some depth ABSA's user demographics and needs. He further 

added valuable insights into the ABSA general and online branding strategy, especially the 

tremendous increase in ABSA brand equity during the last years. Mr. Bouwer also expressed his 

opinions about the use and benefits of various seal programmes, and the reason for ABSA not 

making use of such seals. 
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Trust In e-Commen:e 

Interview 9 

Person Interviewed: 

Company: 

Date of Interview: 

Tim Droge 

Managing Director, Peppers and Rogers (SA) 

Peppers and Rogers, 1 to 1 Marketing 

15lune 2001 

A19 

The interview with Mr. Droge took place on the 15th of July 2001 at the head office of Peppers 

and Rogers, Cralghali, In Johannesburg. A preliminary discussion guide, containing the Interview 

questions, was sent to Mr. Droge by e mall prior to the Interview. The interview was conducted 

on a dialogue basis and Mr. Droge's responses were captured Immediately by the Interviewer. 

The Interview commenced at 13:30h and ended at 14:30h. 

The· underlying foundation of the Peppers and Rogers company is the Hoi marketing concept, 

pioneered by Its founders Don Peppers and Martha Rogers. This concept challenges the 

traditional marketing concept: Instead of serving the needs of a mass market, ito1 marketing 

seeks to serve the needs of Individual consumers over their entire lifetime, by applying 

personalisation and direct marketing tools. The perceived benefits of itoi marketing are 

increased customer retention and profitability. 

Mr. Droge gave valuable Insights about the online marketing environment, making reference to 

the Ho! marketing and the direct marketing concepts. He also added to the discussion by giving 

insights into the privacy, customer Information protection and personallsation debate. 
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Trust In e-Commerce 

Interview lQ 

Person Interviewed: 

Company: 

Date of Interview: 

Michael Bryer 

Managing Director, Edge 1 Technologies 

Planet Pastel Portal (Edge 1 Technologies) 

lSlune 2001 

The Interview with Mr. Bryer took place on the 15th of July 2001 at the premises of Planet Pastel 

(Edge 1 Technologies), Sandton, In Johannesburg. A preliminary discussion guide, containing 

the Interview questions, was sent to Mr. Bryer by e mall prior to the interview. The Interview 

was conducted on a dialogue basis and Mr. Bryer's responses were captured Immediately by the 

interviewer. The interview commenced at 15:00h and ended at 16:00h. 

Mr. Bryer is the managing director of Edge 1 Technologies, which has the Planet Pastel Portal 

under its banner. The Planet Pastel Portal is both a B2B and B2C online marketplace, providing a 

common infrastructure for online retailers to set up their online stores. The Planet Pastel Portal 

has been one of the few successful online marketplaces in South Africa. Mr. Bryer was able to 

give extensive practical Insights from the portal operations and the Planet Pastel user base. 

Mr. Bryer gave some valuable insights of the demographic make up of the portal's user base 

and explained the user needs and reqUirements. He also had a good understanding of various 

seal of approval programmes and their usefulness and application for the South African market. 

OVerall, Mr. Bryer offered detailed responses to many of the questions under review. 
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Trust In e<.ommerce 

Interview 11 

Person Interviewed: 

Company: 

Date of Interview: 

Petru van der Walt 

i-Commerce Strategy Consultant 

Dimension Data 

21 June 2001 

A2l 

The interview with Mrs. van der Walt took place on the 21st of June 2001 at the premises of 

Dimension Data, Plattekloof, cape Town. A preliminary discussion guide, containing the 

Interview questions, was sent to Mrs. van der Walt by email prior to the interview. The 

interview was conducted on a dialogue basis and Mrs. van der Walt's responses were captured 

immediately by the interviewer. The Interview commenced at 16:00h and ended at 17:20h., 

Dimension Data Is one of South Africa's leading technology companies. The company has coined 

the term 'i-Commerce' (Interactive commerce), which is Dimension Data's e-
,-

Commerce strategy and consulting division. Dimension Data provides Its I-Commerce solutions 

to a numerous of South African companies. Mrs. van der Walt was able to provide insights to 

the topic under review, both from technology and a business perspective. 

Mrs. van der Walt emphasised that an Important requirement to the building of trust in e-

Commerce is the image, reputation and overall value of the company. To build trust, an 

Investment in the brand is necessary to achieve differentiation and the overall perception of a 

quality Image. Mrs. van der Walt also explained different approaches to branding strategy and 

the issues of breaking consumer's trust on the Internet in some depth. Mrs. van der Walt was 

able to provide comprehensive insights to many questions raised at the interview. 
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Trust In e-Commerce 

Interview 12 

Person Interviewed: 

Company: 

Date of Interview: 

Alan Barrett 

Network Security Specialist 

Sequerox 

10luly 2001 

The Interview with Mr. Barrett took place on the 101.11 of July 2001 at the premises of Sequerox, 

aty Centre, cape Town. A preliminary discussion guide, containing the interview questions, was 

sent to Mr. Barrett by e mall prior to the Interview. The interview was conducted on a dialogue 

basis and Mr. Barrett's responses were captured immediately by the Interviewer. The interview 

commenced at 16:00h and ended at 17:10h. 

Sequerox is a technology company that is specialised in network security. The company's 

founders were in fact able to build and Install South Africa's first firewall. Sequerox is working 

for a number of large South African companies, adviSing them on network security issues and 

implementing their security soft- and hardware. Sequerox is also specialised In Internet security. 

Mr. Barrett was able to give valuable insights into the overall network security environment and 

emphasised the issues surrounding Internet security. He was able to explain the concepts 

between real security, I.e. a system that has security features on both client and server side, 

and perceived security, i.e. the current Web browser security infrastructure, e.g. the secure 

padlock of the common Web browsers. Mr. Barrett also gave a few examples of incidents as a 

result of 'unsafe' systems, such as loss of personal information, hacking into insecure systems 

and issues surrounding credit card fraud. 
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Trust In e-Cornmerce 

Interview 13 

Per.son IntennENVed: 

Company: 

Date of interviENV: 

Dionne Dames 

E-Commerce Strategist 

Old Mutual Ufe Insurance 

13luly 2001 

An 

The IntennENV with Mr. Dames took place on the 13th of July 2001 at the headquarters of Old 

Mutual, Mutual Park, cape Town. A preliminary discussion guide, containing the IntennENV 

questions, was sent to Mr. Dames by email prior to the interview. The interviENV was conducted 

on a dialogue basis and Mr. Dames' responses were captured Immediately by the IntennENVer. 

The Interview commenced at 12:30h and ended at 13:45h. 

Old Mutual Is one of South Africa's leading financial services organisation. The company has 

various e-Commerce Initiatives and projects under way, and is at the cutting edge with internet 

and e-Commerce technologies. Old Mutual benefits from the experiences It has already gained, 

experimenting with the internet and electronic commerce. As a result Old Mutual's version 2 

Web site was launched In February 2001 with much success. Currently, there are many e

Commerce projects under way, which centre around customer relationship management. 

Mr. Dames is a strategist for Old Mutual's e-Commerce operations, and Is largely involved with 

the overall content, branding and 'look and feel' of the Old Mutual Web sites. He was able to 

provide valuable insights into the large scale e-Commerce operations from a leading financial 

services provider. He specifically addressed the issues around hybrid and pure-play Internet 

companies, product versus service providers online, and the role of digital branding. 
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Trust In e-Commerce 

Interview 14 

Person Interviewed: 

Company: 

Date of Interview: 

Geoff Lander 

Product and Marketing Manager 

M-Web Business Solutions 

20luly 2001 

A24 

The Interview with Mr. lander took place on the 2rJit of July 2001 at the headquarters of M

Web, N1 Oty, cape Town. A preliminary discussion guide, containing the interview questions, 

was sent to Mr. lander by email prior to the interview. The interview was conducted on a 

dialogue basis and Mr. lander's responses were captured immediately by the Interviewer. The 

interview commenced at 16:ooh and ended at 17:00h. 

M-Web is South Africa's largest Internet service provider. The company consists of a number of 

smaller Internet services providers such as iAfrlca.com and Icon. Besides providing Internet 

access to end users, M-Web also offers a comprehensive range of business products under their 

M-Web Business Solutions brand. For example, M-Web's ShopZone is a trading portal for a 

number of online retailers, where M-Web provides the basic Infrastructure such as Web page 

design, hosting, security and payment services. M-Web also offers these online retailers a set of 

enabling security and transaction capabilities as part of their SafeShop offering, such as 

encryption and use of digital certificates. 

Mr. lander Is the product and marketing manager responsible for M-Web's ShopZone. He claims 

that M-Web's ShopZone is the industry leader in South Africa offering a secure online trading 

portal for end users. Mr. lander was able to give valuable Insights Into the operations of 

ShopZone and SafeShop and specifically highlighted the importance of branding. 
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Trust in e-Commerce 

Interview 15 

Person Interviewed: 

Company: 

Date of Interview: 

Paul Morris 

Customer Acquisition and Retention Specialist 

kalahari.net 

27 August 2001 

A25 

The interview with Mr. Morris took place on the 2~ of August 2001 at the headofflce of 

kalaharl.net, N1 Cty, cape Town. A preliminary discussion guide, containing the Interview 

questions, was sent to Mr. Morris by email prior to the Interview. The interview was conducted 

on a dialogue basis and Mr. Morris' responses were captured Immediately by the Interviewer. 

The Interview commenced at 14:00h and ended at 15:00h. 

kalaharl.net is South Africa's premier online retailer for a variety of goods, such as books, CDs, 

DVDs, electronics, household goods and wine. The company has been operating since mid 1998 

and is undoubtedly one of South Africa's major online retail sites. Mr. Morris is responsible for 

customer acquisition and retention, an area which the company places great emphasis on. 

Kalaharl.net is a subsidiary of Naspers, one of South Africa's biggest media and publishing 

companies. 

During the interview Mr. Morris was able to give to some high-level Insights Into the operations 

and marketing strategies of kalaharl.net. Addressing the researcher's questions, Mr. Morris 

supported his answers by providing cases and examples from Kalahari's day-to-day operations. 

Mr. Morris specifically pointed out the pitfalls and shortcomings in designing and putting into 

operation a professional online retailing Site, and recommended strategies to address and solve 

these problems (some problems which Kalahari is currently experiencing). 
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Trust in e-Commerce 

Interview 16 

Person Interviewed: 

Company: 

Date of Interview: 

Harry lewis 

Senior IT SpeclaUst 

IBM Global Services 

28 August 2001 

A26 

The interview with Mr. lewis took place on the 28111 of August 2001 at the regional office of 

IBM, at the Waterfront In cape Town. A preliminary discussion guide, containing the Interview 

questions, was sent to Mr. lewis bye mall prior to the interview. The Interview was conducted 

on a dialogue basis and Mr. lewis' responses were captured immediately by the Interviewer. The 

interview commenced at 13:00h and ended at 14:20h. 

Mr lewis is a senior IT specialist within IBM Global Services consulting practice. He has 

extensive experience In Internet and other network technologies. Mr lewis also brings extensive 

experience from the former africa.com site, where he has been manager of technology and 

operations. He was thus able to provide Information from both a technology and business 

perspective. 

Mr lewis stressed the Importance of having an overall framework for network security as a 

prerequisite for trust in e-Commerce. He also emphasised the human challenges in establishing 

trust with another party, in this case an online retailer: there can always be elements an online 

retailer has no control over, that may lead people to distrust the online retailer. Mr lewis also 

provided valuable insights about seals of approval, while the intention of seal programmes in 

generally good and their acceptance has grown, in reality it is difficult to communicate greater 

trustworthiness through seals of approval. 
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Appendix 4: The Building Blocks Survey for Industry Experts 

Trust in e-Commerce Study 

Below, please find the t able of the nine general '[Juilding Blocks' 0( IrtJst in c-Commcrcc and the 

flJlther de(ompo~ed factors. PI~ase have a look at the factors and ratc c;xh one indcrcndcntly 

in tenTlS of i'llp<Jltance to th ~ building and dcvclormcnt of trust in c-Cc:mmerce, by 'tabbing' in 

th~ JflpropriJte space. Please Jdd f;;ctors, where you think a 'build ing block' is no! adequately 

covered. The rating scale is as foll[>','15 : 

1 not imprn-lJrlt Jt JI I 
2 not v~ry important 
3 ~,omcl'!hat important 
4 quite important 
5 v~ry irflporlJr:t./ ~SSl'ntiJI 1 

factor for ttw buildir:g and <x'vclopment of 
trust 'I n c -Cc:mmcrce 

Please rate l'ach factor ;ncX'lx'ndr;r:rly, i.e. do not rank eadl set of factors b~longi~g to a 
Du,ld ir:g block from 1 to~ . Rather assign each facto r the: rr:lc'Var:t score. 

ompal"ly I 01'11510 

(1 Web Site DeSI IT 81"ld Proouct Presentat,on Score 

(2) NaVigation Score 
fin. I .11 
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(3) Technology Score 

" 

(4) Brandm Score 

,Ii r 

i' · - Ii '" 

(5) Seals of Approval Score 

ScCUrD 

(6) Fulfilmerlt Score 
I, , 

(7 Pnvac Score 

(8) Secunt Score 
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programmes 
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Appendix 5: Myths and Realities about e-Cornmerce 

Myth No. I : Ifa El!n. PuI~'oQ l.p ~ wet> SIE- IS e,'Y. ArK! p_ttmg up • WID ,~e 10 rolnr;lc comrro::otl: t,~......a.ons Is 

CJSO!, 1fU <lUI tt... n ... nl>l.-f L_ UHI"""J" r ... <"""XIIi'" is i,dli'5ITU(L,,, IIt"'l''''''''' .... 'IlI: other O.)\JO~ 

,\(Idu>nllly, (/',"')Cs In DI.!!I~ P'=~, Cl<~orre' ~ro) ,_""~'" noI ... .,.","' ... ;>S. 0,.1&< ~cc"'"'" dd~ """I!I"!.'>op. 

tht"b.,"on W ... -<QY ..... O ma;l(etlnQ !ao:t!ts uJl<lerpon mcst Web (orrm<:r<:e c1fo"ts 

t-11t~ No. .2' . '(~ Pc1>>Q'. ~ o.~n"'., .. " " .. h".;ol' w1le" wfl;~Ted with u 1,11_'" ente'l)I"i5e re50'.'ce 

ri~n"nQ im,:b'r.o:ntiltOn 0" ~r.c p'.ru.3SC or ~ m3iofrm,., ILl Ie.-. nU'rlr"" of ,e ... ",-,", " r"I~«,!k! o"r,,>!! w,rmerce 
~'fu,t ,~ r>e'\'et " low COS! ~'D;X>SII"''' , Com;)<lri~ >fer<! an """"'" of Sl'h W) len fly ,l'Ioo 1",;;oII~ t .... ,,"'l>g)'. 
,w:c.-dmQ to n G.l :trler C~OI. I P s,rvey Of 1M COmmCfce Sit'"" 

Myth No. ) ; EYM'YQrl!!" Doin" It. M:I '1y ,o'w,n1c5 "'" ~Iy dent = c, (c'''~clli ny b"""",,,, 'e,'",," ~o " '1(."," tu " 

m'",q'",,,, . ~1"t;<l Cof~., ror e~J I1 ', ~~, fi nd. !rKll el'<tro n'c d,to intcr(r"'no;~ "ith It5 ,",,:fe',; "n,1 ~,; , i ,. to". W" ... ,·. 

4"". " r(j ~'~ 1'"V"<l the Ir l etrEt (c<1·.r">«C~ (;I,d W:5Y co,cl'" :". ool'o"i"9 tc", p.->c k " ,,,, k..\:l rT·, • ·..,u nd ,,! '. '''W 

Myth Np, 4; It·llllClalny. (, ... , liy ~1Eo I1.o-J: ~C1lr:: 1'C"'S O«<,," ,1\S , cn l ,.., "." il ,"'.,. ..",..., in unlV" U"", f, ... ·.I:!n uf 

.. t1,]1 I,. ,..,,1 In !;,',.;lr,,1 ,;:......,,; '" !J'~l mill ",de, catak>qu",,- ("'s;<tc A ,,~'on .ro"\ h"~" 'm"",,,,,. onl,,~ b",,' 

' .. 1c>. wll <o«.<>.rn fu, 16'> till" ~ ;oerce.,t 0( ~I US. t:ooI< ""les !his yelf. ill"'-'" •• '" 1=. l.I:eIy" !,.n:.n., .. ',.,toJ .. l ",.' 

it.",,,. ,.0(.1o~" CG1l:S iit'~ ~,es;es <lVi!: troe VI~. tt".'n rc.. 

M.ttl Ng, So TIM! Wot! l mls [/!@ P!~y; ng Il'l:'<I , With ~ """. noI:i1hle ~~"';. <.dI d~ At ..... ""',C011' 01' C, T'lde.. 

U~ b~ t UT,n-.,:u;li.lVtf'S J:e OO~ es!.1bl<OllCd toI'IQ.lnics: 'k,r,"I'. u,,1'. M,GI>'.llIl. O .. ~ ScI' .... .!). CO,,'~,,~'S 

thJt ",.,nt 10 IX 5Uco..~UI .:If 1'I,'b CCrm>.'fC' n'n! th" "'d~'"I dout. bc .. r.J ,dpnl,tr. ~nd ';(iII!I'u d" ba(~·~'1d 

.. ,Ihl-ncnt 4<>J ud ....... """ .. ,e - a,,~ 4_ ~II t1~ ,....", I,., <:<IIILiI. 51;:" <lOCS ".n.. ... , ~"" "'1': in "C~l c;I~"S "'GIns 

1.4,1d !AA'< .... tru\t, ~nd cous.1l'Io< conlioetlte. 

M~tll. No . 6: It k i ds Ig philnl c r Dlcd!itliPD thO' w·~, "'L""~'''' "n ,,"\i>nl qlobal sa", " ... 'nel '" ~'I ;:<O!i.tefS 01 

Qt,,;.:!, ~n:1 :. M"~" wh .... ~II'''''' ru C_I "II '~-:lr,buIO''i, ",,";1=, iln~ oth<r mi<lllcmm. T,n rolSn'1 rO>P:X"'C'IIIOI 

i.~'" IT .. " "N_S. tho! iK'".>0<.s 01" ;:<GdU(t."IS, :tie <ldions 01 d<iUbutols, ~rtO ~'" ,;,;c of .. -w in"""OIrr" 'h<, "" rhl' 

Wo:\>, 9""1'IQ liS" '" th~ =r>0-9-"'''';)\OOn D,""'"'" ··",~,.,m."ji61"-"· ;-1001 ,uco,,;,;l ... ~ 'c<"" ... C .. ~bl'tl."s ~'~ .S"'(I I U", '.'Iilt>:O .... """<~ I:i'.l"'" &,5tl"9 O::;t,t."liCm m.n" .. " not mo.,,',;'d" 11,,,,', 

I Ml'1h1!», 7, It "1oa.lIU.UTC Erld pI MUS M~rkdloo. n,,· ,'Iei, I', ',. '""" wn.n111n o:ot .. 'tlI mon .... '! :r",! COJ~.:s 

l cc· h''f '.I,~ C' le·lo.u ,,,, n il"MI ",~ un il ,.,!)e s,a l ~. ~It ",;to"''''!''''' ,,,.I p ~5C~"I,,,"..,,, , ." f"", f"" cu.. or"", 

,,,,,,, ,I ,,, ,, b,,1 ,ot!C QI)Od tor C,t:Om..r ilCql" ~t>o n M~" I"no ,kctl"'l "" n('C(' 'ty 10' 'I", C"I'''''''' c{ or llll1C 'Id US " Y 

"" '1 t"",. 'I1<!< "I , b'! I1d "1(J III ! r ]"l<)'~ " " ~01." n: :1>.1 n c:vo 'n C CC,"ITH O') 
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Mylh No. 8: It Ie"". 10 Prodllct Commocftili.i!.tion, In comrn.:>d lty In "uotrn . P"O" .. o" y 0"" r;,.:;\o, in ~ 

cco"l"I:llerce >trct>.<:;ies. E,erl if COO1 I1-.::<l t ies <U Cll ,,, Gas ond el ectrxity ore soI<l ,,"I " e. it .. i~rto nt to dlffc~C11tl lO( C, 

It.? c<.O"l"I:l)JOj ily "" pr cw<J i,¥; c<ll ". tllin<:;' arwnd it tll ct odd vau e. 

Mylh NO.9: Customer lOY~lty is a Thing of Ihe Pa51. In e ccmmerce, t:-.e Quo jty cI th e pe rt'd ",nt i, roore 

irrp o,,;,-,t !'>;,n C"~', prir::c I"I,,,,,, IO( I{ '" " "'" " '.-e<y '"pe! ''''' infor mctio:,,]. It l eI> lu !:;nq .mut rel" bl ity, proo uct 

" 'Oil. I, llty, rT",,.ch,,,l :;dl,', o ur, '" ,nu"", , ,,I cxch ,,"'1'" 1)"I " ies , Y(] U m>;ht be able tu IL.O'e a ni"" cU5tO'n" .. , with 

the kJ'.,,,'" pr >::" , :;'Jt t ,h ",l'\ rrrm n lI1' l Y'>u kc<1l lhem 

f>;J lff bQ ; NI"" rT" t "', (]I dcclrmi c C"",""""Ce and ilS .. eJ I ~"", Wi oo- (1998) 
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Appendix 6: Internet Interest Product Categories 

Interest Products On~ne (2000) 

""',,,,,,11nl,,,,,,;\ "rOOtlet, 

( ~oc."-,, ,>, he" , h, I",outy) 

~':"'np Lt"'""'S' Electronic, 

T,.ve l, Enter""in n ... n: 

,,,,,;on and Sty" 

O)",;unXlbl",,; frQ(ltlr:;t" 

OO>::c 5<lrP~'", 

Inv~stll",r~s 

83'/, 

59"/, 

44% 

42"1, 

40"", 

310/0 

22% 

14% 

Average Dollar Val ue of Monthlv Product Puroh ase., Onl ine and Offl ine 

WI" Vo u e of Do lor Val"" 01 O" lne I arrne I 

On l"", P\"c~osc Siml ,,· Qt l ne r.ouo 
Purcb"e 

1111 pnxhrts $,1£ S I44 2,17 

lnvcstn",r~s $557 5223 "~ 
Tro",,1 $4(}() 5165 2,43 

CO''''f'\,t."-,, $38l 5159 2,40 

FIoc>Ol1"l l r(erest $% 5 U 8 2,n 

Cl'f>::c ')(l rP le" $4 77 5224 2, 13 

Fash01 Ite"" $362 S\76 :/,0& 

'''15, Gil n"" $316 ,,~ <,O:J 

OJ Ier;tib .,,; $316 S\ 58 1,9'1 

Cor"u.",,,h.,,, $:).(:7 OCW 1,9:J 

MaP- "lIrc~=s $]:J 'I 5193 1,7'; 

(Soll "Ce' Activt~Ddi" Rc",,,rc~,?COO) 
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Appendix 7: Online Purchasing Penetration 

, .. __ IIMn" .. _I'Il......., .. ~ 
1-' r I_ .... !· .... 

I' =- ill 
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• 
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" 

"".,. r-' 
~. "" .. ~_.n • 

:.'M." .. 
; ... - t j , 
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Appendix 8 : Opportunities to stimulate online shopping 

" ,. 

" 
," 

~'''''.t"., ,".", .. "' ."., " 
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Appendix 9: The ' Ten Commandments' 

._-_. -- _ .. "--
~ ~ t"":l' ~' ~nH t o! r "~: " 9 

" ho O~\lft f [,'~ , ~ ~ , 

" , ........ to _ ,,, .. ,,, ' •. ,,,. '.:..~ '! ". ""."" 'oV,' •• -, 
"," .. ,,,,, w'" 1 "" '." '''''-' ~ .. ...., I " I U "0 " ,.,.,-, '" • 

. , .. ~ ".,(0. "''I'''' '" _.'T;O-' 
",.~ •• "~,, '-'1'-""' ........... '"V. ...... , ..... _, 
"'~ to tl< .,.. • .,., "'" ""',"'""""" • ...., .,,~ 

ruo 'Il' ,,," ''''''''' ' ""*', ",' ...... ' .... 
"....., d .. ,,, '~1 .... "'. ", .... " ... "'.' 

m.M 'M',., ,...,...,~ •• Oil "~;''') ",,"" 
.. ,~ , • .." .. _, ~ .......... ,,,",.,,,,,,,", ,w..U •• _, 
,.., ...... ~ ' ...... ",,,,,,,,-,-, " ..... ..., .. ,~", , ....., ..... 
to, "".~.". ,,'j" :O! 0.1(·01 ,,",, i"'>'>o'" 
(..-0 .. ' ..... , ........ "' ...... , .." • .,.." r ... l" .... ; ... >11 

.=.,~. "'" ...... , ... _.:J.'" . .., 
,",.,"'" < "'''',.... '''' ~:. '""'"'" «."." .l<"" to "' " • 
. 'w , .v,'" "'~ " .. n 
I'> ...,', .... ,,, .... , _ .. , ..... ~ .. , .. "-'" .... 

000 ~""""I' r .. ''"'''. '''''''''~>e.J' "','O"~ 1-, 
• ,,,,, ......... _ , ''''~'' """" <"", 'T"l~ 

Ol<-,." &'<' -'.." or"" ......... ) ~ ~ 
"."",."", "",,'" .... ><1> ,"""." ',," "' ... 
",,..., ",~ <~ 

o ! ... , ~ w- ... ,~. c ............ ., .... :~ .... "".~. " ..... " 
c.Y,._~",.n' 'i'C"" ·,,,,','_m,.' 
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Appendix 10: A Checklist for Online Retailers 

S~. 'd.~N.u"o" ./ _ .. po,. - q .... .,. 

./ L'Ill," ~ ... " • ..... toIlffl ....... , .... , 
./ >II . ..... "0 ............ _ .~,_ .. bo.-:~.'. 

f" .... II<o. 

"'"'U"-./ ".",,..100, ...... r".I .... "'I"' ... ' .... ~_d 
C,,, "!'O", .. (.~ <'O ... "' .... ~" ... I"'''''i''' k< 

• , .... "~'Pf'<" .~,,'f ,'''''.p'' c ....... ~,oj.o, 
<m"'., .. ) 

.I ""o"'" h '10 ... "" ;,"~""~ 
,/ ,II< "'or h ,,,,.,I;o'~ ••. ,.. ",. of'", ... n ~ 

r"""~"'''''1 

Pro~",r Sol«,.," 
./ mo"'»!' ~'Q""'" .... , ~ QP'""" ("J!. '" 

1~'oJ"" '),;». I" .", ,,,,,,,,",w, 'd",,,.) 
./ .""". , ....... opPI' :~ '''' 
" "~,, q~.lit), ... 1.; ~"",·,,,~,n.l ",0<1"", 

I'l<tU'o. 

,I <1 •• ,:)1.><1 ')OK P""UR .nd ><>I., ... t~'"" 

./ ""np'~'M''''''' p"."'" ,,, .. ,_ ",,, ... , .t •• ..,. 

"~n.fI<'<"','f( '"'''1''"''''''' .... , .. , I~"'d '" , 
.. "I."", r"""" 

J <iI. '"'1'\''' u • ..,"IO<"p,,,,,,",,' .... U ",~Oy to 

"'''.~_, •• , •• 1 ow.,. 
./ ."" ..... ,,,., .. ,'" 

:;:"d" p,l<.' ... ..,' 
./ ......... ,04< , .. ,.. ........... "'''''''- 1""-'" 
, 1h..<1 fM''' ~ ..... .. ".'.I •• "'f ... ' ...... 01 "''''''' 

.... ",,~, .. , ,",,11< .. , 

" ........ ,,~ .. , ............ '" .. ,,, ... ""'J' '''''. ....w,., ... r .... ,t:..." ... ""'~ .... " 
"' " . ...... ,,. .h •• "" 

",., .""".," ."",. ,... '011"' ........... "". 
.... ""." .. "ow' "' .... "', ~, .... , ........ . 

t .. ",,_oaI 'UU.' , .... """"" ~'. ",," ". 
""","",'" .. ~Ir." in ., ~ .. ,~, .. I ... "", •• 
, .. ,~~" 1>1" ., ... " O" .... ~, .. ) 

",., .. ,t<" p"""", _" .. ".~n. " ... ",<1 •• " ';o~ 
" ... ".d" <OI~ ~""'''''' ,,,., "" .. ",.<1 .. "",. 
(. ~. (" 0 l.l. '" .I~ .. "'r. , .. " •• "~., ,,, 1""_ m 

«."" "."" ","",,,,,) 

f .. I'·'"'~"t 

" .. M .. " ......... (.:111""' .... '.....,~~r 
"',"' ..... ""' ... ,,. , ....... . "'<1(10<1. >pilI .... ' 

""'~,.pJ. "".,10 •. """" "''''",I<. "f".w» 
.I ........ '" " .... ... u. ... , 
" "' ..... d . h.wv ."" ..... ( .... ""'Inr '_'~'." 
...... "".t 
("'I"'.S'~) s...I,. 

, 1.,) "'P""'" 
I 1 w.lO n""' .... ~" "'''Y W.b_. 
I .,101,,,,,.,,,,., <",''', ... " "'."1<. 01"""" 

( ... , pi,., ' .... ""II II .. ") 

~01·1!lIRNO""ort 

I ,!>'_<l. L "If." la, h • • .,.J<o;>o" M"h . .. " 

I .'",." '" p;" .· ".il~l~ I) .. ., j,~,""n~ 
p",;o~!, 'p"C ,.1. 

I "",~,"""'" ,,. P'"'''''P''<> In ,,, .. ~ " "'P' 
I "II., '1""""""" I" .. """ ,,,,11,,,,"<, ... "om 

r~'l [,"'. rU><h .. ~ 
I ,.'" ,;,,,. .. ,,~"' .. ><I ,~. "","N"-" .. . 

''''',,'~,,~ .. ><I , .. "."" '1"', .. 11. 

" 'p., .. 1 It", I .... p~'<h.",' ... ,"' I,. .""'''''' 
, fI<" ',"'" 1"''' "" .. , <>I •• , .1"""",,,,,,, 

,,~d>~"""" """" I.· (l,,,,h·,"<1 Vort., 

Rc",,"" 
" .... ><1...,..,.. .. ,><>" ....... ' .. "', ........... ",1110>< ,,,..,.,..,, 
" ... ""_ .. , IN .......... ,_....t ... " ........... .. ........ , ......... ,,, ........ ' ........ """, .. 

".".ohI ... ~" ........ ~,. , .... ""'"':._ o>/fU •• 

,,"'.:r ........... , MI~"' .. " 0"",,,, " ... "". "" .. ... 
" .. "".~ J, ... . "!'tt. ,~. '" ... ~ ........ <~"..".., 
.." ..... ",--,<II ", .. > • . , ... ~'" 

'" 
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Appendix 11: The Building Blocks of Trust 

The ~x primary concept5, broken down into a total of 28 different ways in which truslworthines5 

may be established. Each are briefiy addressed below: 

,",.~,,><,," ;>1:>00, ","., coonp,"' " "", .,. 0; . ... In ... u';"" "'_ .,,.,, '" >'I . b 

~"" 
~"''' "",ro.<.",!_"'"" '" "'" U>"' I:""~ ""'_I. ir .. ~ '"".Jo .... od .... 1 R(;S'~ .
v", ;s;.", 

·.d ""em",,"'"'' 'of' .,," 
"'0". "",ro.<-"'I ,'--'''''''', .. ''' .. '.<' .. ,~. ~,.,... ... d" •• I.<S ' .. ,,. ,,, .. ,,.. s..< .... , ( ;'\1. 
I , , , 

::>, """""0:,."" "' ... ",.. h&" -v' '" '" ,"""''' .~ .. , U .. ""'" f>'U) .... ,,.. ,,-' 
' .... , ...... 
"., j" .. or ..-. """,,-,,"' '0 p:>1iitO """ _~ ....... "" Y><I'<l<,. ~I>". '~''''1'' 
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AP-oendix 12; Establishing a New Security Model 

, .. 

I 
I , , 

-----,. ,----- ----- ---- .-
Cr r l jfj~,,' i(l n 11ht. " ,"1'1>1111",£ ,lr\d rI,("CfY IIlJ; p.,n lO."l; .In' ",hI) Ihl')' "'Y I 

1h • .'} ~ , c. J ill) rhq· .m: aud""iz.,u II) ' f ,lIN'I;t ,IIIU/()' j 
! 'l'n'",,-

Autht:ntid ly r n,,· "'l", m~hvll fL'l .,ivl-J ""j"tll k .l 1 " I I,m" .,,,d I 

C rmlidcnti,l!ily 

nJ nlc n! to " hJ t is uam rn iucd. 

p.nt,e._ 

VI' , II;(.:ll lo" .mel ! Ime-s!,mp,ng of "~(:C' pl e~lJhl< ~h 

1I1(-( i"l'l), who ~\'nl ~ hl" ;n('$' ,"' ) I1""unfeJ lion ;'1m! 

wile" .1 " iI ' .cnt. 

I 
! , 

'" 
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Appeodix 13: TRVSTe's CQre Tenets 

TRusn;'~ core tenets tntlu<le: 

• Notice: 

• Choice; 

• ACcess: 

Wri) $jtr:s dl:;pI.l'(ln9 thc TRUST(' scal must post dear notice 

Of what \.Hl!sonaily idmtlfiab{c information j" <;jath ...... f'd ~nd with 

I'iflom IT IS sha rPd; th is di"dosurf' lTl u'it be C~5y to read ~nd 

a~~rss i b l e by one mouse clkk : rom the home Pil<;Jc 

l.SC'r'S mu::.t have the ab il'ity, throug h opt-i n or oph)d tun~tion s , 

to chOO'"..e wheth!:r to allow se(Qnd~ry use; o~ thilt personal 

IntormalLOn: in elle<:t, users must be ~bk to prevent the Web 

site ~ rom selling, sh.1ring. r""ting or disseminating their personally 

Identlliable InlOlTTlation 

users most have reasonable access to information maintalnnd 

about. thm1 by a Web sile to correa any inaccuracies In da:.a 

COllected 

• S!!(;urily: the Web site mL;st provide reascnab{e 5eCur.ty to prot!'Ci The datil 

that Is co llected 
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Appendix 14: DECO Selected Industry Self Regulatory Initiatives 

Name 

IllliJ O" li ' .... 
Kd i,lbi lily 

Progr.,Jll 

Objl!(1i\'e 

,f} ",''''''11141'' C(Jmp""~', "dvetTi' in ~ is 
IrUlhr,,1 ,HId ,l(CtJr~l~, Ill<' Clxnp.,n), (O m· 

,-.111, !() d~ljv,~"'g ;he prwut. 1> .md '*'<

"ices offe,,,,! J"d IIM I, ii II .... COIT'p""Y [,HI
.-..)1 ,e,>n l'1' ~ d i,pup w ,fh " lO<1,umrr, il 

,n,m"', Ii> ,,, i n~ J Ihird-f~, r;y ",llit,,, li 'w'; 

~d 'Ali"n probr.,m sue!> d, II ... ~dl'" 
11t1,;"",>< S",,,",u _ 

IJUB On linc· Tn nil", J c()mp,ph,'n, il'" """,;,,011'<11 
PrivdCY PHYb'Jm P'('lf,,,, In mrJ'''''' a ~omp"ny', ~b'lily t(J 

Il.",d twhind til<' prom i,e< m.lde in ;1$ 
tml<1p pl i\' .lcy poll r)' "nd ('(.1 .... ,l di'l'"I,' 

,<'Solul i,,,, p'oces, 1m cor"",",,' I'rI\ ',.cy 
concern,. 

TIo:U5Te 

--------

r" bu,ld ,ruSl ~r.-:I mmklfonci' in 

"·«lIl~"N<;~ b\" inoeJ, i"!; WI""'''''' 
(0,,1..:1"11(1' I" "sing lhr In INf1('1 "net 
h<>lpmg bll';'-oc>.w, el"li"'" 0" Ih<>i r , .. b 

r.-on'i«>5. 

T" bUIld romum<,,- Iw_\! and ",-,,,Iit h l<.,> In 

~-,(_Ctnll .... r('e by f' I11IX)WP"f\g ""'f> 1.--. 

ck, ;~ how ,hf'ir fl"!"son ;] lIy idl'mlii,ll>!(' 
infnrmdiwn Willi", l"KJ u,· Jr.' W'.[)<~f'. T() 

[eduC ale ,i:~ d""'K'Il""S 0<1 ii'" iflljX"IMI< " 
of d~tnOr"",'l<ng Ihe "lP" mmmJl m(<n( 10 
addrt's"ng onltJ'" Ix i ,~cy 10 hnth [Oil 

"II'''''' .,nci ~o,","rnmell l '. 

Enfort~menl Mcchani~ 

A ""mp.my ,;'gn~ ,! 11("me 
,' g,,,,,,,,,,nt mmm,uing 'L) lhe 

II<I!I.--Ip ir~ O.- liw p([j~',' ''' .1nd 
Ih., p."fi nol,,, ,e\oOhui"" procc"" 
"I'pli<,able 10 fhe program . 

II nlm l"l ~y 5;;\"S a il<;c n"", 

,lgr,,_'m:'nr n"'\fI"nin~ W ill .. 

prin(iples of rhl' prog"m ~ I-.d 

rh~ pan ic"l .. rf'>Ol"Ii<~l PIOCe5' 
"I~ll; "J bl~ In ,he pmg,,,m. 

WebhU'1 ;m~ Jlw<;" iui!-->C(lIlC 
,1lJd il "r ",,-";;:>S;!e by an inde. 
IlI' r.d{·m, SllKi"ll\" "" i,wd C~.J\ 

(>llh~'" ,'qLltv;, I, ,,b .",,,,,,d I:'" 
wmld. u'in~ I!w Wd)],ru,! 
1"inril'l, ... . 1nd enh"i,] ,,,.j 
b...-.c!>m"rk to det<'lm i<>e {n,· 

"" II'cIr""" (II wi iflP btls;J""$<>;' 
~(hvi"<" e,1d r){"n"l ~rr", 

,ri,,,,,i 1<> ('-{umr"'f,·". 

~'I('S :h," dl<l0>(> \() l>aC>l"'-' 
1"""",(-. ni II>€' TRUST~ prog,am 
~lU.,>{ <rg~ ,l (),,~ )'~.I! mnlJd('\,,· 

~l l y hindi ng 1,,·Ptb;ng ~gr(>('

m",,!. [he ,'~'('('fI"."'1 "'<rtl bP 
r('tl\'w<·d '".l\ h y,w_ 1 h<> ~g''''''. 
mf<l i , upu l,lIf'> fCltl<J { i"n, 10 

"h".h 111<' 1; (1'1)<;0'" """I JUho,rv, 
irduu ing pnv"'-l' pnm il~'''' ,m" 
",,,,,1"1:00 pH,,«iu,<'s. ,,, 
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Appendix 15: The Familiarity of Web based Brands 

The tables ooow indicate the re lationship bct\ .. 'een fami liarity and trust , particularly for Web 

bilsed security brands: 

Symbol" , Tt .. ~t ~ by Tho~e F"mili", with SymbOl 

PC" '"'' 'bE,, ~ ' 

1"O!'"'''" n",1 
I'.wdljor W1! b 1o'-" '~1'1' 1' , "'1 (" ,I",~ Llwil'" 

(S""I\I~ S,,~,) ('10; ) I PI,) . \'~ri,d) , , 
~·o " 

V"dSi~" ,<, " " B!)EH~lii"o " H, % 
;~\)H.I " I~ " '{1<1"')'1.2 • b1u~ _"ct.:l " 

, ;0 

V'''IS!,.nJl'"~' •• , " ~ .' 
"""'~ih' K":r '" , " " '>.!t" ~c~'" .'ih{\~pi "{!. C"'" W'" " I 

, 
" VirlU~1 bnl"lJium , • ., 

I -
"."n~ ("",nod M.",ho"' H , '" ' 1 
,\m.m"-'n bl""" M 

I " " RSI<C " , " C)t><r<Jsh n • " Mo'I\:,(."'" " H " Ita"'hl1ale '. , " iO~C;l' GIW'~"''''' " • " Vi,aly .. ""d ) " ] I " MI<mMlfi ,. , 
" L)~", IT 01' 3% .. ~Il '" ; " Iil\1 " , 
" ~ b,,<r('",d ;Sb(,P:>Ol,r1 " • " i'ullUdiyo • , 10 

[),,""'~, " , • 
lIaR ... , ; , 
A",""J " 

, ; 
i("A I U , , 
S!>op_,'rg I • " ,_ ,,;c""!>.l"' " 0 
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The diagrams Indicate that the most fi:lmihar brands - the ('!'Cdlt card rnmpafll~ - have far less 

tr~tWOrthln~5 than Vc"Slqn and TRUSTe, given their relative famlhanty (Cheskln Research, 

199')), Overall, If a site wanlS 10 lise these symbuls to s1J99~t their trus~wurth lness, they would 

ho.' better off Includlnq symbuls fur Vcr6gn, TRUSTe ~ nd other Web bil~d ~y.lJrity br~nds than 

to include credit ca rd brands. 
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Appendix 16: Virtual Advisors As Effective Trust Builders 

In 1999, pickup trucks accounted for more than 15''10 of all consumer vehicle> purchased irl the 

United States. Earn of the more than 90 product alternatives sold for more tharl $10,000. 

Oearly, consumers could bc."I"lCfit when makillg such complex and risky decisiOllS, lmagirle 

havirlg the world's best expert on p'lckup trucks Mp you select the best trUCk. SuCh an expert 

would ask questions about your rleeds Jnd preferences, provide you with full information on the 

variety of trucks ~vailab l e and recommend veh id~ that su it your needs. With this in mind, we. 

designed <l site ca lled "Truck Tov'm" to dc.monstratc how virtual advisors carl create tn.ISt m the 

lnternet We used the anatytical tools of utility theory to estimate OJstom€l'" preference'S for eMh 

product altemative and Bayesiarl decision tl"f.>ory to revise these pr~fc.rcnce.s as OJstomers told 

the advisor more about their needs. 

Truck Town visitors can choose. to be guided complet~y by the virtual advisor or may navigate 

the site indepentk.."I1tly. Truck Towrl's architecture allows the user to exc.rdsc considerable 

control over irlformatim acquisition, which is an important trust cue., Truck Town's welcome 

sc.-een displays a map to help customers locate. deale:-s, the b<lnk, a news-stand, coffee shop, 

city hall arld customer-advice offices An avatar in the form of a friendly, intel ligent owl guides 

the customer to site fe.atures arld arlSll/erS questIOns about information 'iOurC<3. The owl 

explains that Truck TOI'm helps customecs make. irlformed purchasing decisions and then refers 

cust()l"l""lCrs to the town ha:1 and the personal advisors for specific product irlformation and 

rc.commendatiCAls. The secmd screen takes the. customer to the. town hall where Truck Town's 

mayor expla ins thilt all the information is accurate and up to date. He also answers queries 

about the satisfaction gua~antee. return policy and system audits. 
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T,ust in e-Ccm:ne,ce M5 

Itl J tlJtiotlJI sur .. ey of consu~,s, respondents \\'ere asked whom they trusted most when 

buyi~ automobiles: dealers, s~lesmetl, mechatlics, contractors, b~nkers, neighbo.lrs or 

magazine editors, Responderlts r,aid they wo.~ d most trust an ~uto mechanic, a ret ired editor of 

an Juto IMgazine or ~ cOl1tractor who has purchased matly trucks, On the b~c,js of thi s ranking 

by consulTl€rs, TrJck Town presm ts these three advisors, who are tlOt modElled after specific 

ind ividua l ~ but.,,-e composite-; of the best pr;octices of people serving in those rol es. 

The virtu~ 1 ~uto lTl€[hJniC in our ex,lmpie is named Cr~ig, a middle-aged man dressed In a 

ITl€dwnic's uniform , {see "Meet the AJto Mechanic."} After int roducing h'l mself, he answers 

queri es ~bo'" how he i ~ p~id, his strellgths ~nd weaknesses, and past custorrer comments. He 

thell st,lrts the conversatiotl by asking the GI'tomer the size of the truck ~le or she prefers. (see 

"ThE Di~IOQJE Begitls.") After conversa tion on the tr"ck's intended u ~e -- for example, if it will 

be used to haul a tra iler -- Cr~ig probe. for other preferences, such as relative preferences fo r 

low price, pErformance, t'lel effidency, power and style. Craig then creates a personalised 

showroom with four trucks that he th inks best fit the custo~r's needs. He b~ses his 

re-commendatiOrls 0rI how well the tm::ks match the customer's stated preferences ~tld what 

simil¥ customers have p'lrChased. 

TIle customer can then obt~in complete itlro rmation on the trucks' specificati()!ls (horsepower, 

towing c~pacity, lo;,d-carryillg vol.Jlle, fuel efficiency, bed length), configurat ion (selection of 

options), compet i:ive comp~risons with other truck specificati()!ls in J matrix tab le, and 

eVJIu,ltiOtlS by other users. Customers can also obt~in mJgazitle ~r~cles and advertisements 

~bout ~II the trucks pre-;erlted. Additiorwl options are to "meet other people like me" or to be 

transported to the coffee shop in TrJck Town where they can engage in J live chJt sessJon with 

other customers who h~ve similar needs, The dialog"e ends by schedu ling a test drive or 

requesting a price aoo delivery (luotJtion from an actu~1 dealer. 
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Truck Town'S TmsJed Adylsors 

[n Junl! 1997, WI:! (ooductl:!d an emp,nC<l1 (oncephmd-usagc study of the Truck Town prototype 

to a=~ the VIability of iI personal advisor. A. sample of ZOO 6osIQn-are;) resp:md~~ v/hO had 

bought a truck In the prevlOU!.O 18 rT'Qnlhs evaluated Truck Town in ~rm5 of trust. quality or 
recommerloations and their willingne55 to U'".,e and pay for the service. Re<.pondents spent all 

i'lVI.!:rage of 30 minutes on the Truck Tall>'" sit~ prior:o answering tnt! S<Jrvey . 

Th~ resul t) ind'COle that the 'o'1rtlk1 1 adv isor developed during this rco;.carch i, at'l lc :0 generate 

trust in COI'!5umcrs. In answer to the qu~tkln "Did you trust the advbor7" 82% of the 

rCSpondents il1'\$\'Icrcd ·ye$," 76% agreed that the Information provided Wi!. ':; trustworthy. and 

88% agreed thOt the oov isor recommended trlJCks th~t fit their needs. ~lore importantl)!, 50% 

3greed IM\ tl'lc ildvi~or sl.9Qcstcd illtcm~tivcs Ihey would nol have cof)$idered otherNise. [n 

Icrm~ of purchasing, 88% of re-•• pcmdent$ would mnsider buying iI vehicle through Truck TOwl). 

On ilVerilge, they would be WIIIInQ to P'lY an additional S40 for th,s ~rvicc. 

In fact, 82% of re!.pOndents conSidered the Irxernel eJO.paJiellCe IT'Ore trustworthy than an In· 

person dealer e~perience. M~t respondents 5ilid Truck Town's information quantity (87%) and 

quahty (83%) wa~ hCliCr than that ava,lahic from a dCillcr. Wheleas approximately 80'Y0 would 

recommend Internet shOPp'ng on the bJ~'~ of ~ting Trud: Town, only 20% would recommend 

the dealer from whom they last purdolsed a vehide. 

These are en«("OJrag'rl9 results and S!J9Qe~t tn,11 the advisor-based Truck Town >ite succes;rully 

engendered a«ep::ance (If the advice and information prOVided. This is a key elemen: In trust 

huild,n" . A.wming that tru.t corrc l ~tc; with ';aies, tJle Truck Town site demoostr~tes h(lW 

establishing trust c~ n enhance buyi rog through this type of advisor-hascd ,y$lem. 
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Appendix 17: Security Concerns 
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Appendix 18: The Language of Cyber Crime 
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Appendjx 19: Money spent on Security Technology 
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Trust in" Com,-",rc" 

Appendix 20: Preliminary Models of Trust in e-Commerce 

A 20.1 Cheskin Research 

According to Cheskin Research (1999), the simple model below describes the major components 

of thr, development of trustworthiness for Web sites: 

a,.", 

• .... -:0 
• 

SC<l1 "I APP..,.,.dl •••• ::. 
• 

Consumers I"leW to e-Commerce sense a kind of chaos in the' Web, where' information is 

vul:'lerable to hackers, technolo'lY is unrc,liable. and '100d intentions may lead to unpredictable 

results. ThiS pcrcc,ption leads to a dc"ir<' for contro l, particularly of personal Information 

(Cheskin Rc,search, 1999). 

For c~rrent ~-Commr'r«' users, contr~ is sti ll a fundamental concern (Cheskin Research, 1999). 

However, for some reason, be it ~xperience, or psychOqraphics these individuals can be 

assurc:d, to their satisfact ion, that they retain some control over their own p:·,rsonal information . 

Cheskin Research (1999) has found, that seals of approval (symbols like Veri~'ln and Visa) ""d 

to rr,-aS'>llre the visitor that control has been established. On«' a sms-::, of security has been 

establi5hed, a v is itor"s focus charxl"S to lh(' fiV(, (other) signifie rs of trust: brand, navkjation, 

fulfilme" t, presentation and t (>chnology. lnterestingly, ' technology' IS olkn ~ey in producing a 

5ellSe of legit"lmacy for the 'seals of approval· (Ches~in Resr,arch, 1999). 
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T,ust if> e .. Comm!fl:e 

The diagram below dePId5 the development 01 trust for Web sites : 

14H I <>n.U" 

"."'~ ., .. , "'''''' J Mltintoliin Trust~ ... ~. ., I ConfirmT~ 
{ --! ...... \~ .. " .. o< ........ IS 

~ _Me; ,-

{ "'~-'- 'bo-_ 

II))' 

,"'(:OO"diug 10 Chc~ju Research (1m). Ihe s., diffcrcnl nt.1jor building blocks Ih:u '(lIn "'Ullic~IC 
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"fruot " e-C(,rnn"'rc' AS2 
----- --

A 20.2 PriceWaterhouseCoopers 

PriceWaterhouseCoopers' answer to the question 'How does a company assume the mantle of 

trust' is: Risk Management. Risk management, according to PriceWaterhouseCoopers (1999). is 

fundamental to building trust in eBusiness; its th ree stepping ~tone~ are: 

1. Control 

2. Security, and 

3. Ass.urance 

Control 

Today the assessment of risk - its likelihood and impact - is com~icated by the fact that in the 

world of eBusiness, organisations are mud) more Interdependent, relying upon one another to a 

greater degree than ever before (Pric~WatemouseO:lOpers, 1999). Thus, the control architecture 

must be comprehensive and the question must be asked what risks keep us from achieving our 

objectives. Companies must understand how certain 'control attributes' are supported from both 

internal and external perspectives (PriceWat<'rhous('O:lopcrs, 1999). Trust is achieved when 

certain control attributQS are proven 

Security 

While security of business information is important to the success of any operation, in the world 

of eBusiness it is crudal (PriceWaterhouse(oopers, 1999)_ Infonnation can leak out quickly, 

sometimes untraceably_ When it is gone, it is lost forever or, worse, it becomes a co-opted asset 

of the competition . 5cV!'ral d'mcnts of eBusiness security, as mentioned previously, an' 

physical security, personnel security, administrative security, communica tions security, 

operatiOrts and risk manag~mcnt. Compal1ies usil1g the step~ng stones, control, sr~urity and 

assurance, in their efforts to bui ld sound operations in the digital ('nvironment must therefore 
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undCn;lO it fundamClltill shift In pcr.;pc<tlve: it 'clean sheet approach to achieve trust will 

(.'OOOmpa:6 an f:nd-to..r:nd :iCCurity solutIOn (PriceWaterhouseCoopers, 1999), 

Assura nce 

The single bI..~t wi.I'/ to communicate trLt;\worthinfQ, is to providf' ar..stJl'ilnce 10 all stakeholders 

that proper control::; arc In 1)laCe a~ transactions are undertaken (PriceWaterhouseCoopers, 

1999). A:,~uritnCe pollcie~ m~1 be In I))acf: In Six specific areas: 

Ai::cordi"9 to a rECent Pr,ceWaterhou::;o:COOpcr.; I World Economic Forum SUiVey (1999), nearly 

80% of glob<J1 CEOs believe intf:mel enabled cB:nness will reshape competition in their 

induwie~. But conMencc that tt'lof:lr OPC"alion~ will be protected IS fundamental a:. they 1 .... r,Uf: 

new goal." In tht> dlg'tal t'fIvirtXlml'nt. These companie;, their customer.", and their bo..:>,ne:,;;; 

partners are often reb:t<Int to aCCt'pl new mO!ritet and ·cchnology strategies hec::ause they don't 

tnl.,,: electronic allf)ro<lchp.!> (PrlccWaterholJ!;eCoopers, 1999), Unfortunately. thi::; lIiew Is In stark 

(ontra:;1 to the simple reality of t>Blblness: it opcn~ markets and shrinks the woid of b\lSlness 

by lIirtue of the low lrall!>llctlOIl costs, millimal barriers 10 entry, imd imr>n::wf:d ilcn~ to 

Intormation that arc so closety associated with the Inte-net 
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